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PART I , SECTION 3
3 5556 030 085013

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LOCAL ACTION

In this section you will find :

Recommendations for action by each of the 92 cities and towns in the

MAPC 208 area and an assessment of the impacts of the recommendations .

The recommendation categories are :

I Wastewater Treatment

II . Stormwater Management

II . Estimated costs

N. Industrial Wastewater

V. Non - Point Sources

VI . Preventive Land Use Controls

VII . Management

The Impact Assessment Catgories are :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A. Erosion

B. Flood Control

c . Groundwater

D. Wildlife

E. Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A. Open Space and Recreation

B. Archaeological and Historic

C. Housing

N. Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

Because of the large number of communities covered in this draft Areawide

Plan and broad scope of the study , the recommendations and impact assessments for

each community are presented in capsule form . Some background on the recommendations

and impact assessment was presented in the previous section . Additional information

may be found in Part I of this plan and in previously published 208 reports ,

especially :

- The nine preliminary basin reports and their addenda ;

The Areawide Water Quality Management Alternatives Report ; and

The Technical reports on stormwater management and septage

treatment and disposal alternatives .

These recommendations are presented for each community , but the analysis

that preceded the recommendations looked beyond municipal boundaries to derive the

most appropriate and implementable plan for the whole 208 area and for the indivi

dual communities . The communities are listed by river basin to facilitate compari

son with the basin reports and other previously published material .
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BOSTON HARBOR

Boston Harbor has long been recognized as one of the most valuable

water resources in the Commonwealth , New England and the eastern seaboard .

The harbor is used intensively year -around for transportation , commercial

and sport fishing and shell- fishing , boating , swimming , and many other

forms of both active and passive recreation . It is also used year -around

as a dumping ground for almost 70 percent of the wastewater generated in

the Metropolitan Area . Most of this is in the form of primary treated

effluent from the Deer and Nut Islands treatment facilities owned and

operated by the Metropolitan District Commission . These plants discharge

a combined total of 500 MGD of treated wastewater collected from 43 com

munities in the metropolitan area . Treated sludge is also discharged

from both plants during the first three hours of the out - going tide .

Other waste inputs to the harbor include combined sewer overflows , benthic

deposits and the inflow from the Mystic , Charles , Neponset and Weymouth

Fore and Back rivers .

In spite of the use and abuse inflicted upon the harbor , its water

quality is good . Most of the Outer Harbor meets the criteria for Class

SB water quality . Combined sewer overflows cause periodic violations of

coliform standards in Dorchester Bay and Quincy Bay which effect swimming

and restrict shell-fishing . Water quality in the Inner Harbor is poor with

many parameters violating even Class SC water quality standards . Combined

sewer overflows from the Mystic , Chelsea and Charles rivers and the Fort

Point and Reserved channels in the Inner Harbor are again , major sources of

pollution . Poll tion in the Inner Harbor is further affected by the heavy

use of the Channel for shipping to the Massport Container Facilities on the

Lower Mystic River and the extensive oil and gas storage facilities in Everett ,

Chelsea , Charlestown and East Boston . Run - off from these industrial areas

also adds to the problem . Presently , the Inner Harbor is classified sc .

Quincy Bay is classified SA . All classifications were determined by the

Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control .

Presently , there are major efforts underway by a variety of State ,

regional and local agencies to clean up Boston Harbor . The most ambitious

undertaking thus far has been the Eastern Massachusetts Metropolitan Area

Wastewater Management Study ( EMMA Study ) conducted by the MDC and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. Major recommendations affecting Boston Harbor

included the following :

Expansion of the primary treatment plants at Deer and

Nut Islands

Upgrading the Deer and Nut Islands facilities to provide

secondary treatment

Primary sludge management (eliminating sludge discharges

to the harbor )

Elimination/control of Dorchester Bay , Charles River ,

Neponset River and Inner Harbor combined sewer overflows
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The construction of satellite advanced wastewater treatment

facilities on the upper Neponset and Middle Charles rivers

to reduce waste flows to Nut Island

-

A construction staging program of 52 individual projects

including those mentioned above . Most of the remaining

projects are interceptor relief and pumping station

improvement projects .

At the present time, EPA is in the process of performing Environmental

Impact Statements (EIS's ) on two major components of the EMMA plan . They are

pumping sludge management , and the Deer and Nut Islands primary treatment plant

expansion and satellite treatment facilities recommendations . Until both

EIS's are completed , MDC cannot initiate Step I Facilities Plan for these

projects . While EPA is performing the EIS's , MDC is proceeding with Step I

facilities planning for several other projects such as the Mill Brook Valley

Relief Sewer , I/I of the North System , the Framingham Relief Sewer and perhaps

most importantly to Boston Harbor , the Dorchester Bay , Charles River , Neponset

River and Inner Harbor Combined Sewer Overflows study .

Having participated in the development of the EMMA plan as a member of

the MDC's Technical Sub - committee , MAPC , together with EPA , MDC and DWPC ,

recognized the potential for duplication of effort between the 208 program

and the EMMA study . It was therefore agreed by all parties that a Memorandum

of Agreement between MAPC and MDC would serve as the required Resolution of

Intent to participate in the 208 Program for the 43 member communities of the

Metropolitan Sewerage District (MSD ) of the MDC . These considerations are

clearly stated in Sections 1 and 3 of that Memorandum of Agreement signed by

both agencies on 12/23/1974 which read as follows :

" 1 . The Metropolitan District Commission ( hereinafter called "MDC" )

agrees to withdraw its candidacy for 208 designation and to adopt the

standard resolution of intent to participate in the 208 study and to

support the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (hereinafter called

"MAPC" ) as the designated 208 planning agency , and agrees that , to

the extent that it is empowered to do so and provided that such action

is allowed by the Environmental Protection Agency (hereinafter called

" EPA " ) , such resolution is in lieu of resolutions from its individual

43 member cities and towns. "

" 3. In order to avoid unnecessary duplication , the 208 study will

make maximum possible use of plans and materials already prepared

or in preparation , and specifically the EMMA study engineering recom

mendations . Furthermore , unless additional data developed during

the 208 study prompts a need for reconsideration and possible mod

ification of those recommendations , the Council will incorporate the

conclusive recommendations of the EMMA study , including the recom

mended construction program . "

Recognizing the work performed in the EMMA study , the MAPC 208 plan concen

trated on the problems of non - point sources such as urban runoff , landfill

leachate , erosion and sedimentation and road salt runoff , as well as land use

planning , regulation and management within the MSD area and their problems

plus the full range of alternatives for on-lot and collected wastewater

treatment beyond the MSD .
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Shortly after the 208 study got underway in 1975 , EPA announced its

intention to perform the EIS referred to earlier on the EMMA recommended

plan for the Harbor and Satellite Treatment facilities . In 1976 , the U.S.

Office of Management and Budget funded a study conducted under the direction

of the National Science Foundation and the Council on Environmental Quality

to perform a case study of the EPA Construction Grants Program using the

Boston metropolitan area as a case study . The primary purpose of the OMB

study was to identify issues of national significance with regard to the

administration and effectiveness of the Construction Grants Program . MAPC

208 staff contributed substantially to the data base and the work elements

of both studies , both formally and informally .

Given the purpose and scope of the studies and EIS's described above ,

it was determined by 208 staff that , for the purposes of the 208 program ,

communities which border on and impact the water quality of Boston Harbor

would be discussed in the context of the major river basin through which

they were tributary to Boston Harbor . The communities of Winthrop , Chelsea ,

Malden , Somerville and Everett are discussed in the Mystic River section .

Cambridge and Boston can be found in the Charles River section . Quincy is

included in the Neponset River section . The communities of Weymouth , Hingham ,

Cohasset and Hull are discussed in the Weymouth Basin section . Recommendations

to these communities are intended to improve and protect water quality in all

water bodies which might be affected by actions in these communities including

the waters of Boston Harbor . Finally , relative to MDC EMMA plan and Boston

Harbor , please refer to the MDC section under Recommended Actions by Regional

Agencies .
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MYSTIC RIVER BASIN OVERVIEW

A PROFILE OF THE MYSTIC RIVER BASIN

The Mystic River Basin is located in the central portion of the 208

study area , just north of the urban core of Boston . The Basin is bounded

by Boston Harbor and the North Coastal Streams Basin to the east , the

Ipswich River Basin to the north and the Charles River Basin to the west

and south . Twelve communities lie largely or wholly within the Mystic

Basin and are discussed in this section . They are :

Arlington

Chelsea

Everett

Malden

Medford

Melrose

Revere

Somerville

Stoneham

Winchester

Winthrop

Woburn

Eight other communities which lie partially within the Mystic Basin will

be referred to occasionally in this report , but they will be discussed in

further detail in other basin sections . They are :

Belmont , Cambridge , Lexington and Watertown in the Lower

Charles River Basin section , and

Burlington , Reading and Wilmington in the Ipswich River

Basin section and

Wakefield in the North Coastin Basin section .

The Mystic Basin is highly urbanized and intensely developed with consid

erable industrial and commercial development in the urban communities in

the southern portions of the basin close to Boston and a more suburban

residential pattern with areas of industrial and commercial development

in the northern portion of the basin . Access to downtown Boston , and the

remainder of the metropolitan area , via Routes 3,93 and 128 , has made the

Mystic Basin an attractive area for residential and economic development .

During the 1950-1970 period , population growth was moderate in the more

suburban areas of the basin and actually declined in the urban communities .

A slight decline in population is expected for the basin as a whole over

the twenty -five year period , 1970-1995 . However , Malden , Melrose , Stoneham ,

Winchester , Winthrop and Woburn will experience some increase during that

time period . This population shift from lower to upper basin communities

will put development pressure on the remaining open spaces in the northern

basin communities .

Economic growth is expected to continue in most sectors through 1995 .

The most significant increases in employment (over 35 percent ) are in

construction , trade and services sectors . About 71 percent of jobs in

manufacturing are in dry manufacturing . The remaining 29 percent of manu

facturing jobs are in water-intensive industries . Manufacturing as a

whole accounts for 23.6 percent of total employment and is expected to

increase by 23.2 percent (or 2,172 new jobs ) between 1975 and 1995 .

Manufacturing jobs are concentrated in Burlington , Cambridge, Somerville ,

Watertown and Wilmington .
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1

the natural environment , the manmade environment consists of

components such as highways and local streets , patterns of resi

commercial and industrial development and town boundaries . The

environment can also be described in terms of its relationship to

ural environment . The purpose of this chapter is to describe the

of the manmade environment on the natural environment in terms of

on problems affecting the various components of the Mystic River

hed system . It is hoped that through a detailed analysis of the

the reader may come to a better understanding of the system as a

Aberjona River - Headwaters to Hall's Brook

• Aberjona originates in Reading in a small wetland just north of

From its source the river flows southerly over an eight

le course through the communities of Woburn and Winchester where it

comes the principal tributary to the Upper Mystic Lake . The Aberjona

; joined by four tributaries along its length . Hall's Brook , Sweetwater

cook , and Horn Pond Brook (outlet of Wedge Pond ) are major tributaries

nd will be discussed in their own sections . The fourth tributary is

he outlet of Whittemore Pond which flows from the pond in Woburn to its

confluence with the Aberjona in Winchester , approximately one and one

nalf miles south .

At the present time, the entire length of the Aberjona is considered to

be in violation of its assigned water quality classification of Class B

water . Stormwater discharges , industrial discharges , combined sewer

overflows , by-passes and overflows of raw sewage , landfill and dump

leachate in combination with the peculiar phenomena of decreasing flow

with distance downstream prevent the use of the river for any form of

contact recreation and severely limits the productivity of the basin

for fish and other aquatic life . The Aberjona suffers from often severe

low flow problems due to the withdrawal of 15MGD from its groundwater

aquifers for municipal and industrial use of subsequent out-of-basin

transfer to Boston Harbor via the Metropolitan Sewerage District .

A closely related problem is that of flooding . Outright blatant and

wanton destruction and alteration of upland wetlands , whose function

in the natural environment was to provide storage and to regulate the

groundwater - surface water interchange, has resulted in rapid runoff from

the land surface with high flow rates in the river with little or no

opportunity for groundwater recharge, which often results in flooding .

The Aberjona was sampled as part of intensive water quality surveys con

ducted by the Division of Water Pollution Control ( DWPC ) in 1967 and

1973 , on the Mystic River . Samples taken at Lowell Street in Reading

(Station MYO1) showed high nutrient and coliform concentrations under

all sampling conditions . Organic loads (Biochemical oxygen Demand , BOD )

were observed to be relatively low during dry weather periods (less than

3.0 mg / 1 ) but very high (15. Omg / 1 ) following precipitation events . In

an inventory of public facilities including storm drain systems for the

MAPC 208 program , Camp , Dress and Mckee identified three (Reading ) storm

water systems discharging to the Aberjona in this area which are the

likely culprits for the source of the BOD , coliform and suspended solids

problems observed during wet weather periods. The three systems include

a 56-acre system with a 30- inch outfall at Bancroft Avenue , a 59-acre

system with a 24-inch outfall at Bond Street and a 58-acre system with
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Housing construction within the Mystic Basin has been mainly multi - family

units on lot sizes of one - quarter acre or less . Those with the largest

proportion of multi - family units are the older urbanized communities of

Chelsea , Everett , Somerville and Revere . The greatest amount of construc

tion is occurring in Burlington , Cambridge and Malden . Commercial devel

opment has occurred along major transportation routes in most communities .

Industrial land - use increased by 63 percent in the basin since 1951 .

Burlington , Revere and Wilmington experienced the greatest increases in

industrial land use . The demand for industrial land has claimed important

wetlands along the Aberjona River and has resulted in the filling of

Mishawum Lake in Woburn .

Nearly all of the Migstic Basin residents are served by public sewer systems.

All of the communities are served by the Metropolitan Sewerage District

(MSD ) of the Metropolitan District Commission . Wastewater from the Mystic

communities is treated at the MDC plant at Deer Island .

The basin's climate is classified as marine humid continental . The average

annual temperature is 50 degrees F , with summer temperatures averaging be

tween 67 and 70 degrees F and winter temperatures averaging 30 degrees F.

Total precipitation is between 40 and 45 inches annually . Prevailing winds

are generally from the west .

The topography of the basin can be described as very gently rolling with

scattered hills . Drumlin formations can be found in the eastern part of

the watershed , with elevations of the formations varying from 100 to 200

feet above sea level . Other sections of the basin are flatter with swamp

lands . The predominant soils of the basin , the result of glacial activity ,

range from loam to sandy loam and silt to coarse gravel . These are moder

ately to well drained soils or poorly drained due to hardpan or bedrock .

Muck and peat soils , predominant in the wetlands , are found scattered

throughout the basin and are characterized by poor drainage .

The small and shrinking percentage of the watershed is still covered by

woodlands ( 26 percent ) and a smaller portion is covered by coastal or

inland wetlands vegetation ( 7 percent ) .

The northern portion of the basin , which is the least urbanized section ,

helps support various species of wildlife generally found in the eastern

Massachusetts region . Examples include raccoons , rabbits , gulls and other

small mammals and birds . Such publicly owned areas as the Middlesex Fells

Reservation in Stoneham , Medford and Winchester , help to insure sanctuary

for native wildlife . However , the urbanization of the southern section

of the basin has caused native wildlife to seek new homes in more natural

surroundings .

B. WATER QUALITY STANDARDS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

The Mystic River , as with most rivers , is a complex system of flowing sur

face streams,branching tributaries , lakes , ponds , and impoundments (both

natural and manmade) and a complex and interrelated groundwater regime .

Each of these represent distinct components in the river basin system which

can be described in terms of their own origins , natural setting, hydrology ,

geology and water quality .

-
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As with the natural environment , the manmade environment consists of

distinct components such as highways and local streets , patterns of resi

dential , comercial and industrial development and town boundaries . The

manmade environment can also be described in terms of its relationship to

the natural environment . The purpose of this chapter is to describe the

impacts of the manmade environment on the natural environment in terms of

pollution problems affecting the various components of the Mystic River

watershed system . It is hoped that through a detailed analysis of the

parts , the reader may come to a better understanding of the system as a

whole .

The Aberjona River
-

Headwaters to Hall's Brook

The Aberjona originates in Reading in a small wetland just north of

Route 129 . From its source the river flows southerly over an eight

mile course through the communities of Woburn and Winchester where it

becomes the principal tributary to the Upper Mystic Lake . The Aberjona

is joined by four tributaries along its length . Hall's Brook , Sweetwater

Brook , and Horn Pond Brook (outlet of Wedge Pond ) are major tributaries

and will be discussed in their own sections . The fourth tributary is

the outlet of Whittemore Pond which flows from the pond in Woburn to its

confluence with the Aberjona in Winchester , approximately one and one

half miles south .

At the present time, the entire length of the Aberjona is considered to

be in violation of its assigned water quality classification of class B

water . Stormwater discharges , industrial discharges , combined sewer

overflows , by - passes and overflows of raw sewage , landfill and dump

leachate in combination with the peculiar phenomena of decreasing flow

with distance downstream prevent the use of the river for any form of

contact recreation and severely limits the productivity of the basin

for fish and other aquatic life . The Aberjona suffers from often severe

low flow problems due to the withdrawal of 15MGD from its groundwater

aquifers for municipal and industrial use of subsequent out - of - basin

transfer to Boston Harbor via the Metropolitan Sewerage District .

A closely related problem is that of flooding . Outright blatant and

wanton destruction and alteration of upland wetlands , whose function

in the natural environment was to provide storage and to regulate the

groundwater - surface water interchange, has resulted in rapid runoff from

the land surface with high flow rates in the river with little or no

opportunity for groundwater recharge , which often results in flooding .

The Aberjona was sampled as part of intensive water quality surveys con

ducted by the Division of Water Pollution Control (DWPC ) in 1967 and

1973 , on the Mystic River . Samples taken at Lowell Street in Reading

(Station My01) showed high nutrient and coliform concentrations under

all sampling conditions . Organic loads (Biochemical Oxygen Demand , BOD )

were observed to be relatively low during dry weather periods ( less than

3.0 mg / l ) but very high ( 15. Omg / 1 ) following precipitation events . In

an inventory of public facilities including storm drain systems for the

MAPC 208 program , Camp , Dress and McKee identified three (Reading) storm

water systems discharging to the Aberjona in this area which are the

likely culprits for the source of the BOD , coliform and suspended solids

problems observed during wet weather periods . The three systems include

a 56-acre system with a 30-inch outfall at Bancroft Avenue , a 59-acre

system with a 24-inch outfall at Bond Street and a 58-acre system with
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Housing construction within the Mystic Basin has been mainly multi- family

units on lot sizes of one - quarter acre or less ,
Those with the largest

proportion of multi - family units are the older urbanized communities of

Chelsea , Everett , Somerville and Revere . The greatest amount of construc

tion is occurring in Burlington , Cambridge and Malden . Commercial devel

opment has occurred along major transportation routes in most communities .

Industrial land - use increased by 63 percent in the basin since 1951 .

Burlington , Revere and Wilmington experienced the greatest increases in

industrial land use . The demand for industrial land has claimed important

wetlands along the Aberjona River and has resulted in the filling of

Mishawum Lake in Woburn .

Nearly all of the Mystic Basin residents are served by public sewer systems.

All of the communities are served by the Metropolitan Sewerage District

(MSD ) of the Metropolitan District Commission . Wastewater from the Mystic

communities is treated at the MDC plant at Deer Island .

The basin's climate is classified as marine humid continental . The average

annual temperature is 50 degrees F , with summer temperatures averaging be

tween 67 and 70 degrees F and winter temperatures averaging 30 degrees F.

Total precipitation is between 40 and 45 inches annually . Prevailing winds

are generally from the west .

The topography of the basin can be described as very gently rolling with

scattered hills . Drumlin formations can be found in the eastern part of

the watershed , with elevations of the formations varying from 100 to 200

feet above sea level . Other sections of the basin are flatter with swamp

lands . The predominant soils of the basin , the result of glacial activity ,

range from loam to sandy loam and silt to coarse gravel . These are moder

ately to well drained soils or poorly drained due to hardpan or bedrock .

Muck and peat soils , predominant in the wetlands , are found scattered

throughout the basin and are characterized by poor drainage .

The small and shrinking percentage of the watershed is still covered by

woodlands ( 26 percent ) and a smaller portion is covered by coastal or

inland wetlands vegetation ( 7 percent ) .

The northern portion of the basin , which is the least urbanized section ,

helps support various species of wildlife generally found in the eastern

Massachusetts region . Examples include raccoons , rabbits , gulls and other

small mammals and birds . Such publicly owned areas as the Middlesex Fells

Reservation in Stoneham , Medford and Winchester , help to insure sanctuary

for native wildlife . However , the urbanization of the southern section

of the basin has caused native wildlife to seek new homes in more natural

surroundings .

B. WATER QUALITY STANDARDS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

The Mystic River , as with most rivers, is a complex system of flowing sur

face streams ,branching tributaries , lakes , ponds , and impoundments (both

natural and manmade ) and a complex and interrelated groundwater regime.

Each of these represent distinct components in the river basin system which

can be described in terms of their own origins , natural setting , hydrology ,

geology and water quality .
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As with the natural environment , the manmade environment consists of

distinct components such as highways and local streets , patterns of resi

dential, commercial and industrial development and town boundaries . The

manmade environment can also be described in terms of its relationship to

the natural environment . The purpose of this chapter is to describe the

impacts of the manmade environment on the natural environment in terms of

pollution problems affecting the various components of the Mystic River

watershed system . It is hoped that through a detailed analysis of the

parts , the reader may come to a better understanding of the system as a

whole .

The Aberjona River Headwaters to Hall's Brook

The Aberjona originates in Reading in a small wetland just north of

Route 129 . From its source the river flows southerly over an eight

mile course through the communities of Woburn and Winchester where it

becomes the principal tributary to the Upper Mystic Lake . The Aberjona

is joined by four tributaries along its length . Hall's Brook , Sweetwater

Brook , and Horn Pond Brook (outlet of Wedge Pond ) are major tributaries

and will be discussed in their own sections . The fourth tributary is

the outlet of Whittemore Pond which flows from the pond in Woburn to its

confluence with the Aberjona in Winchester , approximately one and one

half miles south .

At the present time, the entire length of the Aberjona is considered to

be in violation of its assigned water quality classification of class B

water . Stormwater discharges , industrial discharges , combined sewer

overflows, by - passes and overflows of raw sewage , landfill and dump

leachate in combination with the peculiar phenomena of decreasing flow

with distance downstream prevent the use of the river for any form of

contact recreation and severely limits the productivity of the basin

for fish and other aquatic life . The Aberjona suffers from often severe

low flow problems due to the withdrawal of 15MGD from its groundwater

aquifers for municipal and industrial use of subsequent out-of-basin

transfer to Boston Harbor via the Metropolitan Sewerage District .

A closely related problem is that of flooding . Outright blatant and

wanton destruction and alteration of upland wetlands , whose function

in the natural environment was to provide storage and to regulate the

groundwater - surface water interchange , has resulted in rapid runoff from

the land surface with high flow rates in the river with little or no

opportunity for groundwater recharge , which often results in flooding .

The Aberjona was sampled as part of intensive water quality surveys con

ducted by the Division of Water Pollution Control ( DWPC ) in 1967 and

1973 , on the Mystic River . Samples taken at Lowell Street in Reading

(Station My01 ) showed high nutrient and coliform concentrations under

all sampling conditions . Organic loads (Biochemical Oxygen Demand , BOD )

were observed to be relatively low during dry weather periods (less than

3.0 mg / 1 ) but very high ( 15. Omg / 1 ) following precipitation events . In

an inventory of public facilities including storm drain systems for the

MAPC 208 program , Camp , Dress and Mckee identified three (Reading ) storm

water systems discharging to the Aberjona in this area which are the

likely culprits for the source of the BOD , coliform and suspended solids

problems observed during wet weather periods. The three systems include

a 56-acre system with a 30-inch outfall at Bancroft Avenue , a 59-acre

system with a 24- inch outfall at Bond Street and a 58-acre system with
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Housing construction within the Mystic Basin has been mainly multi - family

units on lot sizes of one - quarter acre or less . Those with the largest

proportion of multi - family units are the older urbanized communities of

Chelsea , Everett , Somerville and Revere. The greatest amount of construc

tion is occurring in Burlington , Cambridge and Malden . Commercial devel

opment has occurred along major transportation routes in most communities .

Industrial land -use increased by 63 percent in the basin since 1951 .

Burlington , Revere and Wilmington experienced the greatest increases in

industrial land use . The demand for industrial land has claimed important

wetlands along the Aberjona River and has resulted in the filling of

Mishawum Lake in Woburn .

Nearly all of the Mystic Basin residents are served by public sewer systems .

All of the communities are served by the Metropolitan Sewerage District

(MSD ) of the Metropolitan District Commission . Wastewater from the Mystic

communities is treated at the MDC plant at Deer Island .

The basin's climate is classified as marine humid continental . The average

annual temperature is 50 degrees F , with summer temperatures averaging be

tween 67 and 70 degrees F and winter temperatures averaging 30 degrees F.

Total precipitation is between 40 and 45 inches annually . Prevailing winds

are generally from the west .

The topography of the basin can be described as very gently rolling with

scattered hills . Drumlin formations can be found in the eastern part of

the watershed , with elevations of the formations varying from 100 to 200

feet above sea level . Other sections of the basin are flatter with swamp

lands . The predominant soils of the basin , the result of glacial activity ,

range from loam to sandy loam and silt to coarse gravel . These are moder

ately to well drained soils or poorly drained due to hardpan or bedrock .

Muck and peat soils , predominant in the wetlands , are found scattered

throughout the basin and are characterized by poor drainage .

The small and shrinking percentage of the watershed is still covered by

woodlands ( 26 percent ) and a smaller portion is covered by coastal or

inland wetlands vegetation ( 7 percent ) .

The northern portion of the basin , which is the least urbanized section ,

helps support various species of wildlife generally found in the eastern

Massachusetts region . Examples include raccoons , rabbits, gulls and other

small mammals and birds . Such publicly owned areas as the Middlesex Fells

Reservation in Stoneham , Medford and Winchester , help to insure sanctuary

for native wildlife . However , the urbanization of the southern section

of the basin has caused native wildlife to seek new homes in more natural

surroundings .

B. WATER QUALITY STANDARDS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

The Mystic River , as with most rivers , is a complex system of flowing sur

face streams,branching tributaries , lakes , ponds , and impoundments (both

natural and manmade ) and a complex and interrelated groundwater regime .

Each of these represent distinct components in the river basin system which

can be described in terms of their own origins , natural setting , hydrology

geology and water quality .
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manmade environment can also be described in terms of its relationship to

the natural environment . The purpose of this chapter is to describe the
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watershed system . It is hoped that through a detailed analysis of the
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Housing construction within the Mystic Basin has been mainly multi - family

units on lot sizes of one - quarter acre or less . Those with the largest

proportion of multi - family units are the older urbanized communities of

Chelsea , Everett , Somerville and Revere . The greatest amount of construc

tion is occurring in Burlington , Cambridge and Malden . Commercial devel

opment has occurred along major transportation routes in most communities .

Industrial land -use increased by 63 percent in the basin since 1951 .

Burlington , Revere and Wilmington experienced the greatest increases in

industrial land use . The demand for industrial land has claimed important

wetlands along the Aberjona River and has resulted in the filling of

Mishawum Lake in Woburn .

Nearly all of the Mystic Basin residents are served by public sewer systems .

All of the communities are served by the Metropolitan Sewerage District

(MSD ) of the Metropolitan District Commission . Wastewater from the Mystic

communities is treated at the MDC plant at Deer Island .

The basin's climate is classified as marine humid continental . The average

annual temperature is 50 degrees F , with summer temperatures averaging be

tween 67 and 70 degrees F and winter temperatures averaging 30 degrees F.

Total precipitation is between 40 and 45 inches annually . Prevailing winds

are generally from the west .

The topography of the basin can be described as very gently rolling with

scattered hills . Drumlin formations can be found in the eastern part of

the watershed , with elevations of the formations varying from 100 to 200

feet above sea level . Other sections of the basin are flatter with swamp

lands . The predominant soils of the basin , the result of glacial activity ,

range from loam to sandy loam and silt to coarse gravel . These are moder

ately to well drained soils or poorly drained due to hardpan or bedrock .

Muck and peat soils , predominant in the wetlands , are found scattered

throughout the basin and are characterized by poor drainage .

The small and shrinking percentage of the watershed is still covered by

woodlands ( 26 percent ) and a smaller portion is covered by coastal or

inland wetlands vegetation ( 7 percent ) .

The northern portion of the basin , which is the least urbanized section ,

helps support various species of wildlife generally found in the eastern

Massachusetts region . Examples include raccoons , rabbits , gulls and other

small mammals and birds . Such publicly owned areas as the Middlesex Fells

Reservation in Stoneham , Medford and Winchester , help to insure sanctuary

for native wildlife . However , the urbanization of the southern section

of the basin has caused native wildlife to seek new homes in more natural

surroundings .

B. WATER QUALITY STANDARDS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

The Mystic River , as with most rivers , is a complex system of flowing sur

face streams,branching tributaries , lakes , ponds , and impoundments ( both

natural and manmade ) and a complex and interrelated groundwater regime.

Each of these represent distinct components in the river basin system which

can be described in terms of their own origins , natural setting , hydrology ,

geology and water quality .
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As with the natural environment , the manmade environment consists of

distinct components such as highways and local streets , patterns of resi

dential, commercial and industrial development and town boundaries . The

manmade environment can also be described in terms of its relationship to

the natural environment . The purpose of this chapter is to describe the

impacts of the manmade environment on the natural environment in terms of

pollution problems affecting the various components of the Mystic River

watershed system . It is hoped that through a detailed analysis of the

parts , the reader may come to a better understanding of the system as a

whole .

The Aberjona River
-

Headwaters to Hall's Brook

The Aberjona originates in Reading in a small wetland just north of

Route 129 . From its source the river flows southerly over an eight

mile course through the communities of Woburn and Winchester where it

becomes the principal tributary to the Upper Mystic Lake . The Aberjona

is joined by four tributaries along its length . Hall's Brook , Sweetwater

Brook , and Horn Pond Brook (outlet of Wedge Pond ) are major tributaries

and will be discussed in their own sections . The fourth tributary is

the outlet of Whittemore Pond which flows from the pond in Woburn to its

confluence with the Aberjona in Winchester , approximately one and one

half miles south .

At the present time , the entire length of the Aberjona is considered to

be in violation of its assigned water quality classification of Class B

water . Stormwater discharges , industrial discharges, combined sewer

overflows , by - passes and overflows of raw sewage , landfill and dump

leachate in combination with the peculiar phenomena of decreasing flow

with distance downstream prevent the use of the river for any form of

contact recreation and severely limits the productivity of the basin

for fish and other aquatic life . The Aberjona suffers from often severe

low flow problems due to the withdrawal of 15MGD from its groundwater

aquifers for municipal and industrial use of subsequent out - of - basin

transfer to Boston Harbor via the Metropolitan Sewerage District .

A closely related problem is that of flooding . Outright blatant and

wanton destruction and alteration of upland wetlands , whose function

in the natural environment was to provide storage and to regulate the

groundwater - surface water interchange , has resulted in rapid runoff from

the land surface with high flow rates in the river with little or no

opportunity for groundwater recharge , which often results in flooding .

The Aberjona was sampled as part of intensive water quality surveys con

ducted by the Division of Water Pollution Control (DWPC ) in 1967 and

1973 , on the Mystic River . Samples taken at Lowell Street in Reading

( Station MYO1) showed high nutrient and coliform concentrations under

all sampling conditions . Organic loads (Biochemical Oxygen Demand , BOD )

were observed to be relatively low during dry weather periods (less than

3.0 mg / 1 ) but very high ( 15. Omg / 1 ) following precipitation events . In

an inventory of public facilities including storm drain systems for the

MAPC 208 program , Camp , Dress and McKee identified three (Reading) storm

water systems discharging to the Aberjona in this area which are the

likely culprits for the source of the BOD , coliform and suspended solids

problems observed during wet weather periods . The three systems include

a 56-acre system with a 30-inch outfall at Bancroft Avenue , a 59 - acre

system with a 24- inch outfall at Bond Street and a 58-acre system with
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a 30- inch outfall at West Street .

From Reading , the Aberjona River flows into Woburn , under Route I- 93

to its confluence with Hall's Brook . A sampling station (MY03 ) was

included in the 1973 survey in order to evaluate conditions in the river

prior to receiving the flow from Hall's Brook . Data collected at this

station showed no increase in organic loadings which resulted in a more

stabilized dissolved oxygen profile . Ammonia nitrogen concentrations

however showed a marked increase between the two stations , from .2 mg / l

to 3.5 mg / 1 . As this sampling station is located prior to the confluence

of the Aberjona and Hall's Brook which is the source of the ammonia , this

finding supports the contention that the two streams share a common aquifer

and that the aquifer is contaminated with ammonia . Ammonia is toxic to

trout and most other species of freshwater fish in concentrations greater

than 2.5 mg / l in pH ranges from 7.4 to 8.5 and toxic to lower forms of

aquatic animals in concentrations as low as .2 mg / 1 . The EPA's recommended

limit for fish and aquatic life is .02 mg / l . Virtually , the entire length

of the Aberjona and Mystic Rivers are in violation of that limit . Past

waste disposal practices of the Stepan Chemical Company in Woburn are prime

suspects as the primary source of this contamination . Stepan Company will

be discussed in the next section on Hall's Brook .

Hall's Brook

Hall's Brook originates in a wetland area in Burlington where it is known

as Willow Brook . The Middlesex Canal flows north from the intersection of

Routes 38 and 128 , through a town playground to its confluence with Willow

Brook just above Merrimack Street . The canal over this reach is plagued

by litter and the need for stream maintenance . Willow Brook is a small

stream and is culverted and channelized in several areas prior to its con

fluence with Hall's Brook .

Hall's Brook flows east from the confluence of Willow Brook and Middlesex

Canal , crosses Merrimack Street to run behind the Brookside Apartments

and into another wetland area . The brook then flows around the outskirts

of the industrial park , under New Boston Street , alongside the S.B. Foot

Tanning Company , and under the Boston and Maine Railroad tracks where it

empties into what remains of the wetlands above Woburn Industrial Park .

It is in this wetland area that Hall's Brook joins the Aberjona .

Samples were taken at the B & M Railroad bridge during the 1973 DWPC survey .

Data showed Hall's Brook to be grossly polluted as evidenced by high BOD

and extremely high ammonia , nitrate and nitrite nitrogen . As coliform

counts were fairly low , sewage was ruled out as the source of the pollu

tion . The source was traced to the National Polychemical Company , a

division of the Stepan Corporation , located on Eames Street in Wilmington .

This firm is a producer of organic chemicals used in the plastics industry .

For many years , the company discharged its wastes , untreated into a wet

land adjacent to the plant . The outflow from this wetland was channeled

along the B&M tracks to Hall's Brook just prior to its confluence with

the Aberjona . High concentrations of the combined forms of nitrogen ,

sulfides and chlorides are characteristics of the Stepan Company discharge .

The firm has since completed pre - treatment facilities prior to discharging

to the MDC trunk sewer . However , compliance monitoring by both the DWPC

and EPA has shown the brook and ditch system to still be grossly polluted .

It is thought that groundwater contaminated over the past several years

of untreated discharge to the wetlands is still leaching high concentrations

of pollutants. A study is presently being conducted by the DWPC to deter
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mine the magnitude and extent of the groundwater pollution in this area

which is intended to feed into a study of alternative solutions to clear

up this serious problem .

Another pollution source in Hall's Brook is the Woburn landfill . Leachate

from the landfill is transported through the same ditch as the Stepan dis

charge to Hall's Brook . The Woburn landfill is considered to be a source

of the high iron levels found in Hall's Brook .

Finally , additional pollution problems, including heavy metals , are sus

pected from both past and present industrial discharges . In addition to

Stepan Chemical , drying beds used by the former Stauffer Chemical Company ,

residues from the former Raffey and Swanson barrel washing company , plus

existing industries such as Systems Printed Circuits are suspected of

discharging metals and possibly organic chemicals to the Aberjona in this

area .

Mishawim Lake

Mishawum Lake was originally an extensive wetland forming a small shallow

lake due to an impoundment at Mishawum Road . The area was originally used

as a major gravel pit operation which considerably altered the topography

of the area . Several years ago , the area was further altered in order to

construct the Woburn / Industri - Plex Industrial Park . The natural course

of both the Aberjona and Hall's Brook was changed to circumvent the cons

truction area . Much of the lake was drained and subsequently dredged and

filled . Due to the water table characteristics of the area , much of the

undeveloped portion of the site is subject to seasonal flooding . Construc

tion is still on - going in this area and constitutes a substantial source

of sediment load in addition to oils and grease , metals , BOD , and bacteria .

A sewage holding tank , installed during the early construction stages ,

was found to overflow often enough to be considered a continuous source

of pollution to the area . A sampling station located at the outlet of

the lake at Mishawum Road (MY04 ) showed this station to have the highest

nitrogen levels in the basin .

The Aberjona
-

- Mishawum Lake to Sweetwater Brook

A short distance downstream from the outlet of Mishawum Lake , the Aberjona

passes under Route 93 and through yet another industrial park , built largely

on a former wetland . After crossing underneath the B&M tracks , the river

slows down through a swampy area and then picks up speed as it flows out of

the wetland , through the former Burbank Pond impoundment (now drained ) and

south to its confluence with Sweetwater Brook below Montvale Avenue in

Woburn . There are no discharges to this section of the river . Dissolved

oxygen levels increase over this reach as reaeration occurs . BOD levels ,

however , increase due to the contribution from the surrounding wetlands .

Sweetwater Brook

Sweetwater Brook is the second significant tributary to the Aberjona .

The brook lies almost wholly within the town of Stoneham until it is

culverted underground at Route 93 in Woburn to its discharge to the Aberjona .

This brook is significant due to the impacts of combined sewer overflows

from four locations in Stoneham . Overflows occur at Summer Street , Spring

Street , MacArthur Road , and Oak Street . During periods of wet weather ,

these systems contribute large quantities of BOD , solids , nutrients and
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coliforms to the pollution load in the Aberjona. Stoneham is in the

process of correcting these problems under an implementation schedule

established jointly by DWPC and EPA .

Aberjona River - Sweetwater Brook to Outlet of Wedge Pond

The Aberjona continues south into Winchester where it passes over a

series of small impoundments until it is culverted under the Winchester

High School athletic field . As the river emerges from the culvert , it

is joined by the outlet of Wedge Pond . The river improves slightly over

this reach due to solids settling , BOD decay , nutrient uptake by aquatic

vegetation and improved dissolved oxygen due to photosynthesis and dam

reaeration . Discharges to this reach include three stormwater systems

in Winchester includinga 100 - acre area discharging via a 36 - inch outfall

at Highland Avenue and Forest Street , a 115-acre area discharging via a

30-inch pipe at Highland Avenue and Fells Pond , and a 140-acre area dis

charging via a 20-inch pipe at George Road . This reach also receives

two minor cooling water discharges from the D. H. Winn Company on Wash

ington Street in Winchester and from the Park View Apartments off Swanton

Street in Winchester . The outlet of Whittemore Pond discharges to the

Aberjona at a small impoundment above Garfield Street in Winchester .

Horn Pond
-

Wedge Pond

The Horn Pond-Wedge Pond drainage area constitutes the third major tribu

tary system to the Aberjona River . This system drains portions of the

communities of Burlington , Lexington , Woburn and Winchester . An exten

sive system of small streams and tributaries join to form Fowle Brook ,

the principal tributary to Horn Pond . hake Glen Brook , draining portions

of Winchester , Lexington , Burlington and Woburn , combine to form Fowle

Brook in Woburn . Sucker Brook , draining portions of Winchester and

Woburn is the other tributary to Horn Pond . Horn Pond Brook flows out

of Horn Pond to Wedge Pond in Winchester . Winter Pond also flows into

Wedge Pond . Wedge Pond subsequently discharges to the Aberjona below

the Winchester High athletic field . Low flow is typical in Horn Pond

Brook and the outlet of Wedge Pond . Both frequently dry up during the

summer months .

Limited water quality data was available for this system as no sampling

station was included in any of the DWPC's previous surveys . The most

recent information was taken from a survey of the Aberjona River by Tufts

University students in 1971 , a habitat survey in 1973 and a 1976 study

by Dana F. Perkins and Sons for the City of Woburn . Based on the data

contained in those reports , Horn Pond Brook appears to be meeting Class C

water quality criteria . The predominant source of pollution in the brook

shed appears to be urban stormwater runoff . In their inventory of public

facilities, CDM identified five systems discharging to Shaker Glen Brook ,

( 3 in Woburn , 2 in Winchester ) , one to Cummings Brook (Woburn ) , two to

Horn Pond Brook (one in Woburn , one in Winchester ) , and two to Winter Pond

(Winchester ) for a total of 12 discharges . Runoff from the golf course

located on Sucker Brook in Woburn would be expected to contribute some

nutrient load due to fertilizer use .
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Aberjona River Outlet of Wedge Pond to Upper Mystic Lake

From Judkins Pond , the Aberjona flows through a series of small impoundments

in Winchester Center . Water quality is improved slightly as it moves through

the impoundments and the river is replenished with dissolved oxygen as it

cascades over the spillway at the last impoundment . The river slows down

again below this point due to the backwater effects of the USGS gauging sta

tion a short distance downstream . The Aberjona then flows under the Mystic

Valley Parkway in Winchester into the upper pool of the Upper Mystic Lake .

Water quality conditions continue to improve over this short reach of the

river , even though it is still in violation of class B criteria . Five storm

water systems in Winchester , identified by CDM , are the only discharges to

this segment .

Upper Mystic Lake

The Upper Mystic Lake straddles the boundaries of the towns of Winchester ,

Arlington and Medford . The lake reaches a maximum depth of 82 feet and

a total volume of 4,650 acre-feet . The lake at one time was of excellent

water quality and was used for public water supply until 1895 . Prior to

the construction of the dam separating the Upper and lower Mystic Lakes ,

the lake was subject to some tidal influence . At the present time , however ,

there is no evidence of a salt water hypolimnion . Water levels are con

trolled by the MDC via stop logs at the dam . Principal inflows to the

lake are the Aberjona River , a small brook at the Winchester Yacht Club

inlet and an unnamed tributary draining the Mt. Pisgah area in Winchester

and the Winchester Country Club before discharging to the lake on its west

ern shore in Arlington . There is one storm drain system in Winchester

which discharges to the headwaters of the unnamed tributary . Two other

storm drain systems discharge directly to the lake . A 495-acre system has

both a 36- inch pipe and a 48- inch x 54- inch box culvert discharges to the

north end of the lake in Winchester . A 150-acre system in Arlington dis

charges to the south end of the lake via a 30 - inch outfall .

The lake presently suffers from high nitrogen levels , high temperatures ,

and low dissolved oxygen . Zinc levels are sufficiently highto be toxic

to trout . Due to the conditions described above , the lake is unsuitable

as a trout habitat . Based on sampling activities undertaken by the DWPC

in the Mystic in addition to a year-long intensive lake survey performed

by the Division in 1974-75 , the Upper Mystic Lake has been ranked as the

second most polluted stratified lake in the Commonwealth with a severity

rating of 15 points out of a maximum possible total of 18 points .

of the water quality problems referred to above , the major problem is the

nitrogen levels . As mentioned earlier , nitrogen is present in three forms:

ammonia , nitrate and nitrite . All three forms are present in concentra

tions lethal to fish . A possible " benefit " of this condition is that the

nitrogen concentrations prohibit the growth of noxious green and blue-green

algae blooms , typically found in lakes of this nature . Although all the

sources of inflow to the lake contribute to the nitrogen levels , the most

dominant source is the Aberjona . The Aberjona is also considered the major

source of the temperature and zinc levels . Although the lake undergoes

spring and fall overturn , dissolved oxygen levels approach zero in the

thermocline (mixed middle layer ) and hypolimnion throughout much of the

year . Presently , only the Sandy Beach area , located in a slack-water area
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at the northeast end of the lake , is the only part of the lake used for

swimming. The entire eastern shore , including Sandy Beach , is operated

as parkland by the MDC .

TheLower Mystic Lake

The Lower Mystic Lake is bordered by the communities of Arlington and Medford .

The lake receives the outflow from the Upper Mystic Lake which although

greatly improved following its long detention time in the upper Lake , is still

below Class B water quality standards . No discharges to the Lower Lake were

identified by CDM . Mill Brook in Arlington is the only tributary to the

lake . Although below class B water quality , the brook is not considered a

serious pollution threat to the lake due to its location near the outlet of

the lake . Mill Brook will be described in the following section of this

chapter .

The Lower Mystic Lake suffers from severe water quality problems year round .

These problems , however , are unlike those encountered in the Upper Mystic

Lake . Prior to the completion of the Amelia Earhart Dam in 1966 , the Lower

Mystic Lake was tidal . The kettle-hole nature of the lake resulted in the

entrapment of tremendous quantities of salt water following the completion

of the dam . This has resulted in the development of a completely saline

hypolimnion due to the higher density of salt water which does not mix with

the epilimnion when the upper layer of the lake undergoes spring and fall

overturn . The hypolimnion is virtually anoxic (without dissolved oxygen )

as it serves as a sink for nutrients , decomposing organic matter , detritus ,

sediment and metals . Anaerobic conditions in the lower strata of the lake

result in the production of noxious hydrogen sulfide gas .

Water quality conditions in the epilimnion are also poor with its own part

icular problems . The epilimnion is composed of fresh water which extends

to a depth of thirty feet . This layer experiences a spring and fall over

turn but does not mix with the salt water hypolimnion . Although there is

adequate dissolved oxygen in the fresh water layer , ammonia concentrations

are high enough to be toxic to fish . Unlike the situation in the Upper

Lake, ammonia levels are not sufficiently high , however , to prevent algae

blooms . The lake is annually plagued with blooms of green and blue- green

algae . High coliform levels prohibit swimming in the lake . The lake is

highly eutrophic having a severity rating of 12 points as determined by

the DWPC making it the sixth most polluted lake of its kind in the Common

wealth .

Mill Brook

The headwaters of the Mill Brook system originate in wetlands in Lexington .

Monroe Brook flows from a wetland south of Woburn Street to the Arlington

Reservoir which straddles the boundary between the two towns . Mill Brook

originates near the intersection of Routes 2 and 4 in Lexington and picks

up the flow from an area known as the Great Meadows in Lexington before

being joined by the outlet of the Arlington Reservoir in Arlington . The

Brook is channelized and culverted through Arlington to its outlet at the

southeast end of the Lower Mystic Lake .

Mill Brook was found to be continually in violation of Class B water quality

standards during the DWPC's 1973 survey . High coliform and nutrient levels

were found on all sampling dates . Two primary pollution sources found on

Mill Brook are the Lexington landfill located on Monroe Brook and a total
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of thirteen stormwater discharges including three in Lexington and ten

in Arlington . Two of Lexington's systems discharge to Munroe Brook , the

other to Mill Brook . All ten of Arlington's systems discharge to Mill Brook .

The Great Meadows in Lexington is also expected to contribute to both col

iform and nutrient levels . While most of Mill Brook has been culverted

and channelized , the portions of the stream left exposed are in severely

degraded condition . Banks are eroded , trash abounds and refuse dumping is

obvious in some locations .

Mystic River Outlet of Lower Mystic Lake to Alewife Brook

The Mystic River originates at the outlet of the Lower Mystic Lake . One

mile downstream , the Mystic is joined by its principal tributary and pollu

tion source , Alewife Brook . Over this segment , the river is bordered by

the communities of Arlington and Medford . This segment is presently meeting

Class C water quality standards . Pollution sources include the outflow from

the Lower Mystic Lake , Mill Brook , and two stormwater discharges from Arl

ington . Both banks are owned and maintained by the MDC .

Alewife Brook

Alewife Brook is the principal tributary to the Mystic River with a total

drainage area of 5,336 acres draining portions of the communities of Arling

ton , Belmont , Cambridge , Watertown and Somerville . Fresh Pond and Spy Pond

are two major storage areas which serve as holding basins for better than

forty percent of the total drainage area . Fresh Pond serves as a holding

reservoir for the City of Cambridge water supply . Direct drainage has been

rerouted to Claypit Pond and the Little River . The outflow from Claypit

and Spy Pond enter Little Pond in Belmont . The Little River flows out of

Little Pond through Cambridge and under Route 2 . Alewife Brook then runs

from Route 2 to its confluence with the Mystic . Flow in Alewife Brook is

regulated by a dam at the Mystic Valley Parkway .

The Little River -Alewife Brook is grossly polluted and in violation of

Class C water quality standards. Occasional discharges of raw sewage from

Belmont , combined sewer discharges from Cambridge and Somerville , a total

of fourteen stormwater discharges and numerous suspected illicit sanitary

connections all contribute sufficient quantities of pollutants to turn the

stream into an open sewer . The problems are exacerbated by extreme low

flows in dry weather and high flows of short duration during wet weather .

Flow in the channel is also hindered by channel restrictions and sediment

build -up .

Mystic River Alewife Brook to Amelia Earhart Dam

The Mystic River once flowed through extensive tidal salt marshes which

have since been replaced by residential , commercial, industrial and trans

portation related development . The Mystic has been straightened and dredged

and the salt marshes and mudflats filled in as the river flows through

Medford and Somerville . The construction of the Amelia Earhard Dam elim

inated tidal fluctuation and created what is essentially an elongated im

poundment . Two tributaries join the Mystic over this segment . One is an

unnamed tributary draining the Winchester Waterworks Reservoirs in the

Middlesex Fells which discharges to the Mystic in Medford below Winthrop

Square . The Malden River is the second tributary and will be discussed in

a following section .
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Water quality of this reach is considerably lower than that above

Alewife Brook . The predominant source of pollution is Alewife Brook .

Additionally , CDM identified eight stormwater systems from Medford and

four from Somerville which discharge to this reach . There is one combined

sewer discharge above the " Blessing of the Bay" Boathouse near Route 93 .

Overall water quality of this segment does not meet class C criteria .

The Malden River does meet its assigned Class C standards. An additional

problem in this segment is the Craddock Locks located at Medford Square.

The locks no longer work and as they are clogged with debris present a

serious flow impediment to the upstream segments of the river . The locks

were intended to be removed following the construction of the Amelia Ear

hart Dam ; however , the city of Medford used the lock abutments as the

supports for the Main Street Bridge making it virtually impossible to

remove the locks as intended .

The Malden River

The Malden River drains portions of the communities of Wakefield , Stoneham ,

Melrose , Malden , Medford and Everett before reaching its confluence with

the Mystic above the Amelia Earhart Dam . The river is fed principally

by Crystal Lake in Wakefield , Ell Pond in Melrose and Spot Pond and the

Middlesex Fells in Stoneham . The river itself is channeled underground

and surfaces below Wyoming Avenue in Melrose where it is culverted and

straightened . The river is channeled underground again from Mountain

Street to Malden Square. The river then flows freely to the dam through

what is left of the former salt marsh and the Wellington MBTA Station .

The Malden River is presently meeting its designated classification of

Class C water quality . The only identified pollution source to date is

stormwater runoff . CDM identified twenty -nine systems discharging to the

Malden River and its tributaries . Three are in Medford , nine in Malden ,

seven in Melrose , seven in Stoneham and three in Everett .

-

Mystic River Amelia Earhart Dam to Boston Inner Harbor

Ths Mystic River is tidal below the dam . It is joined by the Island End

and Chelsea Rivers prior to becoming the Boston Inner Harbor . The rivers

are used extensively for transportation by tankers using the Chelsea oil

terminals and Massport facilities . Water quality is degraded in all of

these streams by industrial and transportation related discharges , cooling

water discharges , and the inflow from the dam . CDM identified seventeen

stormwater discharges to these streams ; twelve in Chelsea and five in

Everett . The effluent from the Somerville Chlorination and Detention

station which treats combined and storm - sewer overflow discharges below

the Amelia Earhart Dam . The Chelsea River also suffers from combined

sewer overflows from Chelsea . Tidal action with Boston Outer Harbor and

associated mixing prevent the Mystic River from becoming anoxic . Even with

this , conditions are marginal at certain times during the year . The Mystic

River is in violation of its class SC water quality designation .
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C. ON -GOING PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

Solutions recommended for implementation in the Mystic Basin must be framed

within the context of existing data and on - going efforts co understand how

the Mystic watershed functions as an ecosystem . This is extremely important

to remember and understand as the Mystic River and its watershed have under

gone drastic changes brought about by man's activities . For many of these

changes , not enough time has passed to allow researchers to evaluate and

understand the impacts of the changes on basin hydrology and water quality .

Other impacts have been masked by the effects of simultaneous changes made

to different components of the watershed system . Presently , there are

several studies either underway or about to be started which will , when

completed , help guide decision -making on projects which affect the Mystic

River Basin in the future . Outputs from these studies will also serve to

direct the emphasis on solutions to those which are most appropriate to

cleaning up the Mystic in a comprehensive cost-effective manner . Some of

the major studies are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Stepan Chemical Hall's Brook Groundwater Study

At the recommendation of a joint task force consisting of the represent

atives of the MAPC 208 staff , the Division of Water Pollution Control com

pliance monitoring section , the MDC , EPA and the Mystic River Watershed

Association , a plan of study for the analysis of groundwater conditions in

the vicinity of the Stepan Chemical Company and Hall's Brook was funded for

implementation by DWPC Research and Demonstration funds. The study calls

for the monitoring of roughly twenty - five well sites to be located above ,

in and around the location of the former Stepan Company discharge to iden

tify the magnitude and extent of groundwater contamination by ammonia ,

nitrate and nitrite nitrogen . This study will lead into a study of alter

native solutions to this serious problem which has a detrimental impact on

downstream water quality in the Aberjona River and Upper Mystic Lake .

Cost of this project is approximately $30,000 .

Lower Mystic Lake Salt Water Removal Project

The Metropolitan District Commission analyzed three alternative methods

for achieving the destratification and removal of the salt water hypo

limnion ( lower layer ) from the Lower Mystic Lake and has filed for and

received from EPA a fifty percent matching grant under Section 314 of

PL 92-500 for $ 320,000 of the total project cost of $ 640,000 to implement

the recommended solution . The recommended solution involves the precipi

tation of hydrogen sulfide with ferric chloride on- site at the southwest

end of the lake prior to discharge to Deer Island via a nearby MDC trunk

sewer . The project timetable is as follows :

Selection of consultant for design :

Submission of design drawing :

Commence construction:

Completion of construction :

Completion of salt water removal :

July 1977

April 1978

August 1978

December 1978

March 1979

The MDC intends to monitor the lake over the project period .
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Mill Brook Watershed Study

The U , S. Army Corps of Engineers has embarked upon a study to evaluate

alternative measures required to correct channel and flooding problems

identified in a 1974 hydrological flood plan study on Mill Brook by C. E.

Maguire , Inc. for the town of Arlington . The project is funded under

section 205 of the 1948 Flood Control Act as amended up to a maximum of

two million dollars . Work is expected to be completed by late 1978 .

Mystic River Hydrology Study

The Metropolitan District Commission has initiated a comprehensive hydro

logy study of the Mystic River Watershed . This study is intended to prov

ide the data base and methodology required to manage and regulate the

water resources of the Mystic Basin in the wake of the changes which have

altered the hydrologic functioning of the watershed . This study will also

provide decision-makers at the local and regional levels with a tool which

can be used to evaluate the impacts of future projects and decisions which

relate to the basin's water resources and water quality . Originally intended

to be a study only of the Mystic as far upstream as the top of Upper Mystic

Lake , the limit of MDC responsibility , the study area has been expanded to

include the Aberjona River because of its significance in the hydrology of

the basin . This study began in early 1978 .

Current Facilities Plans

Eight of the 12 communities considered in this report are at varying stages

of the 201 facilities planning process . The planning is related to their

discharge permits under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

(NPDES ) state - federal permit system . The local plans are aimed at the ident

ification of specific actions needed to eliminate point source pollution in

line with the schedules established in their discharge permits. The current

facilities planning efforts in the Mystic Basin are described in this chapter

following the identification of existing point source pollution problems.

Boston Harbor- Eastern Massachusetts Metropolitan Area Study

The EMMA study is a joint effort of the MDC and the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers . The study examined the wastewater management options for the

communities under the jurisdiction of the MDC's Metropolitan Sewerage

District (MSD ) . The studies final recommendations on Boston Harbor treat

ment facilities , possible upstream treatment in the Charles and Neponset

Basins , sludge disposal , stormwater and combined sewers and the prioritiz

ation of MSD projects will have a major impact on the wastewater solutions

for the twelve cities and towns of the Mystic Basin . All 12 are MSD members .

The initial study was completed in March of 1976 . Major recommendations

concerning primarily with the upgrading and expansion of the Deer and Nut

Island treatment plants and two proposed satellite facilities on the Charles

and Neponset rivers are being evaluated in an Environmental Impact Statement

being conducted by EPA Region I and its consultants . This EIS was not

completed in time to provide input to the 208 program . (Also see discussion

under Boston Harbor and MDC sections )
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MBTA Red Line Extension

The planned extension of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority

(MBTA ) Red Line from Harvard Square , Cambridge , includes a station and

related parking and other facilities in the Mystic Basin in the Alewife

Brook-Fresh Pond area . It is a complex area of parklands, waterbodies ,

roads and industrial , commercial and residential development . The clos

est possible coordination of all aspects of the MBTA's activities and those

of the Massachusetts Department of Public Works, which will construct the

access roads , is essential to protect the sensitive wetlands in the area

and to get the greatest possible environmental and developmental benefit

from a significant public investment . The Urban Mass Transit Administra

tion is conducting an environmental impact statement of the MBTA station

and garage alternatives .

D. MAJOR BASIN ISSUES

As indicated in Part B of this section , there are several basinwide issues

which must be addressed by all the communities in the basin as they cannot

be effectively dealt with at the individual community level. In the Mystic

River Basin , these issues may be summarized as follows :

Through intense industrial - commercial developments , most of the

natural wetland water storage areas in the basin have been lost ,

creating both low flow and flooding problems under different con

ditions . Measures to replace or otherwise provide storage in

place of lost wetland areas must be sought and evaluated as a major

requirement for solving both identified problems. Although specific

actions may effect specific communities , the basin must be evaluated

as a whole . The previously described MDC Hydrology Study should

provide valuable input to this problem .

Roughly 15 million gallons per day are pumped from the ground and

surface water supplies of the Aberjona River which are presently
discharged to the MSD for treatment at Deer Island . Large scale

industrial recycling of process water and treatment and land ap

plication of industrial discharges should be investigated by the

MDC , EPA , DWPC , local governments and industries involved to eval

uate the feasibility of such methods to keep water in the basin .

This and the preceeding issue are directly related .

As the communities in the Mystic River Basin are already highly

urbanized in character , land re-use rather than land use , is a

major issue faced by basin communities . In accordance with State

and local growth policies , projected growth should be channeled

to those areas where the necessary transportation , water and sewer

infrastructure already exist .
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ARLINGTON : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town operates a sewerage system that serves about 97 percent of the

population . Treatment is provided by the MSD at the Deer Island treatment

facility . There are no overflows or bypasses from the Arlington sewer sys

tem . No recommendations are needed for the town regarding wastewater treat

ment and disposal .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Arlington Department of Public Works is responsible for operation and

maintenance of the stormwater collection system . Current operations include

bi - annual catch basin cleaning and periodic stream cleaning. The town is

considering a change to one cleaning per year for all catch basins with two

cleanings per year in problem areas .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

The town should continue to work with the Town of Lexington

in addressing the leachate problems and stormwater problems

found in Reed's Brook , tributary to the Arlington reservoir .

The town should continue its present catch basin cleaning

and stream maintenance program .

The town should evaluate the need and feasibility of

focusing its street sweeping program in critical areas of

town (principally those within the Mill Brook drainage

area) .

The town should work closely with the Corps of Engineers to

correct outfall problems at the same time other problems

are being addressed on Mill Brook .

The town should develop and implement a program of outfall

inspection and maintenance .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 137,100 (much of this cost already may be

included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .

1
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One significant industry has been identified in Arlington . White Fuel

Corporation has been issued an NPDES permit to discharge stormwater runoff

from the parking and loading areas to the Mystic River . Oil and grease

separation is required .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

1 )
The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . In any case , the sewer use

law should be as stringent or more stringent than the MDC

sewer use law . In addition , a drain layer's manual should be

adopted to regulate the installation of sewer connections .

2 ) Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater should

be encouraged .

V. NON-POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . In Arlington , a landfill which was closed since 1969 was

monitored in a site study and found to be contaminating Reeds Brook . It

was discovered that a pipe used for drainage purpose through the landfill had

collapsed , therby resulting in the saturation of refuse and subsequent genera
tion of leachate .

It is recommended that the town should :

Undertake appropriate control measures to correct leachate

drainage to nearby water bodies after the current CDM

feasibility study . Construction of a leachate collec

tion system should be thoroughly evaluated in the study .

Monitor the site and surrounding water bodies on a regular

basis to assess any adverse water quality impacts in future .

The town should consider membership in a regional resource

recovery program as its long - range solid waste option .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Salt is currently stored uncovered

at the Town Yard on Grove Street . The salt will be covered by a new concrete

shed when renovation of the yard is completed in June 1978 . With good house

keeping this should stop leakage from the site into nearby watercourses .

To prevent road salt contamination , the following program is recommended

to all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

-

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Arlington has substantial potential aquifer areas and well sites and

should consider adopting an aquifer protection district and establishing a

buffer zone around well sites . Even though these areas are already largely

developed , a change in land use could introduce increased areas of imper

vious surfaces . This would result in reducing the recharge to the ground

water and increasing urban runoff carrying harmful pollutants .

VII . MANAGEMENT

There are no specific wastewater management recommentations for Arlington .

However , because the community is connected to the MSD , the community will be

required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery

billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Addi

tionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering

discharge of sewage , drainage , substances or wastes to the MSD system , commu

nities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no

less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . Reference should be made by

Arlington to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented

in this plan .

The Arlington Department of Planning and Community Development, along with

the Department of Properties and Natural Resources and the Recreational Facil

ities Committee should continue their efforts to upgrade the water quality of

Reed's Brook and the Arlington Reservior . Primary emphasis should be on defining

and funding the necessary actions to correct the leachate problem from the land

fill which drains into Reed's Brook .

The Department of Public Works should continue their efforts to provide

covered salt storage facilities in the town yard .

The Arlington Planning Board , the Department of Planning and Community

Development and the Conservation Commission should study the land use recom

mendations presented above in terms of any more detailed land use and natural
features information available in the community . Zoning changes , consistent

with the preventive land control recommendations presented above and with local

policies and goals , should be prepared and presented for town meeting approval .

The development of an aquifer protection district should be based on a

hydrologic study delineating the aquifer . Town meeting should be asked to

approve funds for such a study .
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ARLINGTON : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air QualityE.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

No direct costs are anticipated in the recommendations , except those

related to stormwater management and they may be largely in local budgets

already .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion for

Arlington , there appear to be slight impacts with only about 25 acres that could

experience erosion problems . Potential erosion problems could occur in

areas of steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential flood control

problems , it appears that slight impacts could result with only 25 acres

that could experience flood control problems with future development . Lands

with potential flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood

hazard areas , and steep slope areas .

The adoption of floodplain district would have a positive effect on

flood control problems . This regulation would serve to reduce or prohibit

development in significant areas which have potential flood control problems .

This benefit would continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .

C. Groundwater Impacts . In areas still undeveloped in Arlington ,

future development , although a relatively small amount , could create moderately

negative impacts on potential groundwater supplies . The development of these

areas would reduce the recharge capacity .
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However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with recommended environmental

zoning districts , such as floodplain and aquifer protection districts .

Because these environmental districts impose special constraints on devel

opment , they also function as groundwater protection . By minimizing any

construction activities in these areas , the land left in its natural state

would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The

possible effects on groundwater would continue for as long as the environ

mental districts are in effect .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementa

tion of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls

would mean clustering of lower residential densities than what presently

exist , thus enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to

the groundwater . It would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration

of this development pattern .

D. Wildlife Impacts . Only small amount of land in Arlington has a

capacity to provide a wildlife habitat and therefore impacts from future

additional development would be minimal .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that impacts on air quality

would be negligible with growth projected as a continuation of existing

trends .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Impacts on open space and recrea

tion areas would be minimal in Arlington . However , recreational opportunities

would be enhanced because of development constraints contained in environ

mental overlay zoning districts . This benefit would continue as long as the

regulations remain in effect and would be of local significance . In the case

of these overlay zoning districts , there is a strong positive relationship

between this short - term use of the manmade environment and the enhancement

of the long - term productivity of the environment .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts. Sites identified in Arlington

are located in areas already intensively developed and therefore archaeolo

gical and historic impacts would be negligible .

C. Housing Impacts . Multi - family housing and other housing construction

on small lots has and will continue to predominate in Arlington . Furthermore ,

no new development is anticipated for the community through 1995 . Therefore ,

impacts on housing would be negligible .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing . Arlington has about 160 jobs in water - intensive manu

facturing employment , which is expected to increase somewhat , to about 200

jobs by 1995 . As a percentage of total employment , this is about 3 percent .

Arlington is served by the MDC , which is doing its own inventory of

industrial discharges . Reference should be made to the Wastewater Engineering

and Management Plan for Boston Harbor - Eastern Massachusetts Metropolitan

Area (EMMA Study ) , Volume 13B , Socio - Economic Analysis , Chapter 5.0 , for

expected impacts upon industry in MDC - served municipalities .
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CHELSEA : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The city has separate and combined sewer systems that serve 100 percent

of the population . Collected wastewater is treated at the MSD facilities at

Deer Island . The sewer system suffers from old age and under extreme condi

tions , municipal sewers overflow into the streets . Major portions of the

system were constructed before 1900 when brick and mortar were used as primary

construction materials . Recommendations to the city include the following :

- The city should expedite completion of the ongoing combined

sewer separation project .

The city should update and revise the study completed in 1976

to upgrade and improve the city's wastewater collection system

in light of EPA's comments . Regional considerations should be

given proper emphasis .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Chelsea DPW is responsible for operation and maintenance of the storm

water collection system . Much of the system was built by the WPA in the 1930's .

According to city personnel , the general condition is fair , but there are a

few problem areas and repairs are often necessary . Many streets are swept

weekly , catch basins are cleaned yearly , and problem drains are checked regularly .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

Inspection and maintenance of outfalls and channels should

be included in the present maintenance program .

Ongoing construction improvement program should carry on as

planned , including elimination and/or control of all combined

sewer overflows to the Chelsea River .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater Management $58,800 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of this

draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Eight industries in Chelsea have been identified as significant dischargers .

Gulf Oil Co. and Northeast Petroleum have been issued NPDES permits for treated

stormwater runoff discharges to the Chelsea River . Metropolitan Petroleum and

Texaco , Inc. , are permitted to discharge treated runoff to the Mystic River .

Amoco Oil .. Co. is permitted to discharge the stormwater runoff from its property

to Chelsea Creek following oil and grease separation . Samuel Cabot , Inc. , is

permitted to discharge uncontaminated cooling water to the Chelsea River . Gen

eral Electric and Northeast Petroleum have permit applications for cooling

water and stormwater runoff discharges , respectively , to the Chelsea River .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

1 ) The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . In any case , the city's

sewer use law should be as stringent or more stringent than

the MDC sewer use law. In addition , a drain layer's manual

should be adopted to regulate the installation of sewer con

nections .

2 ) Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater should

be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The former landfill has been reclaimed and is being used

as site for a shopping center . No water pollution problems for the site have

been identified .

B. Salt Storage and Applications . Salt is stored at the city Yard annex

under the expressway extension . It is covered only with a tarp and runoff enters

the city's combined sewers . It is recommended that the city should monitor the

site and construct a covered salt storage facility with an impervious pad if

salt contamination is detected .

A program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended to all local

and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

-

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

- Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

-
-
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Chelsea should consider adopting floodplain zoning to protect flood

hazard areas along the Chelsea River .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Because the community is connected to the MSD , it will be required to

implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing

and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Addi

tionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations

covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substances of wastes to the MSD

system , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by - law

or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These

proposed regulations prohibit the introduction of ground , storm , surface

or unpolluted waters into the sanitary sewers . These requirements may

place significant administrative and management burdens on Chelsea . Refer

ence should be made by Chelsea to the model sewer use ordinance and drain

layer's manual presented in this plan .

The planning board should evaluate the preventive non -point source

control recommendations presented above with respect to existing land use

and natural features information in the community . Zoning changes , con

sistent with these recommendations , should be drafted and presented for

adoption . Other community goals and policies should , of course , be re

flected in these proposals .
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CHELSEA : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

No new growth is anticipated for Chelsea in either population or economic

activity that would consume undeveloped land . Therefore , an impact assessment

would not be necessary .

While 208 recommendations may not have a significant impact on this comm'

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods . Municipalities with

sewers , storm drains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provide an environmentally and economically favorable alternative to

the recent pattern of sprawl development .

One problem does exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources for renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion of the environment so that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at desirable levels . Environmental restoration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the results

are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored homes .

Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced by the

Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and the

MAPC's"Policies for Land Use In Metropolitan Boston" . Public investment must

follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources the natural

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .
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EVERETT : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The city is entirely served by a sewerage system that discharges into

the MSD for treatment at the Deer Island facility . No recommendations are

needed for city's sewerage system and wastewater treatment . Maintenance of

the collection system should be carried out regularly .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Department of Public Works performs operation and maintenance on

the stormwater collection system. Street cleaning is done on a continual

basis and catch basins are cleaned twice a year . Mechanical catch basin

cleaning equipment and a three -man crew are available for collection systems

maintenance .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

Programs of outfall and channel inspection and maintenance

should be included in the city's maintenance program .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $92,050 (much of this cost already may be

in local budgets )

See Part II of this draft Areawide Plan for an explanation of cost

estimation methodologies .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Four industries in Everett have been identified as significant waste

water dischargers . Allied Concrete Corporation , Avco Everett Research Lab

oratory , Exxon Oil Company and Monsanto Company have been issued NPDES dis

charge permits . Allied Concrete Corporation discharges treated wastewater

from the cement truck washing operation to the Island End River . The Avco

Everett Research Laboratory and Monsanto Company discharge uncontaminated

cooling water to the Mystic River . Exxon Oil Company discharges treated

stormwater runoff from the petroleum loading yard to the Mystic River . Oil

separation facilities are required .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

1 ) The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . In any case , the city's sewer

use law should be as stringent or more stringent than the MDC

sewer use law . In addition , a drain layer's manual should be

adopted to regulate the installation of sewer connections .
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2 ) Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater should

be encouraged .

V NON-POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The former landfill has been reclaimed to be used as a

shopping center . No pollution from landfill leachate has been identified .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Salt is stored uncovered on the

ground at the Everett city yard . Monitoring should begin immediately and

a covered shed with an impervious floor should be built if salt contamina

tion is found beyond the site .

The following program to prevent contamination from road salt use is

recommended to all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application pro

cedures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle

operation . Education of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Everett should adopt floodplain zoning to protect flood hazard areas

along the Mystic River .

The city should consider adopting an aquifer protection district and

establishing buffer zones around wells to help protect areas of high ground

water favorability from contamination and to help preserve remaining recharge

areas . Even though these areas are already largely developed , any future

changes in land use or density would likely result in more impervious sur

faces . This would reduce the recharge to the groundwater and increase urban

runoff carrying harmful pollutants .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Since no recommendations are being made for Everett with respect to

wastewater treatment , no corresponding management recommendations can be

made . However , because the community is connected to the MSD , the community

will be required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial

cost recovery billing and collection system which must be approved by the

MDC , and EPA . Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules

and regulations covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes

to the MSD system , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer

use by - law or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC .

Reference should be made by Everett to the model sewer use ordinance and

drain layer's manual presented in this plan .
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The Board of Health should monitor the salt storage at the Everett

City Yard . A covered storage shed with an impervious floor should be built

if contamination is found beyond the site .

The city planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commis

sion , should evaluate the land use recommendations with respect to existing

land use and natural features information in the community . The MAPC can

provide some preliminary data and technical assistance in this effort .

Zoning changes , consistent with the preventive land control recommendations

presented above and with local goals and policies , should be developed and

presented for adoption .
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EVERETT : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct cost impacts for Everett , except those asso

ciated with stormwater management , which may already be largely in local

budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . No areas were identified in Everett where future

development coincides with areas having potential for erosion problems .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects on

potential flood control problems , it appears that slight impacts could result

with future development . Lands with potential flood control problems are

considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope areas . About

25 acres in Everett could have potential flood control problems .

C. Groundwater Impacts . In remaining undeveloped areas in Everett ,

future development , although a relatively small amount , could create a nega

tive impact on potential groundwater supplies by reducing the recharge capa

city of these areas .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accure in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with recommended environmental

zoning districts , such as floodplain and aquifer protection districts .

Because these environmental districts impose special constraints on devel

opment , they also function , to a certain measure , as groundwater protection .

By minimizing any construction activities in these areas , the land left in
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its natural state would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of

groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater would continue for as long

as the environmental districts are in effect .

D. Wildlife Impacts . With so little land in Everett that could be

considered as having a potential to provide a wildlife habitat , impacts in

this category would be negligible .

E. Air Quality Impacts . Little future growth is anticipated in Everett

and , therefore , impacts on air quality would be insignificant .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation . B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts ,

Impacts on existing open space or recreation areas and archaeological and

historic sites would be minimal in Everett with any future development as

anticipated .

C. Housing Impacts . No new residential growth is anticipated in Everett

(disregarding redevelopment and rehabilitation ) . Therefore , there would not

be any housing impacts .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing . Everett has about 1200 jobs in water - intensive

manufacturing employment , which is expected to decrease to about 760 jobs by

1995. As a percentage of total employment , this is about 7 percent .
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EVERETT : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct cost impacts for Everett , except those asso

ciated with stormwater management , which may already be largely in local

budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . No areas were identified in Everett where future

development coincides with areas having potential for erosion problems .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects on

potential flood control problems , it appears that slight impacts could result

with future development . Lands with potential flood control problems are

considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope areas . About

25 acres in Everett could have potential flood control problems .

C. Groundwater Impacts . In remaining undeveloped areas in Everett ,

future development , although a relatively small amount , could create a nega

tive impact on potential groundwater supplies by reducing the recharge capa

city of these areas .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accure in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with recommended environmental

zoning districts , such as floodplain and aquifer protection districts .

Because these environmental districts impose special constraints on devel

opment , they also function , to a certain measure , as groundwater protection .

By minimizing any construction activities in these areas , the land left in
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its natural state would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of

groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater would continue for as long

as the environmental districts are in effect .

D. Wildlife Impacts . With so little land in Everett that could be

considered as having a potential to provide a wildlife habitat , impacts in

this category would be negligible .

E. Air Quality Impacts . Little future growth is anticipated in Everett

and , therefore , impacts on air quality would be insignificant .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open space and Recreation . B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts ,

Impacts on existing open space or recreation areas and archaeological and

historic sites would be minimal in Everett with any future development as

anticipated.

C. Housing Impacts . No new residential growth is anticipated in Everett

( disregarding redevelopment and rehabilitation ) . Therefore , there would not

be any housing impacts .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing. Everett has about 1200 jobs in water - intensive

manufacturing employment , which is expected to decrease to about 760 jobs by

1995 . As a percentage of total employment , this is about 7 percent .
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MALDEN : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

A sewage collection system serves about 99 percent of the city's popu

lation . Wastewater is treated at the MSD facility on Deer Island . The city

has prepared a facilities plan that outlines the needed improvements to the

existing sewer system as well as involves sewering small areas of the city

which presently have on-site disposal systems . No additional recommendations

are needed for the city .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Department of Public Works is responsible for operation and main

tenance of the stormwater system . The city has four street sweepers , a catch

basin scoop , and a sewer rodder for preventive and emergency maintenance .

Recommendations to the city include :

In order to make the existing equipment more effective , the

city should develop a regular schedule of cleaning and sweeping .

The city should develop and implement a program of outfall

maintenance and stream cleaning .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage o ( sewer extensions are already planned

under 201 Facilities Plan )

( 2 ) Septage O

( 3 ) Stormwater $114,700 (much of this cost already may be in

local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies may be found in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One industry in Malden has been identified as a significant wastewater

discharger . Spin- It , Inc. has been issued an NPDES permit for the discharge

of uncontaminated cooling water to the Mystic River .

Recommendations to the city include the following:

1 ) The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . The city's sewer use law

should be as stringent or more stringent than the MDC sewer

use law . In addition , a drain layer's manual should be

adopted to regulate the installation of sewer connections.

2 ) Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater

should be encouraged .
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V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The former landfill site has been reclaimed to be used

for industrial development . Past or present impacts of the developed site

are unreported .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Salt mixed with sand is stored at the

city yard on Green Street on an asphalt pad 500 feet from the Malden River .

A covered shed with an impervious pad is reportedly planned for the new city

yard on Commercial Street . The shed and good housekeeping should prevent

contamination from stored salt .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units .

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or mini

mum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Malden should consider adopting a wetlands protection district to pro

tect these critical natural areas , even though some of these areas are under

public ownership .

Malden has substantial potential aquifer areas and well sites . The

city should consider adopting an aquifer protection district and establishing

buffer zones around wells to protect the groundwater from contamination and

to help preserve remaining recharge areas . Data from the current MDC hydro

logy study can help the city with a fiscal decision .

In the future , Malden should consider delineating a watershed protec

tion district to protect Fellsmere Pond from any possible new development ,

which could lead to runoff contamination . Such a district would not prohibit

reasonable development in the watershed .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Since no new recommendations are being made for Malden with respect to

wastewater treatment , no corresponding management recommendations can be

made . However , because the community is connected to the MSD , the community

will be required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost

recovery billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and

EPA . Additionally , once the MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and
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and regulations covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes

to the MSD system , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer

use by - law or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC .

Reference should be made by Malden to the model sewer use ordinance and

drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

A covered salt storage shed with an impervious floor should be built as

planned at the new City Yard .

The Malden Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission

and the Board of Health should consider the land use recommendations made

above . Land use and natural features information which is more detailed than

the MAPC information should , of course , be referred to . A more detailed

delineation of the aquifer recharge area in the community would be desirable ,

and the current MDC hydrology study may be useful here . Zoning changes ,

consistent with the preventive land control recommendations presented above ,

and with local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for

adoption .
11
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MALDEN : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs associated with the recommendations for

Malden except those associated with stormwater management which may already

be largely in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . There appear to be slight impacts that could

result in terms of potential erosion problems with anticipated future devel

opment in Malden . Erosion problems would be avoided where changes in zoning ,

as recommended , would reduce the density permitted or the uses permitted .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of new

development is terms of potential flood control problems it appears that

slight impacts could result . However , these problems would be minimized

with the adoption of the recommended floodplain district . This regulation

would be a benefit as long as it remained in effect .

C.
Groundwater Impacts . Future development could have an adverse ef

fect on groundwater by reducing the recharge capacity of these areas . How

ever , the adoption of an aquifer protection district , as well as the land use

controls such as clustering , would serve to protect these areas of high

groundwater favorability . This benefit , of local ( and to some extent ,

regional ) significance , would continue as long as the regulations are in

force .

D. Wildlife Impacts. Only a small amount of land in Malden could be

considered as providing a potential wildlife habitat . Therefore , impacts

would be minimal .
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E. Air Quality Impacts . Impacts on air quality in Malden would be

negligible with only a relatively small amount of new development antici

pated to 1995 .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

B
.

A. Open Space and Recreation . Archaeological and Historic Impacts .

Impacts on open space , recreation areas , and archaeological and historic

sites would be minimal with anticipated future development . Most of these

parcels and sites are adjacent to existing land uses .

C. Housing Impacts . Any new residential development in Malden would

be on land zoned for high density . Even with the adoption of natural

resource districts which restricts intensive or dense land uses , housing

impacts would be of minor significance .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Manufacturing Impacts . Malden has about 1240 people employed in

water - intensive industries and this should increase to about 1600 people by

1995 . of total employment , this represents about 7 percent .

Reference should be made to the EMMA study for expected impacts upon

industry in MDC - served municipalities , of which Malden is one .
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MEDFORD : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The city has a separate sanitary collection system that serves more than

99 percent of the population . Wastewater is discharged to the MSD system and

treated at the Deer Island facility before discharge into Boston Harbor .

There are periodic overflows of sewage onto private and public property

due to surcharging of the collection system . It is recommended that the city

should complete a facilities plan to include an infiltration/inflow analysis

as well as assessment of the need for relief sewers .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Operation and maintenance of the stormwater collection system is the

responsibility of the Department of Public Works . During the nine warm months ,

catch basin cleaning and stream cleaning are performed with rodding and jetting

machines and a mechanical scoop . Recommendations to the city include the

following :

The city should evaluate the feasibility of beginning a

limited street sweeping program concentrated in the most

heavily developed areas in addition to continuing the

current program .

The city should evaluate recommendations for improvements

to the stormwater collection system made by CDM in 1963

and begin implementation as necessary .

The city should develop a program of outfall inspection

and maintenance .

III . COST ESTIMATES

Average annual local cost is as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage O

( 2 ) Septage Treatment O

( 3 ) Stormwater Management $ 151,150 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industries have been identified in Medford .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

1 ) The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the

model sewer use law developed by MAPC . The sewer use law

should be as stringent as the MDC sewer use law , but may

be tougher . In addition , the city should adopt a drain

layer's manual to regulate the installation of sewer con

nections .

2 )
Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater

should be encouraged .

V. NON-POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The landfill site has been closea and it is believed

covered but not properly sealed . This site should be monitored for evidence

of any adverse impacts on groundwater or nearby streams and sealed in con

formance with state DEQE regulations .

B.
Salt Storage and Application . Medford's salt is stored on concrete

in city garages on James Street . No evidence of water contamination has been

identified .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt- sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Medford should adopt floodplain zoning to protect flood hazard areas along

the Mystic River which could be adversely impacted if development occurs in

these areas .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Since no recommendations are being made for Medford with respect to

wastewater treatment , no corresponding management recommendations can be

made . However , because the community is connected to the MSD , the community

will be required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost

recovery billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and

EPA . Additionally , one MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regula

tions covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of waste's to the MSD

system , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by-law

or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These

requirements may place significant administrative and management burdens on

Medford . Reference should me made by Medford to the model sewer use ordinance

and drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should monitor the site of the former landfill for

leachate contamination . The site should be sealed in conformance with DEQE

regulations .

The city planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission ,

should evaluate the land use recommendations with respect to existing land use

and natural features information in the community . The MAPC can provide some

preliminary data and technical assistance in this effort . Floodplain zoning

for the banks of the Mystic River should be adopted by the city .
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MEDFORD : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The City of Medford is expected to decrease slightly in population and

only a small amount of industrial land is expected to be developed by 1995 .

In addition , no recommendations have been made for the community which would

have a significant impact on future land use . Thus , an impact assessment

would not be necessary .

While 208 recommendations may not have a significant impact on this coun :

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods . Municipalities with

sewers , storm drains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provide an environmentally and economically favorable alternative to

the recent pattern of sprawl development .

One problem does exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources for renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion of the environment so that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at desirable levels . Environmental restoration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the results

are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored homes .

Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced by the

Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and the

MAPC's " Policies for Land Use In Metropolitan Boston " . Public investment inust

follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources the natural

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .

1
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MELROSE : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The city operates a sewage collection system that serves about 99 percent

of the population . Wastewater is treated at the MSD's Deer Island facility .

A sewage pumping station on Upham Road presently has an overflow struc

ture . The overflow occurs during extreme wet weather and is caused by inflow

from the sewer underdrains. Excess wastewater overflows to a storm drain that

is tributary to Shute Brook in Saugus . Plans are currently being prepared to

eliminate this overflow , and the city has been awarded a construction grant

for improvements to the existing sewer system . These improvements would elimin

ate overflows .

No additional recommendations are considered necessary for the city .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Sewer and Drain Division of the Public Works Department is respon

sible for operation and maintenance of the stormwater collection system . The

city reports that many catch basins and pipes need repair . Lack of preventive

maintenance has reportedly been a problem . The city is currently developing

a program which will include catch basin cleaning at least once per year .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

The city should include provisions for outfall and channel

inspection and maintenance and street sweeping in critical

areas , in the program being developed .

The MAPC would welcome the opportunity to input to the

development of the program referenced above .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0 ( no extensions beyond those

already planned )

0( 2 ) Septage Treatment

( 3 ) Stormwater Management $ 94,000 (much of the cost already may be

in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industries have been identified in Melrose .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

1 ) The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the

model sewer use law developed by MAPC . The sewer use

law should be as stringent or more stringent than the

MDC sewer use law . A drain layer's manual should also

be adopted to regulate the installation of sewer con

nections .

2 ) Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater

should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The landfill site has been closed and it is believed to

be covered but not properly sealed . The city should monitor the site for evi

dence of any adverse impacts on groundwater or nearby streams and seal it in

accordance with state DEQE regulations . Other former landfills in Melrose

should also be monitored .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Melrose stores its salt at the City

Public Works Yard on Tremont Street . The salt pile rests on a bituminous pad

and is covered with polyethylene plastic . It is recommended that the city

should construct a storage shed as planned at the location of the new city

yard .

Melrose has somewhat reduced salt use , but the following program to pre

vent road salt contamination is recommended for all local and state highway

units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt- sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

- Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application proce

dures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle opera

tion . Education of local citizens about their responsi

bility under winter driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

While some of the wetlands in Melrose are in public ownership , the use of

a wetlands protection district would further protect these critical areas .

The watershed of Ell Pond and the flood hazard areas around the pond

should be protected through the use of a floodplain district or a watershed

protection district .

Melrose has substantial potential aquifer areas and well sites , and the

city should consider adopting an aquifer protection district and establishing

buffer zones around wells to help protect the groundwater from contamination

and to help preserve remaining recharge areas .

Use and density regulations should be revised if needed to prevent dense

development on steep slopes which could lead to runoff and erosion causing

sedimentation and pollution of downstream water courses . These regulations ,

and including those for clustering and PUD's , should also be used to protect

groundwater recharge areas , to protect well sites , and to manage future develop

ment along water courses and in the watersheds of reservoirs .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Because Melrose is connected to the MSD , the community will be required

to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing

and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally ,

once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge

of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD systm , communities will be

required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less stringent

than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements could place significant

administrative and management burdens on Melrose . Reference should be made by

Melrose to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented

in this plan .

The Board of Health should monitor the former landfill site to detect

possible leachate which could threaten groundwater . The City should close

the site in accordance with DEQE regulations . Other former landfills should

also be monitored .

The City should follow through on its plans to build a salt storage shed

at the new public works yard .

The city planning board , in conjunction with the Conservation Commission ,

should evaluate the land use recommendations with respect to existing land use

and natural features information in the community . The MAPC can provide some

preliminary data and technical assistance in this effort . Zoning changes , con

sistent with the preventive land control recommendations presented above and

with local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for adoption .

Information from the current MDC hydrology study may be useful here especially

in identification of the aquifer .
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MELROSE : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV. Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs associated with the recommendations , except

those associated with stormwater management which may already be in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts. In examining the possible effects of projected

growth in Melrose , there appear to be slight impacts . These problems could

occur in areas of steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

However , in those areas where the intensity of development may be reduced ,

potential problems would also be reduced and this would be a positive effect

of long - term significance .

About 90 acres in Melrose could have potential erosion problems if incom

patible development occurs .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of future

growth in terms of potential flood control problems, it appears that moderate

impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control problems are consi

dered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope areas .

The adoption of the environmental districts as recommended would have a
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positive effect on flood control problems . This regulation would serve to

reduce or prohibit development in significant areas which have potential flood

control problems . This benefit would continue as long as the regulations re

mained in effect .

C. Groundwater Impacts . Positive effects on groundwater could accrue in

areas where groundwater favorability coincides with recommended environmental

zoning districts , such as wetlands , floodplain , and aquifer protection districts .

Because these districts impose special constraints on development , they also

function as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activities

in these areas , any land left in its natural state would maximize the infiltra

tion and replenishment of groundwater . The positive impacts would continue as

long as the environmental districts are in effect .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would mean

clustering or lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater .

It would be a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this development

pattern .

D. Wildlife Impacts . Only a small amount of land in Melrose is consi

dered as having a potential to provide a wildlife habitat . Therefore , impacts

on wildlife would be minimal .

E. Air Quality Impacts. It is anticipated with the growth patterns pro

jected as a continuation of existing trends , that the ambient air quality

standards will be maintained through 1985 even with the estimated growth .

Therefore , impacts on air quality would be negligible .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Archaeological and HistoricOpen Space and Recreation Impacts... B .

Impacts... C . Housing Impacts .

Impacts on open space and recreation , archaeological and historic , and

housing in Melrose would be minimal with future development . Open space and

recreation areas and archaeological and historic sites are adjacent to or sur

rounded by existing land uses .

More than 80 % of the projected residential growth would be on land zoned

for high density residential development . Most new residential construction

will probably be multi- family housing or single-family housing on small lots .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Melrose has about 270 jobs in water-intensive

manufacturing and this is expected to increase to about 460 jobs by 1995 .

total employment these jobs represent between 4 and 6 percent . Reference should

be made to the EMMA study for expected impacts on industry in MDC - served muni

cipalities , of which Melrose is one .
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REVERE : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The city has a separate sewer system that serves about 99 percent of the

population . Wastewater is discharged to the MSD sewers for treatment at the

Deer Island facility .

There are two overflows from the Revere sewer system . One overflow is

located in the Point of Pines area and consists of stormwater contamination

by sewage entering the storm drains . The second overflow is located in the

Beachmont area . This overflow is caused by sewage overflowing the manhole

covers and draining into the stormwater collection system .

The city is required by the NPDES permit for these overflows to elimi

nate these discharges of sewage to the stormwater system .

It is recommended that the city should prepare a Step I facilities plan

to address necessary improvements to the sewer system .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Department of Public Works is responsible for the operation and

maintenance of the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned

at a frequency of one to three years . In 1975 , Somerville Engineering , Inc.

conducted a storm drainage study for the city . The system was found to be

in generally good physical condition but many drains were found to be over

loaded by flows from system extensions for new subdivisions . The Point of

Pines stormwater pumping station was in poor condition . Large accumulations

of sand and debris were noted throughout the system .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

Regular programs of street sweeping, bi - anuual catch basin

cleaning , outfall and channel inspection and maintenance

should be developed and implemented by the city .

Recommendations by the city's stormwater consultant for the

construction of three additional stormwater pumping stations ,

channel improvements and reconstruction of system components

in certain locations should be worked into an overall imple

mentation schedule .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage
0

( 3 ) Stormwater Management $ 116,800 (much of this cost already

may be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Six industries in Revere have been identified as significant wastewater

dischargers , Atlantic Richfield Company , Gibbs Oil Company , Northeast

Petroleum , and Sun Oil Company have been issued NPDES permits for treated

stormwater runoff discharges to the Chelsea River . Union Petroleum Corpora

tion has been issued one NPDES permit and has another permit pending

issuance for stormwater runoff discharges to the Chelsea River from the pet

roleum loading yard and parking lot , respectively .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

1 ) The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . The city's sewer use law

should be as stringent or more stringent than the MDC sewer

use law . A drain layer's manual should also be adopted to

regulate the installation of sewer connections .

2 ) Water conservation and recycling of process wastewaters should

be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The landfill site has been closed but it is believed to

be not properly sealed . The city should monitor the site for evidence of

any adverse impacts on groundwater or nearby streams and seal it according

to state DEQE regulations .

B. Salt Storage and Application . In Revere , some salt is stored in a

shed and some under a tarp at the City Yard . In addition , a private salt

supplier , Edmands Terminals of Malden stores salt in piles on asphalt under

a tarp . Runoff drains to nearby salt marshes . It is recommended that the

city monitor the site and if salt contamination is found beyond the site ,

provide shed storage for all salt and prevent salt runoff drainage into the

nearby marshes .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or mini

mum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTORLS

Revere has extensive coastal and inland wetlands , which should be pro

tected by wetlands zoning . This regulation is of immediate concern .
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The flood hazard areas of the Pines River , Diamond Creek and coastline

should be protected through the adoption of a floodplain district .

Revere has areas of high groundwater favorability . The city should

consider the adoption of an aquifer protection district to protect the

recharge function in these areas and the use of buffer zones to protect

potential well sites .

VII . MANAGEMENT

It is recommended that the city apply to EPA for funding of a 201 study ,

step 1 to evaluate and make plans to correct the overflow of sewage to the

stormwater system . Correction of this problem is required under the terms

of the city's NPDES permit .

Because Revere is connected to the MSD , it will be required to implement

and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing and collection

system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once MDC

promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge of

sewage , drainage , substances or wastes to the MSD system , communities will

be required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less strin

gent than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements will place signi

ficant administrative and management burdens on Revere . Reference should be

made by Revere to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual pre

sented in this plan . Compliance with these MDC requirements will generally

be sufficient to comply with EPA user charge and industrial cost recovery ,

and sewer use ordinance requirements.

Revere should undertake , under the auspices of the Board of Health and

the Department of Public Works , a groundwater and surface water monitoring

program to conclusively determine the water quality impacts of the former town

landfill . The Board of Health should examine the closing of this landfill to

insure that it is sealed in compliance with state regulations .

The Board of Health should monitor waters near the city's salt storage

facility and at Edmands Terminals to determine whether contamination is

leaving the sites . Covered storage on impervious floors and improved house

keeping practices should be required if contamination is found .

The Revere Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission and

the Board of Health should consider the land use recommendations made above .

Land use and natural features information which is more detailed than the

MAPC information should , of course , be referred to . Zoning changes , consis

tent with the preventive land control recommendations presented above , and

with local goals and policies , should be considered to protect wetlands

and floodplains .
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REVERE : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Population is expect to decrease slightly by 1995 and only a minimal

amount of industrial development is expected which would use less than 5

acres . Although some environmental zoning has been suggested to protect

remaining critical natural areas . No other significant recommendations

have been made . Therefore , an impact assessment would not be necessary .

While 208 recommendations may not have a significant impact on this commu

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods . Municipalities with

sewers , storm drains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provide an environmentally and economically favorable alternative to

the recent pattern of sprawl development .

One problem does exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources for renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion of the environment so that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at desirable levels . Environmental restoration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the results

are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored homes .

Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced by the

Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and the

MAPC's"Policies for Land Use In Metropolitan Boston " . Public investment must

follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources the natural

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .
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SOMERVILLE : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The city has a system of separate and combined sewers that serves 100

percent of the population . All dry -weather wastewater flows are discharged

to the MSD system and treated at the Deer Island treatment facility . During

wet weather , combined flows greater than the system's capacity are discharged

to local waters from municipal and MSD overflow structures .

There are eleven areas in the city where separate sewer and stormwater

systems have common manholes . These dual manholes allow sewage to overflow

to the stormwater system and vice versa . The city's NPDES discharge permit

requires that the dual manholes be eliminated in nine areas .

The city has submitted a Step II application for the design of the

separation of dual manholes in nine areas of the city . This will eliminate

several overflows and increse the capacity of the sanitary sewers . The city

is requesting $ 113,500 ( includes Step I reimbursement ) . The city's waste

water consultant is Camp , Dresser & McKee .

In addition to above , it is recommended that the city should further

study partial separation of the combined system by construction of relief

sewers as recommended by the city's consultants .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Sewer Division of the Department of Public Works is responsible for

operation and maintenance of the stormwater collection system . The city

currenly operates a comprehensive system of " Best Management Practices"

including street sweeping and yearly catch basin cleaning with weekly inspec

tion in problem areas . The program , as carried out by the City of Somerville ,

should serve as a model for other urban core communities .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

Facilities planning for the control or elimination of all com

bined sewer overflows to the Alewife Brook and Mystic River

should be initiated by 1979 .

The city should undertake a study to determine the need for

structural control alternatives for various stormwater dis

charges . This recommendation is based on visual field

inspection under a variety of climatic conditions and on

sampling data gathered by MAPC .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage
0

( 2 ) Septage O

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 115 , 250 ( much of this cost already may be

in local budgets )
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An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industries have been identified in Somerville .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

1 ) The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . The city's sewer use law

should be as stringent as the MDC sewer use law . In addition ,

the city should adopt a drain layer's manual to regulate the

installation of sewer connections .

2 ) Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater should

be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The city of Somerville utilizes private regional land

fill outside the city . New disposal facilities may be required , possibly ,

within five years , due to uncertainties surrounding the future operation of

private landfill facilities outside the city .

It is recommended that the city should study future alternatives , either

regional or local , involving resource recovery systems which offer energy ,

materials and water quality advantages .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Somerville's salt is stored uncovered

in a three - sided concrete bunker with an asphalt bottom at the Public Works

Yard on Franey Road . The city spreads a 50/50 sand-salt mix . It is recom

mended that the city should provide a cover for the bunker to prevent rain

getting into the salt pile and thereby causing ſunoff .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tirbutary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or mini

mum salt zones . Evaluation of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Somerville has flood hazard areas along the Mystic River and Alewife

Brook . Although this area is already largely developed , a future change in

the type or density of development could result in increased areas of imper

vious surface which could increase flood potential downstream . Considera

tion of a floodplain or stream buffer zone is recommended . Neither regula

tion would foreclose reasonable development in the area .

VII . MANAGEMENT

The city has applied for 201 step II funds for the design of the separa

tion of dual manholes . Additional funding should be sought from EPA to

examine partial separation of the combined sewer system by construction

of relief sewers .

Because Soverville is connected to the MSD , it will be required to

implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing

and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Addi

tionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations

covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substances or wastes to the MSD

system , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer use bylaw

or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These

requirements will place significant administrative and management burdens on

Somerville . Reference should me made by Ashland to the model sewer use

ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan . Compliance

with these MDC requirements will generally be sufficient to comply with

EPA user charge and industrial cost recovery , and sewer use ordinance

requirements .

The Department of Public Works should store its road salt piles in a

covered shed with an impervious floor . The Board of Health should insti

tute a monitoring effort to evaluate possible salt contamination from the

storage and use of road salt .

The city planning board should evaluate the land use recommendations

with respect to existing land use and natural features information in the

community . The MAPC can provide some preliminary data and technical assist

ance in this effort . Zoning changes, consistent with the preventive land

control recommendations presented above and with local gaols and policies ,

should be developed to regulate development in flood hazzard areas along the

Mystic River and Alewife Brook .

-
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SOMERVILLE : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Somerville is expected to decline in population by 1995 . No major

commercial or industrial development is projected , except for possible

redevelopment or re-use . Because of these factors , and because there are

no major recommendations for Somerville , an impact assessment is not

necessary .

While 208 recommendations may not have a significant impact on this commu

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods. Municipalities with

sewers , storm drains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provide an environmentally and economically favorable alternative

to the recent pattern of sprawl development .

One problem coes exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources for renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion oi the environne: 50 that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at desirable levels . Environmental resotration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the

results are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored

homes . Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced

by the Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and

the MAPC's " Policies for Land Use in Metropolitan Boston " . Public investment

must follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources the natural

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .
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STONEHAM ; RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town has a municipal sewer system that serves about 95 percent of the

population . Wastewater is treated at the MSD - Deer Island treatment facility

and discharged to Boston Harbor .

The town sewer system overflows at several points during wet weather be

cause of dual manholes that serve both sanitary and stormwater systems . The

town has been installing temporary baffles in the manholes . Recommendations

to the town are as follows :

The town should immediately initiate a 201 facilities plan

ing study . This is also required as part of the town's

NPDES permit implementation schedule .

The facilities plans should include an infiltration / inflow

study and proposals to separate permanently the combined

systems .

-

The town should consider extending sewers to the area sur

rounding Dike Pond (also called Dixie Pond ) where problems

with septic systems have been documented by the town .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Department of Public Works is responsible for operation and mainte

nance of the stormwater collection system . Catch basin cleaning is con

tracted out at a cost of $2.60 per catch basin and manhole . Most catch

basins are cleaned each year , while critical , low - lying areas are cleaned two

to four times yearly . Streets are cleaned twice weekly in the business dis

trict and twice yearly in some other areas . The town is planning a $61,000

project to place riprap in the Lindenwood Cemetery section of Sweetwater

Brook to reduce silting problems in downstream culverts . Stoneham's program

is also considered a good system of " Best Management Practices . " Recommenda

tions to the town include the following :

Outfall and stream channel inspection and maintenance should

be added to the present program .

Cross - connections with the sanitary sewer system must be

eliminated and all combined sewer overflows to Sweetwater

Brook should be eliminated by 1980 .
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Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application proce

dures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle opera

tion . Education of local citizens about their respon

sibility under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

While most of the wetlands in Stoneham is under public ownership , the

adoption of a wetlands protection district would further protect these criti

cal natural areas .

Stoneham should consider using floodplain zoning or a stream buffer dis

trict to protect flood hazard areas along Sweetwater Brook .

Use and density regulations should be revised if needed to prevent dense

development on steep slopes which could lead to runoff and erosion - causing

sedimentation and pollution of downstream water courses . These regulations ,

as well as the use of clustering and PUD's , should also be used to protect

groundwater recharge areas and to manage future development along water

courses and in the watersheds of reservoirs .

VII . MANAGEMENT

The Town Meeting should be asked to approve an application for 201 funds

from EPA to study permanent separation of combined sewer system , conduct an

infiltration/inflow study and evaluate the extension of sewers to the Dike

(or Dixie ) Pond area .

Because Stoneham is connected to the MSD , the community will be required

to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing

and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally ,

once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering dishcharge

of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communities will be

required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less stringent

than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements may place significant admin

istrative and management burdens on Stoneham . Reference should be made by

Stoneham to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented

in this plan .

The Board of Health should monitor the town's salt storage and the Town

Meeting should be asked to approve funding of a storage shed with an impervious

floor if contamination is found beyond the site .

The Stoneham Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission and

the Board of Health should consider the land use recommendations made above .

Land use and natural features information which is more detailed than the MAPC

information should , of course , be referred to . Zoning changes , consistent with

the preventive land control recommendations presented above , and with local

goals and policies, should be developed and presented for Town meeting approval .
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III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater Management $83,400 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industries have been identified in Stoneham .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

1 ) The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the

model sewer use law developed by MAPC . This sewer use

law should be as stringent or more stringent than the MDC

sewer use law . A drain layer's manual should be adopted

to regulate the installation of sewer connections .

2 ) Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater

should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The town landfill has been closed to refuse dumping but

continues receiving such items as brush and stumps . This practice should be

stopped and the landfill should be sealed in accordance with the state regula

tions .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Stoneham salt is stored in a Town Yard

on Steven's Street on the ground with a plastic tarp cover about 300 yards

from a wet area . Snow is dumped at the Steven's Street yard and at a town

owned gravel pit near the Wakefield line . It is recommended that the town

should monitor the site and construct a covered shed with an impervious floor

for salt storage in order to prevent drainage into neaby water bodies or

seepage into groundwater if contamination is found beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .
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STONEHAM : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs associated with the recommendations , ex

cept those associated with stormwater management , much of which may already be

in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts. In examining the possible effects on erosion of

anticipated growth in Stoneham , there appear to be moderate impacts . Potential

erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse

vegetation .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected in Stoneham appears to be

approximately 100 acres .

In those areas where clustering could occur or the intensity of permitted

development may be reduced , as recommended , potential erosion problems would

be reduced in these areas , and this would be a positive effect of long -term

consequence .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

anticipated future development in terms of potential flood control problems,

it appears that moderate impacts could result . Lands with potential flood

control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep

slope areas .
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The adoption of environmental districts would have a positive effect on

flood control problems . These regulations would serve to reduce or prohibit

development in significant areas which have potential flood control problems .

This benefit would continue as long as the regulations remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be about 100

acres in Stoneham .

C. Groundwater Impacts . Projected growth in Stoneham could have slightly

negative impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as indicated by areas of

high groundwater favorability .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where

groundwater favorability coincides with environmental zoning districts, such

as floodplain and wetland overlay districts . Because these environmental dis

tricts impose special constraints on development, they also function , to a

large measure , as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction

activities in these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize

the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on

groundwater would continue for as long as the environmental districts are in

force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls could

mean clustering or lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater .

It would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration of this development

pattern .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat do not

constitute a significant amount of the land area in the community and impacts

on wildlife would be minimal .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated with the growth patterns pro

jected as a continuation of existing trends , that the ambient air quality

standards will be maintained through 1985 even with the estimated growth . It

can be said then that there would be a negligible impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on open space

and recreation would be minimal . The Middlesex Fells , some of which is in

Stoneham , has been preserved as a significantly large open space for active

and passive recreation . Potential impacts from projected high density resi

dential development , or industrial development along the periphery of these

areas , would be indirect and minimal .

In Stoneham a few scattered public and semi- public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional develop

ment constraints contained in these floodplains , wetlands , or water shed pro

tection districts would enhance open space or recreational areas and would

therefore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue
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as long as the overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of

local significance . In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is

a strong positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade

environment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environ

ment .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts. Impacts on any archaeological

and historic sites would be insignificant. Sites that were identified are

located in areas already intensively developed .

C. Housing Impacts . The construction of housing on land zoned for

medium and high density is expected to continue . Since Stoneham allows for

a variety of housing types , housing impacts will be minimal.

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Stoneham has about 700 jobs in water - intensive

manufacturing employment . This is expected to increase to about 860 jobs by

These figures represent between 8 and 9 percent of total employment in

Stoneham .

Reference should be made to the EMMA study for expected impacts on manu

facturing from wastewater solutions for MDC - served municipalities , of which

Stoneham is one .
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WINCHESTER : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town has a sewage collection system that serves almost 100 percent of

the population . Wastewater is discharged to the MSD system and treated at the

Deer Island facility .

The town's consultants are presently conducting an Infiltration / Inflow

study to determine whether relief sewers or rehabilitation of the sewers is

necessary . Recommendations of this study should be implemented by the town .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Department of Public Works is responsible for operation and mainte

nance of the stormwater collection system . Preventive maintenance includes

monthly street sweeping in most of the town and annual catch basin cleaning .

Beginning in July , 1977 , the town initiated contracted catch basin cleaning and

each basin will be cleaned twice per year .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

Outfall and stream channel inspection and maintenance

should be added to the current maintenance program .

A study of the settling basins should be made to determine

their condition and potential to be renovated and used as

settling basins again .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment O

( 3 ) Stormwater Management $107,800 (much of this cost already may be

in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of this

draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One industry in Winchester has been identified as a significant wastewater

discharger . J. H. Winn , Inc. , has been issued an NPDES permit for the discharge

of uncontaminated cooling water to the Aberjona River .
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Recommendations to the town include the following :

1 ) The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the

model sewer use law developed by MAPC . This sewer use

law should be as stringent or more stringent than the

MDC sewer use law . In addition , a drain layer's manual

should be adopted to regulate the installation of sewer

connections .

2 ) Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater

should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The town of Winchester utilizes a private regional land

fill outside the town . New disposal facilities may be required , possibly

within five years , due to uncertainties surrounding the future operation of

private landfill . It is recommended that the town study further alternatives ,

either regional or local , involving resource recovery systems which offer

energy materials and water quality advantages . The dumping of snow contain

ing road salt at the former landfill site near the Aberjona River should be

discontinued .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Winchester stores salt in a shed with

a paved pad and an underground tank at the Town Yard on Lake Street . The town

has a progressive salt reduction program with a Committee on Salt Use setting

guidelines to decrease use .

The following program , which is recommended to all local and state highway

units , may be useful in further refining Winchester's good start .

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or mini

mum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application proce

dures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle opera

tion . Education of local citizens about their responsi

bility under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Winchester has flood hazard areas along Horn Pond Brook and the Aberjona

River which should be protected by the adoption of a floodplain district as a

stream buffer district .

The adoption of an aquifer protection district and a buffer zone around
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wells would help to protect areas of high groundwater favorability from con

tamination and to help preserve any remaining recharge areas . Even though

these areas are largely developed , any future change in land use or density

could mean more impervious surfaces which would reduce the recharge capacity

of groundwater .

Use and density regulations should be considered to control development

on steep slopes which could lead to runoff and erosion causing sedimentation

and pollution of downstream water courses . These regulations , as well as

clustering and PUD's , should also be used to preserve ground water recharge

areas to protect well sites , and to manage any future development along water

courses and in watersheds of reservoirs .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Because Winchester is connected to the MSD , the community will be required

to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing

and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally ,

once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge

of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communities will be

required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less stringent

than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements may place significant admin

istrative and management burdens on Winchester . Reference should be made by

Winchester to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented

in this plan .

The Winchester Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission

should consider the land use recommendations made above . Land use and natural

features information which is more detailed than the MAPC information should ,

of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation of the aquifer recharge

area in the community would be desireable , and the current MDC hydrology study

may be useful in this effort . Zoning changes , consistent with the preventive

land control recommendations presented above , and with local goals and policies ,

should be developed and presented for town meeting approval .
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WINCHESTER : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs associated with recommendations for win

chester , except those associated with stormwater management , which may be

largely within current local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of the

projected growth for Winchester , there appear to be moderate impacts. Potential

erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse

vegetation .

In those areas where the intensity of permitted development would be re

duced , as recommended for future consideration , potential erosion problems

would be reduced and this would be a positive effect of long - term consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas that could be affected in Winchester

appears to be approximately 120 acres .

B : Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of anti

cipated future development in terms of potential flood control problems, it

appears that moderate impacts could result . Lands with potential flood con

trol problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep

slope areas .
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The adoption of environmental districts , such as a floodplain district ,

would have a positive effect on flood control problems . These regulations

would serve to reduce or prohibit development in areas which have potential

flood control problems. This benefit would continue as long as the regula

tions remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be 120 acres in

Winchester .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The anticipated growth and development in Win

chester appear to have moderately negative impacts on potential groundwater

supplies , as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with environmental zoning districts ,

such as floodplain and aquifer protection districts . Because these environ

mental districts impose special constraints on development , they also function ,

to a certain measure , as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construc

tion activities in these areas , the land left in its natural state would

maximize the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive

effects on groundwater would continue for as long as the environmental districts

are in effect .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would mean

clustering or lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater .

It would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration of this development

pattern .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat do not con

stitute a substantial amount of land in Winchester . Therefore , impacts from

additional development in already largely developed areas would have a minimal

impact on wildlife , to the extent it is found in Winchester .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated with the growth patterns pro

jected , as a continuation of existing trends , that the ambient air quality
standards will be maintained through 1985 even with the estimated growth . It

can be said then that impacts on air quality would be negligible .

III SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on open space

and recreation areas would be minimal with development according to existing

growth trends . Most significant open spaces are under public ownership which

acts as a buffer against otherwise incompatible development .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . Impacts on archaeological and

historic sites would be insignificant since those that were identified are

located in areas already developed .

C. Housing Impacts. While additional residential development is antici

pated to occur in Winchester by 1995 , it would occur on land zoned for rela

tively small lots . Also , since Winchester allows multi- family housing , impacts

on housing would be minimal .
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Winchester has 240 jobs in water-intensive

employment which is expected to increase to 340 jobs by 1995 . As a percentage

of total employment , this is about 5 percent .

Reference should be made to the EMMA study for expected impacts on indus

try in MDC - served communities , of which Winchester is one .
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WINTHROP : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town has a sewerage system that serves 100 percent of the population .

Wastewater is transported to the MSD treatment facility on Deer Island .

There are six overflows in the town but discharge only during emergency

situations . In addition , Winthrop has three stormwater catch basins connected

to the sanitary sewer system . This is not a significant problem and hence no

recommendations are necessary .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Winthrop Department of Public Works is responsible for operation and

maintenance of the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned at

least once a year and pipes are cleaned if necessary . Recommendations to the

town include the following :

In addition to catch basin cleaning , the town should develop

and implement a maintenance program including street sweeping

( where necessary ) , outfall and channel inspection , cleaning

and maintenance .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater Management $44,350 (much of this cost already may be

in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of this

draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industries have been identified in Winthrop .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

1 ) The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the

model sewer use law developed by MAPC . This sewer use

law should be as stringent as the MDC sewer use law, but

may be more stringent . A drain layer's manual is also

recommended to regulate the installation of sewer connec

tions .

1

1
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V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The Winthrop facility which was reported to have experienced

a leachate problem was closed in July of 1977 . The site has been covered but not

graded . It is recommended that the town should properly seal the site in accor

dance with the state regulations .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Winthrop stores salt at the Town

Garage in an uncovered enclosure . It is recommended that the town should monitor

the site and construct a covered storage facility with an impervious floor to

prevent salt drainage into local sewers , water bodies , or groundwater if salt

contamination is found beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application proce

dures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle opera

tion . Education of local citizens about their respon

sibility under winter driving conditions.

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Winthrop should consider the use of a floodplain district to protect flood

hazard areas along the coast line .

Use and density regulations should be used to control dense development

on steep slopes which could lead to runoff and erosion causing sedimentation

and pollution of downstream water courses . These regulations , as well as

clustering and PUD's , should also be used to preserve groundwater recharge

areas and to protect well sites .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Since no recommendations are being made for Winthrop with regard to

wastewater treatment , no corresponding management recommendations can be made .

However , because the community is connected to the MSD , the community will be

required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery

billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA .

Additionally , once MDCpromulgates presently proposed rules and regulations

covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MDC system ,

communities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance

no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements could

place significant administrative and management burdens on Winthrop .
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Reference should be made by Winthrop to the model sewer use ordinance and

drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

The closed town landfill should be sealed according to DEQE

regulations .

The Board of Health should monitor the closed landfill for evidence

of leachate generation which might indicate a need for additional preventive

measures .

The Board of Health should also monitor the salt storage facility at the

town garage . A covered shed with an impervious floor should be built if

contamination is found beyond the site .

The town Planning Board , with the Conservation Commission , should study

the land use recommendations presented above in terms of any more detailed

land use and natural features information available in the community .

Zoning changes, consistent with the preventive land control recommendations

presented aboveand with local policies and goals , should be prepared and

presented for town meeting approval .
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WINTHROP : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

While growth trends indicate that Winthrop will experience a small increase

in population and will have a small amount of new commercial and industrial

activity , this additional development would have minimal environmental , social ,

or economic impacts . No direct costs are associated with the recommendations

made for Winthrop , except those associated with stormwater management , much of

which appears in local budgets . Therefore , an impact assessment is unnecessary .

While 208 recommendations may not have a significant impact on this commu

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods . Municipalities with

sewers , storm drains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provide an environmentally and economically favorable alternative to

the recent pattern of sprawl development .

One problem does exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources for renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion of the environment so that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at desirable levels . Environmental restoration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the results

are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored homes .

Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced by the

Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and the

MAPC's " Policies for Land Use In Metropolitan Boston" . Public investment must

follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources the natural

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .
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WOBURN : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The city operates a sewage collection system that serves about 90 percent

of the population . All wastewater is discharged to the MSD system and treated

at the Deer Island facility .

No major problems with on-lot disposal systems have been documented or

reported in the city . The city plans to sewer the remainder of its developed

areas eventually and new development as it occurs . Therefore , no additional

sewering recommendations are needed . However , it is recommended that the city

should enforce a rigorous inspection and maintenance program for on-lot sewage

disposal systems .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Department of Public Works operates and maintains the stormwater

collection system . A six -man crew is available on an as-needed basis for brook

cleaning and catch basin and drain cleaning . Recommendations to the town in

clude the following :

Regular programs of bi - annual catch basin cleaning , street sweeping

in critical areas , outfall and stream channel inspection and maintenance should

be developed and implemented by the town .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage
0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment O

( 3 ) Stormwater Management $188,150 (much of this cost already may be

in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industrial discharges were identified in Woburn .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

1 ) The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . In any case , the city's

sewer use law should be as stringent or more stringent than

-
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the MDC sewer use law. In addition , the city should

adopt a drain layer's manual to regulate the installa

tion of sewer connections .

2 ) New industries should be required to discharge sanitary

and process wastewaters (with pretreatment , if nesessary )

to the sewer system . Water conservation and recycling of

process wastewater should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The Woburn landfill , which is the only facility in the

Mystic basin receiving residential , commercial , and industrial refuse is

located off Merrimac Street near the Wilmington border . The site is situated

over an aquifer which serves public wells located less than one mile to the

south along Hall's Brook . The landfill has experienced a leachate problem in

the past primarily as a result of past dumping in wet areas .

Plans of operation were approved by the DEQE in 1976 . According to city

officials , the facility has been upgraded recently in accordance with the plans .

Certain inactive areas of the site were covered and planted , while more recently

active areas were regraded and compacted . The site is expected to reach capa

city in 7-12 years depending upon refuse tonnage received . Recommendations to

the city include the following :

Operations at this site should be particularly careful

given the presence of an underlying aquifer which is

used as a source of industrial process water and public

drinking water .

The site should be monitored to assess the degree of impact

on surrounding water resources and to assess the need for

control measures .

In addition to the sampling of surface drainage entering

Hall's Brook , groundwater sampling should be conducted to

determine the presence and pathway of potentially contaminated

groundwater which could possibly affect municipal wells to the

south . Given the importance of the aquifer as a public and

industrial water supply , any such groundwater monitoring

program should evaluate the separate and combined impact of

the numerous potential sources in the North Woburn industrial

area . Potentially affected wells should also be closely

monitored for an expanded list of water quality parameters

to provide early detection of impact from any of the above

sources .

In planning for future solid waste disposal, the city should

consider regional resource recovery systems .
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B. Salt Storage and Application . Woburn's salt is stored under a tarp

on a dished asphalt pad on North Warren Street . Snow is dumped at the city's

landfill in North Woburn near the Aberjona River and on a low area behind the

city library . Woburn's water supply is from city wells and efforts are made

to protect them from contamination by eliminating salt use on the parkway be

tween the Country Club golf course and Horn Pond where four wells are located .

Salt is not used near the two Salem Street wells in East Woburn near the Aber

jona River .

Woburn has recently been notified that it will receive state funds for

the construction of a covered salt storage shed with an impervious floor . The

shed and good housekeeping should eliminate the site as a salt pollution source .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt- sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application proce

dures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle opera

tion . Education of local citizens about their responsi

bility under winter driving conditions .

C. Other non - point sources . The city should take immediate steps to

review activities at the construction site of the Industri- Plex industrial

park . Staff observed severe erosion at the site and sediments and other pollu

tants entering nearby water bodies . The city has authority under the Sub

division Control Law to require measures by developers to minimize runoff and

erosion . Woburn should determine whether the construction activities are con

sistent with currently applicable regulations . The city should expand the role

of its subdivision control regulations if this is seen as necessary to prevent

similar problems at future construction sites .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Woburn has substantial potential aquifer areas and well sites . The city

should consider adopting an aquifer protection district and establishing a

buffer zone around wells to protect the groundwater from contamination and to

help preserve remaining recharge areas .

Several brooks with largely undeveloped banks , though not subject to flood

ing , should be protected by a stream buffer district to preserve the purifica

tion function of the land bordering the streams .

Woburn should consider the use of a watershed protection district to

-

1
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.

Some of the town wellsprotect Horn Pond from potential future development .

are part of the same water system .

Use and density regulations should be considered to control dense develop

ment on steep slopes which could lead to runoff and erosion causing sedimenta

tion and pollution of downstream water courses . These regulations , in addition

to clustering and PUD'S , could also be used to preserve groundwater recharge

areas , to protect well sites , and to manage future development along water

courses , and in the watersheds of ponds or reservoirs .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Since no recommendations are being made for Woburn with respect to waste

water treatment , no corresponding management recommendations can be made .

However , because the community is connected to the MSD . The community will be

required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery

billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA .

Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations

covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system ,

communities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or

ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These require

ments may place significant administrative and management burdens on Woburn .

Reference should be made by Woburn to the model sewer use ordinance and drain

layer's manual presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and inspection

program for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public educa

tion program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems

and mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas should be set

up . In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be verified

and appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted aganist such sys

tems , ranging from pumping , to the reconstruction of failing systems .

The Board of Health should monitor the operation of the City's landfill

to guarantee conformance to the DEQE - approved operating plans . The Board

should also test for leachate development to protect the aquifer under the

site and the municipal wells to the south . Wells should also be monitored .

Tests should be designed to detect the influence of industrial pollutants

as well as landfill leachate .

The Woburn planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission ,

should evaluate the land use recommendations with respect to existing land use

and natural features information in the community . The MAPC can provide some

preliminary data and technical assistance in this effort . Zoning changes ,

consistent with the preventive land control recommendations presented above

and with local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for

adoption . Information from the MDC's current Mystic Basin hydrology study

can be useful in this effort , especially in identification of aquifers .

The planning board , with the conservation commission , should review the

construction at the Industri-Plex Industrial Park to determine the extent of

the erosion problems associated with that development . Any non -compliance

with the approved plan or with the wetlands order of condition should be

determined and appropriate action initiated by the city either in superior

court or with DECE ( for violation of DEQE's order of condition ) .
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WOBURN : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A. Erosion

B .. Flood Control

C. Groundwater

D. Wildlife

Air QualityE.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing
C.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs associated with recommendations for Woburn ,

except those associated with stormwater management which are already largely

included in current local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining possible effects on erosion for Woburn ,

there appear to be significant impacts. Potential erosion problems could occur

in areas of steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the intensity of permitted development would be re

duced , either by not conflicting with the environmental capability of the land ,

or changed by the use of clustering , potential erosion problems would be reduced

in these areas , and this would be a positive effect of long - term consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by future growth and the

recommendations in Woburn appears to be approximately 500 acres .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

anticipated future development in terms of potential flood control problems , it

appears that significant impacts could result . Lands with potential flood con

trol problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep

slope areas .
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The extension of the wetlands district would have a positive effect on

flood control problems. This regulation could serve to reduce or prohibit

development in significant areas which have potential flood control problems.

This benefit would continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be about 600 acres

in Woburn .

C. Groundwater Impacts . Impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as

indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability are both positive and nega

tive .

Presently , in areas with high groundwater favorability , the land is

zoned for commercial and industrial use . If developed , the impact would be

negative because of the reduction in the recharge capacity of the aquifer . This

negative effect would be long - term , of regional significance , and would repre

sent the irretrievable commitment of a critical natural resource .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where

groundwater favorability coincides with environmental zoning districts , such

as the recommended aquifer protection district and the extension of the wetlands

district . Because these environmental districts impose special constraints on

development , they also function as groundwater protection . By minimizing any

construction activities in these areas , the land left in its natural state

would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive

effects on groundwater would continue for as long as the environmental districts

are in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would mean

clustering or lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater .

It would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration of this development

pattern .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat constitute

a small amount of the land area in Woburn . However , development in these areas

would reduce their capacity to provide a wildlife habitat . This would be a long

term consequence but primarily local in nature .

The use of environmental zoning districts in Woburn would provide a benefit

for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by these land use regula -...

tions would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation was in effect .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated with the growth patterns pro

jected , as a continuation of existing trends, that the ambient air quality

standards would be maintained through 1985 even with the estimated growth .

Therefore , impacts on air quality in Woburn would be negligible .

IV . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts

Impacts on open space and recreation would be minimal . Most of the areas are

adjacent to or surrounded by existing land uses .
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A few open spaces are located within existing and recommended overlay

zoning districts . The additional development constraints imposed by these

regulations would enhance open space and recreational opportunities . This

positive impact would continue as long as the districts are in force . In the

case of the overlay districts , there is a strong , positive relationship between

the short - term use of the manmade environment and the enhancement of the long

term productivity of the natural environment .

C. Housing Impacts . A moderate amount of new residential development is

anticipated for Woburn by 1995. Since Woburn allows multi- family housing and

housing on moderately sized and small lots , impacts on housing in general would

be minimal .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Woburn has 1950 jobs in water - intensive employ

ment , which is expected to decrease to 1780 jobs by 1995 . As a percentage of

total employment , this represents 14 percent in 1975 and 8 percent in 1995 .

Reference should be made to the EMMA study for expected impacts on industry

in MDC - served municipalities , of which Woburn is one .
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CHARLES RIVER BASIN OVERVIEW

A. PROFILE OF THE CHARLES RIVER WATERSHED

The Charles River Watershed has the form of an hourglass that extends from

the southwest communities of Bellingham and Milford northeasterly to the

cities of Boston and Cambridge . It is most easily described by dividing

the watershed into the Upper and Lower Charles River basins .

The Upper Charles River Basin is located in the southwest quandrant of the

MAPC 208 study area . The watershed is bounded , in addition to the Lower

Charles Basin to the north , the Neponset River watershed to the east , and

the SuAsCo and Blackstone River Basins to the west . Eleven communities

lie largely or wholly within the Upper Charles Basin . They are :

Bellingham

Dover

Franklin

Holliston

Medfield

Medway

Milford

Millis

Norfolk

Sherborn

Wrentham

Three other communities which lie partially within the watershed , but which

are discussed in other basin sections include the following :

Ashland and Hopkinton in the SuAsco Basin Section

Walpole in the Neponset Basin Section .

The Upper Charles Basin can be generally characterized as a rapidly growing ,

relatively affluent group of communities undergoing land-intensive , suburban

development , chiefly for low density , residential use . It has been , and will

continue to be one of the fastest-growing areas in southeast New England .

The combination of an abundance of developable land and accessibility via

Route 9 and Interstate 495 has contributed to making the basin a highly

desirable place in which to live . In general , residence in the Upper

Charles affords home ownership with the amenities of country living .

With the exception of Milford and Wrentham , most of the towns within the

basin doubled or nearly doubled in population between 1950 and 1970 .

Bellingham , Dover , Holliston and Sherborn experienced the greatest increases

in population (nearly or more than tripling in residents ) . Milford and

Wrentham grew moderately between 1950 and 1970 , although Wrentham's relative

unaccessibility was the main factor in its moderatcly slow growth . Rela

tively rapid growth , 46 percent , is expected for the 1970 to 1995 period .

Population would go from 106,472 persons in 1970 to 155,600 persons in 1995 .

Dover , Norfolk , Wrentham and Millis would experience the greatest population

increases ( over 60 percent ) , while Franklin and Medfield (both of which more

than doubled between 1950 and 1970 ) would grow by less than 30 percent . The

other basin communities would increase in population between 30 and 60 per

cent between 1970 and 1995 .
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Economic growth is expected to continue in all sectors through 1995 . The

most significant increases in employment (over 100 percent ) are in the con

struction , trade , finance , services and transportation sectors . In 1975 ,

about 74 percent of jobs in manufacturing were in dry manufacturing. The

remaining 26 percent of manufacturing jobs were in water intensive industries .

Manufacturing employment as a whole accounts for 72 percent of total employ

ment and is expected to increase by 42 percent (or 1908 new jobs ) between

1975 and 1995. Manufacturing jobs are found in almost all the basin commu

nities with the exception of Dover and Sherborn . By 1995 , only Dover would

have no manufacturing employment . Significant water - intensive industry is

found in Franklin , Holliston , Medway and Milford .

Housing construction in the Upper Charles Basin has been mainly single

family housing units on lot sizes varying from one quarter acre to one acre .

Multi - family housing has been built in all of the basin communities,

although over 60 percent can be found in Franklin and Milford . A rela

tively large amount of housing construction is occurring in almost all the

basin communities in recent years about which half is single - family and

half is multi - famıly . In the smaller or more rural communities , such as

Dover , Holliston , Norfolk and Sherborn , residential development (mostly

single - family ) has been land consumptive because of their large lot zoning

requirements .

Commercial development which is concentrated in town and village centers ,

provides the towns with typical commercial uses that are necessary , i.e.

pharmacy , hardware store and bank . These areas of commercial development

are : Milford Center at the junction of routes 109 and 16 ; Franklin Center

( Rte . 240 ) ; Bellingham Center (Rte . 140 ) ; Medway Center (Rte . 109 ) ; Millis

Center ( Rte . 109 ) ; Holliston Center (Rte . 16 ) ; and Medfield Center (Rte . 109 ) .

All of this development is " village " type or in small shopping plazas .

Commercial land accounts for .5 percent of the land in the basin . Industrial

land use , which together with commercial land use increased in acreage by

300 percent between 1951 and 1971 , is concentrated near the town centers .

Milford experienced the largest increase in industrial land use during

these years ( 113 acres ) .

The low residential density throughout the basin and the extensive areas of

undeveloped land help support a wide variety of wildlife species . Other

wise , those species found in eastern Massachusetts are those that have not

been forced westward or northward by the heavy pressures of urbanization and

those that have adapted to the altered environment . Examples include

raccoons , rabbits , gulls and other small mammals and birds . The outstanding

landscape characteristics in the basin include sections of meandering streams ,

farmlands , waterbodies , wooded uplands and drumlins.

The Lower Charles Basin , along with the Mystic and Neponset River Basins ,

forms the core of the Boston metropolitan region . The Basin includes the

lower reaches of the Charles River Watershed . Fourteen communities , including

Boston , lie largely or wholly within the Lower Charles Basin . They are :

Belmont

Boston

Brookline

Cambridge

Dedham

Lexington

Lincoln

Natick

Needham

Newton

Waltham

Watertown

Wellesley

Weston
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Three other communities lie partially within the watershed , but which are

discussed in other basin sections include the following :

Somerville in the Mystic River Basin Section ,

Wayland in the SuAsCo Basin Section , and

Westwood in the Neponset Basin Section .

The Lower Charles Basin includes both intensely developed core communities

including Boston and Cambridge , stable inner suburbs including Belmont ,

Dedham and Newton , and a few outlying suburbs such as Lexington , Lincoln

and Weston . Historically , the basin communities were among the earliest

developed in the region .

As seen in the tables,from 1950 to 1970 , the exodus of residents from the

core area to the suburbs is most apparent . While Boston and Cambridge lost

a substantial portion of their populations , Lexington and Weston doubled

in population and Lincoln tripled in population . The other basin communi

ties either grew by only a small percentage or grew moderately ( between 30

and 40 percent) . Population in the basin as a whole is expected to stabilize

between 1970 and 1995 , with little or no growth for most communities . Weston

is expected to have a fastest rate of population increase , 33.4 percent ,

although this rate is significantly less than what occurred in the town

between 1950 and 1970 .

Overall , employment in the Lower Charles is expected to increase by 26 per

cent between 1975 and 1995. Economic growth is expected to continue in the

majority of sectors through 1995 . The most substantial increases in employ

ment are expected in the services and construction sectors (74 and 64 percent ,

respectively ) , followed by the finance , transportation and government sectors .

Employment in the trade sector is expected to decrease somewhat , while

moderate to substantial decreases are expected in the agriculture , non

classified , and manufacturing sectors (between 20 and 60 percent) . In

1975 , 78 percent of the manufacturing jobs were in " dry " manufacturing ,

and 22 percent were in water intensive , " wet " and "very wet" manufacturing

activities . These proportions would remain the same by 1995. However , as

mentioned above , manufacturing employment is expected to decline in the next

twenty years . In 1975 , it represented 16 percent of total employment and

by 1995 it would represent only 9 percent of all jobs . By 1995 , roughly

two -thirds of the jobs in water - intensive industries will be found in

Boston , with the remaining distributed throughout most of the other Basin

communities (except Lincoln ) .

Housing construction in the Lower Charles Basin has ranged from a predominance

of multi - family housing units in the core area , to a mixture of single and

multi - family housing units in the inner suburbs , to a predominance of single

family housing units on lot sizes varying from one -quarter acre to one acre

in the out - lying suburbs . Generally , the housing stock in the basin is

relatively old , much of it having been built prior to 1950 . As of 1971 ,

residential land uses constituted 38.2 percent of the total 149,097 acres in

the basin .

Projections of future housing construction activity indicate that approxi

mately 8600 new dwelling units would be built between 1970 and 1995. Since

roughly 90 percent of the Basin is already developed or preempted from devel

opment (in the form of semi -public open space , deed - restricted wetlands ,

-
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he newwater bodies and conservation or floodplain districts ) , much of

development would involve the conversion of land already in urban use ,

rather than construction on previously undeveloped acreage .

Commercial and industrial land use has historically been concentrated in the

core area , in Boston and Cambridge , in particular . Increases in commercial

acreage between 1951 and 1971 occurred in all the basin communities and

in particular , along major transportation routes (such as Route 9 in Natick ) .

Boston has seen the most substantial increase in commercial acreage .

Increase in industrial acreage has been , since 1951 , concentrated in the

suburban communities abutting Route 128 , including Waltham , Needham and

Lexington , as well as Natick . of the total 149,097 acres in the Lower

Charles Basin , about 8 percent is in commercial or industrial land use .

The low residential density found in the western portions of the watershed

helps support a variety of wildlife species . Otherwise , those species found

in part of Massachusetts are those that have not been forced westward or

northward by the heavy pressures of urbanization and those that have adapted

to the altered , built environment . Examples include raccoons , rabbits ,

gulls , and other small mammals and birds . In addition , pigeons and squirrels

seem to have adapted quite well to the urban environment . Natural landscape

features in the basin include the Olmsted park system in the core area of

the basin and sections of meandering streams , farmlands , water bodies ,

wooded uplands and drumlins in the outerlying sections of the basin .

B. A SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CHARLES RIVER AND WATER

QUALITY STANDARDS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

The Charles River begins its 80 mile journey to Boston Harbor at Echo Lake

in Hopkinton . The Charles squeezes its 80 mile length into a watershed

which measures some 30 miles long and varying from 5 to 15 miles wide in an

hour-glass configuration by taking a twisting , meandering path through its

307 square mile drainage area . The Indian name for the Charles River was

Quinobequin , which means twisting or winding .

There are 33 lakes and ponds having a total surface area of 2530 acres .

Numerous backwater ponds have been created along the length of the river by

the 21 dams found on the river . There are some 30 tributaries of the Charles

and two diversions . Mother Brook diverts up to one-third of the Charles

flow to augment flow in the Neponset River . Water is diverted from the

Hobbs Brook -Stony Brook tributary system for the Cambridge water supply .

About 20,000 acres (one-tenth the basin's total acreage ) is comprised of

extensive upland swamps and wetlands .

The present water quality condition in 14 of the Charles River's 17 segments

is below B. According to DWPC's (Division of Water Pollution Control )

J.atest reclassification , water quality's goal for the entire Charles River

Basin is " swimmable and fishable " water . However at present , the classifi

cation of the Charles River Basin ( the main stem portion below the Water

town Dam ) remains class C - " fishable " but not " swimmable " .

The Charles flows south from Echo Lake into Milford . Water quality up to

Dilla Street in Milford is classified Class A due to its use as a public water

supply . This is the only stretch of the river currently meeting water

quality standards . This segment has been designated as Anti -degradation by

the DWPC .
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From Dilla Street , the river flows into Cedar Swamp Pond . The Pond is a

shallow , eutrophic impoundment , choked with aquatic weeds and high algae

levels . Nutrient levels were found to be moderately high and dissolved

oxygen low . Pollution sources include raw sewage discharges from overflows

and bypasses in the Milford sewer system and the old Milford dump located

on the bank of the pond . This segment has been designated Water Quality

Limited with a present water quality classification of u . This means that

the water quality in this section does not meet any of the criteria for

any of the state's allowable water quality use classifications . The water

quality goal for this section in class B.

In the next section of the river , from Main Street to the Milford Sewage

Treatment Plant , water quality conditions remain the same for much the same

reasons . The water quality goal in this segment is Class B.

The segment of the Charles from the Milford Wastewater Treatment facility

to Mine Brook in Franklin is one of the three most severely polluted segments

in the Charles River . Water quality conditions are characterized by

extremely low dissolved oxygen levels , toxic ammonia levels , high nutrient

levels and high bacterial contamination . In this ten mile stretch of the

river , the river is joined by three tributaries as it turns east through

North Bellingham , then northeast through Bellingham , Medway and Franklin .

Beaver Brook drains portions of Milford and Bellingham . Stall Brook drains

portions of Milford , Medway and Bellingham . Hopping Brook , a major

tributary , drains portions of Holliston , Hopkinton , Medway and Bellingham .

The segment has been designated Water Quality Limited and of u water quality

with a future goal of Class B.

From Mine Brook the Charles flows east forming the border between Franklin

and Medway to Populatic Pond . The river is joined by three tributaries in

this segment . Mine Brook , which drains portions of Wrentham and Franklin ,

Chicken Brook , draining portions of Hopkinton , Holliston , and Medway , and

Shepards Brook , which drains a relatively undeveloped section of Franklin .

Mine Brook itself is broken into two segments as the Franklin Sewage

Treatment Plant is located four miles upstream from the river . Upstream

of the treatment plant , water qualtiy meets Class B criteria . Downstream

from the treatment plant constitutes the second of the three most grossly

polluted segments in the Charles Basin . Current water quality conditions

are of Class U with a future classification of Class B. The water quality

of the Charles in this segment is of class C , with a future goal of Class B.

Pollution sources in this segment include Mine Brook (due to the impact of

the Franklin STP ) , the Broad Street Sewer overflow in Medway , failing septic

systems in Franklin , and the discharge from ' Your Laundry ' in Medway .

The Charles flows eastward from Populatic Pond to its confluence with the

Mill River where it turns northward through Norfolk , Millis and Medfield to

its confluence with the Stop River in Medfield . The Mill River drains por

tions of Wrentham , Franklin and Norfolk , the Stop River drains portions of

Wrentham , Walpole , Norfolk and Medfield . The river is able to recover in

this segment as there are no additional point sources discharging to the

river in this semment . Most of the pollution problems in this segment are

carried out from the previous section . Additional non-point sources include

failing septic systems in Medfield . The segment is designated Water Quality

Limited with a present water quality classification of C and a future goal of

class B.

- - - - -

1
-
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The Charles continues northward for two miles to its confluence with Sugar

Brook . Present water quality in this segment is class c . Stop River which

receives the discharges from the Pondville State Hospital , Wrentham State

School , and the Norfolk and Walpole Massachusetts Correctional Institutes

is the largest source of pollution in this segment . Stop River itself is

divided into three segments which range from B to u in quality . The river

is of c quality at its confluence with the Charles . Other sources in this

segment include high organic and nutrient loads leaching from surrounding

and tributary wetlands and failing septic systems in Medfield . Vine Brook ,

which drains a portion of West Medfield , joins the Charles just downstream

from the Stop River . The water quality goal for this segment is Class B.

The Stop River has been designated Anti - degradation while the main stem

Charles segment has been designated Water Quality Limited .

Sugar Brook is the next tributary to the Charles . Sugar Brook is the third

of the three most severely polluted segments in the Charles Basin and is in

fact the worst of those three . Both the National Can Corporation and Cott

Corporation discharge wastewater to the brook as well as the Millis waste

water treatment plant . The brook is anoxic ( anaerobic ) and suffers from

toxic ammonia levels , extremely high phosphorous and bacteria levels ,

extremely low ph (highly acidic ) , sludge deposits and foul odors . The

Millis santiary landfill is also located in the brook's watershed . Sugar

Brook lies completely within Millis and has a total drainage area less than

one square mile . The stream has been designated Water Quality Limited with

an existing condition of u quality water and a goal for Class B water

quality .

From Sugar Brook , the Charles continues northward through the towns of

Medfield , Millis , Sherborn and Dover . Mill Brook , Bogastow Brook and

Sewall Brook all join the Charles over the five mile course which extends

to Bridge Street in Dover . Present water quality in this segment is Class C

with a goal of Class B. This segment is Water Quality Limited . Sewall Brook

lies completely within Sherborn . Mill Brook drains portions of Dover and

Medfield . Bogastow Brook drains portions of Holliston , Sherborn , Medway and

Millis and is the largest tributary to the Charles with a drainage area of

25.5 squate miles . Subsurface disposal problems in Holliston and the dis

charge from the Ty - Car Manufacturing Company are pollution sources to

Bogastow Brook . Pollution sources to this segment of the Charles include

Sugar Brook , Bogastow Brook , the Medfield State Hispital treatment facility

and the Medfield wastewater treatment plant .

The Charles continues its northward flow for another three and one half miles

to the South Natick Dam . Over this segment , the river slowly begins to

recover as dissolved oxygen levels rise . No point sources discharge to this

segment . Two small tributaries join the Charles in this segment . Indian

Brook drains portions of Sherborn and Natick . Davis Brook drains a small

portion of Natick . The segment is Water Quality Limited , presently meeting

Class C standards with a water quality goal of Class B water .

Shortly downstream from the South Natick Dam the river makes a quick U - turn

before it continues northward again . A distance of three miles downstream

from the dam , the river turns south and is joined by the outflow of Waban

Brook and Fuller Brook . Waban Brook drains a fairly large area which

includes portions of Weston , Wayland , Natick and Wellesley . The brook's

drainage area includes the drainage areas of both Morses Pond and Lake Waban .

Fuller Brook , draining portions of Needham and Wellesley , reaches its con

fluence with Waban Brook just prior to their combined confluence with the

Charles .
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The Charles runs south for another three miles and abruptly turns east

forming the border between Needham and Dover , Needham and Westwood and

Needham and Dedham . The river is joined by four tributaries over this six

to seven mile stretch . They are Trout Brook , draining a portion of Dover ,

Noanet Brook , which lies completely in Dover , Powissett Brook , draining

portions of Westwood and Dover , and Rock Meadow Brook , which lies wholly

within Westwood . Also , located in the middle of this reach is the Cochrane

Dam at Charles River Village , in Needham and Dover .

After it passes under Route 128 , the Charles turns south again through Dedham .

As it flows through Dedham Center it swings north again . At that point , up

to one third of the flow in the Charles is diverted to the Neponset River

via Mother Brook for flow augmentation .

For a short distance , the Charles serves as the border between Boston and

Dedham . Sawmill Brook , draining portions of Brookline , Newton and Boston ,

joins the river at this point . The City of Boston landfill is located at

the confluence of the brook and the river .

The river flows on northward through the urbanized areas of Boston , Newton ,

Needham and Wellesley being joined by South Meadow Brook ( Newton ) , Hurd

Brook (Needham -Wellesley ) , and Rosemary Brook (Needham -Wellesley ) . Below

Newton Lower Falls , the Charles is crossed by a mish -mash of highways

including Routes 128 , 30 and the Mass . Turnpike . In the midst of all this

activity , Seaverns Brook drains both the Weston Reservoir and Norumbega

Reservoir . Further downstream the Charles is met by Stoney Brook , which

drains portions of Lincoln , Lexington , Waltham and Weston . Water from Hobbs

Brook ( Cambridge ) Reservoir and the Stoney Brook Reservoir is diverted from

the Stoney Brook Reservoir for use by the City of Cambridge .

The Charles gradually turns east toward its confluence with Boston Harbor

as it passes between Waltham , Newton and Watertown . Beaver Brook , draining

portions of Lexington , Arlington , and Waltham , discharges to the river in

this stretch . Cheesecake Brook , draining a portion of Newton , is the last

tributary to the Charles before it cascades over the watertown Dam to become

the Charles Basin .

Over the length of the 32 mile segment just described , from the South Natick

Dam to the Watertown Dam , water quality has improved slightly to Class C.

Although there are no major point sources to this segment , carry - over effects

and urban non-point sources prohibit the Charles from meeting its class B

water quality goal. Sources include occasional overflows /bypasses from

Waltham and other Middle Charles communities , urban runoff , landfills in

Newton and Waltham , and failing septic systems in portions of Weston ,

Wellesley and Natick . The river is also subject to numerous " accidental "

or occasional pollution problems such as oil spills , litter and debris . The

entire segment has been designated Water Quality Limited .

The segment of the Charles from the Waterstwn Dam to the Museum of Science

Dam at the river's confluence with Boston Harbor is known as the Charles

Basin . The dam , which serves as the foundation for the Museum of Science ,

was constructed in 1910 to flood odorous and unsightly mud flats and in so

doing turn the Charles Basin into a recreational fresh water lake . Since

then , the dam has created more problems than it was intended to solve . Due

to the operating practices of the locks , a tremendous quantity of salt water

-
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has infiltrated the basin forming a salt water wedge along the bottom of the

basin , which at points comes nearly to the surface . The water in the basin

is stratified in several dimensions . Pollutants entering the basin become

trapped in the anoxic zone created by the salt wedge and in the sediments .

Pollution enters from a variety of sources . Sewer bypasses and overflows ,

combined sewers , stormdrains , cooling water discharges , vessel discharges

and litter of all sorts find their way into the basin . Specific pollutants

include extremely low dissolved oxygen (DO ) in the fresh water (surface ) zone

and virtually no Do in the salt water (subsurface ) zone . High levels of

hydrogen sulfide , bacteria , biochemical oxygen demand , nutrients and solids

are found throughout the basin . Researchers from MIT in a 1972 study indi

cated the presence of several exotic lipophilic organic compounds including

alkyl napthalense , alkyl anthracences , dibutyl phthalate , and pyrene . Sedi

ment samples taken by DWPC in 1973 revealed high levels of eight heavy metals ;

mercury , cadmium , lead , zinc , nickel , copper , chromium and arsenic .

In spite of the mistreatment inflicted upon the river and the Charles Basin

by mankind , the river continues to provide some of the best water based

recreation in the metropolitan area . Fishing is good to excellent in the

upper and middle Charles . Canoeing is also quite popular . The river abounds

with a variety of scenery and is a nature lover's paradise . The Charles

Basin is in great demand for boating enthusiasts and is the training ground

for some of the finest college crew teams in the nation and the world . Its

banks serve as jogging , walking and bicycling areas for large numbers of

Boston and Cambridge residents . Each year thousands of people throng the

Esplanade for concerts at the Hatch Memorial Shell and to watch the Fourth

of July fireworks extravaganza .

C. ON -GOING PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

Several projects are currently underway throughout the Charles River basin

which will have a substantial impact on water quality and land use throughout

the basin . These are summarized as follows :

Corps of Engineers - Natural Valley Storage Program

Sixteen communities in the upper and middle portions of the basin are in the

process of implementing the Natural Valley Storage program proposed by the

Corps of Engineers . Under this program , communities are acquiring 17 of

the most critical wetland areas in the watershed in order to preserve them

in their natural state so that they can effectively store stormwater and

thereby provide an effective non - structural flood management mechanism .

It is expected to take about three years to acquire the approximately

8500 acres of NVS wetlands . This program should serve as a model to

several other river systems in the area and New England . ( The MAPC

worked with the 16 NVS communities to help develop management guidelines

for the NVS wetlands . )

MDC Charles Basin Salt Removal 314 Project

Under the Section 314 Clean Lakes Program , the MDC has received a grant

from EPA to effect the removal of the salt water hypolimnion of the Charles

Basin . The Basin , as an urban impoundment behaves much like a lake and was

there fore eligible for the 314 program . The project involves inducing
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circulation and mixing of the basin's waters by diffused aeration together

with controlled pumping at the new Charles River Dam presently under

construction . This will drive off the hydrogen sulfide and methane gases

trapped in the hypolimnion and eliminate the salt wedge . This project ,

together with the elimination of the combined sewer overflows to the Basin

with the construction of the new Detention -Chlorination facility ( also

under construction ) will result in a major improvement of the water

quality of the Basin .

MDC Charles River Combined Sewer Overflows

The MDC is presently involved in a Step 1 Facilities Planning study to

determine the most appropriate solution to control /eliminate combined

sewer overflows to the Charles , Neponset , Mystic Rivers and Boston

Harbor . The elimination of combined sewer overflows will result in major

water quality improvements which will increase the recreational potential

of all areas affected .

EPA - MDC EMMA Plan - EIS

EPA is presently preparing an Environmental Impact Statement on the MDC

recommended EMMA plan which recommends the construction of a 30 MGD

advanced waste treatment facility to serve seven communities in the middle

Charles area . This facility would decrease the load on the Nut Island

treatment facility . Although several sites have been evaluated for the

location of the treatment plant , it has been determined that the outfall

must be located well above the South Natick Dam in order to maintain

water quality standards downstream . The draft EIS has not yet been

completed .

D. MAJOR BASIN ISSUES

There are several issues in the Charles River basin which must be addressed

on a basin level . Such issues cannot be dealt with effectively on an indi

vidual community basis . Such issues in the Charles River watershed can be

summarized as follows :

Once water quality problems due to inadequate treatment of

discharged wastewater are corrected by provision of advanced

waste treatment , will structural controls have to be sub

stantial for current and proposed programs of " Best

Management Practices " for non - point sources ?

Given the dependence on groundwater for public water supply

and the interdependence of communities sharing common supplies ,

communities must jointly work to protect and preserve valuable

water resources .

In order to effectively protect the viability of the Hobbs

Brook-Stony Brook Reservoir system which serves as the

water supply for the city of Cambridge , what land use and

structural / non - structural controls must be implemented by

Lincoln , Weston , Waltham and Lexington ?
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What types of land use or other controls will be required in

these communities who opt to maintain septic systems in order

to protect water quality as well as public health ?

How can growth effectively be controlled in those communities

in order to maximize the useful life of septic systems?

Also , how can communities accommodate low and moderate

income housing at the same time ?

In the lower basin communities , growth should be directed

to those areas with an existing infrastructure of housing ,

water , sewers , and transportation systems .
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BELLINGHAM : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER DISPOSAL

At present , the entire town is served by septic tanks or cesspools .

town's facilities plan recommends sewering three areas of town with known sub

surface disposal problems. Two areas in North Bellingham would connect to the

CRPCP via the Mine Brook interceptor in Franklin . A third area in South Belling

ham would be served by the Woonsocket , Rhode Island , treatment plant . The facil

ities plan was approved by EPA and DWPC in 1977. Approval to proceed with

Step II Design , contingent on the award of Federal and state construction grants ,

was given by Town Meeting in May , 1977 . In July , 1977 , applications for Step 2

construction grants were filed with EPA and DWPC . To date , no action has been

taken on these applications . In the meantime, Bellingham is relying solely on

frequent pumping of problem systems to control public health problems . It is

recommended that :

Both EPA and DWPC take action on the town's Step 2 grant application

immediately .

As construction of a sewer system as proposed to eliminate existing

problems could take up to three or more years to be implemented ,

the town should undertake a study to develop interim measures to

correct these problems including the construction of communal

septic tanks , mound leaching systems , and replacement of existing

septic tank - leaching field systems .

The town should seek to arrange intermunicipal agreements with

Milford , CRPCD , and Woonsocket for the provision of septage dis

posal facilities .

The town should develp and implement a preventive septic systems

maintenance and inspection system .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The town Highway Department is responsible for the operation and maintenance

of the storm drainage system . Catch basins are cleaned annually with problem

areas cleaned more frequently as necessary . Recommendations to the town include

the following :

In addition to catch basin cleaning , the town should develop

and implement a program of outfall inspection and maintenance .

Concomitant with the above , a program of stream inspection

and maintenance should be developed and implemented .

Salt use and storage should be monitored carefully by the

town in order to protect the town water supply .

In planning for future development , maximum use should be
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made of natural drainage and non- structural runoff control

measures . In line with this , the town should consider funding

a town -wide drainage survey .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage $ 222,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 19,900

( 3 ) Stormwater 106,050 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industrial discharges have been identified in Bellingham .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

The town should , if sewers are constructed , adopt a sewer use law

comparable to the model sewer use law developed by MAPC . In addi

tion , the town should adopt a drain layer's manual to regulate the

installation of sewer connections .

Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater , expecially in areas near public

water supplies .

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewaters (with pretreatment , if required ) to the

sewer system . Water conservation and recycling of process

wastewater should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

Landfills . The Maple Street landfill operates under approved plans

and is expected to remain in operation for a fairly long time . High standards

of operation must be adhered to at this site due to the importance of local

water resources , in particular town wells located downstream from the land

fill . It is recommended that monitoring be conducted on a continual basis

to ensure protection of the town's water supply .

B. Salt Storage and Application . In addition to the recommendation

regarding salt use and salt storage under stormwater management , it is recom

mended that the town develop a sensitive salt use application program to pre

vent contamination of local groundwater resources . Salt should be stored in a
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covered shed with an impervious floor if monitoring reveals contamination beyond

the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Bellingham should take immediate steps to delineate and adopt a wetlands

district .

In the future , as part of an overall re-evaluation of industrial develop

ment , Bellingham should consider adopting an aquifer protection district since

the existing floodplain district affords only limited protection of areas of high

groundwater favorability .

Bellingham should consider using a stream buffer district to protect

streams not covered in the floodplain district .

The town should also consider a watershed protection district which would

help to minimize any potential adverse impacts on water quality of ponds or lakes .

Changes in the zoning uses and densities in some areas would reduce poten

tial conflicts between the existing zoning and the environmental capacity of

the land to support development . Some areas currently zoned industrial could

be rezoned to permit limited office development or non -processing , warehouse

type industrial development with strict site-plan review to regulate the amount

and location of impervious surfaces , the maximum building coverage , finished

grades , subsurface disposal , etc.

VII . MANAGEMENT

Upon approval of Bellingham's Step 2 grant application by EPA and DWPC ,

the town should begin negotiation with the Charles River Pollution Control

District and with Woonsocket , Rhode Island over the terms of the agreement

for connection to those facilities .

In terms of connection to the CRPCD there are two basic institutional

alternatives possible. The first is for Bellingham to become a member of an

enlarged CRPCD . The second is for Bellingham to be a customer of the CRPCD ,
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-

with a sewer service contract enacted between the town and the district ,

As both actions would require town meeting action , the ease of implementation

would not be a significant deciding factor , An enlarged district could be

manditorily formed by the Director of the Division of Water Pollution Control ,

with the approval of the Water Resources Commission . Membership in the

district would give Bellingham a greater voice in the operation of the dis

trict , but would at the same time closely tie the town into the district with

di-solution of the district only being possible by an act of the general court .

At this time the CRPCD appears to favor serving new communities as customers.

A sewer service contract between the CRPCD and Bellingham should be drafted

to insure consistency with the requirements of Section 208 ( c ) ( 2 ) of the

Federal Water Pollution Control Act . It should obligate Bellingham and the

other CRPCD members to enforce the federal requirements for user charges ,

industrial cost recovery , sewer system rehabilitation and sewer use ordinances .

It should set average daily flow rates with provisions for peak flows and

financial arrangements which allocate capital costs and annual operation and

maintenance costs ( in proportion to flow rates and strength as they relate

to treatment costs ) . An administrative overhead charge provision may also

be appropriate . Bellingham would have to establish a municipal agency with

control over the town - owned system . This could be a Board of Sewer Commis

sioners or the responsibility could be given to the Department of Public Works

or Highway Department .

An intermunicipal sewer service agreement with the town of Woonsocket ,

R.I. would be a bit more complex as it involves an interstate relationship .

The Massachusetts Clean Waters Act specifies that when water pollution

abatement costs are likely to be reduced or the benefits increased by joint

action with another state the Division of Water Pollution Control shall report

to the Water Resources Commission which shall consult with the appropriate

agency of the other state and shall make a recommendation to the General Court .

The terms of the agreement should be essentially the same as between Massach

usetts communities .

Bellingham should begin negotiating intermunicipal septage disposal

agreements with Milford , the CRPCD and /or Woonsocket . Any agreement with

Woonsocket would , of course , be subject to the conditions noted above .

As an interim measure to deal with existing problems and as a continuing

program for non - sewered areas of town , the Board of Health should initiate a

vigorous maintenance and inspection program for on- site sewage disposal systems .

At a minimum , a public education program setting duidelines for the proper

maintenance of septic systems and mailing such guidelines to homeowners in

non - sewered areas should be set up . In addition , information on malfunctioning

systems should be verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly

instituted against such systems, ranging from pumping , to the reconstruction

of failing systems. There should also be a consideration of a mandatory

septic tank inspection and maintenance program for the community . Such a

program could take many forms (see Part II , Section 5 of this Plan ) depending

upon the goals and resouces of the community .

The Board of Health should closely monitor the operation of the Maple

Street landfill to insure compliance with state landfill regulations .

Finally , the town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation

commission , should evaluate the preventive non - point source control recommend

ations presented above with respect to existing land use and natural features

information in the community . Zoning changes , consistent with these recommenda

tions , should be drafted and presented to town meeting . Other community goals

and policies should , of course , be reflected in these proposals .
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BELLINGHAM : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , "How

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the

recommenations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two types

of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should be remem

bered that , while the capital cost will affect the community only for the length

of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance cost will con

tinue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Bellingham .

The impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might

affect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the

property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other mechanisms

could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given as an example

and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by communities in the

region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the community is also

included , and the revenue for this must be derived from a form of user charges

and not from a general revenue source . The " average annual cost " represents

the average annual debt service cost over a 20-year bond issue amortized at 6%

and is the figure discussed in Part II Section 2 . The " tax rate impact" shows

the annual change in the community's tax rate due to the debt service cost .

The " operation and maintenance" figure is the annual cost to the community

and would be required each year of operation .

-
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The average annual cost would be $179,600 for Bellingham , (not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax

rate of $1.98 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $67,300 .

II . Environmental Impacts

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of the

water quality recommendations for Bellingham , there appear to be positive

and negative impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of

steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the use of sewer service has been recommended as a

solution for water quality , erosion problems would be aggravated for those

potential erosion lands . A short - term negative impact of using sewers in an

area considered as having erosion potential is that during the construction

phase of work there would be considerable disruption of the landscape . This

removal of natural vegetation , plus the increased traffic for the construction

work , would mean an increase in the potential for erosion .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , either bynot conflicting with the

environmental capability of the land , or by not sewering the area . Potential

erosion problems would be reduced in these areas , and this would be a

positive effect of long -term consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations in

Bellingham appears to be approximately 115 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail and potential

impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be designed to reduce

any negative effects .

B. Flood Control Impacts. When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

positive and negative impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control

problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope

areas .

In those areas which are considered as having potential flood control

problems , the use of sewers as outlined would increase the potential problems .

This would be an adverse consequence of this water quality management problem

which would be long -term in duration . The opportunities for reversing such

impacts once they have taken place would appear to be limited .

The extended use of the floodplain district would have a positive effect

on flood control problems . This regulation would serve to reduce or prohibit

development in significant areas which have potential flood control problems .

This benefit would continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .

The extent of reducing the flood control problem areas appears to be 375

acres in Bellingham . More detailed review of these impacts should be ad

dressed in any 201 facilities planning and should be reviewed in an environ

mental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .
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C. Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for Belling

ham appear to have moderately negative impacts on potential groundwater supplies ,

as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

Sewers in areas or groundwater favorability could mean that the water

used in these areas would no longer be recharged to the ground ; rather it

would be carried out of the community thereby greatly reducing groundwater

recharge in these areas . This can be seen as a long -term impact , since any

effects created would continue to occur throughout the lifetime of that

development . Due to the low probability of reversing this type of effect

once it is established , this impact could constitute an irreversible com

mitment of groundwater resources . The results of a negative impact might

not be limited to a single area or community , since many communities utilize

groundwater supplies common to more that a single town .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with environmental zoning districts ,

such as floodplain and aquifer protection districts . Because these

environmental districts impose special constraints on development , they

function as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activities

in these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize the infil

tration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater

would continue for as long as the environmental districts are in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would

mean lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus enhancing

the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater .

would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration of this developmer

pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater

favorability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning

for the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assess

ment should be done concurrently with the 201 planning.

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the water quality recommendations constitute

a significant amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in

the community . A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife

habitat is the relative presence of suburban development in the area . The

continuation of growth as low to moderate - density type of development which

has been occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed across

the community .

One result of this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban develop

ment appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats

at the present time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitat .

The potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative

impact on wildlife which would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this

can be viewed as a local impact .

The extended use of floodplain district in Bellingham would provide a

benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by this land use

regulation would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation was

in effect .
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The amount of potential wildlife habitat in Bellingham appears to be about

5500 acres .

E. Air Quality Impact . It is anticipated with the growth patterns projected

as a continuation of existing trends , that the ambient air quality standards

will be maintained through 1985 even with the estimated growth , and that the

recommendations will have a negligible impact on air quality .

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance would

be that the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would be expected to

rise temporarily during the construction phase of the sewerage expansion because

of the truck transportation of materials and supplies to and from the construc

tion sites .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space & Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public and

semi -public lands in Bellingham would be minimal with development according

to the recommended solutions . Much of the anticipated development which is

located adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low

to moderate residential . Development of this density could result in more

use of existing open space and recreation areas by the residents.

In Bellingham a few scattered public and semi - public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional develop

ment constraints contained in these floodplains , aquifer protection or

watershed protection districts would enhance open space or recreational

areas and would therefore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts

would continue as long as the overlay districts remain in force and would

be an impact of local significance . In the case of these overlay zoning

districts , there is a strong positive relationship between this short - term

use of the manmade environment and the enhancement of the long - term pro

ductivity of the environment .

In several places in Bellingham where open space would be affected by

development the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In

most instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for

industrial, commercial , or moderate to high residential density develop

ment would become zoned for low to moderately low density residential

development . Impacts on open space would be minimized through the develop

ment of less intensive land uses and would be more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land developmen

commended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological & Historic Impacts . Impacts on archaeological and

historic sites in Bellingham appear to be minimal at this time . However , as

the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific attention should be

directed to possible effects on archaeological or historic sites and should

be addressed in the environmental assessment which should be done concurrently

with the facilities plan .
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C. Housing Impact . There is little overall difficulty in accommodating the

anticipated residential growth terms of the amount of land available in the

community . The projected 1150 housing units anticipated for Bellingham means

that about 900 acres of residential land will be developed over the 20 -year

period .

Bellingham allows significant amounts of low density development. Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing, and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land

required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase develop

ment costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association

indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $17,000 and

$ 22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a relatively low density

pattern of residential development in this town may produce a negative impact

on housing in terms of cost .

This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional as

well as local perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem

becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to

the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly

felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements and the con

comitant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional level for full

access to housing opportunities in the area for residents from throughout the

region . This negative regional impact would be long - term in its duration .

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would

either prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the community

and reduce the ammount of land available for development. The community

appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the reduction of

land available for development would serve to intensify this pressure .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce

current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning

and environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase of

the land necessary for the use on residential on -site disposal which would

increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long - term impli

cations , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protective

districts in parts of the town and the concomitant higher costs associated

with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities for middle in

come families may become even more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately-priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing. The process of cleaning up area waterways and water

bodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of government

and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing of

capital costs between government and water -using firms , it is important to

consider the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing establish

ments .

The recommendations for Bellingham represents reliance on non - structural

solutions to water quality problems and as a result it would seem that opportuni

ties for employment in manufacturing would be reduced . There may be some

cases in which some opportunities may be foreclosed because of actual changes

in zoning from industrial to low - to -medium density residential uses . Some

existing manufacturing activities may be affected by such zoning changes by

making them non - conforming land uses . This would have implications for

their future expansion plans .

Bellingham has less than 10 jobs in water - intensive employment which is

expected to increase slightly to about 25 such jobs by 1995 . As a percentage

of total employment , this is less than one percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment re

quirements and user charges. should outline the potential effect on manufacturing

activities in the community .
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BELMONT : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 98 percent of the town's population is served by a municipal

sewerage system . Wastewater is discharged to the MSD for treatment at

the MDC's Deer Island facility . Septage collected from the 2 percent of

the town's unsewered area is also discharged to the MSD via the town's

sewerage system . There is one pumping station in the Belmont sewer system

with an overflow facility . An alarm system is connected to the police

station . The alarm has been used twice but no overflows have occurred .

The overflow rise is connected to a storm drain that leads to Clematis

Brook . It is recommended that :

The town maintain its present wastewater disposal arrangements

and managment program .

The town promote a water conservation program to reduce waste

water flows .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Operation and maintenance of the stormwater collection system is

done by the Department of Public Works . Catch basins are cleaned at least

once per year by a private contractor . Some cleaning of open channels is

done when required . Recommendations to the town include the following :

Key catch basins in the system should be identified and used

as the basis for developing a regular catch basin cleaning

program that includes provisions for more frequent cleaning

in problem areas .

Regular programs of outfall , stream and open channel inspec

tion and maintenance should be developed and implemented .

A program of limited street sweeping in heavily developed

commercial - industrial areas should be evaluated by the town .

Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater

should be encouraged .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local cost is as follows :

Sewerage

Septage Treatment

Stormwater $95,400 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets . )
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An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One significant industry has been identified in Belmont . The Belmont

Springs Water Company has been issued an NPDES permit to discharge bottle

washwater to a storm drain in Belmont , tributary to the Charles River .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . This sewer use law should be

at least as stringent as the MDC sewer use law . In addition ,

the town should adopt a drain layer's manual to regulate the

installation of sewer connections .

Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater should

be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the former Concord Avenue

landfill be monitored to assess potential impacts and to determine the

need for further remedial measures in order to protect the water quality

of Beaver Brook .

B. Salt Storage and Application . The following program to prevent

road salt contamination is recommended for all local and state highway

units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt- sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Belmont does not have wetlands zoning and should take steps to delin

eate and adopt a wetlands protection district .

In the future , Belmont should also consider floodplain zoning in

addition to wetlands protection .

The community should also consider reducing zoning density in areas

where there is a potential conflict between the current zoning and the

land's environmental capability .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Belmont , a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District , will be required

to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing

and collection system which msut be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally ,

once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering dis

charge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , Belmont

will be required to have in effect a sewer use by -law or ordinance no less

stringent than the regulations of the MDC . Reference should be made by the

city to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in

this plan , in revising sewer use law .

The Belmont Board of Health should act to insure that the remaining

operating septic systems in the community are maintained properly . In a

community such as Belmont , many homeowners may be unaware that they are

relying on on-site wastewater disposal systems . A public education program ,

setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems and mailing

such guidelines to homeowners in unsewered areas should be set up . Informa

tion on water conservation should be mailed to all Belmont residents .

The Planning Depratment , with the Conservation Commission , should study

the land use recommendations presented above in terms of any more detailed

land use and natural features information available in the community .

Zoning changes , consistent with the preventive land control recommendations

presented above and with local policies and goals , should be prepared and

presented for town meeting approval.
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BELMONT : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air QualityE.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs associated with recommendations for

Belmont , except those associated with stormwater management , which are

already largely in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion and B. Flood Control Impacts . There are only a few acres

in Belmont considered to have potential erosion or flood control problems ,

thus impacts from future development would be minimal.

C. Groundwater Impacts. In Belmont , future development would have

slightly negative impacts on groundwater . Development of areas with high

groundwater favorability with urban land uses could produce a negative effect

on the recharge capacity of these areas and also present contamination pro

blems through infiltration .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with recommended environmental zoning

districts , such as floodplain and wetlands districts . Because these environ

mental districts impose special constraints on development , they also function ,

to a certain measure , as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construc

tion activities in these areas , the land left in its natural state would max

imize the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects

on groundwater would continue for as long as the environmental districts are

in force .
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Another potentially positive impact would result from the implement

ation of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls

would mean lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater .

It would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration of this develop

ment pattern .

D. Wildlife Impacts . Impacts on any remaining potential wildlife

habitats in Belmont would be negligible with future development .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi-public lands in Belmont would be minimal with development . Much of the

anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding open

space would be in areas zoned low to moderate density residential develop

ment . Development of this density could result in more use of existing open

space and recreation areas by the residents .

In Belmont a few scattered public and semi- public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional develop

ment constraints contained in these wetlands or floodplain districts would

enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore be a positive

impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as long as the overlay

districts remain in force and would be an impact of local significance . In

the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is a strong positive rela

tionship between this short - term use of the manmade environment and the

enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environment .

In a few places in Belmont where open space could be affected by devel

opment the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most

instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for moderate

to high residential density development would become zoned for low to mod

erately low-density residential development . Impacts on open space would

be minimized through the development of less intensive land uses and would

be more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls recom

mended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . Potential impacts on existing

archaeological and historic sites in Belmont would be negligible .

C. Housing Impacts . All the residential land in Belmont is zoned for

medium to high density residential development . In addition , the community

allows for both single and multi - family housing construction .

Although recommendations for Belmont include the adoption of wetlands

and floodplain zoning which would prohibit development except by special
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permit and zoning density changes , the amount of residential land would be

affected would not be significant. Therefore , impacts on housing would be

minimal .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Belmont has a small amount of employment in

water- intensive manufacturing (about 125 jobs in 1975 ) , and this amount is

expected to decline to about 85 jobs by 1995 . These jobs represent less

than three percent of total employment in Belmont .

Since Belmont is served by the MDC , reference should be made to the

EMMA study for expected impacts on industry in MDC - served municipalities .
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BOSTON : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The city has extensive systems of separate and combined sewers that

serve almost 100 percent of the population . During dry -weather , wastewater

is discharged to MDC facilities for treatment at the Deer and Nut Island

treatment plants . Wet -weather wastewater flows in excess of the systems '

capacities are discharged to local waters from 125 points .

Approximately 74 percent of the city's population is tributary to the

Deer Island treatment facility . This includes all of Boston Proper , Brighton ,

Charlestown , East Boston , Roxbury , and South Boston , and parts of Dorchester

( 81 percent ) , Fenway - Jamica Plain ( 79 percent ) , Mattapan , and Roslindale .

The remaining 26 percent of Boston's population is served by the MSD

interceptor system that is tributary to the Nut Island treatment facility

in Quincy . This includes all of Hyde Park and West Roxbury , nearly all of

Mattapan and Roslindale , and smaller parts of Dorchester ( 19 percent ) and

Fenway - Jamaica Plain ( 21 percent) .

The major problem with much of the Boston sewerage system is its age .

Most of the interceptors were constructed before 1900 and , consequently ,

many reaches of these sewers are structurally in poor condition . Infiltra

tion to these sewers (and the smaller collectors ) was found to be much

greater than the maximum design infiltration rates . In addition , the age

problem is compounded by the accumulation of storm debris , sedimentation ,

and inadequate sewer gradients ( slope ) in low - lying and landfill areas .

In many areas , the sewer system is frequently discharged from sanitary

wastewater , stormwater and tidewater .

In accordance with its NPDES discharge permit , Boston has established

routine operating procedures and initiated combined sewer separation pro

jects to reduce the discharge of pollutants from combined sewer overflows .

The operating procedures consist of regular inspections of tide gates , dual

manholes and overflow regulators , and the monitoring of the Calf Pasture pump

ing station and Moon Island discharge . In addition , there are current con

tracts for the removal of sediment from the Dorchester and South Boston

interceptors . ,

Combined sewer separation projects have been in progress in four major

areas . These projects are a part of construction for Boston Redevelopment

Authority (BRA ) urban renewal areas . Facilities plans were prepared for these

projects in 1975 and recommended EPA funding for separate sanitary sewers and

storm drains . Construction has been halted due to lack of funding . Separ

ation of combined sewers in the South Cove Urban Renewal Area is about 66 per

cent complete. This project will alleviate the surcharging in the East Side

interceptor and eliminate some combined sewer overflows to Boston Harbor .

The Downtown Waterfront Urban Renewal Area is about 90 percent separated at

this time . When completed , the combined overflows along the waterfront will

be eliminated . The Charlestown Urban Renewal Area is currently 50 percent

separated and two overflows have been eliminated . Some funding was made avail

able from HUD , but EPA funding is sought to complete the project . The South

End Urban Renewal Area is about 20 percent separated at this time. One part

- .
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of this project is the construction of the Union Park Street Pollution

Abatement and Flood Control Facility . This facility is to built in two phases .

After completion of the first phase , stormwater and combined sewer

overflows from outside the project area will be diverted to the Facility and

chlorinated . Light wet -weather flow will be discharged to the East Side

interceptor and extreme wet-weather flows can be either chlorinated and

pumped to the Roxbury Canal conduit or bypassed directly to the Roxbury Canal

conduit . Phase II will add detention tanks , fine mesh screening, solids re

moval and skimming.

Although the separation projects have reduced the overflow of combined

sewage from the project area , combined wastewater from adjacent areas is dis

charged to the new storm drains . This will continue until the adjacent areas

have been separated.

A project to replace several major interceptors was recommended in the

201 facilities plan and is included in Boston's NPDES permit implementation

schedule . The replacement of the Boston main interceptor and the East Side

interceptor will relieve the hydraulic and structural problems mentioned

previously .

The city of Boston has been issued an NPDES permit for the discharge of

untreated wastewater , combined sewage , and stormwater with possible sanitary

flow from 125 points . The type of discharge and the number of discharges to

the respective receiving waters is given in the following table :

PERMITTED DISCHARGE FROM THE BOSTON MUNICIPAL SEWER SYSTEM

Receiving Water/

Type of Discharge

Combined Sewer

Overflow

Untreated

Wastewater

Stormwater w /

Possible Contin

uous Sanitary Flow

24 4

1

23

4

11 1

Boston Harbor

Chelsea River

Mystic River

Millers River

Charles River

Muddy River

Back Bay Fens

Fort Point Channel

Neponset River

Dorchester Bay

Reserved Channel

Die Harbor

10

7

2

4

7

8

3

2

4

20

2

1

1

1

Several overflows have been abandoned or eliminated since the permit was

issued . These include two combined overflows to the Millers River , a combined

overflow to the Neponset River and two stormwater discharges with possible sanit

ary flows to Boston Harbor . In addition , the proposed separation projects in

the BRA urban renewal areas will eliminate or rehabilitate a number of overflows

to Boston Harbor . Improvements to the Boston Main drainage system will elimin

ate many of the overflows to Fort Point Channel and Boston Harbor .
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At present , though , Boston's combined sewer overflows contribute to the

severe water quality degradation in the Charles Basin , Boston Harbor and the

Neponset River . Probably the most significant effect of this pollution is

the closing of bathing and shellfish harvesting areas in Boston Harbor .

During extreme wet -weather , the Calf Pasture pumping station is used as

a bypass for the MSD - Deer Island system . When the Deer Island facility be

comes overloaded , the gates at the Columbus Park and Ward Street headworks

are partially closed to restrict the incoming flow . The wastewater backs

up in the Boston main interceptor , the tributary interceptors and the combined

sewers . The city is then notified by MDC and the Calf Pasture pumping station

is activated . Wastewater is pumped to the Dorchester Bay tunnel and flows

from there to the Moon Island outlet works . The wastewater is supposed to be

detained in Moon Island until the outgoing tide , but facilities are available

for direct discharge . The city is required to provide chlorination during the

warmer months for the Moon Island effluent . The city is also required to

notify the Quincy Commissioner of Public Health of any bypass discharge . The

Quincy Health Department closes Quincy's beaches after a discharge . It is

recommended that :

The city continue its ongoing sewer separation program

The city and the MDC should jointly undertake a facilities planning

study to determine alternative methods of correcting problems due

to combined sewer discharges in the Stony Brook conduit and the

Muddy River .

The city should work with MDC to effect the elimination of all

combined sewer overflows and discharges of untreated sewage via

bypass overflows .

The city should seek to eliminate all sanitary connections to

the city's storm drain system beginning with the Charles and

Neponset river systems .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Public Works Department Sewer Division is responsible for operation

and maintenance of the stormwater collection system . Street cleaning is the

responsibility of the Highway Division . The Sewer Division carries out a

comprehensive program of BMP's which is displayed in the following table :

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES FOR

WASTEWATER AND STORMWATER COLLECTION IN BOSTON

Task Occurrence Equipment and Personnal Description of Hork

Catch basin cleaning
Year - round

5 days /week

6 mechanical scoop cleaners

(4 usually operating)

1 supervisor

1 operator per scoop

Nork includes Ice romoval ; about

6,000 ralch basins cleaned yearly ;

about 36,000 catch basins in the

city

Sewer and drain jetting

and rodding

Emergency

April -October 2 large jetting and vacuum

machines , manual rodders

I Jetting machine, manual

rodders

Energency blockage clearing.

Ma Jor sewer scoincnt removal

contracted out

October -March

Culvert cleaning
2 menMarch -November

continuously

Each culvert cleaned 2 to 3 times

yearly

As requiredCatch basin and

manhole repair

3 musonry crews of

2 to 3 men , cach

City repairs top third or structure:

major work is contracted out

jear-round I crew of 4 tienTide gate and outlet

maintenance

Tide gates at 72 MPDES

permiied outlets inspected

very Iwo werks
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This is considered a good program by 208 staff .

city include the following :

Recommendations to the

-

The PWD and the city's Health Department should begin to address

alternative measures to control animal wastes throughout the city .

The city should continue with its evaluation of the application of

structural stormwater controls to augment the city's BMP's program .

State and federal agencies should continue to support the city in

this activity .

The city and the Metropolitan District Commission should formalize

arrangements for the control of the combined sewer overflows in

the city .

The city should undertake a stormwater modeling program to deter

mine the need and applicability of structural , end-of-pipe controls

on large systems where street sweeping and catch basin cleaning

programs are limited due to access problems .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local cost is as follows :

Sewerage o

Septage Treatment 0

Stormwater $1,026,300 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Twenty - six industries in Boston have been identified as significant

wastewater dischargers . All of these industries were identified by NPDES

permits or permit applications . Twenty - two of these industries have been

issued NPDES permits, and the four remaining industries have permits pending

issuance . Uncontaminated cooling water is discharged by the Barnstead Co. ,

Distrigas of Massachusetts Co. , the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co. ,

Westinghouse Electric Co. , and the Gillette Company (Safety Razor ) . U.S.

Gypsum Co. discharges process and sanitary wastewaters , as well as uncon

taminated cooling water . Cooling water containing some contaminants is

discharged by the American Sugar Co. , the Rever Sugar Co. , the Boston Edison

Mystic Station , the Boston Edison L St. Station , and the Magnesium Casting Co.

Several firms discharge boiler blowdown , floor drainage and other miscel

laneous wastewaters , as well as cooling water containing contaminants . These

are the MBTA - Lincoln Power Station , the MBTA - South Boston Station , the Schrafft

Candy Co. and the Bethlehem Steel Corporation . Concrete slurry washwater is

discharged by Boston Sand and Gravel . New England Aquarium discharges sea

water that has been circulated through the display tanks . Five industries

are permitted to discharge treated stormwater runoff from parking areas and

petroleum loading yards . These are the Amerada Hess Oil and Chemical Corp. ,
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the Mobil Oil Corporation , Logan International Airport , Seaboard Enterprises

and the White Fuel Corporation . The four industries that have permit appli

cations pending issuance are the National Lobster Co. , Tileston and Hollings

worth , Honeywell Information Systems and New England Cut Stone . Recommend

ations to the city include the following :

The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . The city's sewer use law should

be at least as stringent as the MDC sewer use law .

Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater should be

encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that monitoring of the Gardner

Street landfill be conducted to assess the need for remedial measures

when the site is closed and during the interim period of op ration .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Road salt should be stored in

covered sheds with impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination

beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt- sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Boston should adopt wetlands / floodplain zoning to protect wetlands and

flood hazard areas from any future development or redevelopment .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Boston's municipal sewers are now under the control of the Water and

Sewer Commission , established by special act of the Legislature ( Chapter 436

of the Acts of 1977 ) . A new rate structure was recently established which

meets federal user charge system requirements . Boston is a member of the

Metropolitan Sewerage District and therefore must implement and maintain

a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing and collection system

which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once MDC promul

gates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge of sewage ,
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drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communities will be required

to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less stringent than the

regulations of the MDC . Reference should be made by Boston to the model

sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

The Department of Public Health for the city of Boston should monitor

the operation and closing of the Gardner Street landfill to insure compliance

with state landfill regulations and to assess its impact upon groundwater ,

Sawmill Brook and the Charles River .

The Boston Redevelopment Authority , working with the Conservation

Commission should evaluate the land use recommendations made above (wetlands/

floodplain zoning ) . Zoning changes , consistent with these recommendations

should be presented to the Zoning Commission for action .
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BOSTON : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Boston is highly developed and its entire population served by the MDC

sewer system . Recommendations of this plan would not have any major impact

on land available for development or on the other parameters evaluated in

the impact assessment process . Therefore an impact assessment is unnecessary

for Boston .

While 208 recommendations may not have a significant impact on this commu

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods . Municipalities with

sewers , storm drains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provide an environmentally and economically favorable alternative

to the recent pattern of sprawl development .

Ore provien does exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources cor renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion of the environment so that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at desirable levels . Environmental resotration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the

results are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored

homes . Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced

by the Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and

the MAPC's " Policies for Land Use in Metropolitan Boston " . Public investment

must follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources the natura

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .
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BROOKLINE : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

Almost 100 percent of the town's population is served by a municipal

sewerage system . Wastewater is treated at the MDC Harbor facilities ( 53 per

cent Deer Island ; 47 percent at Nut Island ) . About 10 percent of the system

consists of combined sewers . There are no overflows from the Bookline

system but an overflow can occur at the MDC - operated facility at St. Mary

Street and Commonwealth Avenue . It is recommended that :

-

The town undertake a facilities plan to perform an I/I

Analysis , to determine the need for combined sewer separation

and to determine the need for rehabilitation of the system

( if any ) .

The town should proceed with cleaning the Brookline sewers

and instituting a sewer inspection program .

II . STORMVATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department is responsible for operation and maintenance

of the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned at least

twice per year . Some cleaning and flushing of pipes is done and trash gates

at the outfalls are cleaned . Recommendations to the town include the

following :

The town should evaluate the need for and cost of implementing

a street sweeping program in the town .

Outfalls and channels should be inspected and cleaned regularly .

The Highway Department and the Health Department should begin

to address the problem of animal wastes disposal.

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

Sewerage
o

Septage Treatment O

Stormwater $ 152,200 (much of this cost already

may be included in local budgets)

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

RecommendationsNo significant industries were identified in Brookline.

to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . This sewer use law should be

at least as stringent as the MDC sewer use law . A drain layer's

manual should also be adopted to regulate the installation of

sewer connections .

Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater should

be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the former Newton Street site

be monitored to determine the need for remedial measures .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Road salt should be stored in

covered sheds with impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination

beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recom

mended for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks , with locations of salt - sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

Education of local citizens about their responsibility

under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Brookline should take steps to delineate a wetlands and floodplain

district as additional protection of wetland and flood hazard areas .

The town should also consider reducing residential densities in areas

where the current zoning conflicts with the environmental capability of

the land .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Because Brookline is connected to the Metropolitan Sewerage District ,

the community will be required to implement and maintain a user charge and

industrial cost recovery billing and collection system which must be approved

by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed

rules and regulations covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of

wastes to the MSD system , communities will be required to have in effect a

sewer use by - law or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the

MDC . These requirements will place significant administrative and manage

ment burdens on Brookline . Reference should be made by the community to

the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this

plan .

The Town Planning Department , with the Conservation Commission , should

study the land use recommendations presented above in terms of any more

detailed land use and natural features information available in the community .

Zoning changes , consistent with the preventive land control recommendations

presented above and with local policies and goals , should be prepared and

presented for town meeting approval.
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BROOKLINE : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The 208 recommendations will not have a significant impact in Brookline

on land use , future development or other parameters. Therefore, an impact

assessment is not necessary .

While 208 recommendations may not have a significant impact on this commu

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods. Municipalities with

sewers , storn drains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provide an environmentally and economically favorable alternative

to the recent pattern of sprawl development .

One problem coes exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources for renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion of the environme : - so that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at desirable leves. Environmental resotration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the

results are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored

homes . Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced

by the Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and

the MAPC's " Policies for Land Use in Metropolitan Boston " . Public investment

must follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources - the natura

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .
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CAMBRIDGE : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The city has an extensive system of combined and separate sewers that

serve the entire population . Dry -weather wastewater flows are discharged

to the MDC facilities for treatment at the Deer Island treatment plant . Wet

weather flows in excess of the municipal system's capacity overflow to the

Charles River and Alewife Brook .

The Cambridge sewer system is subject to significant infiltration of

groundwater through deteriorated sewer joints and , in some cases , collapsed

sewers . This is generally caused by the age of the particular sewers and the

materials used during construction . Many of the older sewers were built using

wood and some of these are badly rotted . Inflow enters the Cambridge system

from faulty tide gates and regulating structures . Improper house connections ,

relief connectors between sanitary sewers and storm drains , and missing separa

tion plates in dual manholes are also problems . These conditions can result in

the discharge of sanitary wastes to surface waters during dry -weather . In

addition , stormwater discharged to separate systems decreases the carrying

capacity of the sanitary sewer and may cause overflows in downstream areas .

A program to correct many of these problems is currently in progress .

The city's NPDES discharge permit has an implementation schedule for

separation of the combined sewers . This schedule was developed from a report

by C.E. Maguire, Inc. that recommended a five-phase program that would eli

minate some local problems and reduce or eliminate the combined sewer over

flows . Phases I and I of this program haye been completed . Phase I con

sisted of separation of the combined sewers in the Pearl Street area . Phase II

separation was located in the northwestern area of the city near Alewife Brook

and in an area around Massachusetts Avenue , between Central Square and Albany

Street . Phase II improvements are presently underway and consist of separation

in the area bounded by Cambridge Street , Portland Street , Binney Street and

First Street ; and in a smaller area near Carlisle Street . Phase 1 is pre

sently awaiting EPA approval and consists of separation in an area just east of

Lowell Street and in the area west of Aberdeen Avenue . This phase will elimi

nate one overflow completely and reduce the frequency of discharge from the

Lowell Street overflow . Phase V will separate sewers in the area bounded by

the Chauncy Street , Massachusetts Avenue , Upland Road and Garden Street .

The city of Cambridge has been issued an NPDES discharge permit for 19 com

bined sewer overflows . These overflows are significant contributions to the

water quality degradation of the Charles Basin and Alewife Brook . Alewife Brook

receives the combined wastewater from four overflows in the northwestern area

of the city . Phase I construction reduced the frequency of discharge from

these four overflows to storms with return periods greater than five years .

However , storms with return periods greater than five years will continue to

pollute Alewife Brook and the Lower Mystic River .

Cambridge has thirteen permitted overflows to the Charles Basin . Seven of

these have been eliminated or the frequency of their discharges reduced by the

construction of relief facilities . The MSD-North Charles relief sewer currently

collects the combined sewer discharges from six of the seven overflows and trans

ports the wastewater to the MSD-Cottage Farm detention and chlorination station .
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From here , the wastewater is either diverted to the Deer Island interceptor

system or , if the flows are excessive , discharged to the Cottage Farm facility

for treatment and discharge to the Charles Basin . The seventh overflow was

blocked off and the combined flows routed to the Cambridge marginal conduit

for discharge below the existing Charles River Dam . The six combined sewer

overflows that remain continue to cause significant water quality problems in

the Charles Basin . The completion of the MSD - North Charles relief sewer from

Plympton Street west to Lowell Street should eliminate the overflows to the

Basin caused by storms with a return period of less than five years ( the relief

sewer will intercept only a one-year storm from the overflow at Lowell Street

until the combined sewer separation program in the Aberdeen Street area is

completed ) .

In addition , there are two combined sewer overflows from Cambridge that

discharge to the tidal portion of the Charles River , below the existing dam .

These overflows will be eliminated when the MSD-Charles River marginal conduit

project is completed .

Cambridge is currently separating combined sewers in several areas of the

city . The purpose of this project is to reduce the combined wastewater flows

to the MSD-North Charles relief sewer . This will increase the carrying capacity

of the relief sewer and decrease the frequency of overflows to the Charles Basin.

The separation projects will also reduce or eliminate the combined sewer over

flows in other areas of the city not served by the relief sewer .

It is recommended that :

The city undertake a program of combined sewer modeling

and evaluation of control alternatives in systems discharging

to Alewife Brook to eliminate or control pollution levels

measured beyond the Phase I separation program .

The city should continue its program to eliminate/control com

bined sewer discharges to the Charles River .

The city should promote a water conservation program to

reduce wastewater flows .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Cambridge Department of Public Works is responsible for operation and

maintenance of the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned at

least twice per year on a ten -month work schedule and some cleaning and flushing

of pipes is done . Recommendations to the city include the following :

- The city should evaluate the need , feasibility and cost of

implementing a street sweeping program .

- A regular program of outfall and channel inspection and main

tenance should be developed and implemented by the DPW .

The DPW and Health Department should begin to address the

problem of animal waste disposal .

1
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III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage O

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $153,950 (much of this cost already may be

included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Five industries in Cambridge have been identified as significant waste

water dischargers . Cambridge Electric has two power plants (Kendall Square

and Blackstone Street ) that have been issued NPDES permits for the discharge

of cooling water to the Charles Basin . Dewey and Almy Chemical Division

( W.R. Grace & Co.) and Massachusetts Institute of Technology have NPDES

permits for discharges of uncontaminated cooling water to Alewife Brook

and the Charles Basin respectively . Boston and Main R.R. has an NPDES

permit for process and cooling water discharges to the Millers River .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

-

The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . The city's sewer use law should

be at least as stringent as the MDC sewer use law . The city should

also adopt a drain layer's manual to regulate the installation of

sewer connections .

- Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater should be

encouraged .

V. NON-POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The city formerly operated an incinerator ash landfill on

New Street near Alewife Brook . The landfill has been graded and covered but

has not been sealed and planted as specified in state regulations . It is

recommended that plans for closure be developed including sealing and planting

and that monitoring be done to assess the landfills impacts and to determine

the need for remedial measures .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Road salt should be stored in covered

sheds with impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination beyond the

site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .
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Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

- Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

Education of local citizens about their responsibility under

winter driving conditions .

VI . MANAGEMENT

The Cambridge sewer system is administered by the Department of Public

Works . The city is a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District . As an

MSD member , it will be required to implement and maintain a user charge and

industrial cost recovery billing and collection system which must be

approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently

proposed rules and regulations covering discharge of sewage , drainage ,

substance of wastes to the MSD system , communities will be required to have

in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less stringent than the regu

lations of the MDC . Reference should be made by Cambridge to the model

sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

The city should develop plans for closing and sealing the incinerator

ash landfill on New Street . The Health Department should monitor the

implementation of such plans to insure compliance with state landfill

regulations .
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CAMBRIDGE : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Nearly all of Cambridge is developed and the entire population is served

by municipal sewers . An impact assessment would not be necessary for Cambridge

becuase the recommendations would not have any major impacts on land available

for development or on the other parameters evaluated in the impact assessment

process .

While 208 recommendations may not have a significant impact on this commu

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods. Municipalities with

sewers , storm drains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provide an environmentally and economically favorable alternativa to

the recent pattern of sprawl development .

One problem does exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources for renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion of the environment so that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at desirable levels . Environmental restoration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the results

are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored homes .

Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced by the

Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and the

MAPC's" Policies for Land Use In Metropolitan Boston " . Public investment must

follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources the natural

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .

-
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DOVER : RECOMMENDED 293 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The entire town is served by on-site septic systems . There have been

no reported problem areas in the town due to failing septic systems .

Although no facilities plan has been prepared for the town , the MDC has

allocated capacity for Dover's projected wastewater flow through the year

2050 should Dover determine a need for sewering between now and then .

The town does not provide septage disposal facilities ; pumpers licensed with

within the town must make their own provisions for disposal .

It is recommended that :

The town continue to rely on on -site septic systems .

The town develop and implement a preventive septic system

maintenance and inspection program .

The town seek to negotiate septage disposal arrangements

with the towns of Medfield and Millis at either or both

of their existing wastewater treatment facilities .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Dover lies mainly within the Charles River watershed with a small area

at the southeast portion of the town draining to the Neponset River . No

information was available from the town on its stormwater collection system .

It is recommended that the town fund a comprehensive town -wide drainage

study to include definition of the existing stormwater collection system .

The town should conduct a regular program of stream and channel inspec

tion and cleaning , outfall inspection and maintenance , and catch basin

cleaning .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs is as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment $13,300

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 134,900 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industries have been identified in Dover .

tions to the town include the following :

Recommenda

Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater , especially in areas near public

water supplies .

Industries should be encouraged to practice water conservation

and to recycle their process wastewater , where practical .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The Powissett Street landfill is operating under

approved plans of operation . Leachate is tightly controlled through proper

operation and will continue to be controlled following final closure .

Periodic inspections of the site are conducted by the Board of Health and

the town's engineering consultant . It is recommended that the town continue

with its present operation .

Salt Storage and Application . Dover has been notified by the

Commissioner of Public Health that sodium concentrations in the town's

water supply exceed the adopted limit of 20 mg/1 . It is recommended that

the town provide an enclosed shed with an impervious floor for salt storage

if monitoring reveals contamination beyond the storage site .

The town , together with DPW , develop a sensitive salt application pro

gram .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Environmental zoning in Dover is currently adequate to maintain water

quality . In the future , Dover may consider extending the floodplain /wet

lands protection district and adopting a stream buffer district to streams

that the floodplain /wetlands district does not protect .

Dover should also consider clustering as a technique to minimize poten

potential water quality problems and to allow for an alternative pattern of

development .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Dover should strictly enforce the provisions of Title 5 which require

that persons engaged in the pumping and transport of septage obtain permits

from the local Board of Health , and that such permit applications specify

the place and manner of disposal. At the same time , Dover should begin

negociating with Medfield and /or Millis for an intermunicipal septage dis

posal agreement for septage disposal at either or both of their wastewater

treatment facilities .

The Board of Health should initiate a rivorous maintenance and inspec

tion program for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public

education program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic

systems and mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas should

be set up . In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be

verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against

such systems , ranging from pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems .

In conjunction with the 201 study evaluation of the septage disposal

problem should be a consideration of a mandatory inspection and maintenance

program for the community . Such a program could take many forms (See part

II of this plan ) , depending upon the resources and goals of the community ,

and should prompt consideration of a regional board of health depending

upon the economies of scale , and the local political feasibility . Such a

regional entity should be consistent with any proposed regional septage

disposal configuration .

The Board of Health should continue to monitor the operation of the

Powissett Street landfill .

It is recommended that the town consrict an enclosed salt storage

facility with an impervious floor . If adequate funds cannot be obtained

from the state (DPW) town meeting should be asked to appropriate the

necessary funds .

The town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commis

sion , should evaluate the preventive non - point source control recommenda

tions presented above with respect to existing land use and natural

features information in the community . Zoning changes , consistent with

these recommendations , should be drafted and presented to town meeting .

Other community goals and policies should , of course , be reflected in thess

proposals .
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DOVER : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , " HOW

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of

the recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two

types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should

be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community only for

the length of the repayment schedule the annual operation and maintenance cost

will continue throughout the use of the system . The direct cost impacts shows

the average annual capital cost and what effect this annual cost would have on

the property tax rate of Dover . The impact on the tax rate is included to

indicate how the capital cost might effect an individual resident in the

community . This does not mean that the property tax would be the mechanism

for repayment , since many other taxing mechanisms could be used by the com

munity . The property tax impact is given as an example and also because it

is a repayment method often chosen by communities in the region . The annual

operation and maintenance cost for the community is also included , and the

revenue for this must be derived from a form of user charges and not from a

general revenue source . The " average annual cost" represents the average

annual debt service cost over a 20-year bond issue amortized at 6% and is

the figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 . The " tax rate impact " shows the

annual change in the community's tax rate due to the debt service cost .
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The " operation and maintenance" figure is the annual cost to the community

and would be required each year of operation .

The average annual cost would be $1,700 for Dover . (not including storm

water costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax rate

of $ 0.03 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $11,600 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible affects on erosion of

anticipated future growth in Dover there appear to be slightly negative impacts .

Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope , erodable soils ,

or sparse vegetation .

The amount of potential erosion areas in Dover appears to be approximately

95 acres .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations on projected future growth in terms of potential flood control

problems, it appears that moderately negative impacts could result . Lands

with potential flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood

hazard areas , and steep slope areas .

The extension of the floodplain /wetlands protection district would have

a positive effect on flood control problems . This regulation would serve to

reduce or prohibit development in significant areas which have potential flood

control problems . This benefit would continue as long as the regulation re

mained in effect .

The extent of the reduction of flood control problem areas appears to

be about 70 acres in Dover .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The projected growth in Dover appears to have

slightly negative impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as indicated by

areas of high groundwater favorability . Development of such areas with

urban land uses could reduce their recharge capacity and also present contam

ination problems through infiltration . This would be a long - term impact of

regional significance and would constitute an irreversible commitment of

groundwater resources .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with environmental zoning districts ,

such as the extension to the floodplain /wetlands protection districts .

Because these environmental districts impose special constraints on devel

opment , they also function , to a certain measure , as groundwater protection .

By minimizing any construction activities in these areas , the land left in

its natural state would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of ground

water . The positive effects on groundwater would continue for as long as

the environmental districts are in force .

D. Wildlife Impacts. The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future growth do constitute a moderate amount

of the habitat areas which are currently available in the community . A prime

factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative pre

sence of suburban development in the area . The continuation of growth as
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low - density type of development which has been occurring up to now means

that urban development is dispersed across the community . One result of

this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban development appears in all

of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the present time ,

and reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact on

wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact on wildlife which would

be of long - term consequences. Primarily , this can be viewed as a local

impact .

The extending of the floodplain /wetland district in Dover would provide

a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by this land

use regulation would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation

was in effect .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat in Dover appears to be
about 5000 acres .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Impacts on public and semi

public lands in Dover would be negligible with development according to

current trends . Much of the anticipated development which is located

adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low to

moderately low density residential development .

In Dover a few scattered public and semi- public lands fall within

existing and recommended environmental zoning overlay districts. The

additional development constraints contained in these floodplain /wetlands

or stream buffer districts would enhance open space or recreational areas

and would therefore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts

would continue as long as the overlay districts remain in force and would

be an impact of local significance . In the case of these overlay zoning

districts , there is a strong positive relationship between this short

term use of the manmade environment and the enhancement of the long - term

productivity of the environment .

Archaeological and Historic Impacts . Impacts on any archaeological

and historic sites in Dover would be negligible .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommod

ating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land
available in the community . The projected 1250 housing units anticipated

for Dover means that about 1900 acres of residential land will be devel

oped over the 20 - year period .

Dover allows significant amounts of low density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing ,

and obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount

of land required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase

development costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's

Association indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between

$17,000 and $ 22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a rela

tively low density pattern of residential development in this town may
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produce a negative impact on housing in terms of cost . This negative impact

on housing costs can be viewed from a regional as well as a local perspec

tive , and at the regional level the potential problem becomes more apparent .

While the cost of housing may be increased due to the relatively large lot

sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly felt by residents in

the community . The lot size requirements and the concomitant land costs may

well create a barrier at the regional level for full access to housing oppor

tunities in the area for residents from throughout the region . This negative

regional impact would be long - term in its duration .

Additionally , the environmental zoning districts , which would either

prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the community

and reduce the amount of land available for development . The community

appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the reduction

of land available for development would serve to intensify this pressure .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities. There would be long - term

implications , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of

protective districts in parts of the town and the concomitant higher costs

associated with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities

for middle income families may become even more difficult .

( Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit mo.ler

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Employment in water - intensive manufacturing

activities is insignificant in Dover . Therefore , water quality recommend

ations would have little impact on what manufacturing is found in the town .
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DEDH AM : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 90 percent of the town's population is served by a sewerage sys

tem which discharges to the MSD for treatment at the Nut Island facility .

The remainder of the town relies on septic systems . Septage is discharged

to the MDC via the town of Walpole . It is recommended that :

The town continue its present wastewater management program .

The town should perform an I/I analysis and update its

facilities plan .

The town should promote a water conservation program .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Dedham DPW is responsible for operation and maintenance of the

stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned twice per year .

Drains and brooks are cleaned as necessary . Recommendations to the town

include the following :

The town should begin to update its data base on the storm

water system as most of the information gathered was drawn

from Massachusetts DPW files .

Regular programs of outfall and channel maintenance should be

added to the current program .

The town should evaluate the feasibility , need and cost of

implementing a limited street sweeping program .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage o

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 150,000 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industries have been identified in Dedham .

tions to the town include the following :

Recommenda

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . The town's sewer use law

should be at least as stringent as the MDC sewer use law .

In addition , a drain layer's manual should be adopted to

regulate the installation of sewer connections .

Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater

should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The town's former landfill , off Washington Street near

Mother Brook , was closed in 1976 under orders of Mass . DEQE for violations

of state landfill regulations . Plans for closing and sealing the site were

submitted and approved . Sealing has not yet been completed . It is recom

mended that monitoring be initiated to assess the impacts of the fill in

Mother Brook and to assess the need for additional remedial measures .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Road salt should be stored in

covered sheds with impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination

beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application pro

cedures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle

operation . Education of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Dedham should take steps to extend its floodplain district to cover

unprotected wetlands and flood hazard areas .

The town should consider adopting a watershed protection district and

a stream buffer district in order to protect reservoirs and streams not

included in the floodplain district .

Dedham should also consider reducing residential densities and making

use changes in areas where current zoning conflicts with the environmental

capability of the land .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Dedham is a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District . The community

will be required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost

recovery billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and

Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regu

lations covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the

MSD system , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by

law or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These

requirements will place significant administrative and management burdens

on Dedham . Reference should be made by Dedham to the model sewer use

ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan , in revising its

sewer use ordinance .

The Board of Health should monitor the closing and sealing of the

former landfill off Washington Street for compliance with state landfill

regulations . Studies should be undertaken to determine the leachate impact

of the landfill on groundwater and Mother Brook .

The town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission

should evaluate the land use recommendations made above with respect to

existing land use and natural features information in the community . The

MAPC can provide some preliminary data and technical assistance in this

effort . Zoning changes , consistent with the preventive land control

recommendations presented above and with local goals and policies , should

be developed and presented for town meeting approval .
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DEDHAM : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I
. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

D.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There is no direct costs associated with recommendations for Dedham ,

except those associated with stormwater management , much of which may

already be in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A.
Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion for

Dedham , there appear to be slightly positive impacts . Potential erosion

problems could occur in areas of steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse

vegetation .

Different affects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , as as not to conflict with the

environmental capability of the land . Potential erosion problems would be

reduced in these areas , and this would be a positive effect of long - term

consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations

in Dedham appears to be approximately 20 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion -prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effect .
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Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears

that slightly positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood

control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and

steep slope areas .

The extended use of the floodplain district would have a positive

effect on flood control problems . This regulation would serve to reduce

or prohibit development in significant areas which have potential flood

control problems. This benefit would continue as long as the regulation

remained in effect .

The recommended zoning use and density changes would also serve to

reduce potential flood control problems since these changes could be used

to direct development away from flood prone areas .

The extent of the reduction in flood control problem areas appears to

be about 45 acres in Dedham . More detailed review of these impacts should

be addressed in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be

reviewed in an environmental assessment done concurrently with the facili

ties plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The recommendations for Dedham appear to

have moderately positive impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as

indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

Positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where groundwater

favorability coincides with recommended extension of the floodplain district .

Because this environmental district imposes special constraints on develop

ment , it also functions , to a certain measure , as groundwater protection .

By minimizing any construction activities in these areas , the land left in

its natural state would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of

groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater would continue for as

long as this type of environmental districts are in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementa

tion of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls

would mean lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the ground

It would be a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this

development pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater

favorability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201

planning for the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environ

mental assessment should be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts . No significant areas in Dedham are considered

as having a potential to provide a wildlife habitat . Therefore , impacts

from future development would be negligible .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends would have a negligible impact

on air quality .
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III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi -public lands would be slight . Much of the anticipated development

which is located adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas

zoned low to moderate residential . Development of this density could result

in more use of existing open space and recreation areas by the residents .

In Dedham , a few scattered public and semi - public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional devel

opment constraints contained in these floodplains , wetlands , or watershed

protection districts would enhance open space or recreational areas and

would therefore be a positive impact on such areas . Thsse impacts would

continue as long as the overlay districts remain in force and would be an

impact of local significance . In the case of these overlay zoning districts ,

there is a strong positive relationship between this short - term use of the

manmade environment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of

the environment .

In a few places in Dedham where open space could be affected by devel

opment , the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most

instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for industrial

or moderate residential density development would become zoned for low den

sity residential development . Impacts on open space would be minimized

through the development of less intensive land uses and would be more com

patible with open space .

B. ArchaeologicalandHistoric Impacts . Impacts of the recommenda

tions on any existing archaeological and historic sites in Dedham would be

negligible .

c . Housing Impacts . Although the recommendations call for reducing

the residential density allowed under current zoning , it appears that the

projected demand for future residential development ( about 300 new housing

units on about 200 acres of land ) could still be met .

Since the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of

housing , and obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the

amount of land required for each housing unit , the greater amount of low

density zoning could increase development costs . Information from the

Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association indicates that a house lot of

roughly one acre costs between $17,000 and $22,000 in the Boston metropoli

tan area . Therefore , low density residential development in this town may

produce a negative impact on housing in terms of cost .

This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional

as well as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential

problem becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased

due to the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be

most distinctly felt be residents in the community .

The lot size requirements and the concomitant land costs may well

create a barrier at the regional level for full access to housing opportuni

ties in the area for residents from throughout the region . This negative

regional impact would be long - term in its duration .
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-

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would

either prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the

community and reduce the amount of land available for development . The

community appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the

reduction of land available for development would serve to intensify this

pressure .

These factors would combine to affect a moderate amount of land , and

thus somewhat reduce construction opportunities. There would be long -term

implications , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of

protective districts in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs

associated with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities for

middle - income families may become more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately-priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Dedham has 1,155 jobs in water - intensive

employment , which is expected to decrease to about 710 jobs by 1995. As a

percentage of total employment , in 1975 this is ten percent and in 1995 ,

four percent .

Reference should be made to the EMMA Study for expected impacts on

industry in MDC - served municipalities , of which Dedham is one .
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FRANKLIN : RECOMMENDED 298 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TPEATMENT

About 32 percent of the town's present population is served by a

sewage collection and treatment system . The remainder of the town is served

by on-site septic systems with septage disposed under contract to the MDC via

the septage receiving station in Walpole . The existing wastewater treatment

plant provides secondary treatment and discharges its treated effluent to

Mine Brook . Due to severe overloading , the plant has been determined to be

a major pollution source to Mine Brook and downstream reaches of the Charles

River Following the recommendation of the DWPC , Franklin and Medway

joined together to form the Charles River Pollution Control District . The

CRPCD is presently constructing a 4.5 MGD advanced waste treatment facility

which will handle both sewage and septage . Wastewater will be conveyed to

the district facility via the Mine Brook interceptor . It is recommended

that :

The town continue with its on - going sewerage and treatment

program as it works toward construction of the CRPCD

facilities .

The town maintain its contract for septage disposal with

the MDC until it is determined that the CRPCD facility

is capable of handling septage without fear of plant

upset .

The present method of sludge disposal be continued until

the CRPCD facility goes on-line .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Operation and maintenance of the stormwater system is done by the liigh

way Department . Catch basins are cleaned on an annual basis . Recommenda

tions to the town include :

-

A comprehensive town -wide drainage survey should be undertaken

to identify the existing stormwater collection system and to

correct system deficiencies causing flooding problems .

Programs of outfall inspection and maintenance and stream main

tenance should be developed and implemented to complement catch

basin cleaning activities .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average ardual local cost is as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage $ 553,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment $ 2,500

( 3 ) Stormwater $140,300 ( much of this cost already may

in local budgets )

-
-

-
-

-
-
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An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .

N. INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One industry in Franklin has been identified as a significant wastewater

discharger . Nu-Style Company , Inc. may discharge a toxic effluent to the

Franklin sewer system and has , accordingly , been classified as significant .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . The town should also adopt

a drain layer's manual to regulate the installation of sewer

connections .

- New industries should be required to discharge sanitary

and process wastewaters (with pretreatment , if required ) to

the sewer system . Water conservation and recycling of process

wastewaters should be encouraged .

Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater , especially in areas near public water

supplies.

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The town operates a landfill on Beaver Street . The town

is preparing operation plans under a June , 1977 order from DEQE . Although no

leachate problems have been identified to date , it is recommended that moni

toring be undertaken due to the importance of the underlying aquifer as a

potential future water supply .

B. Salt Storage and Application . In 1972 , the town was informed that

sodium levels in the town's water supply exceeded the allowable limit of 20 mg / 1 .

It is recommended that the town , together with the DPW , develop a sensitive

salt application program and provide protected salt storage facilities . Road

salt should be stored in covered sheds with impervious floors if monitoring

reveals contamination beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended for

all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

- Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

Education of local citizens about their responsibility under

winter driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Franklin should consider extending its floodplain district to cover

wetlands currently unprotected .

Other measures to avoid potential surface or groundwater problems

include adopting an aquifer protection district and a stream buffer district .

Franklin should also consider cluster zoning which minimizes potential

water quality problems and also offers an alternative pattern of development.

VII . MANAGEMENT

Franklin has already joined with Medway in the formation of the Charles

River Pollution Control District . Additional wastewater management actions

to be undertaken include the implementation of a user charge system and a

sewer use ordinance which meet federal construction grant requirements .

Franklin is revising its sewer use ordinance . Reference should be made to the

model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and inspec

tion program for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public

education program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic

systems and mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas should

be set up . In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be

verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against

such systems , raning from pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems,

to requiring connection to the municipal collection system when a septic sys

tem fails or becomes a nuisance .

Franklin should authorize funds to evaluate the aquifer , upon part of

which the town landfill is operated . Its potential as a future water supply

area should be considered . The Board of Health should monitor the operation

of the landfill on Beaver Street to insure compliance with state landfill

regulations and with DEQE approved operation plans , and with particular atten

tion to the covering , compacting and the sealing of the side slopes of the

facility .

The Franklin Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission ,

should consider the land use recommendations made above . Land use and

natural features information which is more detailed than the MAPC information

should , of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation of the aquifer

recharge area in the community would be desireable , and town meeting should be

asked to authorize such a study . zoning changes , consistent with the preven

tive land control recommendations presented above , and with local goals and

policies, should be developed and presented for town meeting approval .
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FRANKLIN : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness vill play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , " How

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the

recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two types

of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should be

remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community only for

the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance

cost will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Franklin . The

impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might

effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the

property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing

mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given

as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by communities

in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the community is

also included , and the revenue for this must be derived from a form of user

charges and not from a general revenue source . The " average annual cost " rep
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resents the average annual debt seryice cost over a 20 - year bond issue

amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 . The

"tax rate impact " shows the annual change in the community's tax rate due

to the debt service cost . The " operation and maintenance " figure is the

annual cost to the community and would be required each year of operation .

The average annual cost would be $420 , 300 for Franklin , ( not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $4.37 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be

$135 , 200 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts. In examining the possible affects on erosion of

the water quality recommendations for Franklin there appear to be slightly

negative impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the use of sewer service has been recommended as

a solution for water quality , erosion problems would be aggravated for those

potential erosion lands . This increased problem could result in two ways ;

one being short - term in duration , while the other one would be a long - term

consequence .

A short - term negative impact of using sewers in an area considered

as having erosion potential is that during the construction phase of work

there would be considerable disruption of the landscape . This removal of

natural vegetation , plus the increased traffic for the construction work ,

would mean an increase in the potential for erosion .

An impact for erosion potential which would be of long - term signif

icance in the use of sewers is that the intensity and density of land uses

permitted in an area can be altered and increased with sewers . One effect

of this change in permitted land uses would be that the more intensity dev

elopment would aggravate existing erosion problems . This impact would last

as long as the development and would tend to be irreversible .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity

of permitted development would be reduced , either by not conflicting with

the environmental capability of the land , or by not sewering the area .

Potential erosion problems would be reduced in these areas , and this would

be a positive effect of long -term consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations

in Franklin appears to be approximately 75 acres .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

the recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems, it appears

that both positive and negative impacts could result . Lands with potential

flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas ,

and steep slope areas .

In those areas which are considered as having potential flood control

problems , the use of sewers as outlined would increase the potential problems.

This would be an adverse consequence of this water quality management program

which would be long - term in duration . The opportunities for reversing such

impacts once they have taken place would appear to be limited , although the
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use of sewers as a solution for water quality permits an area to accommodate

a broader range of intensities and densities of land uses , without potential

water quality degradation problems . Since an area with potential flooding

problems should be maintained in its natural state as much as possible ,

to minimize flooding , the increased density of development in areas

of sewer service would mean potentially increased flood control problems .

The wider use of environmental zoning districts would have a positive

effect on flood control problems . These regulations would serve to reduce

or prohibit development in significant areas which have potential flood

control problems. This benefit would continue as long as the regulations

remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas that would be affected

by the recommendations appears to be about 115 acres in Franklin .

c . Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for

Franklin appear to have moderately negative impacts on potential groundwater

supplies , as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

In undeveloped areas outlined for the use of sewers , there could be an

accompanying increase in residential density from moderately low to medium

density . Reduced development costs resulting from such a density change

could increase the probability of development . Sewers in areas of ground

water favorability could mean that the water used in these areas would no

longer be recharged to the ground ; rather it would be carried out of the

community , thereby greatly reducing groundwater recharge in these areas .

Also , with increased development comes increased consumption of the ground

water through local wells . Negative effects could result on the recharge

capacity of these areas and also present contamination problems through

infiltration . This can be seen as a long - term impact , since any effects

created would continue to occur throughout the lifetime of that development.

Due to the low probability of reversing this type of effect once it is

established , this impact could constitute an irreversible commitment of

groundwater resources . The results of a negative impact might not be lim

ited to a single area or community , since many communities utilize ground

water supplies common to more than a single town .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with environmental zoning dist

ricts , such as floodplain and aquifer protection districts . Because these

environmental districts impose special constraints on development , they

function as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activ

ities in these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize

the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects

on groundwater would continue for as long as the environmental districts

are in force . Another potentially positive impact would result from the

implementation of recommended land management controls such as clustering .

This device would increase the potential for more infiltration and recharge

to the groundwater . It would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration

of this development patter .

D.
Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the water quality recommendations do consti

tute a significant amount of the habitat areas which are currently available

in the community . A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife
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habitat is the relative presence of suburban development in the area . The

continuation of growth as moderately low to medium density type of develop

ment which has been occurring up to now means that urban development is dis

persed across the community . One result of this dispersed - type of growth is

that some urban development appears in all of those areas rated as potential

wildlife habitats at the present time, and reduces their capacity to provide

habitats . The potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative

impact on wildlife which would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this

can be viewed as a local impact .

Areas outlined for sewer service would negatively affect wildlife by

diminishing the capacity of the habitats to support wildlife . However , one

positive affect could be that if growth and density was increased in the

sewer service area , by clustering growth there , then the total amount of

land needed to accommodate growth , in a more dispersed pattern , would be

reduced . In this way more land could remain as potential wildlife habitats

by remaining in a natural and undeveloped state .

The extended use of the floodplain district in Franklin would provide

a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by this land

use regulation would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation

was in effect .

E. Air Quality Impacts. It is anticipated with the growth patterns

projected in the recommendations, as a continuation of existing trends , that

the ambient air quality standards will be maintained through 1985 even with

the estimated growth . It can be said in summary that the recommendations

will have a negligible impact on air quality .

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance

would be that the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would be

expected to rise temporarily during the construction phase of the sewerage

expansion because of the truck transportation of materials and supplies to

and from the construction sites .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public and

semi - public lands in Franklin would be moderate with development according

to the recommended solutions . Much of the anticipated development which is

located adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low to

moderate residential . Development of this density could result in more use

of existing open space and recreation areas by the residents . In a few areas

in the town , small open space parcels are adjacent to or surrounded by land

zoned for industrial use . Impacts from this type of development on open space

could be slightly negative , long - term , but primarily of local importance .

In Franklin , a few scattered public and semi-public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional develop

ment constraints contained in these floodplain , stream buffer , or aquifer

protection districts would enhance open space or recreational areas and would

therefore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue

as long as the overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of

local significance. In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is

a strong positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade

environment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environment .
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Development pressures could increase if sewers were built in presently

undeveloped areas , resulting in greater use of open spaces for recreation .

It should be noted that , while sewer construction would allow for higher

residential densities , if the projected population growth reniains about the

same through a phased growth management system as discussed in Part I , Sec

tion 5 , that growth could be accommodated on less total acreage , thus leaving

more open land for recreation and aesthetic enjoyment . Impacts would be

long - term and of local significance .

Archaeological and Historic Impacts . A review of the potential

impacts of the recommendations on existing archaeological and historic sites

in Franklin indicates that the growth pressure would create negative impacts

on only a few sites . These few sites are either zoned for medium residential ,

commercial or industrial development , or they are adjacent to such uses .

Certainly when a site is actually developed , the impact is significant and

long - term , and the commitment is irreversible . The loss of any of the arch

aeological or historic sites would be regional in significance .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of the affected

archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This has been done

purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration of the sites .

The information used was made available to this project from the State Archae

ologist's Office with this request .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommod

ating the anticipated residential growth outlined in the recommendations in
terms of the amount of land available in the community . The projected 1300

housing units anticipated for Franklin means that about 1000 acres of resid

ential land will be developed over the 20 - year period .

Franklin allows moderate amounts of low density development . Since the

cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and obvi

ously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land required

for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase development costs .

Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association indicates that

a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $17,000 and $22,000 in the

Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , low density residential development

in this town may produce a negative impact on housing in terms of cost .

This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional
as well

as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem

becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to

the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most dis

tinctly felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirement
s

and

the concomitant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional level

for full access to housing opportunities in the area for residents from through

out the region . This negative regional impact would be long -term in its

duration .

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would

either prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the com

munity and reduce the amount of land available for development . The com

munity appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the reduc

tion of land available for development would serve to intensify this pressure .

However , the reduction in residential lot sizes that could accompany

the outlined sewers might permit the construction of more moderately - priced

housing . In terms of alleviating the short supply of such housing , locally
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and regionally , such an outcome would produce a positive impact, Average

on-site land costs may be reduced from $ 17,000- $ 22,000 under basic one-acre

requirements to $11,000-$15,000 under medium density requirements. This is

a significant reduction that , together with the advent of sewers , would

enhance development potential significantly .

These factors would combine to affect a moderate amount of land , and

thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long - term implica

tions , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protective

districts in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs associated

with larger lot requirements, access to housing opportunities for middle

income families may become more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative implots

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing
in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately-priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . The process of cleaning up area waterways

and waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of

government and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a

sharing of capital costs between government and water - using firms, it is

important to consider the potential impact of these costs upon such manufac

turing establishments .

It can be seen that the recommendations would have both potentially

positive and negative impacts on manufacturing . The expansion and use of

sewer service areas as outlined in Franklin would allow opportunities

for increased levels of manufacturing activities , and thereby increase

employment levels . The principle reason for such an effect is that with

the introduction of sewer service to industrial land , these areas could

assimilate more structural development, which could then accept more labor

intensive economic activities . An example might be the difference between

a warehouse employing only a half-dozen people and an electrical machinery

plant employing a few hundred . Indeed , the presence of sewerage might

encourage some towns to rezone areas for industrial use , given the proper

market , and other economic conditions .

Counterbalancing this increased opportunity for accommodating manufac

turing activities is the requirement that industries pay a proportional

share of the capital costs of sewage treatment , based on their share of the

waste load . This potential cost to industries could inhibit plant expansion ,

or initial location , thereby precluding the full measure of employment

opportunities .

Franklin has 436 jobs in water-intensive employment , which is expected

to decrease to about 330 by 1995 . As a percentage of total employment , in

1975 this is 14 percent and in 1995 , six percent .
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HOLLISTON : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town relies entirely on on-site septic systems for wastewater dis

posal. The town currently contracts with MDC for septage disposal . The

town's Septage Treatment Investigative Committee is presently developing

and evaluating alternatives for future methods of septage disposal . The

town is also developing a septic system maintenance and inspection program .

It is recommended that :

The town should continue to rely on on-lot methods of waste

water disposal , i.e. septic systems .

The town should include among the alternative methods for

septage disposal , being considered the following :

A ) Regional septage treatment facility to serve

Holliston , Hopkinton and Southborough .

B ) Regional septage treatment facility to serve

Holliston , Hopkinton , Southborough , Sherborn

and Dover .

C ) Co-treatment at municipal wastewater treat

ment facilities including CRPCD , Medfield

and Millis .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department is responsible for operation and maintenance of

the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned at least once a

year in the fall and are inspected in the spring . Brooks and open channels

are also inspected for problems. This is considered to be an adequate pro

gram by tie 208 staff . A recommendation to the town is that in planning

for future development , maximum use should be made of natural drainage

and non- structural runoff control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage
0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment $ 26 , 200

( 3 ) Stormwater $93,650 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Four industries in Holliston have been identified as significant waste

water dischargers . R.E.C. Manufacturing Corporation and Axton - Cross Company

have been issued NPDES permits for discharges of uncontaminated cooling water

to the Charles River . Valpey Corporation and Nepsco Metal Products have per

mit applications pending for discharges to the tributaries of the Charles

Piver . Recommedations to the town include the iollowing :

Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater , especially in areas near public

water supplies. Water conservation and recycling of pro

cess wastewater should be encouraged .

- If sewers become necessary in the future , the town should

adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model sewer use law

developed by MAPC . In addition , a drain layer's manual

should be adopted at the same time to regulate the

installation of sewer connections .

v . NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the town's Marshall Street land

fill be monitored to develop an effective plan for closure which will pro

tect the underlying aquifer from contamination as this aquifer plays an

important role in Holliston's water supply .

B. Salt Storage and Application . In 1970 , the Commissioner of Public

Health notified the town that the sodium content of the public water supply

exceeded the recommended limit of 20 mg/1 . According to Water Department

sampling records , the Maple Street well is particularly high although sodium

levels in the distribution system have been consistently below the standard .

In order to protect the town's water supply from further contamination , it

is recommended that the town develop a sensitive salt application program

which identifies areas where salt application should be kept to a minimum .

Road salt is now
stored in a covered shed with an impervious floor

according to Holliston officials .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

Education of local citizens about their responsibility under

winter driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Holliston has significant areas of high groundwater favorability and

immediate steps should be taken to delineate an aquifer protection district

to maintain the recharge function of these areas . This could be combined

with existing environmental zoning into a comprehensive water resource

protection district .

More extensive use of cluster zoning to provide additional groundwater

protection should be considered by Holliston .

In the future , Holliston should consider rezoning in some areas where

there are potential conflicts between current zoning and the environmental

capacity of the land to support development. Some areas currently zoned

industrial could be rezoned to permit limited office development , or non

processing , warehouse - type industrial development with strict site plan

review to regulate the amount and location of impervious surfaces , the maxi

mum building coverage , finished grades , subsurface disposal , etc.

VII . MANAGEMENT

In continuing to investigate septage disposal alternatives for Holliston ,

the Septage Treatment Investigating Committee should consider the following

management options : Intermunicipal agreements for the construction and

operation of a regional septage treatment facility with some or all of the

towns of Hopkinton , Southborough , Sherborn and Dover ; the formation of a

special district for the construction and management of a regional septage

treatment facility , or contracting with the Charles River Pollution Control

District or the towns of Medfield or Millis for co - treatment of Holliston's

septage at these municipal wastewater treatment facilities .

The Board of Health should initiate a vigorous maintenance and inspection

program for on-site sewage disposal systems . It should continue its public

education program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic

systems and mailing such guidelines to homeowners . In addition , information

on malfunctioning systems should be verified and appropriate administrative

actions promptly instituted against such systems , ranging form pumping , to

the reconstruction of failing systems . Special attention should be given to

industrial septic systems . The proper siting and construction of septic

systems is also essential for long term reliance on such systems . The

requirements of Title 5 should be strictly complied with . The Board of

Health should inspect installations at the following three stages of construc
tion :

When the excavation has been completed .

When the septic tank , distribution box and cell pipes

are in place .

After final grading .

In conjunction with the evaluation of the septage disposal problem

should be a consideration of a mandotory inspection and maintenance program

for the community . Such a program could take many forms (See part II of
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this plan ) , depending upon the resources and goals of the community , and

should prompt consideration of a regional board of health depending upon the

economies of scale , and the local political feasibility . Such a regional

entity should be consistent with any proposed regional septage disposal

configuration . The establishment of such a district with the towns of

Hopkinton , Southborough , Sherborn and/or Dover should be considered .

The Federal clean Water Act of 1977 allows the use of 201 construction

grant monies for privately owned treatment works serving one of more

principal residents or small commercial establishments . However , the

public body applying for the grant , in this case the town , must meet certain

requirements , including assurances that such treatment works will be properly

operated and maintained and that an acceptable user charge system will be

instituted to pay for operation and maintenance costs . An effective inspec

tion and maintenance program might therefore assist Holliston in getting 201

money for a septage disposal solution , and perhaps for the reconstruction

of failing septic systems and the construction of communal septic systems .

Holliston , through engineering studies , must develop an effective plan

for the operation and closing of the existing landfill on Marshall Street .

The Board of Health should monitor the operation of this facility to insure

compliance with state regulations , and should take an active role in site

selection for the new facility .

The town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission

and the land use advisory Committee should evaluate the land use recommenda

tions with respect to existing land use and natural features information in

the community . The MAPC can provide some preliminary data and technical

assistance in this effort , along with model by - laws and ordinances . Zoning

changes , consistent with the preventive land control reocmmendations pre

sented above and with local goals and policies , should be developed and

presented for town meeting approval . Particular attention should be given

to the establishment of a groundwater protection district .
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HOLLISTON : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories:

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A. Erosion

B. Flood Control

C. Groundwater

D. Wildlife

E. Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A. Open Space and Recreation

B. Archaeological & Historic

C. Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , "How

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the

recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two

types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should

be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community for the

length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance cost

will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Holliston .

The impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost

might effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean

that the property tax would be the mechanism for 'repayment , since many other

taxing mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact is

given as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by

communities in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for this

community is also included , and the revenue for this must be derived from

a form of user charges and not from a general revenue source .
The " average

annual cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over a 20-year

bond issue amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 .
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The " tax rate impact" shows the annual change in the community's tax rate due

to the debt service cost . The "operation and maintenance " figure is the

annual cost to the community and would be required each year of operation .

The average annual cost would be $ 3,400 for Holliston , (not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $ 0.04 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be

$ 22,800 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of the

future growth projected to occur in Holliston , there appear to be significantly

negative impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , so as not to conflict with the

environmental capability of the land . Potential erosion problems would be

reduced in these areas , and this would be a positive effect of long - term

consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas effected by the land use control

recommendations in Holliston appears to be approximately 145 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion -prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effect .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of future

development in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

significantly negative impacts could result . Lands with potential flood

control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and

steep slope areas .

The zoning changes recommended would have a positive effect on flood

control problems . These changes would serve to reduce development in significant

areas which have potential flood control problems . This benefit would continue

as long as the regulation remained in effect .

The extent of the reduction in flood control problem areas appears to be

440 acres in Holliston . More detailed review of these impacts should be

addressed in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed

in an environmental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

c . Groundwater Impacts . The solutions recommended for Hollistorn appear

to have positive impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as indicated by

areas of high groundwater favorability .

Positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where groundwater

favorability coincides with recommended environmental zoning districts , such as

an aquifer protection district . Because these environmental districts impose
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special constraints on development , they function as groundwater protection .

By minimizing any construction activities in these areas , the land left in

its natural state would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of

groundwater , The positive effects on groundwater would continue for as long

as the environmental districts are in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would mean

clustering and lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater .

It would be a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this development

pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater favor

ability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning for the

community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assessment

should be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the growth anticipated to occur constitute a

moderate amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the

community . A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat

is the relative presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation

of growth as low to moderately low - density type of development which has been

occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed across the com

munity .

One result of this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban development

appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the

present time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitat .

The potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact

on wildlife which would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can be

viewed as a local impact .

The extended use of environmental zoning districts in Holliston could pro

vide a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by these

land use regulations would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation

was in effect .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat in Holliston is about 4800 acres .

E. Air Quality Impacts. It is anticipated that the growth patterns projected

as a continuation of existing trends would have a negligible impact on air

quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space & Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and semi

public lands in Holliston would be minimal with development according to current

trends . Much of the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or
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surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low to moderately low density

development . Development of this density could result in more use of exist

ing open space and recreation areas by the residents .

In Holliston a few scattered public and semi -public lands fall within

environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional development con

straints contained in these floodplains , wetlands or aquifer protection

districts would enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore

be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as long

as the overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of local sign

ificance . In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is a strong

positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade environment

and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environment .

In

In several places in Holliston where open space could be affected by

development the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes .

most instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for

industrial , commercial , or medium residential density development would

become zoned for low to moderately low density residential development .

Impacts on open space would be minimized through the development of less

intensive land uses and would be more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls

recommended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological & Historic Impacts . A review of the potential impacts

on existing archaeological and historic sites in Holliston indicates that

the growth pressure would create negative impacts on only a few sites . These

few sites are either zoned for medium residential, commercial or industrial

development ; or they are adjacent to such uses . Certainly when a site is

actually developed , the impact is significant and long - term , and the commit

ment is irreversible . The loss of any of the archaeological or historic

sites would be regional in significance .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of the affected

archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This has been done

purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration of the sites .

The information use was made available to this project from the State

Archaeologist's office with this request .

As the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific attention

should be directed to possible effects on archaeological or historic sites

and should be addressed in the environmental assessment which should be

done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Housing Impact . There is little overall difficulty in accommodating

the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land available in

the community . The projected 1800 housing units anticipated for Holliston

means that about 2100 acres of residential land will be developed over the

20-year period .
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Holliston allows significant amounts of low density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing, and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land re

quired for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase development

costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association indicates

that a house lot of roughly one acre cost between $ 17,000 and $22,000 in the

Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , relatively low density pattern of

residential development in this town may produce a negative impact on

housing in terms of cost .

asThis negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional

well as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem

becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to the

relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly

felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements and the con

comitant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional level for full

access to housing opportunities in the area for residents from throughout the

region . This negative regional impact would be long - term in its duration .

Furthermore , the environmental zoning districts , which would either pro

hibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the community and

reduce the amount of land available for development . The community appears

to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the reduction of land

available for development would serve to intensify this pressure .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce

current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning

and environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase

of the land necessary for the use on residential on-site disposal which

would increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long -term

implications , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of

protective districts in parts of the town and concomitant higher costs

associated with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities for

middle income families may become even more difficult .

( Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately - priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing . The process of cleaning up area waterways and waterbodies

in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of government and

private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing of capital

costs between government and water - using firms , it is important to consider

the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing establishments .

The recommendations for Holliston represent reliance on non-structural

solutions to water quality problems and as a result it would seem that

opportunities for employment in manufacturing would be reduced .
There may

be some cases in which some opportunities
may be foreclosed because of

actual changes in zoning from industrial to low - to - medium denisty residential
uses .

Some existing manufacturing activities may be affected by such zoning

changes by making them non - conforming land uses . This would have implications

for their future expansion plans .

Holliston has about 300 job in water - intensive employment which is

expected to decrease to about 200 by 1995 . As a percentage of total employ

ment in 1975 this is 15 percent and 1995 , 4 percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effort on

manufacturing activities in the community .
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LEXINGTON : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

An extensive sewerage system serves about 80 percent of the town's

population . Wastewater is discharged to the MSD for treatment at the Deer

Island facility . The remainder of the town is served by septic systems .

Septage is disposed to the sewerage system via the Bow Street manhole .

The town has submitted a grant application for Step 2 design of two collec

tion system extensions as recommended by Whitman and Howard in a 1977

facilities plan . The construction of one of these systems will correct

capacity problems in the Bedford -Lexington Interceptor system tributary to

the MDC Mill Brook Valley Relief Sewer . It is recommended that :

The town should implement its recommended facilities plan .

The town should promote a water conservation program to

reduce wastewater flows .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Operation and maintenance of the stormwater collection system is done

by the Lexington DPW . Catch basin cleaning is contracted out and done twice

per year . The DPW is considering doing the work itself in the future . Some

brook maintenance has been undertaken since 1973 . Recommendations to the

town include the following :

Regular programs of outfall , channel and stream inspection

and maintenance should be developed and implemented .

Salting and sanding for snow and ice control should be

carefully monitored in drainage areas discharging directly

to surface water supplies or to areas feeding groundwater

aquifer supplies.

In planning for future development , maximum use should be

made of natural drainage characteristics and non - structural

runoff control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment O

( 3 ) Stormwater $264,050 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

RecomNo significant industries have been identified in Lexington .

mendations to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . This sewer use law should

be at least as stringent as the MDC sewer use law . A drain

layer's manual is also recommended to regulate the installa

tion of sewer connections .

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewater (with pretreatment , if required ) to the

sewer system . Water conservation practices and recycling

of process wastewater should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The town's Hartwell Avenue landfill was ordered closed

as of January , 1978 by DEQE for violations of landfill regulations . The

landfill is actually in the Shawsheen River drainage area via Kiln Brook .

Public water supply wells of both Bedford and Burlington are located down

stream . It is recommended that monitoring be done to assess the need for

remedial actions .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Road salt should be stored in covered

sheds with impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination beyond the

site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application pro

cedures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle

operation . Education of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Lexington should extend its wetlands district to include presently

unprotected wetlands and flood hazard areas or adopt floodplain zoning in

addition to the wetlands district .
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The town should also consider zoning use changes and zoning density

changes in conjunction with the facilities plan in order to minimize poten

tial conflicts between current zoning and the environmental capability of

the land .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Lexington , in implementing its facilities plan , and because it is a

member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District , will be required to implement

and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing and collec

tion system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once

MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge

of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communities

will be required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less

stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements may place

administrative and management burdens on Lexington . Reference should be

made by the town to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual

presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should oversee a monitoring program of the town

landfill ordered closed by DEQE for violations of state landfill regulations .

Water quality impacts on Kiln Brook and the Shawsheen River should be

determined .

The town Planning Board , with the Conservation Commission , should study

the land use recommendations presented above in terms of any more detailed

land use and natural features information available in the community .

Zoning changes , consistent with the preventive land control recommendations

presented above and with local policies and goals , should be prepared and

presented for town meeting approval.
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LEXINGTON : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

D.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs associated with recommendations for

Lexington , except those associated with stormwater management , which are

already largely in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . No erosion prone areas would be affected by

future development in Lexington .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

the recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears

that predominantly positive impacts could result . Lands with potential

flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas ,

and steep slope areas .

The extension of environmental districts would have a positive effect

on flood control problems . These regulations would serve to reduce or pro

hibit development in significant areas which have potential flood control

problems . This benefit would continue as long as the regulations remained

in effect .

The recommended zoning use and density changes would also reduce the

potential of flood control problems by directing development away from these

areas .

-
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The extent of the reduction in flood control problem areas appears to

be about 250 acres in Lexington .

C. Groundwater Impacts . Positive effects on groundwater could accrue

in areas where groundwater favorability coincides with recommended extended

use of environmental zoning districts , such as floodplain and wetlands

protection districts . Because these environmental districts impose special

constraints on development , they also function , to a certain measure , as

groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activities in

these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize the infiltra

tion and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater

would continue for as long as the environmental districts are in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementa

tion of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls

would mean lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater .

It would be a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this development

pattern .

D. Wildlife Impacts . small areas of potential wildlife habitat are

currently available in the community . A prime factor in determining the

capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative presence of suburban develop

ment in the area . The continuation of growth as moderate - density type of

development which has been occurring up to now means that urban development

is dispersed across the community . One result of this dispersed - type of

growth is that some urban development appears in all of those areas rated

as potential wildlife habitats at the present time , and reduces their

capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact on wildlife habitats

could produce a negative impact on wildlife which would be of long - term

consequences . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

The extended use of wetlands and floodplain districts in Lexington

would provide a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed

by these land use regulations would provide local benefits for as long as the

regulations were in effect .

Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected , as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi -public lands in Lexington would be minimal with future development

according to current growth trends . Much of the anticipated development

which is located adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas

zoned low to moderate density residential development .

In Lexington , a few scattered public and semi -public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional devel

opment constraints contained in these floodplain and wetlands protection

districts would enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore

be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as long
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as the overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of local

significance . In the case of these overlay districts , there is a strong

positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade environ

ment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environmenti

In a few places in Lexington where open space would be affected by

development , the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes .

In most instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for

industrial , commercial , or moderate residential density development would

become zoned for low density residential development . Impacts on open

space would be minimized through the development of less extensive land

uses and would be more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls

recommended , more land would be required to accommmodate projected residen

tial growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . Potential impacts of the

recommendations on existing archaeological and historic sites in Lexington

would be negligible .

C. Housing Impacts . There appears to be little difficulty in accommo

dating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land

available in the community . The projected 1,100 housing units anticipated

for Lexington means that about 800 acres of residential land will be developed

over the 20-year period .

However , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would either

prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the community

and reduce the amount of land available for development . The community

appears to be experiencing growth pressures and the reduction of land

available for development would serve to intensify this pressure .

Furthermore , the land development recommendations for zoning changes

could reduce current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts

between zoning and environmental capability . The impact on housing could

be an increase of the land necessary for the use on residential on - site

disposal which would increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a moderate amount of land , and

thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long - term implica

tions , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protective

districts in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs associated

with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities for middle

income families may become more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining
adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts.Manufacturing Impacts . Lexington has about 300 jobs in water

intensive employment , which is expected to decrease to about 100 jobs in

1995 . As a percentage of total employment , in 1975 this is about three

percent and in 1995 , less than one percent .

Reference should be made to the EMMA Study for expected impacts on

industry in MDC - served municipalities , of which Lexington is one .
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LINCOLN : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

With the exception of the 250 residents of the Lincoln Woods Coop

erative Houses , the entire town is served by septic tanks and cesspools .

Lincoln Woods is served by a package secondary treatment plant which dis

charges to the ground . Septage from the town and sludge from the Lincoln

Woods plant is discharged to the MSD via the Framingham system . It is

recommended that :

The town initiate a facilities plan to evaluate alternative long

term methods of septage disposal including :

a ) joint facility with Weston

b ) joining with Sudbury -Wayland facility

c ) providing septage pretreatment with solids handling

on-site with liquid effluent only discharged to MDC

( also possibly with Weston ) .

The town should develop and implement a preventive septic system

maintenance and inspection program .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Lincoln Highway Department is responsible for operation and main

tenance of the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned

twice per year by a contractor . Recommendations to the town include the

following :

Regular programs of outfall , channel and stream inspection

and maintenance should be developed and implemented by the

Highway Department .

-

Salting and sanding for snow and ice control should be care

fully monitored in drainage areas discharging to surface water

supplies or groundwater aquifer supplies .

In planning for future development, maximum use should be

made of natural drainage characteristics and non- structural

runoff control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

Sewerage o

Septage Treatment $ 12,100

Stormwater $112,100 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets . )

-
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An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

RecommendNo significant industries have been identified in Lincoln .

ations to the town include the following :

Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater , especially in areas near public

water supplies .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the town's Massachusetts

Avenue landfill be monitored to assess potential impacts on Hobbs Brook

and the nearby Cambridge Reservoir .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Road salt should be stored in a

covered shed with an impervious floor if monitoring reveals contamination

beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommend

ed for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets (aquifers,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educ

ation of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Environmental zoning is currently adequate in Lincoln to maintain

water quality . However , it is recommended that Lincoln consider rezoning

an area in the southeastern section of the town where the current commer

cial and medium residential density zoning is incompatible with the environ

mental capability of the land .

VII . MANAGEMENT

It is recommended that town meeting in Lincoln approve the initiation of

a 201 facilities plan to evaluate local and regional septage treatment and

disposal alternatives . The recommendations of such a plan may require other

management actions for the community such as an intermunicipal septage disposal

agreement for the use of the Sudbury -Wayland facility , an intermunicipal agree

ment with Weston for the construction and operation of a joint septage disposal

facility , or a legal arrangement with the MDC for the discharge of pretreated
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septage effluent ( legal questions regarding the ability of the MDC to enter

into such a contract with a non -member community would have to be resolved ) .

The Lincoln Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and

inspection program for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a

public ecucation program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of

septic systems and mailing such guidelines to homeowners should be set up .

In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be verified and

appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against such systems ,

ranging from pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems .

In conjunction with the 201 study evaluation of the septage disposal

problem should be a consideration of a mandatory inspection and maintenance

program for the community . Such a program could take many forms ( see Part

of this plan ) , depending upon the goals and resources of the community . The

planning for such a program should prompt consideration of a regional board of

health depending upon the economies of scale , and the local political feasi

bility . Such a regional entity should be consistent with any proposed regional

septage disposal configuration .

The town should authorize further study of the town landfill off Massa

chusetts Avenue to determine the drainage pathway and the impact on Hobbs

Brook and the Cambridge Reservoir .

The town planning board with the conservation commission should evaluate

the preventive non-point source control recommendations presented above with

respect to existing land use and natural features information in the community .

Zoning changes , consistent with these recommendations , should be drafted and

presented to town meeting . Other community goals and policies should , of

course , be reflected in these proposals .

-
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LINCOLN : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , "HOW

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the

recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two types

of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should be

remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community only for the

length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance cost

will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Lincoln . The

impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might

effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the

property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing

mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given

as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by com

munities in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the

community is also included , and the revenue for this must be derived from a

form of user charges and not from a general revenue source . The "average

annual cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over a 20 - year

bond issue amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 .

The "tax rate impact" shows the annual change in the community's tax rate due

to the debt service cost . The "operation and maintenance " figure is the an

nual cost to the community and would be required each year of operation .
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The average annual cost would be $1,600 for Lincoln , ( not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $ 0.03 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $10,500 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion and B. Flood Control Impacts . Future growth anticipated to

occur in Lincoln would not affect any areas subject to erosion or flood

control problems .

C. Groundwater Impacts . In Lincoln , future development would create

slightly negative impacts on a few areas of significant groundwater favor

ability . Where anticipated development coincides with these areas , the re

charge capacity would be reduced and there would be potential contamination

problems through infiltration . These impacts would be long - term and repre

sent an irretrievable committment of a natural resource .

D. WildlifeImpacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which poss

ibly could be affected by future growth constitute a moderate amount of the

habitat areas which are currently available in the community . A prime factor

in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative presence of

suburban development in the area . The continuation of growth as low to mod

erately low - density type of development which has been occurring up to now

means that urban development is dispersed across the community . One result

of this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban development appears in

all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the present time ,

and reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact on

wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact on wildlife which would be

of a long - term consequence . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

The use of the watershed protection district in Lincoln would provide

a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by this land

use regulation would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation

was in effect .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns pro

jected as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible impact

on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi - public lands in Lincoln would be minimal with future development .

Much of the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surround

ing open space would be in areas zoned low to moderately low - density resid

ential development . Although development of this density could result in

more use of existing open space and recreation areas by the residents , land

use of this type is not incompatible with open space and recreation areas .

In Lincoln , several scattered public and semi- public lands fall within

the watershed protection district . The additional development constraints

contained in this district would enhance open space or recreational areas

and would therefore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would

continue as long as the overlay district remains in force and would be an

impact of local significance . In the case of overlay zoning districts , there

is a strong positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade
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environment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environ

ment .

Archaeological and Historic Impacts . The potential impacts of future

development on existing archaeological and historic sites in Lincoln would

be negligible .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommo

dating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land

available in the community . The projected 320 housing units anticipated

for Lincoln means that about 580 acres of residential land will be devel

oped over the 20 - year period .

Lincoln allows significant amounts of low - density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land

required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase devel

opment costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association

indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $ 17,000 and

$22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a relatively low - density

pattern of residential development in this town may produce a negative impact

on housing in terms of cost . This negative impact on housing costs can be

viewed from a regional as well as a local perspective , and at the regional

level the potential problem becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing

may be increased due to the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects

may not be most distinctly felt by residents in the community . The lot size

requirements and the concomitant land costs may well create a barrier at the

regional level for full access to housing opportunities in the area for resi

dents from throughout the region . This negative regional impact would be

long - term in its duration .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce cur

rent residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning and

environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase of

the land necessary for the use on residential on - site disposal which would

increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities. There would be long - term impli

cations , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protective

districts in parts of the town and the concomitant higher costs associated

with larger lot requirements, access to housing opportunities for middle

income families may become even more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs
of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing, while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Lincoln has little employment in water

intensive manufacturing and little is expected even by 1995 . Furthermore ,

manufacturing activities in general account for less than 2 percent of total

employment in the town . Therefore , any water quality recommendations would

have little impact on Lincoln .

!
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1

MEDFIELD : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 20 percent of the town's present population is served by a waste

water collection and treatment system . The remainder of the town is served

by septic systems . Septage is treated at the treatment plant . The advanced

waste treatment plant provides activated sludge treatment with phosphorus

removal by chemical precipitation . Chlorinated effluent is discharged to

the Charles River . The effluent has consistently met the effluent limi

tations placed on the facility in its NPDES permit . The DWPC has established

waste load allocations for nitrogen and the plant will be required to pro

vide nitrification in the future . Dewatered sludge is landfilled on-site .

A primary treatment plant serving the Medfield State Hospital is in poor

condition and is scheduled to be abandoned after the Hospital is tied in to

the Medfield collection system . The town's facilities plan recommended

expansion of the sewer service area and the town is presently engaged in

Step 2 Design of the recommended expansion plus the interceptor to serve the

State Hospital . It is recommended that :

The town extend its sewer service area to serve all identified ,

documented problem areas for the protection of ground and

surface waters and public health .

The town accept the recommendations of the Millis Facilities

Plan to tie in to the Medfield plant for wastewater treat

ment . This is considered by 208 staff to be a potentially

major solution to both regional wastewater and septage

disposal problems .

The town discuss possible arrangements for septage disposal

at the Medfield plant with the communities of Norfolk , Sher

born , Dover and Millis .

The town should continue its present method of sludge

disposal .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department is responsible for operation and maintenance of

the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned annually by a

contractor . Recommendations to the town include :

Programs of outfall , brook and channel inspection and

maintenance should be developed and implemented by the

town given its reliance on natural drainage to effect

stormwater runoff collection .

The town should continue its reliance on natural drainage

and non-structural runoff control measures in planning

for future development .
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III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local cost is as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage $113,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment $16,800

( 3 ) Stormwater $81,300 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets)

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industries have been identified in Medfield .

tions to the town include the following :

Recommenda

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC A drain layer's manual should

also be adopted to regulate the installation of sewer

connections .

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewater (with pretreatment, if required ) to the

sewer systems . Water conservation practices and recycling

of process wastewater should be encouraged .

V. NON-POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The town's Grove Street landfill is operated under DEQE

approved plans with no reported problems . It is recommended that the former

active fill area near the wetlands be sealed in the near future to prevent

potential future problems .

B. Salt Storage and Application . It is recommended that the town and

DPW develop a sensitive salt application program with respect to the pro

tection of the town's water supply as that supply currently contains more

than the recommended limit of 20 mg / l of sodium .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

cation of local citizens about their responsibility under

winter driving conditions .

-

-
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Medfield should adopt an aquifer protection district to maintain the

recharge function in areas of high groundwater favorability . Cluster zoning

should also be employed as additional protection against groundwater contami

nation .

VII . MANAGEMENT

An intermunicipal sewer service agreement between Medfield and Millis

should be executed to implement the recommendations of the Millis Facilities

Plan . This agreement should be drafted to insure consistency with the require

ments of section 208 ( c ) ( 2 ) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act . It

should obligate each community to enforce the federal requirements for user

charges , industrial cost recovery , sewer system rehabilitation and sewer use

ordinances . It should set average daily flow rates with provisions for peak

flows and financial arrangements which allocate capital costs and annual

operation and maintenance costs (in proportion to flow rates and strength as

they relate to treatment costs ) . An administrative overhead charge provision

may also be appropriate . The Water and Sewerage Board is the appropriate

agency for the management of wastewater collection and treatment facilities .

The Medfield Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and

inspection program for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a

public education program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of

septic systems and mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas

should be set up . In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should

be verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted

against such systems , ranging from pumping , to the reconstruction of failing

systems , to requiring connection to the municipal collection system . Such

connections should be required for malfunctioning systems and for all identi

fied and documented septic system problem areas which are accessible to the

common sewers .

Intermunicipal septage disposal agreements with the towns of Norfolk ,

Sherborn , Dover , and / or Millis should be considered ,

The town should arthorize funds to study the sealing of that portion of

the town landfill (off Grove Street ) near the wetland area in order to

avoid future leachate problems . The Board of Health should monitor the

operation of the landfill to insure compliance with state regulations .

Special attention should be given to impermeable intermediate cover require

ments .

The Medfield Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission

should consider the land use recommendations made above . Land use and

natural features information which is more detailed than the MAPC informa

tion should , of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation of the

aquifer recharge area in the community would be desirable , and town meeting

should be asked to authorize such a study . Zoning changes , consistent with

the preventive land control recommendations presented above , and with local

goals and policies , should be developed and presented for town meeting

approval .
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MEDFIELD : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in

the selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question ,

"How much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering

the management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts

of the recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves

two types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance .

It should be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the com

munity only for the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation

and maintenance cost will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and

what effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Medfield .

The impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost

might effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean

that the property tax would be the mechanism for repayment since many

other taxing mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax

impact is given as an example and also because it is a repayment method

often chosen by communities in the region . The annual operation and maint

enance cost for the community is also included , and the revenue for this

must be derived from a form of user charges and not from a general revenue

source . The " average annual cost" represents the average annual debt service

cost over a 20-year bond issue amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed

in Part II , section 2 . The "tax rate impact" shows the annual change in the
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community's tax rate due to the debt service cost . The "operation and

maintenance " figure is the annual cost to the community and would be re

quired each year of operation .

The average annual cost would be $63,200 for Medfield , ( not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $ 0.87 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be

$66,600 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts. In examining the possible effects on erosion of

the water quality recommendations for Medfield there appear to be minimal

impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope ,

erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

The amount of potential erosion areas that could be affected by future

growth in Medfield appears to be approximately 200 acres .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

the recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems, it appears

that minimal impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control prob

lems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope areas .

The extent of potential flood control problem areas appears to be 380 acres

in Medfield .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for

Medfield appear to have slightly negative impacts on potential groundwater

supplies , as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability . Sewers in

areas of groundwater favorability could mean that the water used in these

areas would no longer be recharged to the ground ; rather it would be carried

out of the community , thereby greatly reducing groundwater recharge in these

areas . Also , with increased development which may result with the intro

duction of sewers in undeveloped areas , comes increased consumption of the

groundwater through local wells . Negative effects could result on
the re

charge capacity of these areas and also present contamination problems

through infiltration . This can be seen as long - term impact, since any ef

fects created would continue to occur throughout the lifetime of that devel

opment . Due to the low probability of reversing this type of effect once it

is established , this impact could constitute an irreversible commitment of

groundwater resources . The results of a negative impact might not be limited

to a single area or community , since many communities utilize groundwater
supplies common to more than a single town .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

with the adoption of an aquifer protection district . The development con

straints imposed by this type of regulation would serve to protect areas of

high groundwater favorability . By minimizing construction activities in these

areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize the infiltration and

replenishment of groundwater . These positive effects would continue as long

as this district remains in force .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the water quality recommendations constitute

a moderate amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the

community . A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat
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is the relative presence of suburban development in the area . The contin

uation of growth as low to moderate -density type of development which has

been occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed across

the community . One result of this dispersed - type of growth is that some

urban development appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife

habitats at the present time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitats .

The potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact

on wildlife which would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can

be viewed as a local impact .

Areas outlined for sewer service would negatively affect wildlife by

diminishing the capacity of the habitats to support wildlife .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat in Medfield appears to be

about 4300 acres .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated with the growth patterns

projected in the recommendations , as a continuation of existing trends ,

that the ambient air quality standards will be maintained through 1985 even

with the estimated growth . It can be said in summary that the recommendations

will have a negligible impact on air quality .

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance

would be that the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would be

expected to rise temporarily during the construction phase of the sewer

age expansion because of the truck transportation of materials and supplies

to and from the construction sites .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public

and semi - public lands in Medfield would be moderate with development accord

ing to the recommended solutions . Development pressures could increase if

sewers were built in presently undeveloped areas , resulting in greater use

of open spaces for recreation . Much of the anticipated development which

is located adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned

low to moderate residential . Development of this density could result in

more use of existing open space and recreation areas by the residents .

In a few areas in the town , small open space parcels are adjacent to or

surrounded by land zoned for industrial use . Impacts from this type of

development on open space could be slightly negative , long - term , but prim

arily of local importance .

In Medfield , several scattered public and semi - public lands fall within

environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional development con

straints contained in these floodplains , wetlands , or watershed protection

districts would enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore

be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as long

as the overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of local

significance . In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is a

strong positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade

environment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of the

environment .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . A review of the potential

impacts of the recommendations on existing archaeological and historic sites

1
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in Medfield indicates that the growth pressure would create negative impacts

on only a few sites . These few sites are either zoned for medium - density

residential , commercial or industrial development ; or they are adjacent to

such uses . Certainly when a site is actually developed , the impact is signi

ficant and long - term , and the commitment is irreversible . The loss of any

of the archaeological or historic sites would be regional in significance .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of the affected

archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This has been

done purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration of the

sites . The information used was made available to this project from the

State Archaeologist's office with this request.

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommod

ating the anticipated residential growth outlined in the recomm.endations
in terms of the amount of land available in the community . The projected

400 housing units anticipated for Medfield means that about 360 acres of

residential land will be developed over the 20-year period .

Medfield allows moderate amounts of low -density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land

required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase devel

opment costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association

indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $17,000 and

$22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , relatively low -density

residential development in this town may produce a negative impact on housing

in terms of cost . This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from

a regional as well as a local perspective, and at the regional level the

potential problem becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be

increased due to the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may

not be most distinctly felt by residents in the community . The lot size

requirements and the concomitant land costs may well create a barrier at

the regional level for full access to housing opportunities in the area for

residents from throughout the region . This negative regional impact would

be long -term in its duration .

These factors would combine to affect a moderate amount of land , and

thus somewhat reduce construction opportunities . There would be long -term

implications , both locally and regionally . With the higher costs associated

with larger lot requirements, access to housing opportunities for middle

income families may become more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,450 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildinys to increase the supply

of moderately - priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining
adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )
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IV : ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . The process of cleaning up area waterways

and waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of

government and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing

of capital costs between government and water - using firms, it is important

to consider the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing
establishments .

It can be seen that the recommendations would have both potentially

positive and negative impacts on manufacturing . The expansion and use of

sewer service areas as outlined in Medfield would allow opportunities for

increased levels of manufacturing activities , and thereby increase employment

levels . The principle reason for such an effect is that with the intro

duction of sewer service to industrial land , these areas could assimilate

more structural development , which could then accept more labor - intensive

economic activities . An example might be the difference between a warehouse

employing only a half-dozen people and an electrical machinery plant employing

a few hundred . Indeed , the presence of sewerage might encourage some towns

to rezone areas for industrial use , given the proper market , and other econ

omic conditions .

Counterbalancing this increased opportunity for accommodating manuf

acturing activities is the requirement that industries pay a proportional

share of the capital costs of sewage treatment , based on their share of the

waste load . This potential cost to industries could inhibit plant expansion ,

or initial location , thereby precluding the full measure of employment

opportunities .

Medfield has less than five jobs in water-intensive employment , which is

expected to become virtually non-existent by 1995 . As a percentage of total

employment , this is less than one percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on manu

facturing activities in the community .
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MEDWAY : RECOMMENDED 209 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 88 homes near the center of town are served by a small sewer

system which discharges collected wastewater untreated to the Great Black

Swamp . This has caused severe pollution in the swamp . Under the town's

NPDES permit , the town has joined with the town of Franklin to construct

the CRPCD plant ( See Franklin ) . Under Medway's Facilities Plan , sewer service

will be expanded in three phases . Phase I , serving the southeastern portion

of town is presently under construction . Phase 2 is under Step 2 Design

and will serve the Chicken Brook area . Phase 3 sewers will be designed

in the near future . All wastewater will be treated at the CRPCD plant . The

remainder of the town is served by septic tanks . Septage is presently

being disposed to the MDC via Walpole . Provisions for future septage treat

ment have been made at the CRPCD plant. It is recommended that :

The town proceeds to implement its recommended facilities

plan construction program .

The town continue its septage disposal contract with MDC

until the CRPCD facility is equipped to handle septage .

The town should develop a preventive septic system main

tenance and inspection program for areas not programmed

to be sewered under the present facilities plan .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Operation and maintenance of the stormwater collection system is done

by the Highway Department . Catch basins are cleaned yearly . Other work

is done on an as needed basis . Recommendations to the town include the

following :

Annual programs of outfall , brook and channel inspection and

maintenance should be developed and implemented to complement

catch basin cleaning activities .

In planning for future development, maximum use should be

made of natural drainage and non-structural runoff control

measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local cost is as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment $ 14,700

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 66,950 ( much of this cost already may

be in local budgets)
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An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Two industries in Medway have been identified as significant wastewater

dischargers . The USM Corporation has been issued an NPDES permit for the

discharge of cooling water to the Chicken Brook , a tributary of the Charles

River . Your Laundry has applied for a permit to discharge laundry waste

water to the Charles River . This discharge will be connected to the CRPCD

facility . Recommendations to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . Also , the town should adopt

a drain layer's manual to regulate the installation of sewer

connections .

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewater (with pretreatment , if required ) to the

sewer system . Water conservation and recycling of process

wastewater should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that plans for operation and closing

of the Broad Street landfill be developed including monitoring to determine

the need for remedial measures in order to protect the valuable groundwater

aquifer underlying the site .

B. Salt Storage and Application . In order to prevent contamination of

local groundwater supplies , it is recommended that the town , together with

DPW , develop a sensitive salt application program and provide adequate

protected salt storage facilities .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Environmental regulations currently in force in Medway are adequate to

maintain water quality . In the future , though , Medway should consider

extending its floodplain district to cover wetlands .

The town should consider adopting an aquifer protection district

because the floodplain district may not adequately protect areas of high

groundwater favorability in the town from potential sources of contamination .

The adoption of a stream buffer district should be considered in order

to protect streams that the floodplain district does not .

Zoning use and density changes and the use of clustering would also

serve to minimize potential water quality problems .

VII . MANAGEMENT

The town of Medway has already joined with Franklin in the formation of

the Charles River Pollution Control District , and has formed a Board of Sewer

Commissioners . Additional wastewater management actions to be undertaken

include the implementation of a user charge system and a sewer use ordinance

which meet federal construction grant requirements . In adopting a sewer use

ordinance , Medway should refer to the model sewer use ordinanace and drain

layer's manual presented in this plan .

For the remaining unsewered areas of town the Board of Health should

initiate a rigorous maintenance and inpsection program for on-site sewage

disposal systems . At a minimum , a public education program , setting guide

lines for the proper maintenance of septic systems and mailing such guide

lines to homeowners in non - sewered areas should be set up . In addition ,

information to malfunctioning systems should be verified and appropriate

administrative actions promptly instituted against such systems , ranging

from pumping , to the reconstruction of failing systems , to requiring connec

tion to the town sewer system whenever feasible . New industries , locating

in the community should be required to connect to sanitary sewers (with

appropriate pretreatment , if necessary and required by the Board of Sewer

Commissioners or the Commissioners of the CRPCD ) .

The Board of Health should monitor the operation of the Broad Street

landfill to insure that state landfill regulations are being complied with .

The town Planning Board , with the Conservation Commission , should study

the land use recommendations presented above in terms of any more detailed

land use and natural features information available in the community .

Zoning changes , consistent with the preventive land control recommendations

presented above and with local policies and goals , should be prepared and

presented for town meeting approval. The MAPC can provide some preliminary

data , technical assistance and model by - laws to assist in this effort .

A more detailed delineation of the aquifer recharge area in Medway

would be helpful in developing controls to protect town groundwater

resources . Town meeting should be asked to authorize such a study .
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MEDWAY : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in

the selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question ,

"How much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering

the management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts

of the recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves

two types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance .

It should be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the com

munity only for the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation

and maintenance cost will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Medway .

The impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost

might effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean

that the property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other

taxing mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact

is given as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen

by communities in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for

the community is also included , and the revenue for this must be derived

from a form of user charges and not from a general revenue source . The

" average annual cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over

a 20-year bond issue amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed in Part II ,

Section 2 . The "tax rate impact " shows the annual change in the community's

tax rate due to the debt service cost . The "operation and maintenance " figure
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is the annual cost to the community and would be required each year of

operation .

The average annual cost would be $1,900 for Medway , ( not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $0.03 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be

$12,800 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion

of future growth anticipated for Medway there appear to be slightly negative

impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope ,

erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , either by not conflicting with the

environmental capability of the land , or by not sewering the area .

Potential erosion problems would be reduced in these areas , and this would

be a positive effect of long - term consequences .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

the projected future growth in terms of potential flood control problems ,

it appears that moderately negative impacts could result . Lanas with

potential flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood

hazard areas , and steep slope areas .

However , the extended use of the town's floodplain district would

have a positive effect on flood control problems. This regulation would

serve to reduce or prohibit development in significant areas which have

potential flood control problems. This benefit would continue as long as

the regulation remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be about

200 acres in Medway .

C. GroundwaterImpacts. The future growth anticipated for Medway

appears to have slightly negative impacts on potential groundwater supplies,

as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with recommended environmental

zoning districts , such as floodplain and aquifer protection districts .

Because these environmental districts impose special constraints on devel

opment , they function as groundwater protection . By minimizing any con

· struction activities in these areas , the land left in its natural state

would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The

positive effects on groundwater would continue for as long as the environ

mental districts are in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implement

ation of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls

would mean clustering and lower residential densities than what presently

exist , thus enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to

the groundwater . It would be a long - term effect , lasting for the duration

of this development pattern .
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D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future growth constitute a significant

amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the community .

A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the rel

ative presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation
of

growth as low to moderately low -density type of development which has been

occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed across the

community . One result of this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban

development appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife

habitats at the present time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitats .

The potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact

on wildlife which would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can

be viewed as a local impact .

The extended use of the floodplain district in Medway would provide

a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by this

land use regulation would provide local benefits for as long as the reg

ulation was in effect .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat in Medway appears to be about

4000 acres .

E. Air Quality Impacts. It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public and

semi - public lands in Medway would be slight with future development . Much

of the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding

open space would be in areas zoned low to moderately low -density residential
development . Development of this density could result in more use of existing

open space and recreation areas by the residents .

In Medway , a few scattered public and semi- public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional develop

ment constraints contained in these floodplain or aquifer protection dis

tricts would enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore

be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as long

as the overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of local

significance . In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is a

strong positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade

environment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environ

ment .

In several places in Medway where open space could be affected by dev

elopment the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In

most instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for

industrial or commercial development would become zoned for low to moder

ately low -density residential development. Impacts on open space would

be minimized through the development of less intensive land uses and would

be more compatible with open space .
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B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . Potential impacts on existing

archaeological and historic sites in Medway would be negligible.

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommo

dating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land

available in the community . The projected 780 housing units anticipated

for Medway means that about 1100 acres of residential land will be devel

oped over the 20 -year period .

Medway allows significant amounts of low -density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing ,

and obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of

land required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase

development costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's

Association indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between

$17,000 and $22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a rela

tively low - density pattern of residential development in this town may

produce a negative impact on housing in terms of cost . Ths negative

impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional, as well as a local

perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem becomes more

apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to the relatively

large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly felt by

residents in the community . The lot size requirements and the concomitant

land costs may well create a barrier at the regional level for full access

to housing opportunities in the area for residents from throughout the

region . This negative regional impact would be long - term in its duration .

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which

would either prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout

the community and reduce the amount of land available for development .

The community appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and

the reduction of land available for development would serve to intensify

this pressure .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long - term

implications, both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of

protective districts in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher

costs associated with larger lot requirements , access to housing oppor

tunities for middle - income families may become even more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the corimunities to mitigate any negativ ? ingacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 1si

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the ilee is

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permitier

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impact :

would not result . Communities with severs and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meetiny a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the sup; ly

of moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . The process of cleaning up area waterways

and waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of

government and private enterprise. Because this effort will involve a

sharing of capital costs between government and water - using firms , it is

important to consider the potential impact of these costs upon such manu

facturing establishments .

The recommendations for Medway represents reliance on non - structural

solutions to water quality problems and as a result it would seem that oppor

tunities for employment in manufacturing would be reduced . There may be

some cases in which some opportunities may be foreclosed because of actual

changes in zoning from industrial to low to moderately low - density residential

uses . Some existing manufacturing activities may be affected by such

zoning changes by making them non - conforming land uses . This would have

implications for their future expansion plans .

Medway has 170 jobs in water-intensive employment , which is expected

to be about the same by 1995 . As a percentage of total employment , in

1975 this is 13 percent and in 1995 , 8 percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on

manufacturing activities in the community .

-
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MILFORD : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 87 percent of the town's population is served by a wastewater

collection and treatment system which discharges to the Charles River . The

secondary treatment plant is severely overloaded due to the excessive infil

tration / inflow ( I/ I ) which decreases the operating efficiency of the plant .

The DWPC has determined that the effluent from this facility is responsible

for severe degradation of the Charles River . Following the recommendations

of their facilities plan the town is taking steps to reduce and / or eliminate

I/I and is planning to expand and upgrade the treatment facility to provide

advanced nutrient removal and reaeration prior to discharge . Overflows are

also being eliminated as a result of I/I elimination . Sludge is conditioned

with lime and ferric chloride , dewatered via vacuum filtration and landfilled

on-site . Septage collected from unsewered sections of town is disposed at

the treatment plant . It is recommended that :

The town proceed as expeditiously as possible towards imple

menting the recommended facilities upgrading and expansion .

The town discuss possible septage disposal arrangements with

the towns of Hopkinton , Southborough , Holliston and Bellingham .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department is responsible for operation and maintenance of

the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned at least once a

year . It is estimated that 25 to 50 catch basins are reconstructed each

year . Recommendations to the town include the following :

Annual programs of outfall , brook and channel inspection and

maintenance should be developed and implemented to complement

catch basin cleaning activities .

A comprehensive town drainage study should be undertaken to

determine the extent of the stormwater collection system .

In planning for future development , maximum use should be

made of natural drainage and non - structural runoff control

measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local cost is as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage $176,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 128,450 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Four industries in Milford have been identified as significant waste

water dischargers . The Archer Rubber Company has been issued an NPDES permit .

for the discharge of cooling water to the Charles River . The Foster - Forbes

Glass Company has applied for an NPDES permit for emergency discharges of

non-contact cooling water to a tributary of the Charles River and for over

flows from the firm's treatment facility to the ground . Beam Tube Corpora

tion and the Milford Daily News were classified as significant because they

may discharge toxic effluents to the Milford STP . Recommendations to the

town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . A drain layer's manual

should also be adopted to regulate the installation of sewer

connections .

.

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewater (with pretreatment , if required) to the

sewer system . Water conservation and recycling of process

wastewater should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . Due to severe leachate problems affecting Cedar Swamp

Pond , DEQE ordered the town to close its Cedar Street landfill in 1977 .

Closure plans developed by the town include the construction of a \ -mile

long sidewall dike to prevent continued leaching . It is recommended that the

town continue to work toward the implementaion of the closure plans. Moni

toring should be performed to provide continual evaluation of the effective

ness of recommended controls .

B. Salt Storage and Application . No problems with salt contamination

of water supplies were identified in Milford . It is recommended that , for

the continued protection of water supplies , the town develop a sensitive

salt application program .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum

salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

Education of local citizens about their responsibility

under winter driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Environmental zoning regulations in Milford are currently adequate

in protecting the community's water resources . In the future , Milford

should consider extending its flood hazard district in some places .

The town should also consider adopting a watershed protection district

to protect undeveloped pond areas and to minimize potential water quality

problems .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Milford should undertake steps to upgrade and expand its wastewater

treatment facilities and should take the necessary steps to comply with

federal construction grant requirements for the implementation of an accept

able user charge system and sewer use ordinance . Operation and maintenance

costs for the system are currently paid from tax revenues . In conisdering

the revision of its sewer use ordinance , Milford should refer to the model

sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan . The

Board of Sewer Commissioners currently administers the wastewater facilities .

A strict program for enforcing sewer use regulations should be instituted ,

focusing on illegal connections to the system . Milford is currently under

EPA restrictions and by court order cannot add trunk lines or extend its

sewer service area without EPA approval .

Discussions with the communities of Hopkinton , Holliston , Southborough

and Bellingham over possible future intermunicipal setpage disposal agree

ments should be carried out .

Milford should continue to work towards , and fund the implementation of

closure plans for the Cedar Street landfill . A comprehensive management

approach for the Cedar Swamp Pond area should continue to be pursued ,

including acquiring 314 "Clean Lakes" funds for the implementation of

restorative and preventative measures once a course of action has been

evaluated and decided upon .

The planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission ,

should evaluate the land use recommendations with respect to existing land use

and natural features information in the community . Zoning changes , consis

tent with these recommendations and with commnnity goals and policies ,

should be developed and presented to town meeting.
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MILFORD : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

D.

E.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV. Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in

the selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question ,

"How much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering

the management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts

of the recommendations are presented here .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Milford .

The impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost

might effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean

that the property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other

taxing mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact

is given as an example and also because it is a repayment method often

chosen by communities in the region .

The " average annual cost " represents the average annual debt service

cost over a 20 - year bond issue amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed

in Part II , Section The "tax rate impact " shows the annual change in

the community's tax rate due to the debt service cost .

2 .
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The average annual cost would be $176,000 for Milford , ( not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax

rate of $4.70 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts. In examining the possible affects on erosion

of the water quality recommendations for Milford , there appear to be

moderately negative impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in

areas of steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the use of sewer service has been recommended

as a solution for water quality , erosion problems would be aggravated for

those potential erosion lands . This increased problem could result in two

ways ; one being short - term in duration , while the other one would be a

long - term consequence .

A short - term negative impact of using sewers in an area considered

as having erosion potential is that during the construction phase of work

there would be considerable disruption of the landscape . This removal of

natural vegetation , plus the increased traffic for the construction work ,

would mean an increase in the potential for erosion .

An impact for erosion potential which would be of long - term signif

icance in the use of sewers is that the intensity and density of land uses

permitted in an area can be altered and increased with sewers . One effect

of this change in permitted land uses would be that the more intensity

development would aggravate existing erosion problems . This impact would

last as long as the development and would tend to be irreversible .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations

in Milford appears to be approximately 165 acres .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems, it appears that

moderately negative impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control

problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope

areas .

In those areas which are considered as having potential flood control

problems , the use of sewers as outlined would increase the potential problems .

This would be an adverse consequence of this water quality management program

which would be long - term in duration . The opportunities for reversing such

impacts once they have taken place would appear to be limited . The use of

sewers as a solution for water quality permits an area to accommodate a

broader range of intensities and densities of land uses , without potential

water quality degradation problems. Since an area with potential flooding

problems should be maintained in its natural state as much as possible , so

as to minimize flooding; the increased density of development in areas of

sewer service would mean potentially increased flood control problems .

The extension of the flood hazard district would have a positive effect

on flood control problems . This regulation serves to reduce or prohibit

development in significant areas which have potential flood control problems.

This benefit would continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .
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The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be 165 acres

in Milford .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for

Milford appear to have moderately negative impacts on potential groundwater

supplies , as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

In undeveloped areas outlined for the use of sewers , there could be

an accompanying increase in residential density from low to moderate density .

Reduced development costs resulting from such a density change could increase

the probability of development . Sewers in areas of groundwater favorability

could mean that the water used in these areas would no longer be recharged

to the ground ; rather it would be carried out of the community , thereby

greatly reducing groundwater recharge in these areas . Also , with increased

development comes increased consumption of the groundwater through local

wells . Negative effects could result on the recharge capacity of these areas

and also present contamination problems through infiltration . This can be

seen as long - term impact ; since any effects created would continue to occur

throughout the lifetime of that development. Due to the low probability of

reversing this type of effect once it is established , this impact could con

stitute an irreversible commitment of groundwater resources . The results of

a negative impact might not be limited to a single area or community , since

many communities utilize groundwater supplies common to more than a single

town .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with recommended environmental

zoning districts , such as an aquifer protection district . Because these

environmental districts impose special constraints on development , they also

function as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activ

ities in these areas , and land left in its natural state would maximize the

infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on

groundwater would continue for as long as the environmental districts are

in force .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the water quality recommendations constitute

a small amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the

community . A prime factor in determing the capacity of wildlife habitat

is the relative presence of suburban development in the area . The contin

uation of growth as moderate - density type of development which has been

occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed across the

community . One result of this dispersed-type of growth is that some urban

development appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife hab

itats could produce a negative impact on wildlife which would be of long

term consequences . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

Areas outlined for sewer service would negatively affect wildlife by

diminishing the capacity of the habitats to support wildlife . However ,

one positive affect could be that if growth and density was increased in

the sewer service area , by clustering growth there , then the total amount

of land needed to accommodate growth , in a more dispersed pattern , would be

reduced . In this way land could remain as potential wildlife habitats more

by remaining in a natural and undeveloped state .

The extended use of environmental zoning districts in Milford would

provide a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by

these land use regulations would provide local benefits for as long as the
regulation was in effect .
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The amount of potential wildlife habitat in Milford appears to be

about 3300 acres .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated with the growth patterns

projected in the recommendations, as a continuation of existing trends ,

that the ambient air quality standards will be maintained through 1985 even

with the estimated growth . It can be said in summary that the recommend

ations will have a negligible impact on air quality .

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance

would be that the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would be

expected to rise temporarily during the construction phase of the sewerage

expansion because of the truck transportation of materials and supplies to

and from the construction sites .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public

and semi -public lands in Milford would be slight with development according

to the recommended solutions . Much of the anticipated development which is

located adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low

to moderate residential . Development of this density could result in more

use of existing open space and recreation areas by the residents . In a few

areas in the basin , small open space parcels are adjacent to or surrounded

by land zoned for industrial use . Impacts from this type of development

on open space could be slightly negative , long - term , but primarily of local

importance .

In Milford , a few scattered public and semi - public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional devel

opment constraints contained in these flood hazard , aquifer protection or

watershed protection districts would enhance open space or recreational

areas and would therefore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts

would continue as long as the overlay districts remain in force and would

be an impact of local significance . In the case of these overlay zoning

districts , there is a strong positive relationship between this short - term

use of the manmade environment and the enhancement of the long - term produc

tivity of the environment .

Development pressures could increase if sewers were built in presently

undeveloped areas , resulting in greater use of open spaces for recreation .

It should be noted that , while sewer construction would allow for higher

residential densities , if the projected population growth remains about the

same through a phased growth management system as discussed in Part II ,

Section 4 , that growth could be accommodated on less total acreage , thus

leaving more open land for recreation and aesthetic enjoyment. Impacts

would be long - term and of local significance .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . Potential impacts of the

recommendations on existing archaeological and historic sites in Milford

would be negligible.

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommo

dating the anticipated residential growth outlined in the recommendations
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in terms of the amount of land available in the community . The projected

2560 housing units anticipated for Milford means that about 2600 acres

of residential land will be developed over the 20-year period .

Milford allows moderate amounts of low - density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing ,

and obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of

land required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase

development costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's

Association indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between

$ 17,000 and $22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , relatively

low -density residential development in this town may produce a negative

impact on housing in terms of cost . This negative impact on housing costs

can be viewed from a regional , as well as a local perspective , and at the

regional level the potential problem becomes more apparent. While the cost

of housing may be increased due to the relatively large lot sizes required ,

the effects may not be most distinctly felt by residents in the community .

The lot size requirements and the concomitant land costs may well create

a barrier at the regional level for full access to housing opportunities

in the area for residents from throughout the region . This negative regional

impact would be long -term in its duration .

Furthermore , environmental zoning districts , which would either prohibit

or constrain housing development occur throughout the community and reduce

the amount of land available for development . The community appears to be

experiencing significant growth pressure and the reduction of land available

for development would serve to intensify this pressure .

However , the reduction in residential lot sizes that could accompany

the outlined sewers might permit the construction of more moderately -priced

housing . In terms of alleviating the short supply of such housing, locally

and regionally , such an outcome would produce a positive impact . Average

on- site land costs may be reduced from $ 17,000- $22,000 under basic one-acre

requirements to $ 11,000- $15,000 under medium density requirements. This is

a significant reduction that , together with the advent of sewers ,

enhance development potential significantly .

These factors would combine to affect a moderate amount of land , and

thus somewhat reduce construction opportunities . There would be long -term

implications, both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of pro

tective districts in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs

associated with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities

for middle - income families may become more difficult .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts. The process of cleaning up area waterways

and waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of

government and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing

of capital costs between government and water -using firms, it is important

to consider the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing
establishments .

It can be seen that the recommendations would have both potentially

positive and negative impacts on manufacturing . The expansion and use of

sewer service areas as outlined in Milford would allow opportunities for
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increased leyels of manufacturing activities, and thereby increase employ

ment levels . The principle reason for such an effect is that with the

introduction of sewer seryice to industrial land , these areas could assim ,

more structural development, which could then accept more labor - intensive

economic activities . An example might be the difference between a warehouse

employing only a half - dozen people and an electrical machinery plant employ

ing a few hundred . Indeed , the presence of sewerage might encourage some

towns to rezone areas for industrial use , given the proper market , and other

economic Conditions .

Counterbalancing this increased opportunity for accommodating manuf

acturing activities is the requirement that industries pay a proportional

share of the capital costs of sewage treatment , based on their share of the

waste load . This potential cost to industries could inhibit plant expansion ,

or initial location , thereby precluding the full measure of employment

opportunities .

Milford has about 165 jobs in water-intensive employment , which is

expected to decrease to about 130 jobs by 1995 . As a percentage of total

employment , in 1975 this is 3 percent and in 1995 , 2 percent .
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MILLIS : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 38 percent of the town is served by a sewage collection and

treatment system which discharges secondary treated effluent to Sugar Brook ,

a tributary to the Charles River . The town's Facilities Plan , which is

presently being reviewed by EPA and DWPC , recommends that Millis wastewater

be treated at the Medfield Advanced Waste Treatment plant and that the existing

Millis facility be used for septage pretreatment with supernatant liquids

conveyed for treatment to the Medfield facility . Sludge would be disposed

of via the Medfield system . It is recommended that :

The town seek to implement its recommended facilities plan

A study to evaluate the feasibility of converting the existing

Millis treatment plant into a regional septage treatment facility

( serving potentially , the towns of Southborough , Hopkinton , Holliston ,

Sherborn , Dover , Norfolk , Wrentham , Bellingham , and Medfield ) should

be initiated by DWPC together with DECE , EPA , MAPC and all involved

communities . The town of Millis has expressed in writing , its

willingness to participate in such an alternative . It is recog

nized that this alternative is entirely dependent on DWPC , EPA and

the towns of Millis and Medfield to proceed with the implementation

of Millis ' Facilities Plan recommendations .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Public Works Department performs operation and maintenance on tl.

stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned twice a year by a

contractor . Pipes are flushed as needed . Recommendations to the town include

the following :

An inspection and maintenance program should be inititiated for

outfalls , brooks and culverts to complement catch basin cleaning

activities .

In planning for future development , maximum use should be made

of natural drainage and non-structural runoff control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local cost is as follows :

Sewerage $209,000

Septage Treatment $ 5,900

Stormwater $47,050 (much of this cost already may be in

local budgets . )
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An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Three industries in Millis have been identified as significant waste

water dischargers . The cott Corporation and GAF Corporation have been issued

NPDES permits for the discharge of process wastewater and cooling water ,

respectively , to Sugar Brook . Cott Corporation is currently implementing

a pollution control program . Industrionics , Inc. has been identified as a

significant industry because the firm may discharge a toxic effluent to the

Millis STP . Recommendations to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model sewer

use law developed by MAPC . If Millis abandons its present treatment

facility and connects with the Medfield STP , the sewer use law should

be at least as stringent as the Medfield sewer use law . In addition ,

the town should adopt a drain layer's manual to regulate the instal

lation of sewer connections .

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and process

wastewater to the sewer system (with pretreatment , if required ) .

Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater should be

encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The Island Road landfill is operated under DEQE

approved plans. The site is estimated to have sufficient capacity for

10 years of operation , however , it is filling at a faster rate . It is

recommended that monitoring be undertaken to assess the continuing

adequacy of operation at the new site and the effectiveness of sealing

the old Island Road site .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Millis was recently informed by the

Commissioner of Public Health that sodium levels in the town's water supply

exceed the allowable level of 20 mg / l . It is recommended that the town ,

together with DPW , develop a sensitive salt application program to prevent

further contamination of vital water resources . It is also recommended that

adequate salt storage facilities be constructed .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recom

mended for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road net

works with locations of salt- sensitive targets (aquifers , wells ,

streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no - salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Education
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of local citizens about their responsibility under winter driving

conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Millis should undertake two measures to protect large areas of high

groundwater favorability : adopt an aquifer protection district and employ

cluster zoning .

Millis should also consider zoning use and density changes where cur

rent zoning conflicts with the environmental capability of the land to

support development .

VII . MANAGEMENT

An intermunicipal sewer service agreement between Millis and Medfield

should be executed to implement the recommendation of the Millis Facilities

Plan . This agreement should be written consistent with the requirements of

section 208 ( c ) ( 2 ) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act . It should

obligate each community to enforce the federal requirements for user charges ,

industrial cost recovery , sewer system rehabilitation and sewer use ordinances .

It should set average daily flow rates with provisions for peak flows and finan

cial arrangements which allocate capital costs and annual operation and

maintenance costs ( in proportion to flow rates and strength as they relate

to treatment costs ) . An administrative overhead charge provision may also be

appropriate . In adopting an acceptable sewer use ordinance peference should

be made to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented

in this plan . It should provide for sufficient control over the discharge of

pretreated effluent into the system to provide for the most effective

functioning of the treatment processes . Cott Corporation , by court order , is

required to constrict pretreatment facilities and tie into the Millis system

and commence operation of the facilities by July 1978 .

An agreement between Millis , EPA , DWPC , DEQE , MAPC and communities of

Holliston , Sherborn , Dover , Norfolk , Wrentham , Hopkinton , Southborough ,

Medfield and Bellingham should be sought to study the feasibility of con

verting the existing Millis treatment plant into a regional septage facility .

This proposal should be contingent upon the implementation of Millis ' Facili

ties Plan recommendations .

The Board of Health should initiate rigorous maintenance and inspection

programs for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public educa

tion program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic sys

tems and mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas should be

verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against

such systems , ranging from pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems ,

requiring connection to the municipal collection system when a septic system

fails or becomes a nuisance .

In conjunction with the study of the regional septage disposal issue

should be a consideration of a mandatory inspection and maintenance program

for the community . Such a program could take many forms ( see Part II of this

plan ) , depending upon the goals and resources of the community , and should

prompt consideration of the formation of a regional health district depending

upon the economies of scale and local political feasibility . A regional health

district should be jurisdictionally consistent with any proposed regional

septage disposal configuration .
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MILLIS : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

D.

E.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing
C.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in

the selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question ,

"How much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering

the management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts

of the recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves

two types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance .

It should be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the com

munity only for the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation

and maintenance cost will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Millis .

The impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost

might effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean

that the property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other

taxing mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact

is given as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen

by communities in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for

the community is also included , and the revenue for this must be derived

from a form of user charges and not from a general revenue source . The

" average annual cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over

a 20 -year bond issue amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed in Part II ,
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Section 2 . The " tax rate impact " shows the annual change in the community's

tax rate due to the debt service cost . The "operation and maintenance "

figure is the annual cost to the community and would be required each year

of operation .

The average annual cost would be $157,800 for Millis , ( not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $2.85 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $57,100 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of

the water quality recommendations for Millis , there appears to be primarily

positive impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the use of sewer service has been recommended as

a solution for water quality , erosion problems would be aggravated for

those potential erosion lands . This increased problem would be short - term

in duration .

A short - term negative impact of using sewers in an area considered as

having erosion potential is that during the construction phase of work there

would be considerable disruption of the landscape . This removal of natural

vegetation , plus the increased traffic for the construction work , would

mean an increase in the potential for erosion .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , so as not to conflict with the

environmental capability of the land . Potential erosion problems would

be reduced in these areas , and this would be a positive effect of long

term consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations

in Millis appears to be approximately 80 acres .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

the recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems, it ap

pears that predominantly positive impacts could result . Lands with poten

tial flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard

areas , and steep slope areas .

The extended use of environmental districts would have a positive

effect on flood control problems . These regulations would serve to reduce

or prohibit development in significant areas which have potential flood

control problems . This benefit would continue as long as the regulations

remained in effect .

The zoning use and density changes recommended in Millis would also

help reduce potential flood control problems by directing development away

from flood-prone areas .

The extent of the reduction in potential flood control problem areas

appears to be about 145 acres in Millis .

- -
-

-
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Groundwater Impacts . The projected future development in Millis

appears to have moderately negative impacts on potential groundwater supplies,

as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability ,

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability would be protected by an aquifer protection

district . Because this environmental district imposes special constraints

on development , it functions as groundwater protection . By minimizing any

construction activities in these areas , the land left in its natural state

would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater .

itive effects on groundwater would continue for as long as this district is

in force .

The pos

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would

mean clustering and lower residential densities than what presently exist ,

thus enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the ground

water . It would be a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this

development pattern .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future growth constitute a significant amount

of the habitat areas which are currently available in the community .

A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the

relative presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation

of growth as low to moderate - density type of development which has been

occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed across the

community . One result of this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban

development appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habi

tats at the present time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitats .

The potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact

on wildlife which would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can

be viewed as a local impact .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat in Millis appears to be

3800 acres .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends, would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi- public lands in Millis would be slight with future development . Much

of the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding

open space would be in areas zoned low to moderate - density residential

development . Development of this density could result in more use of existing

open space and recreation areas by the residents .

In several places in Millis where open space could be affected by devel

opment , the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most

instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for industrial,

commercial , or medium residential density development would become zoned for

low to moderately low - density residential development . Impacts on open space

would be minimized through the development of less intensive land uses and

would be more compatible with open space .
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However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls recom

mended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . A review of the potential

impacts of the recommendations on existing archaeological and historic sites

in Millis indicates that the growth pressure would create negative impacts

on only a few sites . These few sites are either zoned for medium - density

residential , commercial or industrial development ; or they are adjacent to
such uses . Certainly when a site is actually developed , the impact is signi

ficant and long - term , and the commitment is irreversible . The loss of any

of the archaeological or historic sites would be regional in significance .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of the affected

archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This has been done

purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration of the sites .

The information used was made available to this project from the State

Archaeologist's Office with this request .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommod

ating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land avail

able in the community . The projected 1000 housing units anticipated for

Millis means that 1300 acres of residential land will be developed over the

20 - year period .

Millis allows significant amounts of low-density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land

required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase develop

ment costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association

indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $17,000 and

$22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a relatively low -density

pattern of residential development in this town may produce a negative

impact on housing in terms of cost . This negative impact on housing costs

can be viewed from a regional , as well as a local perspective , and at the

regional level the potential problem becomes more apparent . While the cost

of housing may be increased due to the relatively large lot sizes required ,

the effects may not be most distinctly felt by residents in the community

The lot size requirements and the concomitant land costs may well create

a barrier at the regional level for full access to housing opportunities

in the area for residents from throughout the region . This negative regional

impact would be long -term in its duration .

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would

either prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the com

munity and reduce the amount of land available for development . The com

munity appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the reduc

tion of land available for development would serve to intensify this pressure .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce

current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning and

environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase of the

land necessary for the use on residential on- site disposal which would

increase housing costs .

-
-
-

-

1
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These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long - term

implications, both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of

protective districts in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs

associated with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities

for middle - income families may become even more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately - priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . The process of cleaning up area waterways

and waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of

government and private enterprise. Because this effort will involve a

sharing of capital costs between government and water - using firms, it is

important to consider the potential impact of these costs upon such manufac

turing establishments .

The recommendations for Millis represent reliance on non- structural

solutions to water quality problems and as a result it would seem that

opportunities for employment in manufacturing would be reduced . There may

be some cases in which some opportunities
may be foreclosed because of

actual changes in zoning from industrial to low - to -medium density residen

tial uses . Some existing manufacturing
activities may be affected by such

zoning changes by making them non - conforming land uses . This would have

implications for their future expansion plans . Millis has less than 10 jobs

in water - intensive employment . As a percentage of total employment , this

is less than one percent .
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NATICK : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 80 percent of the town is served by a sewerage system which

discharges to the MSD system for treatment at the Nut Island facility .

The remainder of the town is served by septic systems and cesspools .

Septage is discharged to the MSD via a manhole in the Natick system on

West Central Street . The town has just initiated a Step I Facilities

Plan to determine the future sewering needs of the community as well as

non - structural approaches to future wastewater management . It is recom

mended that :

The town include analysis of potential sewer service

areas identified by 208 staff .

The town develop and implement a preventive septic

system maintenance and inspection program .

An I/I analysis should be done as part of the on - going

201 plan .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Natick DPW is responsible for operation and maintenance of the

stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned on the average of

once every two years . Recommendations to the town include the following :

The catch basin cleaning program should be upgraded to

include cleaning on at least an annual basis with more

frequent cleaning in problem areas .

Regular programs of outfall , channel and stream inspection

and maintenance should be developed and implemented .

In planning for future development , maximum use should be

made of natural drainage characteristics and non - structural

runoff control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

Sewerage $8,000

Septage Treatment 0

Stormwater $178,800 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

-
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An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

The U.S. Army -Natick Laboratories has been identified as a significant

industry . This discharge is to Lake Cochituate and consists of air condit

ioning cooling water . Recommendations to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC and at least as stringent as

the MDC sewer use law . In addition , a drain layer's manual

to regulate the installation of sewer connections should be

adopted .

Water conservation practices and recycling of process waste

water should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The town's landfill , off Route 27 , is operated in

accordance with plans approved by DEQE . The landfill is in the Indian

Brook drainage area within the Charles River Basin . It is recommended

that monitoring be undertaken to assess the impacts of this operation .

The inactive portions at the site should be sealed and planted in accor

dance with landfill regulations .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Sodium levels are reportedly in

creasing in the Natick wells although present levels are still below the

standard of 20 mg / l . It is recommended that the town , together with DPW ,

develop a sensitive salt application program to protect the groundwater
supplies . Salt should be stored in covered sheds with impervious

floors if contamination is found beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recom

mended for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets(aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

Education of local citizens about their responsibility under

winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Natick should either extend its floodplain district or enact a wetlands

protection district to maintain its wetlands .
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The community should adopt an aquifer protection district to maintain

the recharge function in areas of high groundwater favorability .

Natick should consider rezoning in areas where the current zoning

presents potential conflicts with the environmental capability of the land .

The town should also consider more extensive use of PUD's (Planned Unit

Developments) to help minimize potential water quality problems.

VII . MANAGEMENT

Because Natick is connected to the MSD , the community will be required

to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing

and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Addition

ally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering

discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , commun

ities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by-law or ordinance no

less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements will

place significant administrative and management burdens on Natick . Reference

should be made by Natick to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's

manual presented in this plan , in revising its sewer use law .

The Board of Health should initiate a vigorous maintenance and inspec

tion program for on- site sewage disposal systems. At a minimum , a public

education program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic

systems and mailing of such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas

should be set up . In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should

be verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against

such systems , ranging from pumping , to the reconstruction of failing systems,

to requiring connection to the municipal collection system when a septic

system fails or becomes a nuisance , and the municipal system is accessible .

In conjunction with the 201 study evaluation of non-structural approaches

to wastewater management should be a consideration of a mandatory inspection

and maintenance program for areas in Natick served by on- site wastewater dis

posal systems. Such a program could take many forms ( see part II of this plan ) ,

depending upon the resources and goals of the community . The Federal Clean

Water Act of 1977 allows the use of 201 construction grant monies for privately

owned treatment works serving one or more principal residences or small com

mercial establishments . However , the public body applying for the grant , in

this case the town , must meet certain requirements , including assurances that

such treatment works will be properly operated and maintained and that an

acceptable use charge system will be instituted to pay for operation and maint

enance costs . An effective inspection and maintenance program might therefore

assist Natick in obtaining 201 funds for some non- sewering approaches to waste

water management .

The Board of Health should closely monitor the operation of the town land

fill and the closing of the older , inactive landfill areas to insure compliance

with state landfill regulations. Water quality testing of the area should be

repeated occasionally .

The Natick Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission and

the Board of Health should consider the land use recommendations made above .

Land use and natural features information which is more detailed than the MAPC
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information should , of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation

of the aquifer recharge area in the community would be desirable , and town

meeting should be asked to authorize such a study . Zoning changes , consist

ent with the preventive land control recommendations presented above , and

with local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for town

meeting approval .
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NATICK : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air QualityE.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in

the selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question ,

" How much will it COST ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering

the management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts

of the recommendations are presented here .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Natick .

The impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost

might effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean

that the property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other

taxing mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact

is given as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen

by communities in the region . The " average annual cost" represents the

average annual debt service cost over a 20 -year bond issue amortized at 6%

and is the figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 . The "tax rate impact "

shows the annual change in the community's tax rate due to the debt service

cost .

The average annual cost would be $8,000 for Natick , (not including

stormwat costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $0.04 .
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II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of

the water quality recommendations for Natick there appear to be predominantly

positive impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the use of sewer service has been recommended as

a solution for water quality , erosion problems would be aggravated for those

potential erosion lands . However , this increased problem would be short

term in duration .

A short - term negative impact of using sewers in an area considered as

having erosion potential is that during the construction phase of work there

would be considerable disruption of the landscape . This removal of natural

vegetation , plus the increased traffic for the construction work , would mean

an increase in the potential for erosion .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , so as not to conflict with the

environmental capability of the land . Potential erosion problems would be

reduced in these areas , and this would be a postive effect of long -term

consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations

in Natick appears to be approximately 260 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effect .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

predominantly positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood

control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas and steep

slope areas .

In those areas which are considered as having potential flood control

problems , the use of sewers as outlined would increase the potential problems .

This would be an adverse consequence of this water quality management program

which would be long -term in duration . The opportunities for reversing such

impacts once they have taken place would appear to be limited .

The extended use of environmental zoning districts would have a positive

effect on flood control problems . These regulations would serve to reduce

or prohibit development in significant areas which have potential flood control

problems . This benefit would continue as long as the regulations remained

in effect . The recommended zoning use and density changes , by directing deve

lopment away from flood prone areas , would also reduce potential flood control

problems in Natick .

The extent of potential flood control problem areas appears to be about

600 acres in Natick . More detailed review of these impacts whould be addressed

in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an envi

ronmental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .
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C. Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for

Natick appear to have slightly negative impacts on potential groundwater

supplies , as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

Sewers in areas of groundwater favorability could mean that the water

used in these areas would no longer be recharged to the ground ; rather it

would be carried out of the community , thereby greatly reducing groundwater

recharge in these areas . This can be seen as long - term impact , since any

effects created would continue to occur throughout the lifetime of that

development . Due to the low probability of reversing this type of effect

once it is established , this impact could constitute an irreversible com

mitment of groundwater resources . The results of a negative impact might not

be limited to a single area or community , since many communities utilize

groundwater supplies common to more than a single town .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with recommended extended use of

environmental zoning districts , such as floodplain , aquifer protection and

wetlands districts . Because these environmental districts impose special

constraints on development , they also function as groundwater protection .

By minimizing any construction activities in these areas , the land left in

its natural state would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of

groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater would continue for as

long as the environmental districts are in force . Another potentially posi

tive impact would result from the implementation of recommended land manage

ment controls . Revised land use controls would mean lower residential dens

ities than what presently exist , thus enhancing the potential for more infil

tration and recharge to the groundwater . It would be a long - term effect ,

lasting for the duration of this development pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater favor

ability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning for

the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assessment

should be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts. The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future growth constitute a significant amount

of the habitat areas which are currently available in the community . A prime

factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative

presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation of growth

as moderate -density type of development which has been occurring up to now

means that urban development is dispersed across the community . One result

of this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban development appears in

all of those areas rated as habitats at the present time, and reduces their

capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact on wildlife habitat could

produce a negative impact on wildlife which would be of long - term consequences .

Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

The more extensive use of environmental zoning districts in Natick would

provide a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by these

land use regulations would provide local benefits for as long as the regula

tion was in effect .

-
-

-
-
-
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E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated with the growth patterns

projected in the recommendations , as a continuation of existing trends ,

that the ambient air quality standards will be maintained through 1985

even with the estimated growth . It can be said in summary that the recom

mendations will have a negligible impact on air quality .

事

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance

would be that the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would be

expected to rise temporarily during the construction phase of sewerage

expansion because of the truck transportation of materials and supplies

to and from the construction sites .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public

and semi- public lands in Natick would be slight with development according

to the recommended solutions . Much of the anticipated development which

is located adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned

low to moderate residential density . Development of this density could

result in more use of existing open space and recreation areas by the res

idents .

In Natick , a few scattered public and semi- public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional devel

opment constraints contained in these floodplain , wetlands , or aquifer

protection districts would enhance open space or recreational areas and

would therefore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would

continue as long as the overlay districts remain in force and would be an

impact of local significance . In the case of these overlay zoning districts ,

there is a strong positive relationship between this short - term use of the

manmade environment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of

the environment .

In a few places in Natick where open space could be affected by devel

opment the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most

instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for industrial ,

commercial, or moderate residential density development would become zoned

for low density residential development . Impacts on open space would be

minimized through the development of less intensive land uses and would be

more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls recom

mended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts. Impacts on any existing archa

eological and historic sites in Natick would be negligible with future antic

ipated development .

C. Housing Impacts. There appears to be little diffulty in accomm

odating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land
available in the community . The projected 1200 housing units anticipated

for Natick means that about 670 acres of residential land will be developed

over the 20 - year period .
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Natick allows moderate amounts of low density development . Since the

cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing, and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land

required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase develop

ment costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association

indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $17,000 and

$22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , low density residential

development in this town may produce a negative impact on housing in terms

of cost . This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional

as well as a local perspective, and at the regional level the potential pro

blem becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due

to the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most dist

inctly felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements and

the concomitant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional level

for full access to housing opportunities in the area for residents from

throughout the region . This negative regional impact would be long -term in

its duration .

Furthermore , the environmental zoning districts, which would either

prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the community and

reduce the amount of land available for development . The community appears

to be experiencing growth pressures and the reduction of land available for

development would serve to intensify this pressure .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce

current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning

and environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase

of the land necessary for the use of residential on-site disposal which

would increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a moderate amount of land , and

thus somewhat reduce construction opportunities . There would be long - term

implications , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protec

tive districts in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs assoc

iated with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities for

middle - income families may become difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can pernit roder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Natick has about 550 jobs in water - intensive

employment , which is expected to decrease to about 400 by 1995. As a percent

age of total employment , in 1975 this is about 4 percent and in 1995 , a little

over one percent .

Reference should be made to the EMMA study for expected impacts on indus

try in MDC -served communities , of which Natick is one .
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NEEDHAM : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 85 percent of the town is served by a sewerage system which dis

charges to the MSD system for treatment at the Nut Island facility . The

remainder of the town is served by septic systems and cesspools . Septage is

discharged to the MSD via the town's sewerage system . The town has no current

facilities plan . It is recommended that :

The town initiate a Step 1 facilities plan to perform an I/ I

analysis of the existing system and to evaluate future sewerage

needs .

- The town should develop a preventive septic system maintenance

and inspection program .

The town should promote water conservation to reduce wastewater

flows .

I. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Needham Public Works Department is responsible for operation and

maintenance of the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned

on a regular basis , some as often as four times per year . Brooks are cleaned

during the winter . This is considered a good program by 208 staff . Recommenda

tions to the cown include the following :

Outfalls should be inspected regularly and cleaned whenever

necessary

- In planning for future development , maximum use should be

made of natural drainage characteristics and non-structural

runoff collection measures .

II . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 201,100 ( much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part I of this

draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

RecommendationsNo significant industries have been identified in Needham .

to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law , comparable to the sewer

use law developed by MAPC . In any case , the town's sewer use

law should be at least as stringent as the MDC sewer use law .

The town should also adopt a drain layer's manual to regulate

the installation of sewer connections .

- Water conservation practices and recycling of process wastewater

should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . Although no problems were identified with regard to the

town's Central Avenue landfill , it is recommended that monitoring be done to

assess the adequacy of operations and the need for remedial measures .

B. Salt Storage and Application . It is recommended that the town , together

with the DPW , develop a sensitive salt application program to prevent contamina

tion of the town's groundwater supplies with sodium and chlorides . Salt should

be stored in covered sheds with impervious pads if contamination is found beyond

the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended for

all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Needham should extend its floodplain district to cover currently unpro

tected wetlands and flood hazard areas .

The town should reduce zoning densities and use clustering in areas where

the current zoning is incompatible with the environmental capability of the

land .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Needham is a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District and therefore

will be required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost

recovery billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and

EPA . Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regul

ations covering discharge of sewage , drainage, substance of wastes to the

MSD system , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by

law or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These

requirements will place significant administrative and management burdens

on Needham . Reference should be made by Needham to the model sewer use ord

inance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan , in revising its sewer

use ordinance .

For those few areas in the community which are served by on- site waste

water disposal systems , the Board of Health should initiate a vigorous maint

enance and inspection program for on-site sewage disposal systems. At a

minimum , a public education program , setting guidelines for the proper maint

enance of septic systems and mailing of such guidelines to homeowners in non

sewered areas should be set up . In addition , information on malfunctioning

systems should be verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly

instituted against such systems, ranging from pumping, to the reconstruction

of failing systems , to requiring connection to the municipal collection system

when a septic system fails or becomes a nuisance , if the municipal system is

accessible .

Any inspection and maintenance program developed in Needham should be

considered for implementation in the entire area served by the Needham -Well

esley-Weston Cooperative Boards of Health . The member - communities do , of

course , have very different wastewater disposal problems, but any program or

parts therefore that can be planned and implemented using cooperative resources

should do so . A public education and information program on septic system

maintenance and water conservation falls into this category . Needham does

employ its own sanitarian and clerical staff .

Finally , the town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation

commission , should evaluate the preventive non-point source control recom

mendations presented above with respect to existing land use and natural

features information in the community . Zoning changes , consistent with these

recommendations , should be drafted and presented to town meeting . Other com

munity goals and policies should , of course , be reflected in these proposals .
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NEEDHAM : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

I. Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality
E.

II . Social Impacts

A

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs associated with recommendations for Need

ham , except those associated with stormwater management which are already largely

in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of

future growth anticipated to occur in Needham , there appears to be slightly

negative impacts. Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope, erodable soils or sparse vegetation .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of per

mitted development would be reduced , either by not conflicting with the environ

mental capability of the land , or by not sewering the area . Potential erosion

problems would be reduced in these areas , and this would be a positive effect

of long - term consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations in

Needham appears to be approximately 30 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be designed

to reduce any negative effects .
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Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears

that slightly positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood con

trol problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas and steep

slope areas .

The extended use of the floodplain district would have a positive effect

on flood control problems . This regulation would serve to reduce or prohibit

development in significant areas which have potential flood control problems .

This benefit would continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be about 30

acres in Needham . More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed

in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an environ

mental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

Groundwater Impacts . The future development expected to occur in Need

ham appears to have slightly negative impacts on potential groundwater supplies ,

as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where

groundwater favorability coincides with the existing and recommended extension

of the floodplain district . Because this environmental district imposes special

constraints on development , it also functions , to a certain measure , as ground

water protection . By minimizing any construction activities in these areas , the

land left in its natural state would maximize the infiltration and replenishment

of groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater would continue for as long

as the floodplain district is in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would mean

clustering and lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater .

It would be a long-term effect , lasting for the duration of this development

pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater favorability

and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning for the community .

To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assessment should be done con

currently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts. A small amount of potential wildlife habitat can

be found in Needham . A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife

habitat is the relative presence of suburban development in the area . The

continuation of growth as moderate density type of development which has been

occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed across the commu

nity . One result of this dispersed type of growth is that urban development

appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the present

time, and reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact on

remaining wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact on wildlife which

would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local

impact .

The use of the floodplain district in Needham provides some benefit for

wildlife . The development constraints imposed by this land use regulation

would provide this benefit for as long as the regulation was in effect .
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E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

NI . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi- public lands in Needham would be minimal with future development . Much

of the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding

open space would be in areas zoned for low to moderate density residential

development . Development of this density does not appear as an incompatible

use when close to open space or recreation areas .

In Needham , a few scattered public and semi -public lands fall within the

floodplain district . The additional development constraints contained in this

district would enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore be

a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as long as the

overlay district remains in force and would be an impact of local significance .

In the case of environmental zoning districts , there is a strong positive

relationship between this short - term use of the manmade environment and the

enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environment .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts. Potential impacts of future

development on existing archaeological and historic sites in Needham would be

minimal . Certainly if a site is actually developed , the impact is significant

and long - term , and the commitment is irreversible . The loss of any of the

archaeological or historic sites would be regional in significance .

In addition to the future growth pressure on archaeological sites , the

recommendations indicate potential positive impact on a few of the sites .

These are located within the recommended additions to the floodplain district .

The provisions of this district act as development constraints , thus giving

additional protection to the archaeological sites .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of the affected

archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This has been done

purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration of the sites .

The information used was made available to this project from the State Archae

ologist's Office with this request .

As the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific attention

should be directed to possible effects on archaeological or historic sites and

should be addressed in the environmental assessment which should be done con

currently with the facilities plan .

C. Housing Impacts. There appears to be little difficulty in accommodating

the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land available in

the community . The projected 900 housing units anticipated for Needham means

that about 600 acres of residential land will be developed over the 20-year

period .

However , the floodplain district , which would either prohibit or constrain

housing development , would reduce the amount of land available for development .

The community appears to be experiencing some growth pressure and the reduction

of land available for development would serve to intensify this pressure .
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Furthermore , the land development recommendations for zoning changes

could reduce current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts bet

ween zoning and environmental capability . The impact on housing could be

an increase of the land necessary for the use on residential on-site disposal

which would increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a moderate amount of land , and

thus somewhat reduce construction opportunities. There would be long - term

implications , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of

protective districts in parts of the town and the concomitant higher costs

associated with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities for

middle income families may become difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative im : acts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit invier

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing . Needham has about 1000 jobs in water-intensive employ

ment , which is expected to decrease to about 800 jobs by 1995. As a percentage

of total employment , in 1975 , this is seven percent and in 1995 , five percent .
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NEWTON : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 93 percent of the city is served by a municipal sewerage system ,

which discharges to the MSD for treatment at the Deer and Nut Island treat

ment facilities . The remainder of the town is served by septic tanks and

cesspools . Septage is hauled to neighboring towns . It is likely that this

septage winds up in the MSD system eventually . Areas of town presently

unsewered mainly in areas with ledge and high bedrock . Sewering may be

prohibitively expensive . The city has just initiated a Step 1 facilities

plan . It is recommended that :

are

The city evaluate the cost effectiveness of sewering non

sewered areas with both conventional sewers and with

vacuum pressure sewers .

The city develop a preventive septic system maintenance

and inspection program .

The city promote water conservation to reduce wastewater

flows .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Newton Public Works Department is responsible for operation and

maintenance of the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned

once every two to three years due to the large number ( 11,000 ) in the

collection system . Catch basins are repaired and pipes rodded when necessary .

Recommendations to the city include the following :

The stormwater system should be studied to identify the

catch basins within the system which would serve as a

basis for developing a program of annual catch basin

cleaning for key basins , more frequent cleaning in

problem areas and less frequent cleaning in the

remaining catch basins .

Regular programs of outfall , channel and stream inspec

tion and maintenance should be developed and implemented .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local cost is as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage
0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 392 , 300 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets )
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An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Five industries in Newton have been identified as significant dischargers .

White Fuel Corporation and Community Fuel Company have been issued NPDES

permits for the discharge of treated stormwater runoff from petroleum loading
yards to Cheesecake Brook and a Charles River tributary , respectively . The

St. Regis Paper Company is permitted to discharge cooling water and boiler

blowdown to a tributary of the Charles River . Stowe -Woodward Company and

S.W. Industries , Inc. have permit applications pending issuance . Stowe

Woodward Company discharges process wastewater and cooling water to South

Meadow Brook and S.W. Industries , Inc. discharge cooling water to the

Charles River . Recommendations to the city include the following :

The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC and at least as stringent as

the MDC sewer use law . The city should also adopt a drain

layer's manual to regulate the installation of sewer connec

tions .

Water conservation practices and recycling of process waste

water should be encouraged .

v . NON-POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the former Rumford. Avenue Ash

landfill be monitored to assess the nature and extent of measures required

to properly seal the facility and mitigate any continuing impacts.

B. Salt Storage and Application . Road salt should be stored in a

covered shed with impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination

beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recom

mended for all local and state highway units :

-

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application pro

cedures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle

operation . Education of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Newton should consider extending its floodplain /watershed protection

district to cover a few small areas of currently unprotected wetlands and

flood hazard areas .

The city should also reduce zoning densities in a few areas where the

current zoning is incompatible with the environmental capability of the

land .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Since 93% of Newton is sewered and connected to the Metropolitan Sew

erage District , wastewater management recommendations deal primarily with

this MSD -member community status . Newton will be required to implement and

maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing and collection

system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once MDC

promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge of

sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communities will

be required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less

stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements will place

significant administrative and management burdens on Newton . Reference

should be made by the community to the model sewer use ordinance and drain

layer's manual presented in this plan .

In order to avoid problems in unsewered areas of the city the Board of

Health should develop a preventative maintenance and inspection program for

on-site systems. A public education program , setting guidelines for the

proper maintenance of septic systems and mailing of such guidelines to home

owners in unsewered areas should be set up . In a community such as Newton

many homeowners may be unaware that they are relying on on- site wastewater

disposal systems . Information on water conservation should be mailed to

all Newton residents .

The Board of Health should insure that all septage haulers operating in

the community obtain permits , and in doing so disclose disposal sites , as

required by Title 5 . Information on malfunctioning septic systems should

be promptly verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly init

iated against such systems, ranging from pumping to the reconstruction of

failing systems , to requiring connection to the municipal system , where

municipal collection system is accessible .

The City Planning Department , with the Conservation Commission , should

study the land us recommendations presented above in terms of any more

detailed land use and natural features information available in the community .

Zoning changes , consistent with the preventive land control recommendations

presented above and with local policies and goals , should be prepared and

presented to the City Council .
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NEWTON : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There are no direct costs associated with recommendations for Newton ,

except those associated with stormwater management , which are already

largely in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of

the water quality recommendations for Newton , there appear to be slightly

positive impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , so as not to conflict with the

environmental capability of the land . Potential erosion problems would be

reduced in these areas , and this would be a positive effect of long - term

consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations

in Newton appears to be approximately ten acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts or erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effects .
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B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears

that slightly positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood

control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and

steep slope areas .

In areas where the recommendations indicate the extension of the flood

plain /watershed protection district or zoning density changes , potential

flood control problems would be minimized . This benefit would continue as

long as these regulations remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be about 30

acres in Newton . More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed

in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an

environmental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . Future development anticipated to occur in

Newton would have minimal impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as

indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

Nevertheless , detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of

groundwater favorability and recharge areas should be done as part of any

201 planning for the community . To fully assess these impacts , the

environmental assessment should be done concurrently with the 201 planning.

D. Wildlife Impacts . Future development in Newton would have a

minimal impact on any remaining wildlife habitat areas found in the city .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected , as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation , B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts .

Future development would have a negligible impact on existing open space

and recreation areas as well as any existing archaeological or historic

sites .

C. Housing Impacts . There appears to be little difficulty in accom

modating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land

available in the community . The projected 140 housing units anticipated

for Newton means that about 75 acres of residential land will be developed

over the 20-year period .

The remaining land available for future residential development is

zoned for moderately low and medium density . Even though the recommenda

tions call for reducing the density allowed by zoning in a few areas , these

changes would not affect the ability of the community to meet future resi

dential demand , which is relatively small in the first place .
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Newton has 1,425 jobs in water-intensive

employment , which is expected to decrease to about 800 jobs by 1995 . As a

percentage of total employment , in 1975 this is about four percent and in

1995 , two percent .

Reference should be made to the EMMA Study for expected impacts on

industry in MDC - served municipalities , of which Newton is one .
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NORFOLK : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The entire town is served by septic systems and cesspools . Septage is

discharged under contract to the MDC via the town of Walpole . The Norfolk

Walpole Massachusetts Correctional Institution and the Pondville State

Hospital have individual treatment facilities which discharge to Stop River .

Due to problems with the Pondyille facility , it has been recommended that

wastewater from that institution be pumped to the MCI facility for treatment .

Sludge from both facilities is dryed and landfilled on-site . It is recom

mended that :

The town negotiate septage disposal possibilities with

Medfield and CRPCD .

The town should develop a preventive septic system main

tenance and inspection program .

The town should continue to utilize on-site systems of

wastewater disposal .

The state should proceed with the recommended connection

between Pondville State Hospital and Norfolk -Walpole MCI .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Operation and maintenance of the stormwater collection system is done

by the Highway Department . Catch basins are cleaned at least once a year ;

outfall and storm maintenance is also performed . This program is considered

adequate by 208 staff . Recommendations are limited to the following :

.

All drainage systems in the town should be identified and a

town -wide drainage study performed .

In planning for future development , maximum use should be

made of natural drainage and non-structural runoff control

measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local cost is as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment $ 13,100

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 48,650 (much of this cost already may

be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

RecomNo significant industries have been identified in Norfolk .

mendations to the town include the following :

Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater , especially in areas near public

water supplies .

Industries should be encouraged to practice water conser

vation and to recycle their process wastewaters .

v . NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills. Operating plans for the remaining ten years of life of

the Boardman Street landfill are being prepared by the town . It is recom

mended that plans include provision for monitoring to assess groundwater

impacts and the need for special controls and closing requirements given

past operating practices .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Salt contamination of water supplies

was not identified as a problem in Norfolk . It is recommended that the town

develop a sensitive salt application program to prevent ground and surface

water contamination .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones : Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application pro

cedures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle

operation . Education of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

The town should consider the use of an aquifer protection district to

maintain the recharge function of high yeild aquifers .

Norfolk should consider extending their floodplain district to cover

currently unprotected wetlands and flood hazard areas .

The town should also rezone in areas where the current zoning is

potentially conflicting with the environmental capability of the land to

support development .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Norfolk should begin negociating with both Medfield and the CRPCD for

a future intermunicipal septage disposal agreement , after the current

agreement with the MSD expires .

The Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and inspection

program for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public education

program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems and

mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas should be set up .

In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be verified and

appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against such systems,

ranging form pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems.

Consistent with future septage disposal plans should be a consideration

of a mandatory inspection and maintenance program for the community . Such

a program could take ,many forms ( see Part II of this plan ) , and should prompt

consideration of a regional board of health depending upon the economies of

scale , and the local political feasibility . Such a regional entity should

be consistent with any proposed regional septage disposal configuration .

The Board of Health should carefully monitor the operation of the town

landfill off Boardman Road to insure compliance with state landfill regula

tions , particularly with respect to covering , grading and the placement of

refuse . A groundwater monitoring program should be instituted by the town

to determine the potential future uses of town aquifers and to assist in

defining aquifer protection zones .

The Norfolk Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission and

the Board of Health should consider the land use recommendations made above .

Land use and natural features information which is more detailed than the MAPC

information should , of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation

of the aquifer recharge area in the community would be desirable , and town

meeting should be asked to authorize such a study . Zoning changes, consistent

with the preventive land control recommendations presented above , and with

local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for town meeting

approval .
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NORFOLK : IMPACT ASS ES S MENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

B.

C.

D.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality
E.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question ,

"How much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering

the management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts

of the recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves

two types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It

should be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community

only for the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and

maintenance costs will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate . The impact

on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might effect

an individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the

property tax would be the mechanisms for repayment , since many other taxing

mechanism could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given

an an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by

communities in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the

community is also included , and the revenue for this must be derived from a

form of user charges and not from a general revenue source . The " average

annual cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over a 20-year

bond issue amortized at 6 percent and is the figure discussed in Part II ,

Section 2 . The " tax rate impact" shows the annual change in the community's

tax rate due to the debt service cost . The "operation and maintenance "

figure is the annual cost to the community and would be required each year

of operation .
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The average annual cost would be $ 1,700 for Norfolk , (not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $0.05 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be

$ 11,400 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of

projected future development in Norfolk , there appear to be moderately

negative impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , so as not to conflict with the

environmental capability of the land . Potential erosion problems would be

reduced in these areas , and this would be a positive effect of long - term

consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by future growth in

Norfolk appears to be approximately 200 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion -prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effect .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

anticipated future development in terms of potential flood control problems ,

it appears that moderately negative impacts could result . Lands with

potential flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood

hazard areas , and steep slope areas .

The extended use of the town's floodplain district would have a posi

tive effect on flood control problems . This regulation would serve to

reduce or prohibit development in significant areas which have potential

flood control problems . This benefit would continue as long as the regula

tion remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be 350 acres

in Norfolk . More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed in

any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reveiwed in an

environmental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The future growth projected to occur in

Norfolk appears to have moderately negative impacts on potential groundwater

supplies , as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with environmental zoning districts ,

such as floodplain and aquifer protection districts . Because these environ

mental districts impose special constraints on development , they function

as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activities in

these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize the infil

tration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on ground

water would continue for as long as the environmental districts are in

force .
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Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementa

tion of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls

would mean lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the ground

water . It would be a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this

development pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater favor

ability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning for

the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assessment

should be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future growth constitute a moderate amount of

the habitat areas which are currently available in the community . A prime

factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative

presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation of growth as

low - density type of development which has been occurring up to now means

that urban development is dispersed across the community . One result of

this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban development appears in all

of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the present time , and

reduces their capacity to provide habitat . The potential impact on wildlife

habitats could produce a negative impact on wildlife which would be of

long -term consequences . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

The extended use of the floodplain district in Norfolk would provide

a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by this land

use regulation would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation

was in effect .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat in Norfolk appears to be 7,600

acres .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns pro

jected , as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible impact

on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public

and semi - public lands in Norfolk would be minimal with future development .

Most of the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or

surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low to moderately low den

sity development .

In several places in Noriolk where open space could be affected by

development the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In

most instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for

industrial or commercial development would be come zoned for low to moderately

low residential development . Impacts on open space would be minimized through

the development of less intensive land uses and would be more compatible with

open space .
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B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . The potential impacts on

existing archaeological and historic sites in Norfolk would be negligible .

As the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific attention

should be directed to possible effects on archaeological or historic sites

and should be addressed in the environmental assessment which should be done

concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommodating

the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land available in

the community . The projected 1,200 housing units anticipated for Norfolk

means that 1,400 acres of residential land will be developed over the 20-year

period .

Norfolk allows significant amounts of low density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land

required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase develop

ment costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association

indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $17,000 and

$22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a relatively low den

sity pattern of residential development in this town may produce a negative

impact on housing in terms of cost .

This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional

as well as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential

problem becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased

due to the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most

distinctly felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements

and the concomitant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional

level for full access to housing opportunities in the area for residents from

throughout the region . This negative regional impact would be long - term

in its duration .

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would

either prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the

community and reduce the amount of land available for development . The

community appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the

reduction of land available for development would serve to intensify this

pressure .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long -term impli

cations , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protective

districts in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs associated

with larger lot requirements, access to housing opportunities for middle

income families may become even more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impauts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,450 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can pertitrer

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package trea :

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply
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of moderately -priced housing. by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing : Impacts. The process of cleaning up area waterways

and waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of

government and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a

sharing of capital costs between government and water -using firms , it is

important to consider the potential impact of these costs upon such manu

facturing establishments .

The recommendations for Norfolk represent reliance on non - structural

solutions to water quality problems and as a result it would seem that

opportunities for employment in manufacturing would be reduced . There may

be some cases in which some opportunities may be foreclosed because of

actual changes in zoning from industrial to low - to -medium density residential

uses . Some existing manufacturing activities may be affected by such zoning

changes by making them non - conforming land uses . This would have implications

for their future expansion plans .

Norfolk has about 20 jobs in water - intensive employment which is expected

to remain the same by 1995 . As a percentage of total employment , this is

about two percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on manufac

turing activities in the community .
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SHERBORN : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The entire town is served by septic tanks or cesspools . There are no

municipal, non-municipal or industrial discharges in the town . Septage

disposal is left to the discretion of pumpers . The MDC has allocated cap

acity for Sherborn's wastewater , should the town ever determine a need for

sewering . It is recommended that :

of wastewaterThe town continue to rely on sub - surface methods

disposal .

The town develop a preventive septic system maintenance and

and inspection program

The town should investigate making arrangements for septage

disposal with the Medfield AWTP . ( also participate in Millis '

recommended study if approved . )

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Operation and maintenance of the stormwater collection system is done

by the Highway Department . Catch basins are cleaned at least once a year .

Streams and culverts are cleaned when the need arises . Recommendations to

the town include the following :

In planning future development , maximum use should be made of

natural drainage and non-structural control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS.

Average annual local cost is as follows :

Sewerage 0

Septage Treatment $10,600

Stormwater $46,200 (much of this cost already may be

in local budgets . )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

RecomNo significant industries have been identified in Sherborn .

mendations to the town include the following :

Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater , especially in areas near public water

supplies .
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Industries should be encouraged to practice water conservation

and to recycle their process wastewater .

v NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The town's Main Street landfill is operated in

accordance with plans approved by DEQE in 1975 . No problems were ident

ified at this facility .

B. Salt Storage and Application . No problems were identified with

regard to road salt in Sherborn . It is recommended that the town develop

a sensitive salt application program to protect valuable groundwater

resources .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recom

mended for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road net

works with locations of salt- sensitive targets (aquifers , wells ,

streams tributary to reservoirs . )

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no - salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures and

posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Education

of local citizens about their responsibility under winter driving

conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Sherborn should delineate and adopt wetlands zoning in addition to

their floodplain district .

The town should adopt an aquifer protection district to maintain the

recharge function of areas with high groundwater favorability .

The town should also consider clustering and zoning use changes to

minimize water quality problems and to provide an alternative pattern of

development.

VI . MANAGEMENT

If Sherborn is to continue to rely on on-site wastewater disposal systems

the town should take steps to insure that such systems are located , constructed ,

operated and monitored properly , and that adequate provisions are made for the

disposal of septage . The proper siting and construction of septic systems is

essential for long term reliance on such systems . The requirements of Title 5

should be strictly complied with . The Board of Health should inspect installa

tions at the following three stages of construction :

- When the excavation has been completed ;

When the septic tank distribution box and cell pipes are in place ;

- After final grading .
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The Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and inspection

program for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public education

program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems and

mailing such guidelines to homeowners should be set up . Information on water

conservation techniques should also be mailed to homeowners . In addition ,

information on malfunctioning systems should be verified and appropriate

administrative actions promptly instituted against such systems , ranging from

pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems .

Along with the investigation of future septage disposal arrangements

should be the consideration of a mandatory inspection and maintenance program

for the community . The form of this program could vary depending upon the

resources and goals of the town . ( See Part II of this plan . ) The planning

for such a program should prompt consideration of a regional board of health

depending upon the economies of scale , and the local political feasibility .

Such a regional entity should be consistent with any proposed regional septage

disposal configuration . An intermunicipal agreement for septage disposal

with Medfield should be considered , along with the possibility of using the

Millis facility for septage disposal ( see Millis recommendations ) . Inter

municipal agreements or the formation of a special district for septage dis

posal could be used to effectuate this latter alternative .

The Sherborn Board of Health should require strict conformance with the

Title 5 requirement for permitting septage haulers in the community , particularly

the requirement that disposal sites be disclosed on the permit application .

The Sherborn Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission and

the Board of Health should consider the land use recommendations made above .

Land use and natural features information which is more detailed than the MAPC

information should , of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation

of the aquifer recharge area in the community would be desirable , and town

meeting should be asked to authorize such a study . zoning changes , consistent

with the preventive land control recommendations presented above , and with

local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for town meeting

approval .
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SHERBORN : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B
.

C.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

D.

E.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in

the selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question ,

" How much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering

the management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts

of the recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves

two types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It

should be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community

only for the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and

maintenance cost will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Sherborn .

The impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost

might effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean

that the property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other

taxing mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact is

given as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen

by communities in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for

the community is also included , and the revenue for this must be derived

from a form of user charges and not from a general revenue source . The

" average annual cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over

a 20 - year bond issue amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed in Part II ,

Section 2 . The "tax rate impact " shows the annual change in the community's

tax rate due to the debt service cost . The " operation and maintenance"

figure is the annual cost to the community and would be required each year
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of operation .

The average annual cost would be $1,400 for Sherborn , ( not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $0.02 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $ 9 , 200 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A Erosion Impacts. In examining the possible effects on erosion of

future growth anticipated to occur in Sherborn , there appear to be slightly

negative impacts. Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced so as not to conflict with the environ

mental capability of the land . Potential erosion problems would be reduced

in these areas , and this would be a positive effect of long - term consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas that could be affected in Sherborn

appears to be approximately 90 acres .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

future development in terms of potential flood control problems, it appears

that moderately negative impacts could result . Lands with potential flood

control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep

slope areas .

The adoption of a wetlands district would have a positive effect on

flood control problems. This regulation would serve to reduce or prohibit

development in significant areas which have potential flood control problems .

This benefit would continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be 115 acres

in Sherborn . More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed in

any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an environ

mental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . Future growth anticipated to occur in Sherborn

appears to have moderately negative impacts on potential groundwater supplies ,

as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with recommended environmental zoning

districts , such as aquifer protection and wetlands districts . Because these

environmental districts impose special constraints on development , they

function as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activities

in these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize the infil

tration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on ground

water would continue for as long as the environmental districts are in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would

mean clustering and other zoning changes to low residential density which

would enhance the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the ground

water . It would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration of this

development pattern .
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Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater favor

ability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning for

the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assessment

should be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future growth constitute a moderate amount of

the habitat areas which are currently available in the community . A prime

factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative

presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation of growth as

low to moderately low -density type of development which has been occurring

up to now means that urban development is dispersed across the community .

One result of this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban development

appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the

present time, and reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The potential

impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact on wildlife which

would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local

impact .

The recommended use of a wetlands district in Sherborn would provide

a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by this land use

regulation would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation was in

effect .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat in Sherborn appears to be about

5400 acres , or about half of the land in Sherborn .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public and

semi- public lands in Sherborn would be slight with development according to

current growth trends . Much of the anticipated development which is located

adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low to moder

ately low - density development . Development of this density could result in

more use of existing open space and recreation areas by the residents .

In Sherborn several scattered public and semi -public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional develop

ment constraints contained in these wetlands or aquifer protection districts

would enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore be a posi

tive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as long as the over

lay districts remain in force and would be an impact of local significance .

In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is a strong positive

relationship between this short - term use of the manmade environment and the

enhancement of the long -term productivity of the environment .

In a few places in Sherborn where open space could be affected by dev

elopment the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most

instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for industrial

development would become zoned for low to moderately low -density residential

development . Impacts on open space would be minimized through the development
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of less intensive land uses and would be more compatible with open space .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts , Potential impacts on existing

archaeological and historic sites in Sherborn would be negligible.

C. Housing Impacts. There is little overall difficulty in accommo

dating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land avail

able in the community . The projected 470 housing units anticipated for

Sherborn means that about 760 acres of residential land will be developed

over the 20 - year period .

Sherborn allows significant amounts of low - density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land

required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase develop

ment costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association

indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $17,000 and

$22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a relatively low - density

pattern of residential development in this town may produce a negative impact

on housing in terms of cost . This negative impact on housing costs can be

viewed from a regional as well as a local perspective , and at the regional

level the potential problem becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing

may be increased due to the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects

may not be most distinctly felt by residents in the community . The lot size

requirements and the concomitant land costs may well create a barrier at the

regional level for full access to housing opportunities in the area for resi

dents from throughout the region . This negative regional impact would be

long - term in its duration .

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would

either prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the com

munity and reduce the amount of land available for development . The commun

ity appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the reduction

of land available for development would serve to intensify this pressure .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long - term impli

cations , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protective

districts in parts of the area and the concomitant higher costs associated

with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities for middle

income families may become even more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,450 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

1

-
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . The process of cleaning up area waterways

and waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of

government and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a

sharing of capital costs between government and water -using firms , it is

important to consider the potential impact of these costs upon such manu

facturing establishments .

The recommendations for Sherborn represent reliance on non-structural

solutions to water quality problems and as a result in would seem that

opportunities for employment in manufacturing would be reduced .
There may

be some cases in which some opportunities
may be foreclosed because of actual

changes in zoning from industrial to low - to - medium density residential uses .

Some existing manufacturing
activities may be affected by such zoning changes

by making them non - conforming land uses . This would have implications
for

thier future expansion plans .

Sherborn has less than 5 jobs in water - intensive employment which is

expected to increase slightly to about 25 jobs by 1995. As a percentage of

total employment this is about 2 percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on manufac

turing activities in the community .
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WALTHAM : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 95 percent of the city's population is served by a sewerage system

which discharges to the MSD for treatment at the Deer Island facility . The

city is currently underway with a Step 3 construction grant to replace four

pumping stations and attendant force mains and over ten miles of replacement

and relief sewers which will eliminate four overflows to the Charles River

and Chester Brook . It is recommended that :

- The city continue to implement its facilities plan recommendations .

The city promote a program of water conservation to reduce

wastewater flows .

I. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Operation and maintenance work on the stormwater collection system is done

by the Highway Department . Catch basins are generally cleaned at least twice

per year . Other maintenance is done on brooks and pipes as needed . Recommenda

tions to the town include the following :

Street sweeping should be considered for use to augment catch

basin cleaning activities in heavily developed areas .

- Regular programs of outfall and channel maintenance should

be added to the program .

Salting and sanding for snow and ice control should be care

fully monitored in drainage areas discharging to surface water

supplies or groundwater well field recharge areas .

II . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage $ 54,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater 211,350 ( much of this cost already may be

included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part of this

draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Four industries in Waltham have been identified as significant dischargers .

The Shell Oil Co. and Exxon Oil Co. have been issued NPDES permits for the dis

charge of treated stormwater runoff to Beaver Brook and Stony Brook , respectively
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National Can Corp. has been issued an NPDES permit for a discharge to a tri

butary of the Charles River . Raytheon Co. has applied for a permit for

cooling water discharges to the Charles River . Recommendations to the city

include the following :

The city should have a sewer use law comparable to the model

developed by MAPC , and at least as stringent as the MDC sewer

use law . A drain layer's manual should be adopted to regulate

the installation of sewer connections .

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewater (with pretreatment , if required ) to the

sewer system . Water conservation practices and recycling of

process wastewater should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . Over the years , Waltham has operated two significant land

fills . The oldest off Lexington Street near the now abandoned incinerator was

used for incinerator ash . Over the years originally mixed rubbish and later

incinerator residue was dumped off Moody Street near the Newton line just north

of Newton's abandoned incinerator and on the edge of Cram's Cove , an extension

of the Charles River . In the last few years , this facility was subject to

critical comments by various state agencies . It has been closed for some years .

The extent to which leachates worked into the Cove was never precisely deter

mined partly because drainage from Newton's incinerator ash cooler also flowed

into the Cove . A leaf , brush and woodchip operation is carried on near the

Charles off Sawyer Road , an area being converted to cemetery purposes . It is

recommended that monitoring be done to assess any impacts from the facility

with remedial measures taken if necessary .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Road salt should be stored in covered

sheds with impervious floors if monitoring shows contamination beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road net

works with locations of salt-sensitive targets ( aquifers , wells ,

streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

- Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Waltham should extend their
floodplain district to protect its

wetlands and flood hazard areas along the Charles River and other small

streams in the city .

VII . MANAGEMENT

As the city of Waltham is a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District ,

the community will be required to implement and maintain a user charge and

industrial cost recovery billing and collection system which must be approved

by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed

rules and regulations covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of

wastes to the MSD system , communities will be required to have in effect a

sewer use by - law or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the

MDC . These requirements will place significant administrative and management

burdens on Waltham . Reference should be made by the city to the model sewer

use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

The city should authorize under the Health Department a monitoring and

sampling program of the old landfill off Lexington Street to determine water

quality impacts and compliance with state landfill regulations .

The Waltham Planning Department and its Conservation Commission should

evaluate the preventive non - point source control recommendations presented

above with respect to existing land use and natural features information in

the community . Zoning changes , consistent with these recommendations , should

be drafted and presented to town meeting . Other community goals and policies

should , of course , be reflected in these proposals.
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WALTHAM : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

I. Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

II . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , " How

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the

recommendations are presented here .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Waltham . The

impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might

effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the

property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing

mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given

as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by commu

nities in the region . The " average annual cost " represents the average annual

debt service cost over a 20-year bond issue amortized at 6 percent and is the

figure discussed in Part I , Section 2 . The " tax rate impact" shows the

annual change in the community's tax rate due to the debt service cost .

The average annual cost would be $ 54,000 for Waltham ( not including storm

water costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax rate

of $0.10 .
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I. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of the

water quality recommendations for Waltham , there appears to be no significant

impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope ,

erodable soils , or sparse vegetation . However , sewers recommended for Waltham

are not in these areas .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

slightly positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control

problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas and steep slope

areas .

The adoption of a wetland / floodplain district would have a positive effect

on flood control problems . This regulation would serve to reduce or prohibit

development in significant areas which have potential flood control problems .

This benefit would continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .

The extent of the reduction in flood control problem areas appears to be

about 25 acres in Waltham .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for Waltham

appear to have both positive and negative impacts on potential groundwater

supplies , as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

Sewers in areas of groundwater favorability could mean that the water used

in these areas would no longer be recharged to the ground ; rather it would be

carried out of the community , thereby greatly reducing groundwater recharge in

these areas . This can be seen as a long - term impact , since any effects created

would continue to occur throughout the lifetime of the development . Due to the

low probability of reversing this type of effect once it is established , this

impact could constitute an irreversible commitment of groundwater resources .

The results of a negative impact might not be limited to a single area or commu

nity , since many communities utilize groundwater supplies common to more than

a single town .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where

groundwater favorability coincides with environmental zoning districts , such as

floodplain and wetland overlay districts . Because these environmental districts

impose special constraints on development , they also function , to a certain

measure , as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activities

in these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize the infiltra

tion and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater

would continue for as long as the environmental districts are in force .

D. Wildlife Impacts . Only a small amount of land in Waltham has a capacity

to provide a wildlife habitat . Since current growth trends indicate a decrease

in population by 1995 , any potential future land use changes would most likely

be in the form of redevelopment . Therefore , impacts on any remaining wildlife

habitats in Waltham would be negligible .

-
-

-
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E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns ,

projected as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

II . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts and B. Archaeological and Historic

Impacts . Impacts on existing open space or recreation and archaeological

and historic sites would be negligible .

c . Housing Impacts. Current growth trends for Waltham indicate a decrease

in population by 1995 . Therefore , impacts of recommendations for Waltham would

be insignificant with respect to housing.

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing. Waltham has 1550 jobs in water - intensive employment ,

which is expected to decrease to about 750 jobs by 1995. As a percentage of

total employment , in 1975 this is three percent and in 1995 , a little over

one percent .
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WATERTOWN : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

With the exception of a country club and two residences , the entire town

is served by a sewerage system which discharges to the MSD for treatment at

the Deer Island facility . Septage is discharged to the town's sewerage system

for treatment at Deer Island . A Step 1 facilities plan is being prepared to

determine the facilities needed for relief in the Watertown Square and Arsenal

Street area to eliminate periodic overflows to public and private property . It

is recommended that :

- The town , in its facilities plan , seek to eliminate / control

sources of I/1 .

-

The town should develop and promote a water conservation program

to reduce wastewater flows .

I .. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Watertown Department of Public Works is responsible for operation and

maintenance of the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned on

a regular basis with some being cleaned as often as four times per year . Drain

age pipes are also cleaned as required . Recommendations to the town include

the following :

- Street sweeping should be considered to augment catch basin

cleaning in heavily developed and transportation intensive

areas .

Regular programs of outfall , channel and stream inspection

and maintenance should be developed and implemented .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 99,050 (much of this cost already may be

included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part I of this

draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Three industries in Watertown have been identified as significant dis

chargers . The Barry Division of Barry-Wright Corp. , Haartz -Mason , Inc. , and

!
-
-
-
-
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the Quincy Market Cold Storage and Warehouse Co. have been issued NPDES per

mits for discharges of uncontaminated cooling water to the Charles River .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the MAPC

model and at least as stringent as the MDC sewer use law . The

adoption of a drain layer's manual is also recommended to regu

late the installation of sewer connections .

- Water conservation practices and recycling of process waste

water should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the former Grove Street landfill

site be closed and sealed in accordance with state landfill regulations .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Road salt should be stored in covered

sheds with impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination beyond the

site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews in both salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

In the future , Watertown should work to ensure the protection of the wet

lands in the Arsenal site . In addition , the town should consider adopting a

watershed protection district to protect its ponds .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Watertown , a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District , required to

implement and maintain a user sharge and industrial cost recovery billing

and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally ,

once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering dis

charge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communi

ties will be required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no

less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements may
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place significant administrative and management burdens on Watertown .

Reference should be made by Watertown to the model sewer use ordinance and

drain layer's manual presented in this plan , in revising its sewer use

ordinance .

The Board of Health should monitor the closing of the Grove Street

landfill to insure compliance with state landfill regulations.

The town Planning Board , with the Conservation Commission , should study

the land use recommendations presented above in terms of any more detailed

land use and natural features information available in the community . Zoning

changes , consistent with the preventive land control recommendations presented

above and with local policies and goals , should be prepared and presented for

town meeting approval .
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WATERTOWN : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The 208 recommendations will not have a significant impact on land use ,

development or any other parameters . Therefore , an impact assessment is not

necessary

While 208 recommendations may not have a significant impact on this conuilu

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods. Municipalities with

sewers , storm crains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provide an environmentally and economically favorable alternative

to the recent pattern of sprawl development .

One problem coas exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources for renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion of the envirozen: so that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at cesirable levels . Environmental resotration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the

results are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored

homes . Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced

by the Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and

the MAPC's " Policies for Land Use in Metropolitan Boston " . Public investment

must follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources the natural

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .
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WELLES LEY : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 90 percent of the town's population is served by a sewerage sys

tem which discharges to the MSD for treatment at both the Deer and Nut

Island facilities . The remainder of the town is served by septic systems

and cesspools . Septage is discharged to the MSD via the Framingham system .

The town is presently engaged in the Step 2 design of relief facilities

to correct capacity problems . It is recommended that :

The town continue its present wastewater management

program .

The town should seek to eliminate or control sources

of I/I .

The town should promote a water conservation program

to reduce wastewater flow .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Wellesley DPW is responsible for operation and maintenance of the

stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned at least once per

year and pipes are rodded on the average of once every five to seven years .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

Regular programs of outfall , channel , and stream inspection

and maintenance should be developed and implemented .

Salting and sanding for snow and ice control should be care

fully monitored in drainage areas discharging to surface water

supplies and groundwater supplies .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 193,300 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets)

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

RecomNo significant industries have been identified in Wellesley .

mendations to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . This law should be at least

as stringent as the MDC sewer use law . Also , the town should

adopt a drain layer's manual to regulate the installation of

sewer connections .

Water conservation practices and recycling of process wastewaters

should be encouraged .

V. NON-POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the town's former Great Plain

Avenue landfill be monitored to provide necessary information for the

specification of appropriate closing and sealing measures .

B. Salt Storage and Application . It is recommended that the town

develop a sensitive salt application program to protect groundwater supplies

from sodium contamination . Road salt should be stored in covered sheds with

impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application pro

cedures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle

operation . Education of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Wellesley should consider extending its floodplain /watershed protection

district to include sensitive areas not currently covered by the district .

This use of this regulation could be used in conjunction with its public

ownership of land .

The town should also consider zoning density changes or the use of

clustering in areas where the current zoning conflicts with the environmental

capability of the land .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Wellesley , as a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District , is subject

to the requirement for the implementation and maintenance of a user charge

and industrial cost recovery billing and collection system which must be

approved by the MDC and EPA . Wellesley currently has a user charge which

meets EPA requirements , and it has been approved by the EPA . In addition ,

once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering

discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system ,

Wellesley will be required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance

no less stringent that the regulations of the MDC . Reference should be made

by Wellesley to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual

presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should monitor the closing and sealing of the

town's former landfill regulations . The town should continue its self

supporting recycling operation and make information available to other

communities on this outstanding program .

The Department of Public Works , in storing and applying road salt ,

and in dumping snow removal material should make every effort to minimize

the impact on all surface and groundwater .

Although only a small percentage of Wellesley's population is served by

on-site disposal pystems , Wellesley should participate in any program devel

oped by the Needham -Wellesley -Weston Cooperative Boards of Health dealing

with septic system maintenance and water conservation .

The Wellesley Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission

and the Board of Health should consider the land use recommendations made

above . Land use and natural features information which is more detailed

than the MAPC information should , of course , be referred to . Zoning changes ,

consistent with the preventive land control recommendations presented above ,

and with local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for

town meeting approval .
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WELLESLEY : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The 208 recommendations will not have a major impact in Wellesley in

terms of new land development or other parameters . In fact , the population

of Wellesley is expected to decline slightly over the study period .

Therefore , an impact assessment is not necessary .

While 208 recommendations may not have a significant impact on this commu

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods . Municipalities with

sewers , storm drains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provide an environmentally and economically favorable alternative to

the recent pattern of sprawl development .

One problem does exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources for renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion of the environment so that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at desirable levels . Environmental restoration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the results

are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored homes .

Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced by the

Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and the

MAPC's " Policies for Land Use In Metropolitan Boston" . Public investment must

follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources the natural

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .
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WESTON : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

With the exception of the Weston Junior High School , Regis College and

the Cambridge School of Weston , the entire town is served by septic systems

or cesspools. The Junior High School is served by a secondary package treat

ment plant with subsurface disposal via sand filtering beds . Regis College

has a small primary treatment plant which also discharges to the ground via

sand filters . The town's facilities plan , prepared by Camp , Dresser and

McKee, recommended the construction of a 15,000 gpd initially to 60,000 gpd

ultimate capacity communal septic system to serve problem areas in the center

of town . The facilities plan also identified four possible septage disposal

options which are :

Continue MDC contract for disposal into the MSD .

Joint treatment at the Wayland - Sudbury septage treatment

facility .

Joint treatment with other communities having septage

disposal problems ( i.e. , Lincoln ) .

Construction of a septage treatment facility (serving

only the town of Weston ) .

Septage collected within the town is discharged via the Needham , Natick

and Wellesley sewer systems to the MSD . It is recommended that :

The town undertakes open discussions with Wayland - Sudbury

for short - term septage disposal arrangements for as long

as capacity is available at that facility . ( If such an

arrangement is signed , continued use of the MSD should be

allowed until the new Wayland - Sudbury facility is build . )

- The town should continue its 201 facilities planning

activities and evaluate the following regional septage

disposal alternatives :

1 ) Develop a joint septage treatment facility

with the town of Lincoln .

2 ) Develop a joint septage pretreatment facility

with the town of Lincoln , which would treat

septage solids on-site and discharge liquid

effluent to the MDC via a sewer connection

through Waltham . (Sewer would serve only

the septage pretreatment facility . )

The town should develop and implement a preventive septic

system maintenance and inspection program .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department is responsible for operation and maintenance of

the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned on an annual

basis and pipes are inspected and rodded if necessary . Recommendations to

the town include the following :
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Regular programs of outfall , channel and stream inspection

and maintenance should be developed and implemented .

Salting and sanding for snow and ice control should be

carefully monitored in the drainage areas discharging to

surface water supplies and groundwater supplies .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment $21,200

( 3 ) Stormwater $167,550 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One industry in Weston has been identified as a significant discharger .

Massachusetts Broken Stone Company has been issued an NPDES permit for the

discharge of quarry water and the wastewater from the bituminous concrete

dust control facility to Stony Brook . Recommendations to the town include

the following:

Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater, especially in areas near public

water supplies .

Industries should be encouraged to practice water conser

vation and to recycle process wastewaters , where

practical .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that , for the protection of ground

and surface waters vital to the water supply systems of both Weston and

Cambridge , the town's Church Street landfill initiate a routine monitoring

program to provide early warning of potential damaging impacts and that

the facility maintain a high standard of operation .

B. Salt Storage and Application . It is recommended that the town ,

together with DPW , develop and implement a sensitive salt application pro

gram for the protection of water resources and that adequate salt storage

facilities be provided . Salt should be stored in covered sheds with

impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination beyond the site .
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The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application pro

cedures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle

operation . Education of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Weston's environmental zoning is currently adequate in addressing water

quality issues . However , it is recommended that the town rezone in areas

where the current zoning conflicts with the environmental capability of

the land as long as the town is continuing to rely on septic systems for

waste disposal .

VII . MANAGEMENT

If Weston constructs the publicly -owned communal septic system , as recom

mended in its facilities plan , it would require the creation of a local authority

to operate and maintain the system , such as a board of sewer commissioners (or

the delegation of this duty by the Selectmen to the Highway Department ) . Since

this system would be considered a publicly - owned wastewater treatment facility ,

it is presumed that the prohibition in Title 5 of the State Environmental Code

against "the use of a subsurface sewage disposal system by more than one lot ..."

could be circumvented to allow the use of such a system .

Management arrangements for future septage disposal should include the con

sideration of a short -term intermunicipal septage disposal agreement with the

towns of Wayland and Sudbury for the use of their proposed facility ; an inter

municipal agreement with the town of Lincoln for the design , construction , opera

tion and maintenance of a joint septage treatment facility ; an intermunicipal

agreement with Lincoln for the design , construction , operation and maintenance

of a joint septage pretreatment facility with a legal arrangement with the MDC

for acceptance of the discharge of the liquid effluent to the MSD system (a

number of legal uncertainties as to the form of such an arrangement with the MDC

would have to be resolved . An advisory opinion from the Attorney General may

be necessary ) .

The Board of Health should initate a rigorous maintenance and inspection pro

gram for on- site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public education progra

setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems and mailing such

guidelines to homeowners in non-sewered areas should be set up . In addition ,

information on malfunctioning systems should be verified and appropriate administr

tive actions promptly instituted against such systems , ranging from pumping , to
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the reconstruction of failing systems . There should also be a consideration

of a mandatory septic tank inspection and maintenance program for the community

Such a program could take many forms ( see Part I , Section 5 of this plan )

depending upon the goals and resources of the community .

Weston is a member of the Needham -Wellesley -Weston Cooperative Boards of

Health . While Weston may need a more comprehensive septic system inspection

and maintenance program than Needham or Wellesley , aspects of this program can

be planned and implemented by the Cooperative Boards of Health for use in all

the member communities , such as a public information program on septic system

maintenance and water conservation .

The Board of Health should carefully and routinely monitor the operation of

the Church Street landfill to insure compliance with state landfill regulations .

Finally , the town Planning Board , in conjunction with the Conservation

Commission , should evaluate the land use control recommendations presented above

with respect to existing land use and natural features information in the commu

nity . Zoning changes , consistent with these recommendations , should be drafted

and presented to town meeting . Other community goals and policies should , of

course , be reflected in these proposals .
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WESTON : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air QualityE.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question ,

"How much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering

the management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts

of the recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves

two types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It

should be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community

only for the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and

maintenance cost will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate . The impact on

the tax rate is included to indicate how the captial cost might effect an

individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the property

tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing mechanisms

could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given an an

example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by communities

in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the community

is also included , and the revenue for this must be derived from a form of

user charges and not from a general revenue source . The "average annual

cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over a 20-year bond

issue amortized at 6 percent and is the figure discussed in Part II , Sec

tion 2 . The "tax rate impact" shows the annual change in the community's

tax rate due to the debt service cost . The " operation and maintenance "

figure is the annual cost to the community and would be required each year

of operation .
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The average annual cost would be $2,800 for Weston , ( not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax

rate of $0.01 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $ 18,400 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts , B. Flood Control Impacts . Future development in

Weston is not expected to occur in areas with potential erosion or

flood control problems . Therefore , there would be no impacts from the

recommendations for the community .

C. Groundwater Impacts . Future development anticipated to occur in

Weston would have moderately negative impacts on potential groundwater

supplies , as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

Where development with urban land uses in areas of high groundwater

favorability could produce negative effects on the recharge capacity of

these areas and also present contamination problems through infiltration .

However , potentially positive impact would result from the implementa

tion of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls

would mean lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the ground

water . It would be a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this

development pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater

favorability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning

for the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assess

ment should be done concurrently with the 201 planning.

D. Wildlife Impacts . A small amount of potential habitat areas are

currently available in the community . A prime factor in determining the

capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative presence of suburban develop

ment in the area . The continuation of growth as low to moderately low den

sity type of development which has been occurring up to now means that

urban development is dispersed across the community . One result of this

dispersed - type of growth is that some urban development appears in all of

those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the present time , and

reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact on wild

life habitats could produce a negative impact on wildlife which would be of

long - term consequences . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public

and semi -public lands in Weston would be minimal with future development .

Much of the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding

open space would be in areas zoned low to moderately low density residential

development .
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In a few places in Weston where open space could be affected by develop

ment , the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most

instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for industrial ,

commercial , or medium residential density development would become zoned

for low to moderatelylow density residential development . Impacts on open

space would be minimized through the development of less intensive land uses

and would be more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development control recom

mended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . Potential impacts on existing

archaeological and historic sites in Weston would be negligible .

C. Housing Impacts . There appears to be little difficulty in accom

modating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land

available in the community . The projected 1,000 housing units anticipated

for Weston means that 1,560 acres of residential land will be developed

over the 20-year period .

Weston allows significant amounts of low density development . Since the

cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land

required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase develop

ment costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association

indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $ 17,000 and

$22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a relatively low den

sity pattern of residential development in this town may produce a negative

impact on housing in terms of cost .

This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional

as well as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential

problem becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased

due to the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most

distinctly felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements

and the concomitant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional

level for full access to housing opportunities in the area for residents

from throughout the region . This negative regional impact would be long

term in its duration .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce

current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning

and environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase

of the land necessary for the use of residential on-site disposal which

would increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities. There would be long -term

implications , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of

large lot zoning in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs

associated with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities

even for middle - income families may become even more difficult .

1
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(Measures can be taken by the corununities to mitigate any negative impados

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,450 rgi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can perituter

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertal:ing 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately - priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

VI . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Manufacturing Impacts . The process of cleaning up area waterways

and waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of

government and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing

of capital costs between government and water -using firms , it is important

to consider the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing

establishments .

The recommendations for Weston represents reliance on non-structural

solutions to water quality problems and as a result it would seem that

opportunities for employment in manufacturing would be reduced . There may

be some cases in which some opportunities may be foreclosed because of

actual changes in zoning from industrial to low - to -medium density residential
uses . Some existing manufacturing

activities may be affected by such zoning

changes by making them non - conforming land uses . This would have implica

tions for their future expansion plans .

Weston has 35 jobs in water-intensive employment , which is expected to

increase to about 310 jobs by 1995. As a percentage of total employment ,

in 1975 this is about one percent and in 1995 , seven percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on manu

facturing activities in the community .
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WRENTHAM : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

Presently , the entire town relies on on-site septic systems and cess

pools for wastewater disposal . A small package treatment plant serves the King

Philip Regional High School . Another small facility serves the Wrentham State

School with a discharge to the Stop River . This facility must either upgrade

its treatment or connect to the Wrentham sewer system if constructed . The

town's facilities plan has recommended the construction of a limited sewerage

system to serve the residential area around Lake Archer , Lake Pearl and Mirror

Lake . Collected sewage will be conveyed to the CRPCD . Septage collected from

the town is presently discharged to the MSD via Walpole under contract with the

MDC . It is recommended that :

- The town implement its recommended sewerage program .

- The town should investigate septage treatment arrangements

with CRPCD .

- The town should develop a preventive septic system maintenance

and inspection program .

I. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department is responsible for operation and maintenance of the

stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned annually by a contractor .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

Programs of annual inspection and maintenance of outfalls ,

streams and culverts should be developed and implemented .

A town-wide survey should be made to replace information lost

in the fire .

-

In planning for future development , maximum use should be made

of natural drainage and non-structural runoff control measures .

II . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage $85,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 17,600

( 3 ) Stormwater 67,400 (much of this cost already may be

included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .

-

-
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One industry in Wrentham has been identified as a significant discharger .

The Crosby Valve and Gage Co. has applied for an NPDES for potentially toxic

discharges to Lake Archer . Recommendations to the town include the following :

If the town constructs a sewer system , a sewer use law should be

adopted . This sewer use law should be comparable to the MAPC

model sewer use law .

The town should also adopt a drain layer's manual to regulate the

installation of sewer connections .

- Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater especially in areas near public water

supplies .

.

Water conservation and recycling of process wastewaters should be

encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills. No problems have been identified for the town's former

Madison Street landfill .

B. Salt Storage and Application . No problems due to road salt runoff were

identified in Wrentham . It is recommended that the town develop a sensitive

salt application program . Salt storage should be in a covered shed with an im

pervious floor if contamination is found beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road networks

with locations of salt-sensitive targets ( aquifers , wells , streams

tributary to reservoirs ) .

- Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

-

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures and

posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Education of

local citizens about their responsibility under winter driving

conditions .

C. Hydrographic Modifications . Red Dam and Eagle Dam that back up Lake

Pearl are in need of repairs . Immediate attention should be given to these two

dams in order to prevent any flooding that could be caused due to the lack of

needed maintenance and repair work .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Water resources in Wrentham are presently adequately protected . In the

future though , Wrentham should consider additional protection of its aquifers

since it relies on groundwater for water supply . The town should also consi

der extending its watershed protection district to include unprotected wetlands .

Changes in the use and density allowed in the current zoning should also

be considered as well as clustering to minimize potential water quality problems

VII . MANAGEMENT

It is recommended that Wrentham work to implement the recommendations

of the town's facilities plan by sewering certain areas and connecting to

the Charles River Pollution Control District .

In terms of connection to the CRPCD there are two basic institutional

alternatives possible . The first is for Wrentham to become a member of an

enlarged CRPCD . The second is for Wrentham to be a customer of the CRPCD

with a sewer service contract executed between the town and the district .

As both actions would require town meeting action , the ease of implementation

would not be a significant deciding factor . An enlarged district could be

manditorily formed by the Director of the Division of Water Pollution Control ,

with the approval of the Water Resources Commission . Membership in the district

would give Wrentham a greater voice in the operation of the district , but

would at the same time closely tie the town into the district with dissolution

of the district only being possible by an act of the General Court . At this

time the CRPCD appears to favor serving new communities as customers . A

sewer service contract between the CRPCD and Wrentham should be drafted to

insure consistency with the requirements of Section 208 ( c ) ( 2 ) of the Federal

Water Pollution Control Act . It should obligate Wrentham and the other CRPCD

members to enforce the federal requirements for user charges , industrial cost

recovery , sewer system rehabilitation and sewer use ordinances . It should

set average daily flow rates with provisions for peak flows and financial

arrangements which allocate capital costs and annual operation and maintenance

costs ( in proportion to flow rates and strength as they relate to treatment

costs ) . An administrative overhead charge provision may also be appropriate .

Wrentham would have to establish a municipal agency with control over the

town - owned system . This could be a Board of Sewer Commissioners or the resp

onsibility could be given to the Department of Public Works or Highway Dept.

Wrentham should also investigate the possibility of a septage disposal

agreement with the CRPCD . If Wrentham connects to the CRPCD a septage dis

posal provision whould be written into the sewer service contract .

The Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and inspection

program for on- site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public education

program , setting duidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems

and mailing such guidelines to homeowners should be set up . In addition ,

information on malfunctioning systems should be verified and appropriate

administrative actions promptly instituted against such systems, ranging

from pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems .

There should also be a consideration of a mandatory inspection and

maintenance program for the community . Such a program could take many forms
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( see Part II of this plan ) , depending upon the resources and goals of the

community . The planning for such a program should prompt consideration of

a regional board of health depending upon the economies of scale , and the

local political feasibility . Such a regional entity should be consistent

with any proposed regional septage disposal configuration .

The town planning board , inconjunction with the conservation commission ,

should evaluate the land use recommendations made above with respect to

existing land use and natural features information in the community . The

MAPC can provide some preliminary data and technical assistance in this effort .

Zoning changes , consistent with preventive land control recommendations pre

sented above and with local goals and policies , should be developed and

presented for town meeting approval. A more detai led delineation of the

aquifer recharge area in Wrentham would be helpful in developing controls to

protect town groundwater resources . Town meeting should be asked to authorize

such a study .
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WRENTHAM : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

I. Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

wildlife

Air Quality

D.

E.

III . Social Impacts

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one concept over another , and the question , " How much will it

cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the management of

water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the recommendations

are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two types of expenses :

( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should be remembered that

while the capital cost will affect the community only for the length of the

repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance cost will continue

throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Wrentham . The

impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might effect

an individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the property

tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing mechanisms

could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given as an example

and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by communities in the

region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the community is also

included for each concept , and the revenue for this must be derived from a

form of user charges and not from a general revenue source . The "average annual

cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over a 20-year bond issue

amortized at 6 percent and is the figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 . The

" tax rate impact" shows the annual change in the community's tax rate due to

the debt service cost . The " operation and maintenance " figure is the annual

cost to the community and would be required each year of operation .
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The average annual cost would be $102,600 for Wrentham (not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax

rate of $0.94 The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $ 26,300 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of the

water quality recommendations for Wrentham , there appears to be slightly nega

tive impacts. Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope ,

erodable soils or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the use of sewer service has been recommended as a

solution for water quality , erosion problems would be aggravated for those

potential erosion lands . This increased problem could result in two ways ;

one being short - term in duration , while the other one would be a long - term

consequence .

A short - term negative impact of using sewers in an area considered as

having erosion potential is that during the construction phase of work there

would be considerable disruption of the landscape . This removal of natural

vegetation , plus the increased traffic for the construction work , would mean

an increase in the potential for erosion .

An impact for erosion potential which would be of long - term significance

in the use of sewers is that the intensity and density of land uses permitted

in an area can be altered and increased with sewers . One effect of this

change in permitted land uses would be that the more intensity development

would aggravate existing erosion problems . This impact would last as long as

the development and would tend to be irreversible .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations in

Wrentham appears to be approximately 10 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the poten

tial impacts on erosion -prone areas . Mitigating actions should be designed to

reduce any negative effect .

Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

slightly positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control

problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope

areas .

In those areas which are considered as having potential flood control

problems, the use of sewers as outlined would increase the potential problems.

This would be an adverse consequence of this water quality management program

which would be long - term in duration . The opportunities for reversing such

impacts once they have taken place would appear to be limited , although the

use of sewers as a solution for water quality permits an area to accommodate

additional development . Since an area with potential flooding problems should

be maintained in its natural state as much as possible , so as to minimize

flooding , new development in areas where sewer service is introduced would mean

potentially increased flood control problems .
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The extension of Wrentham's environmental district would have a positive

effect on flood control problems . This regulation would serve to reduce or

prohibit development in areas which have potential flood control problems.

This benefit would continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas that would be affected

covers about 20 acres in Wrentham . More detailed review of these impacts should

be addressed in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed

in an environmental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for Wren

tham appear to have slightly negative impacts on potential groundwater supplies ,

as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability . Sewers in areas of

groundwater favorability could mean that the water used in these areas would

no longer be recharged to the ground ; rather it would be carried out of the

community thereby greatly reducing groundwater recharge in these areas . Nega

tive effects on the recharge capacity of these areas could result and also

present contamination problems through infiltration . This can be seen as long

term impact , since any effects created would continue to occur throughout the

lifetime of that development . Due to the low probability of reversing this

type of effect once it is established , this impact could constitute an irrever

sible commitment of groundwater resources . The results of a negative impact

might not be limited to a single area or community , since many communities

utilize groundwater supplies common to more than a single town .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the future implemen

tation of recommended land management controls and the delineation of an aquifer

protection district to further protect groundwater supplies . Revised land use

controls would mean lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater .

It would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration of this development

pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater favor

ability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning for the

community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assessment should

be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the water quality recommendations do constitute

a significant amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the

community . A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is

the relative presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation

of growth as low and moderately low density type of development which has been

occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed across the commu

nity . One result of this dispersed -type of growth is that some urban develop

ment appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the

present time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The potential

impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact on wildlife which

would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local

impact .

Areas outlined for sewer service would negatively affect wildlife by

diminishing the capacity of the habitats to support wildlife .
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The extension of floodplain /wetland districts in Wrentham would provide

a benefit for wildlife .
The development constraints imposed by these land

use regulations would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation

was in effect .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated with the growth patterns

projected in the recommendations, as a continuation of existing trends, that

the ambient air quality standards will be maintained through 1985 even with

the estimated growth . It can be said in summary that the recommendations

will have a negligible impact on air quality .

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance

would be that the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would be exp

ected to rise temporarily during the construction phase of the sewerage exp

ansion because of the truck transportation of materials and supplies to and

from the construction sites .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public and

semi- public lands in Wrentham would be slight with development according to

the recommended solutions . Much of the anticipated development which is

located adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low

to moderate residential . Development of this density could result in more

use of existing open space and recreation areas by the residents . In a few

areas in the town , small open space parcels are adjacent to land zoned for

industrial use . Impacts from this type of development on open space could

be slightly negative , long - term , but primarily of local importance.

B
.

Archaeological and Historic Impacts . It appears that the recommend

ations would not create negative impacts on archaeological and historic sites

in Wrentham .

However , as the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific

attention should be directed to possible effects on archaeological or historic

sites and should be addressed in the environmental assessment which should

be done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommod

ating the anticipated residential growth outlined in the recommendations in

terms of the amount of land available in the community . The projected 1672

housing units anticipated for Wrentham means that about 2200 acres of resi

dential land will be developed over the 20 - year period . With over 8500 acres

currently available for residential growth , there appear to be no potential

problems in accommodating the expected residential demand .

Wrentham allows significant amounts of low density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land

required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase development

costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association indica

tes that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $17,000 and $ 22,000

in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a relatively low density pattern

of residential development in the town may produce a negative impact on

housing in terms of cost .
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This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional as

well as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem

becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to

the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly

felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements and the con

comitant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional level for full

access to housing opportunities in the area for residents from throughout the

region . This negative regional impact would be long - term in its duration .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meetiny a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately-priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts. The process of cleaning up area waterways and

waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of govern

ment and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing of

capital costs between government and water - using firms , it is necessary to

determine the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing estab

lishments . Because cost impacts ultimately will affect jobs , it is important

to estimate what firms may be most affected by the requirement of the water

quality plan .

It can be seen that proposed construction of sewers would have both poten

tially positive and negative impacts on manufacturing. The expansion and use

of sewer service areas as outlined in the recommendations would allow opportu

nities for increased levels of manufacturing activities , and thereby increase

employment levels . The principle reason for such an effect is that with the

introduction of sewer service to industrial land , these areas could assimilate

more structural development , which could then accept more labor - intensive eco

nomic activities . An example might be the difference between a warehouse

employing only a half - dozen people and an electrical machinery plant employing

a few hudred . Indeed , the presence of sewerage might encourage some towns to

rezone areas for industrial use , given the proper market , and other economic

conditions .

Counterbalancing this increased opportunity for accommodating manufacturing

activities is the requirement that industries pay a proportional share of the

capital costs of sewage treatment , based on their share of the waste load . This

potential cost to industries could inhibit plant expansion , or initial location ,

thereby precluding the full measure of employment opportunities.
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Wrentham has about 50 jobs in water - intensive manufacturing and this is

expected to remain fairly constant to 1995. This figure represents about

two percent of the total employment in the community .

As 201 facilities planning id done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on manufac

turing activities in the community .
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NEPONSET RIVER BASIN OVERVIEW

A. A PROFILE OF THE NEPONSET BASIN

The Neponset River Basin is located in the south-central portion of the

MAPC 208 study area . The basin is bounded by the Weymouth Basin on the

east , the Taunton River Basin to the south , and the Charles River Basin

to the west and north . ( The Taunton Basin is not within the planning

jurisdiction of the MAPC . Although officially a member of the MAPC ,

Foxborough has been grouped with the Southeast Regional Planning and

Economic Development District's 208 Water Quality Program . ) Eight com

munities lie largely or entirely within the Neponset Basin . They are :

Canton

Milton

Norwood

Quincy

Sharon

Stoughton

Walpole

Westwood

Other communities which partially drain to the Neponset but which are

discussed in other basin sections include the following :

Boston , Dedham , Dover and Medfield are included in the Charles

River Basin section , and

-

Randolph is included in the Weymouth Basin section .

The Neponset River drains an area of 124 square miles consisting of gently

rolling hills , extensive wetlands , tributaries , lakes and ponds . Since

the days of the region's earliest settlers , the river has been used as a

transportation system , a harbor , a source of power for industries , a source

of water for municipal and industrial uses , and as a receiver of municipal

and industrial wastes .

The Neponset Basin encompasses several types of communities including those

that are highly urbanized and those that are relatively rapid growing suburbs ,

a few of which have retained their rural-residential character . Access to

the core area , including downtown Boston is provided by major transportation

routes Routes 128 , 95 and 3 - which led to rapid development after World

War II . Public transportation also provides access for Neponset residents .

The relatively recent extension of the MBTA Red Line to Quincy has spurred

additional development , both residential and economic in the area .

During the 1950-1970 period , several basin communities nearly or more than

doubled in population . Only Milton and Quincy grew by less than 25 percent

( 21.4 percent in Milton and 4.5 percent in Quincy ) . Overall population

growth is expected to be moderate in the basin , 21.7 percent between 1970

and 1995 . Milton and Quincy are expected to grow fairly slowly , although

recent trends suggest that Quincy will experience greater growth pressures

than in previous decades . As expected , growth pressures will be felt the

most in the least urbanized southern sections of the basin .

1
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Economic growth is expected to continue in most sectors through 1995 , with

an overall increase in employment of 39 percent . The most significant in

creases should occur in the construction and services sectors . Manufactur

ing employment , which currently accounts for 29 percent of the total , will

account for 24 percent of total employment by 1995. As of 1975 , " dry " man

ufacturing activities represented 61 percent of all manufacturing jobs . The

remaining 39 percent of manufacturing jobs are in water - intensive industries .

Manufacturing jobs are found in all basin communities , but predominantly in

Norwood and Quincy .

Housing construction within the Neponset River Basin in recent years has

been mainly multi - family units on varying lot sizes . The largest propor

tion of multi- family housing construction (and construction activity in

general) is found in Quincy and Stoughton , followed by Norwood . Single

family housing units and construction predominates in the less urbanized

basin communities of Canton , Sharon , Walpole and Westwood , as well as in

Milton , which does not permit multi - family housing . Commercial development

has occurred mainly in " strip " fashion along major highways and arterials ,

as well as in community centers . Industrial development is more widely dis

persed throughout the basin , having occurred in nearly all the basin commun

ities , and in particular in the southern portion where extractive operations

are plentiful.

The Neponset River rises in the Neponset Reservoir in Foxborough and flows

in a generally northeasterly direction to Dorchester Bay . Along the upper

and lower portions of its course , the river descends at a fairly rapid rate .

In the middle portion between Paul's Bridge and the Norwood Arena , the flow

of the river bordered by an extensive area of wetlands is quite sluggish .

The area known as Fowl Meadow occupies the down - stream portion of this wet

land between Route 128 and Paul's Bridge . The upland portions of the basin

are characterized by numerous swamps and wetlands , some of which are quite

extensive in area .

The Neponset River has two principal tributaries . The East Branch , which

rises in Sharon and Stoughton , flows through Canton and joins the main

river in the upper end of the Canton - Norwood portion of the main stem flood

plain . Mother Brook , although not a large natural tributary , acts as a

diversion from the adjoining Charles River Basin and joins the main river

about a mile and a half below the Fowl Meadow . It has been established by

law that up to one-third of the Charles River flow is to be diverted down

Mother Brook to the Neponset River .

The basin's climate is classified as marine humid continental . The average

annual temperature is 50 degrees F , with summer temperatures averaging be

tween 67 degrees F and 70 degrees F and winter temperatures averaging 30

degrees F. Total precipitation is between 40 and 45 inches annually .

Prevailing winds are generally from the west .

The topography of the basin can be described as gently rolling with scattered

hills . The Blue Hills in Milton and Quincy have elevations up to 550 feet

above sea level . Drumlin formations can be found in some sections of the

watershed , with elevations of the formations varying from 100 to 200 feet

above sea level . Other sections of the basin are flatter with swamplands .

The predominant soils of the basin , the result of glacial activity , range from

loam to sandy loam and silt to coarse gravel. These are moderately to well

drained soils or poorly drained due to hardpan or bedrock . Muck and peat soils ,
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predominant in the wetlands , are found scattered throughout the basin and

are characterized by poor drainage ,

About half of the watershed is still covered by woodlands and a smaller

portion is covered by coastal or inland wetlands vegetation ( 3 percent ) .

The southern portion of the basin , which is the least urbanized section ,

helps support various species of wildlife generally found in the eastern

Massachusetts region . Examples include raccoons , rabbits , gulls and other

small mammals and birds . Such publicly owned areas such as the Blue Hills

Reservation in Milton and Quincy and the Neponset River Reservation help

to insure sanctuary for native wildlife . However , the urbanization of

some sections of the basin has caused native wildlife to seek new homes in

more natural surroundings .

B.
WATER QUALITY AND CLASSIFICATIONS

Present water quality conditions of the main stem of the Neponset range from

fair to poor in both the freshwater and estuarine portions of the river .

Water quality in tributary streams for which data is available indicate good

to excellent quality conditions . Pollution sources in the basin include

animal runoff , stormwater runoff , combined sewer overflows , municipal sani

tary sewer bypasses and overflows , industrial discharges , and non-point

sources , such as landfills and septic systems. Other factors which add to

the problem include low flow , dams , sediment conditions , and in - stream algal

activity . The Neponset falls over 200 feet over its first ten miles and

less than 50 feet in the final twenty prior to its discharge to Dorchester

Bay . The major water pollution problems are dissolved oxygen and coliform

bacteria levels . Some of the dissolved oxygen problems can be attributed to

the poor reaeration rates characteristic of such slow moving streams .

Coliform contamination is significant throughout the river .

The headwaters of the Neponset originate in Foxborough at the Neponset Res

ervoir , a man-made impoundment of 272 acres , fed by springs and small trib

utaries . Crackrock Pond is located immediately downstream ; it is an 8-acre

man -made impoundment . The pond is eutrophic and receives the treated dis

charge from the Foxborough State Hospital . From the pond , the river flows

north and is culverted under the Bay State Raceway before crossing into

Walpole where it is impounded first in Smith Pond and then in Clark Pond .

From Clark Pond , the Neponset meanders approximately 2 1/2 miles through the

Cedar Swamp before flowing into Upper Blackburn Pond . The Neponset is joined

by School Meadow Brook , draining portions of Sharon , Foxborough , and Walpole ,

just upstream of the pond . The Neponset continues southward , being joined by

Mine Brook and Spring Brook before entering Stetson Pond . Mine Brook drains

portions of the towns of Dover , Medfield and Walpole . Spring Brook is located

primarily in Walpole , with a small portion of its drainage area in Sharon .

Shortly downstream from Stetson Pond the outlet of Cobbs Pond joins the Nep

onset . The Neponset then enters Plimpton Pond and Bird Pond . Both ponds were

created by the impoundment at the outlet of Bird Pond . Below Bird Pond is the

Hollingsworth and Vose Pond impoundment located below Washington Street in

Walpole .
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From its headwaters in Foxborough to the inlet of the Hollingsworth and Vose

Pond impoundment the Neponset is presently meeting Class C water quality stan

dards as determined from intensive surveys conducted by the Department of

Water Pollution Control (DWPC ) in 1964 and 1973. All surface waters in the

Neponset Basin have been designated anti-degradation streams by the DWPC . The

future goal for this reach of the river is Class B water quality .

The river continues northeast from the outlet of the Hollingsworth and Vose

impoundment into Norwood where it is joined by Hawes Brook . Hawes Brook drains

a large area including portions of the communities of Dover , Westwood and

Walpole via a number of small ponds and tributaries to Willett Pond from which

Hawes Brook emanates . The river turns eastward at the USGS gaging station at

Pleasant Street in Norwood where the average flow based on 34 years of record

is 51.8 cfs . The river turns south as it passes beneath Route l and enters

the extensive Fowl Meadow . Traphole Brook , draining portions of Sharon , Walpole ,

and Norwood , is the first tributary to join the river during its nine mile

course through the Meadow . The river turns northeast toward its confluence

with Boston Harbor below Route 95 .

A short distance downstream of Route 95 the Neponset is joined by the East

Branch , a major tributary system draining almost 30 square miles including

portions of Sharon , Walpole , Stoughton , Canton and Randolph . Major components

of the East Branch system include Massapoag Brook draining Lake Massapoag and

Beaver Brook in Sharon , Steep Hill Brook and Reading Brook in Stoughton , and

Pequid Brook and Beaver Brook in Canton . Sampling by the DWPC show the East

Branch to be meeting Class B water quality standards .

As the Neponset continues its northeasterly. course it is joined by three more

tributaries before it passes under Route 128 and into the Neponset River Res

ervation , which protects the lower end of Fowl Meadow . Purgatory Brook ,

draining a sizable area including portions of Westwood , Dedham and Norwood ,

joins the Neponset after being channeled around the Norwood Municipal Airport

(built on the wetland ) . Pecunit Brook , located entirely within Canton , and

Ponkapoag Brook originating at Ponkapoag Pond which straddles the border bet

ween Randolph and Canton , join the river within the one mile segment .

The Neponset leaves Fowl Meadow to become the boundary between Milton and the

Hyde Park area of Boston . Land use undergoes a radical change from this point

on as the river leaves a rather tranquil marsh and enters a highly developed

portion of the region's urban core . After flowing a short distance through

Hyde Park , the river reassumes its role as the border between Milton and Boston .

As the Neponset flows through Hyde Park , it is joined by the Mother Brook

diversion . Up to one-third of the flow from the Charles River is diverted via

this man-made channel from Dedham to Boston . This channel was orginally con

structed in 1640 to operate a water powered corn mill . Since that time it has

been used as a source of power and water supply for many industries . The brook

is presently controlled by the MDC . Another MDC dam is located one mile down

stream from Mother Brook at the Tileston and Hollingsworth Company . The im

poundment is used for flood control purposes and as a water supply for the

Tileston and Hollingsworth Company .

Further downstream , Pine Tree Brook , which drains portions of Quincy and

Milton , becomes the last tributary to the Neponset before the river tumbles

over the Baker Chocolate Dam and becomes the Neponset River estuary . From

Washington Street in Walpole ( Hollingsworth and Vose impoundment ) to the Baker

Chocolate Dam at Dorchester Avenue in Boston , sampling by the DWPC has shown
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that the water quality over this reach does not meet the criteria for even

the lower water quality standards . It has therefore been assigned a present

classification of u , meaning unclassified . The Division has proposed a future

goal of Class B water quality for this reach .

The Neponset is a tidal estuary from the Baker Chocolate Dam to its confluence

with Dorchester Bay in Boston Harbor . Unquity Brook , draining a small area

in Milton , feeds into Gulliver's Creek , one of a half - dozen tidal inlets

lining the estuary . The Neponset estuary is one of the few healthy estuaries

left in the Boston Harbor tributary drainage area in spite of man's frequent

efforts to the contrary . Combined sewers , industrial discharges and the river's

freshwater input are the primary pollution problems identified in the estuary .

The estuary is presently meeting Class SC water quality criteria with a future

goal of Class SB water quality . The preservation of a healthy estuarine envi

ronment is critical to the attainment of the water quality goals of both the

Neponset River and Boston Harbor . The estuary is a biologically hyperactive

ecologic unit which allows a smoothly functioning and balanced relationship

to exist between the freshwater aquatic environment and the salt water marine

environment .

C. ON -GOING PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

Presently , there are several studies and activities being carried out in the

Neponset Basin by a number of agencies . Several of these activities will have

a significant impact on water quality and water resources in the Basin . Some

of these studies are discussed in the following paragraphs .

EMMA - EIS

The Environmental Protection Agency , Region 1 , is presently performing an

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS ) on the MDC - EMMA Wastewater Management

Plan . One of the major recommendations of that plan is to construct an

advanced wastewater treatment plant ( 30MGD capacity ) on the Upper Neponset

River . This facility is intended to ease the load on the Nut Island facility

and should provide flow augmentation to the river . The EIS has not yet been

completed by EPA .

Neponset River Combined Sewer Overflows MDC

The MDC has recently initiated a Step 1 Facilities Plan to control / eliminate

combined sewer overflows to the Neponset River among others . Combined sewers

have been identified as the most serious pollution problem affecting the

Neponset estuary and Dorchester Bay . Elimination of these pollution sources

will significantly enhance the recreational potential of this area .

-

U.S. Army Corps . of Engineers Furnace Brook Flood Control Project

The Corps recently completed a feasibility study on flood control problems

on Furnace Brook in Milton and Quincy . The recommended improvements involve

diverting upstream floodwaters to Black's Creek estuary via an 11.5 foot

relief tunnel . The plan reduces flood flows in the highly developed lower

valley enough so that existing culverts and conduits are adequate and flood

damage is virtually eliminated .
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D. MAJOR BASIN ISSUES

Several major basinwide issues can be identified in the preceeding discussions .

These are principally issues which must be addressed at the basin level by all

of the communities which effect and which are affected by the water resources

system of the basin . These issues for the Neponset River Basin are summarized

as follows :

Given the importance of the basin's groundwater resources for major

public water supplies , communities must carefully evaluate the poten

tial impacts of the proposed MDC satellite facility on groundwater

and downstream wetlands such as the Fowl Meadows and seek to guarantee

the protection of those areas .

If low flow in critical summer periods is a major problem with regard

to water quality and if it can be shown that water supplies will be

adequately protected , is a discharge directly to the river the best

method of solving that problem ? Would land application together with

active local protection of wetlands ( i.e. , storage and release areas )

be a more cost-effective and environmentally sound way to proceed ?

Is it not likely , given the impoundments along the river , that nutrient

build - up will cause algae blooms , odor problems and dissolved oxygen

problems similar to those encountered in the Charles and Assabet Rivers ?

Communities in the basin must address water supply protection together

given the interdependency of several communities in the basin , i.e. ,

Walpole and Sharon (School Meadow Brook) and Westwood and Norwood

(Buckmaster Pond - Germany Brook ) .
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CANTON : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

A municipal sewerage system serves about 75 percent of the town .

Wastewater is discharged to the MSD for treatment at the Nut Island Facility .

Septage from portions of the town served by septic systems or cesspools is

discharged to the MSD via the Neponset Street manhole in the Canton system .

New subdivisions are required to connect to the municipal sewerage system .

It is recommended that :

The town undertake a 201 facilities plan to determine the need

for expansion of the sewer system and to perform an I/ I analysis .

In the interim , the town should maintain its septage disposal

arrangements and institute a preventive septic system maintenance

and inspection program .

The facilities plan include evaluation of all potential problem

areas defined by the 208 project .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Department of Public Works performs operation and maintenance work

on the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned once per year ;

streets are swept twice per year ; and shopping centers are swept weekly .

Flushing of problem areas within the system is done once per year by a con

tractor at an annual cost of $800 . Drainage channels were cleared recently

by CETA employees. The Norfolk County Mosquito Control Project has also

been involved with this program in the past . Recommendations to the town

include the following :

A regular schedule for storm drain outfall and stream channel

inspection and maintenance should be added to the current program .

In planning for future development, maximum use should be made

of natural drainage characteristics and non - structural runoff

control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

Sewerage $46,000

Septage Treatment 0

Stormwater $ 153,900 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Two industries in Canton have been identified as significant wastewater

dischargers . Plymouth Rubber Company and National Starch and Chemical Corp.

have been issued NPDES permits for discharge to the Neponset River . Recommend

ations to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC , and at least as stringent as

the MDC sewer use law . A drain layer's manual is also recom

mended to regulate the installation of sewer connections .

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewater (with pretreatment , if required ) to the

sewer system . Water conservation and recycling of process

wastewater should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the town's Pine Street landfill

be monitored to assess the adequacy of operation for the remaining 5-8 years

of life of this site and to determine the need for remedial measures .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Although road salt has not been

identified as a problem in Canton's drinking water supply , it is recommended

that the town , together with DPW , develop a sensitive salt application

program . Salt should be stored in covered sheds with impervious floors

if contamination is found beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

Education of local citizens about their responsibility under

winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Canton should expand its floodplain district to include all major

wetlands .

A special aquifer protection district is needed to protect large areas

of high groundwater favorability .

A stream / pond buffer district , if adopted , would protect Reservoir Pond

and Pequid Brook .
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The town should employ cluster zoning which is a technique to minimize

water quality problems and to provide an alternative pattern of development .

In addition , rezoning is needed to deal with conflicts between current

zoning and the environmental capability of the land to support intensive or

dense development . Increased lot sizes , along with site plan review powers

in certain areas would serve to further protect the recharge function .

In the future, Canton may consider a comprehensive approach by adopting

a water resource protection district which would cover both surface and

groundwater sources .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Town meeting should authorize the initiation of a 201 facilities plan .

In addition , Canton , as a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District , will be

required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery

billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA .

Also , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering

discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , commu

nities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by-law or ordinance no

less stringent than the regulation of the MDC . These requirements may place

significant administrative and management burdens on Canton . Reference should

be made by the town to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual

presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and inspection

program for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public education

program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems and

mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas should be set up .

In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be verified and

appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against such systems ,

ranging from pumping, to the reconstruction of failing systems , to requiring

connection to the municipal collection system when a septic system fails or

becomes a nuisance .

The Canton Board of Health , either alone or in cooperation with the

Randolph Board of Health , should monitor the potential impacts of leachate

which may be escaping from the BFI landfill in Randolph and flowing toward

the Canton aquifer .

The Canton Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission and

the Board of Health , should consider the land use recommendations made above .

Land use and natural features information which is more detailed than the MAPC

information should , of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation

of the aquifer recharge area in the community would be desirable , and town

meeting should be asked to authorize such a study . Zoning changes , consistent

with the preventive land control recommendations presented above , and with

local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for town meeting

approval .
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CANTON : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories:

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

D.

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in

the selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question ,

"How much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering

the management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts

of the recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves

two types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It

should be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community

only for the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and

maintenance cost will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Canton .

The impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost

might effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean

that the property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other

taxing mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact

is given as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen

by communities in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for

the community is also included , and the revenue for this must be derived from

a form of user charges and not from a general revenue source . The " average

annual cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over a 20 - year

bond issue amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 .
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The "tax rate impact" shows the annual change in the community's tax rate

due to the debt service cost . The "operation and maintenance" figure is

the annual cost to the community and would be required each year of operation .

The average annual cost would be $27,000 for Canton , (not including storm

water costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax rate

of $ 0.15 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $19,000 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible affects on erosion of

the water quality recommendations for Canton there appear to be both positive

and negative impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of

steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the use of sewer service has been recommended as

a solution for water quality , erosion problems would be aggravated for those

potential erosion lands , although this effect would be short - term in duration .

A short - term negative impact of using sewers in an area considered as

having erosion potential is that during the construction phase of work there

would be considerable disruption of the landscape . This removal of natural

vegetation , plus the increased traffic for the construction work , would mean

an increase in the potential for erosion .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , either by not conflicting with the

environmental capability of the land , or by not sewering the area . Potential

erosion problems would be reduced in these areas , and this would be a positive

effect of long - term consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations

in Canton appears to be approximately 115 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effect .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

the recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears

that predominantly positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood

control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep

slope areas .

In those areas which are considered as having potential flood control

problems , the use of sewers as outlined would increase the potential problems.

This would be an adverse consequence of this water quality management program

which would be long - term in duration . The opportunities for reversing such

impacts once they have taken place would appear to be limited .

The extended use of the floodplain district would have a positive effect

on flood control problems. This regulation would serve to reduce or prohibit

development in significant areas which have potential flood control problems.

This benefit would continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .
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The extent of the reduction in flood control problem areas appears to

be 520 acres in Canton . More detailed review of these impacts should be

addressed in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed

in an environmental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The recommendations for Canton appear to have

primarily positive impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as indicated

by areas of high groundwater favorability . Positive effects on groundwater

could accrue in areas where groundwater favorability coincides with recom

mended environmental zoning districts , such as the extention of the flood

plain district and the adoption of an aquifer protection district . Because

these environmental districts impose special constraints on development ,

they also function as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction

activities in these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize

the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on

groundwater would continue for as long as the environmental districts are

in force . Another potentially positive impact would result from the imple

mentation of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls

would mean clustering and relatively low residential densities in areas with

high groundwater favorability , thus enhancing the potential for more infil

tration and recharge to the groundwater . It would be a long -term effect ,

lasting for the duration of this development pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater

favorability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning

for the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assess

ment should be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the water quality recommendations constitute

a significant amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in

the community . A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habi

tat is the relative presence of suburban development in the area . The con

tinuation of growth as low to medium -density type of development which has

been occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed across

the community . One result of this dispersed - type of growth is that some

urban development appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife

habitats at the present time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitats .

The potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact on
wildlife which would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can be

viewed as a local impact .

The extended use of floodplain and other environmental districts in

Canton would provide a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints

imposed by these land use regulations would provide local benefits for as

long as the regulations are in effect .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

Qive short - term effect which would be very localized in significance

would be that the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would be

expected to rise temporarily during the construction phase of the sewerage

expansion because of the truck transportation of materials and supplies to

and from the construction sites .
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III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

А Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public and

semi- public lands in Canton would be slight with future development . Much of

the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding open

space would be in areas zoned low to moderate density residential development .

Such development does not appear as an incompatible use when close to open

space or recreation areas .

In Canton , several scattered public and semi - public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional develop

ment constraints contained in these floodplains and stream /pond buffer dist

ricts would enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore be

a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as long as the

overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of local significance .

In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is a strong positive

relationship between this short - term use of the manmade environment and the

enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environment .

In a few places in Canton where open space could be affected by devel

opment the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most

instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for industrial,

or medium residential density development would become zoned for low to mod

erately low density residential development . Impacts on open space would be

minimized through the development of less entensive land uses and would be

more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls recom

mended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . A review of the potential impacts

of the recommendations on existing archaeological and historic sites in

Canton indicates that the growth pressure would create negative impacts on

only one archaeological site . This site is zoned for medium residential dens

ity development . Certainly when a site is actually developed , the impact is

significant and long - term , and the commitment is irreversible . The loss of

any archaeological or historic site would be regional in significance .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of affected

archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This has been

done purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration of the

sites . The information used was made available to this project from the

State Archaeologist's Office with this request .

As the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific attention

should be directed to possible effects on archaeological or historic sites

and should be addressed in the environmental assessment which should be done

concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Housing Impacts. There is little overall difficulty in accommo

dating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land avail

able in the community . The projected 2100 housing units anticipated for Canton

means that about 2400 acres of residential land will be developed over the 20

year period .

!
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Canton allows significant amounts of low density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing ,

and obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of

land required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase

development costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's

Association indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between

$ 17,000 and $22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a rela

tively low density pattern of residential development in this town may

produce a negative impact on housing in terms of cost . This negative

impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional as well as a local

perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem becomes more

apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to the relatively

large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly felt by

residents in the community . The lot size requirements and the concomitant

land costs may well create a barrier at the regional level for full access

to housing opportunities in the area for residents from throughout the

region . This negative regional impact would be long - term in its duration .

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would

either prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the

community and reduce the amount of land available for development . The

community appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the

reduction of land available for development would serve to intensify this

pressure.

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce

current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning

and environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase

of the land necessary for the use on residential on-site disposal which

would increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long - term

implications , both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of

protective districts in parts of the town and the concomitant higher costs

associated with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities

for middle- income families may become even more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to initigate any negativ . ira'cts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit rider

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . The process of cleaning up area waterways

and waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of

government and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a

sharing of capital costs between government and water -using firms , it is

important to consider the potential impact of these costs upon such manu

facturing establishments .

It can be seen that the recommendations would have both potentially

positive and negative impacts on manufacturing . The expansion and use of

sewer service areas on industrially zoned land as outlined in Canton would

allow opportunities for increased levels of manufacturing activities , and

thereby increase employment levels . The principle reason for such an effect

is that with the introduction of sewer service to industrial land , these

areas could assimilate more structural development, which could then accept

more labor - intensive economic activities . An example might be the difference

between a warehouse employing only a half-dozen people and an electrical

machinery plant employing a few hundred .

Counterbalancing this increased opportunity for accommodating manufact

uring activities is the requirement that industries pay a proportional share

of the capital costs of sewage treatment, based on their share of the waste

load . This potential cost to industries could inhibit plant expansion , or

initial location , thereby precluding the full measure of employment oppor

tunities . However , the recommendations for Canton also represent reliance

on non-structural solutions to water quality problems and as a result some

opportunities for employment in manufacturing could be reduced . There may

be some cases in which some opportunities
may be foreclosed because of

actual changes in zoning from industrial to low - to -moderately low density

residential uses . Some existing manufacturing
activities may be affected

by such zoning changes by making them non - conforming land uses . This would

have implications for their future expansion plans .

Canton has nearly 2700 jobs in water - intensive employment , which is

expected to decrease to about 2550 jobs by 1995 . As a percentage of total

employment in 1975 , this is 28 percent and in 1995 , 16 percent .

Since Canton is a member of the MDC , reference should be made to the

EMMA study for more details of the expected impacts of water - quality solutions

on industry in MDC - served municipalities.
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MILTON : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town has an extensive sewerage system which serves about 94 percent

of the population and discharges to the MSD for treatment at the Deer and Nut

Island facilities . Septage collected from the unsewered portions of town is

discharged to the Milton system at manholes on Gile Road and Manning Lane .

Six pumping stations in the Milton system are equipped to allow overflows

during power outages or surcharging conditions . Surcharging does occur during

wet weather and affects the Neponset River , Gulliver Creek , Unquity Brook and

a tributary to the Pine Tree Brook Reservoir . It is recommended that :

- The town initiate a Step i facilities plan to evaluate alternative

means of eliminating/controlling overflows in the system and to

perform an I/I analysis on the system .

The town should promote a water conservation program to reduce

wastewater flows .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department of the Department of Public Works is responsible

for the operation and maintenance of the stormwater collection system . Prob

lem catch basins are cleaned twice a year , while the remainder are cleaned on

a regular basis . Personnel for the Highway Department and the Norfolk County

Mosquito Control Project perform ditch , stream and culvert cleaning on an

annual basis . Recommendations to the town include the following :

An evaluation should be made by the Highway Department of the

need for and feasibility of street sweeping in highly developed ,

commercial - industrial areas of town .

In planning for future development , maximum use should be made

of natural drainage characteristics and non-structural runoff

control measures .

NI . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage $16,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater 166,900 ( much of this cost already may be

included in local budgets)

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

No significant industries have been identified in Milton .

to the town include the following :

Recommendations

- The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC and at least as stringent as

the MDC sewer use law . A drain layer's manual should also be

adopted to regulate the installation of sewer connections .

Water conservation and recycling of process wastewater should

be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the town prepare an engineering

report to include plans of continued operation and final closure of the present

Route 28 landfill . Futher , monitoring should be undertaken to determine the

need for immediate leachate control measures as well as guide future operating

practices and closing requirements .

B. Salt Storage and Application . It is recommended that the town , together

with the DPW , develop a sensitive salt application program to protect the Fowl

Meadows from sodium contamination . Road salt should be stored in covered sheds

with impervious floors if contamination is revealed beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

- Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Environmental zoning and other land use control mechanisms are currently

adequate in addressing water quality in Milton .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Town meeting should authorize the initiation of a 201 facilities plan . As

a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District Milton will be required to imple

ment and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing and collec

tion system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once MDC
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promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge of

sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communities will be

required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less stringent

than the regulations of the MDC . Reference should be made by Milton to the

model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

The Milton Board of Health should closely monitor the operation and

closing of the Route 28 landfill for compliance with state landfill regula

tions .
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MILTON : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

I. Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

D.

II . Social Impacts

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , "How

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the

recommendations are presented here .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Milton . The

impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might

effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the

property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing

mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given

as an example and also because it is a repay.ment method often chosen by commu

nities in the region . The " average annual cost" represents the average annual

debt service cost over a 20-year bond issue amortized at 6 percent and is the

figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 . The " tax rate impact " shows the annual

change in the community's tax rate due to the debt service cost .

The average annual cost would be $ 16,000 for Milton (not including storm

water costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax rate

of $0.21 .

-
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I. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In exmaining the possible effects on erosion of

future development expected to occur in Milton , there appears to be slightly

negative impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils or sparse vegetation .

The amount of potential erosion areas that could be affected in Milton

appears to be approximately 35 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion -prone areas . Mitigating actions should be designed

to reduce any potential negative effect .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of future

development in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

slightly negative impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control

problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope

areas .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be 80 acres in

Milton . More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed in any 201

facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an environmental assess

ment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts .

high groundwater favorability .

be negligible .

There are no significant areas in Milton with

Therefore , impacts from future development would

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the water quality recommendations do not consti

tute a significant amount of the habitat areas which are currently available

in the community . It should be noted , however , that where future development

occurs , the capacity to provide a wildlife habitat is reduced . This negative

impact on wildlife would be of long - term significance , although primarily local

in nature .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns pro

jected as a continuation of existing trends would have a negligible impact on

air quality .

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance would

be that the level of particulate matter in the atmoshpere would be expected to

rise temporarily during the construction phase of sewerage expansion because of

the truck transportation of materials and supplies to and from the construction

sites .

II . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public and

semi -public lands in Milton would be minimal with future development . Much of

the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding open

space would be in areas zoned low to moderate density residential development .

Development at this density does not appear to be incompatible when close to

open space or recreation areas .
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B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . A review of the potential

impacts on existing archaeological and historic sites in Milton indicates

that the future growth would create a negative impact on only one archae

ological site . This site is zoned for medium density residential develop

ment . Certainly when a site is actually developed , the impact is significant

and long -term , and the commitment is irreversible . The loss of any archae

ological or historic sites would be regional in significance .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of the affected

archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This has been done

purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration of the sites .

The information used was made available to this project from the state

Archaeologist's office with this request .

As the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific attention

should be directed to possible effects on archaeological or historic sites

and should be addressed in the environmental assessment which should be done

concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Housing Impacts . There appears to be little difficulty in accommo

dating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land avail

able in the community . The projected 330 housing units anticipated means that

270 acres of residential land will be developed over the 20-year period .

Milton allows moderate amounts of low density development. Since the

cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land

required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase development

costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association indicates

that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $ 17,000 and $22,000 in the

Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , low density residential development in

this town may produce a negative impact on housing in terms of cost .

This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional as

well as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem

becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to the

relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly

felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements and the concomi

tant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional level for full access

to housing opportunities in the area for residents from throughout the region .

This negative regional impact would be long - term in its duration .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing. Some 362,460 r ::si

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the nee :

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit titler

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package trat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density ho : sing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately-priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

1

-
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing. Milton has 250 jobs in water - intensive employment ,

which is expected to decrease to about 200 jobs by 1995. As a percentage of

total employment , in 1975 this is seven percent and in 1995 , four percent .

Milton is a member of the MDC and therefore reference should be made to

the EMMA study for expected impacts of water quality solutions on industry

in MDC - served municipalities .
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NORWOOD : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 99 percent of the town's population is served by a sewerage sys

tem which discharges to the MSD for treatment at the Nut Island facility .

Fewer than ten septic tanks are currently in use in the town . Septage is

discharged to the sewerage system for treatment at Nut Island . The town

has been issued an NPDES permit for 12 overflows in the municipal system

caused by surcharging of the MDC interceptor . It is recommended that :

The town initiate a 201 facilities plan to eliminate/

control overflows in the system , and to perform an

I/I analysis .

The town should promote a water conservation program

to reduce wastewater flow .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Norwood DPW is responsible for operation and maintenance of the

stormwater collection system . The present program includes catch basin

cleaning twice per year . Recommendations to the town include the following :

Regular programs of catch basin cleaning , outfall and stream

channel inspection and maintenance should be developed and

implemented by the town .

In planning for future development , maximum use should be

made of natural drainage characteristics and non-structural

runoff control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage O

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 167,450 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Five industries in Norwood have been identified as significant dis

chargers . American Biltrite , Inc. , Factory Mutual Engineering Corporation ,

Duval Corporation and Raytheon Company have been issued NPDES permits for

cooling water discharges to the Neponset River . Bird & Son , Inc. , has been

issued a permit for the discharges of treated wastewater and cooling water

to the Neponset River . Recommendations to the town include the following :
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The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . This law should be at least

as stringent as the MDC sewer use law . The town should also

adopt a drain layer's manual to regulate the installation of

sewer connections .

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewater (with pretreatment , if required) to the

sewer system . Water conservation and recycling of process waste

water should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

Landfills . It is recommended that the town prepare engineering plans

for the continued operation of its Winter Street landfill for its remaining

three years of active life and that monitoring be done to assess the need

for immediate and long - term remedial actions to reduce or eliminate the

possibility of downstream leachate impacts .

B. Salt Storage and Application . It is recommended that the town ,

together with DPW , develop a sensitive salt application program to prevent

contamination of town water supplies . Salt should be stored in covered sheds

with impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination beyond storage

sites .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application pro

cedures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle

operation . Education of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Norwood should either delineate and enact a wetlands / floodplain district

or a water resource protection district that would protect both surface and

groundwater resources .

In the future , the town should consider adopting an aquifer protection

district since there are significant areas of high groundwater favorability .

This district could be combined with the water resource protection district .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Norwood is a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District . Because the

community is connected to the MSD , Norwood will be required to implement and

maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing and collection sys

tem which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once MDC promul

gates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge of sewage ,

drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communities will be required

to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less stringent than the

regulations of the MDC . These requirements could place significant administra

tive and management burdens on the town . Reference should be made by Norwood

to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this

plan .

The Board of Health should closely monitor the operation of the Winter

Street landfill to insure compliance with state landfill regulations .

The Norwood Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission and

the Board of Health should consider the land use recommendations made above .

Land use and natural features information which is more detailed than the MAPC

information should , of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation

of the aquifer recharge area in the community would be desireable , and town

meeting should be asked to authorize such a study . Zoning changes , consistent

with the preventive land control recommendations above , and with local goals

and policies , should be developed and presented for town meeting approval .
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NORWOOD : I MPACT ASSESSMENT

1 .
Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs associated with recommendations for

Norwood , except those associated with stormwater management , which already

are largely in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of

anticipated future development for Norwood , there appear to be moderately

negative impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

The amount of potential erosion areas that would be affected in Norwood

appears to be approximately 225 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion -prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effect .

Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

future development in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears

that significantly negative impacts could result . Lands with potential

flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas ,

and steep slope areas .
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However , the adoption of a wetland / floodplain district would have a

positive effect on flood control problems . This regulation would serve to

reduce or prohibit development in significant areas which have potential

flood control problems . This benefit would continue as long as the regu

lation remained in effect .

The extent of the reduction in flooä control problem areas appears to

be about 400 acres in Norwood . More detailed review of these impacts should

be addressed in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed

in an environmental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The land use recommendations for Norwood

appear to have positive impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as

indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

These positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where

groundwater favorability coincides with recommended environmental zoning

districts , such as a wetlands / floodplain district and an aquifer protection

district . Because these environmental districts impose special constraints

on development , they also function as groundwater protection . By minimizing

any construction activities in these areas , the land left in its natural

state would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater .

The positive effects on groundwater would continue for as long as the

environmental districts are in force .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater

favorability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning

for the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assess

ment should be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future growth in Norwood constitute a moderate

amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the community .

A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the rela

tive presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation of

growth as moderate - density type of development which has been occurring up

to now means that urban development is dispersed across the community .

One result of this dispersed- type of growth is that some urban development

appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the

present time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The

potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact on

wildlife which would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can be

viewed as a local impact .

The use of a wetlands / floodplain district in Norwood would provide a

benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by this land use

regulation would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation was

in effect .

E. Air Quality Impacts. It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected , as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .
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III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public

and semi - public lands in Norwood would be slight with future development .

Much of the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding

open space would be in areas zoned for medium density residential develop

ment . Development of this density could result in more use of existing open

space and recreation areas by the residents . In a few areas in the town ,

small open space parcels are adjacent to or surrounded by land zoned for

industrial use . Impacts from this type of development on open space could

be slightly negative , long - term , but primarily of local importance .

In Norwood , several scattered public and semi -public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional develop

ment constraints contained in these wetlands / floodplain or aquifer protection

districts would enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore

be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as long as

the overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of local

significance . In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is a

strong positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade

environment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environ

ment .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . There are no known archaeo

logical or historic sites in Norwood that would be affected by future

anticipated growth .

C. Housing Impacts. There appears to be little difficulty in accom

modating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land

available in the community . The projected 2,700 housing units anticipated

for Norwood means that 870 acres of residential land will be developed over

the 20-year period .

All the available residential land in Norwood is currently zoned for

medium or high density . Although the water quality recommendations include

adopting wetlands / floodplain zoning which would preclude residential develop

ment at these densities , future development include multi - family housing

construction could still be accommodated elsewhere in the community .

impacts on housing in Norwood would be negligible .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Norwood has 430 jobs in water - intensive

employment , which is expected to decrease 250 jobs by 1995. As a percentage

of total employment , in 1975 this is three percent and in 1995 , one percent .

Norwood is a member of the MDC and therefore reference should be made

to the EMMA Study for expected impacts of water quality solutions on

industry in MDC - served municipalities .
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QUINCY : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

Almost 100 percent of the city is served by a sewerage system which

discharges to the MSD system for treatment at the Nut Island facility .

There are fewer than 200 septic systems still in use in the city . Septage

is hauled to either Braintree or Hingham for discharge to the MSD via the

municipal systems . The city is underway with a Step 1 sewer system evalua

tion survey and Step 2 design of the Fort Square pumping station and other

sewers in the Faxon Park area of the city . The city is preparing a Step 1

facilities plan which will include a I/I analysis for the remainder of the

city . It is recommended that :

The city seek to eliminate / control all sources of I/I to

the system .

The city should promote a water conservation program to

reduce wastewater flow .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Quincy Department of Public Works is responsible for operation and

maintenance of the stormwater system . Catch basins are cleaned several times

a year and drains are also cleaned . Recommendations to the city include the

following :

The city should re -evaluate its present program and work

to develop a balanced program of street sweeping , identi

fication of key catch basins and problem areas for the

purpose of scheduling catch basin cleaning ; programs of

outfall , channel and stream inspection and maintenance

should also be developed.

The city should consider installing gratings on the larger

outfalls for safety and rodent control purposes .

The city should perform a stormwater modeling program on

systems discharging to Quincy Bay and the Neponset River

in order to evaluate the need for additional ( structural )

measures to prevent bacterial contamination of bathing and

recreation areas .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 252,700 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II of

this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Three industries in Quincy have been identified as significant dis

chargers . General Dynamics , Procter & Gamble Manufacturing Company and

Quincy Oil Company have been issued NPDES discharge permits . General

Dynamics ' permit was issued for the discharges of cooling water and boiler

blowdown , and the discharges from the dry - dock dewatering and stripper pumps

to the Weymouth Fore River . Procter & Gamble has been issued a permit for

the discharge of uncontaminated cooling water to the Weymouth Fore River .

The Quincy Oil Company permit allows the firm to discharge treated storm

water runoff to the Town River . Recommendations to the city include the

following

The city should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC , and at least as stringent

as the MDC sewer use law . In addition , the city should adopt

a drain layer's manual to regulate the installation of sewer

connections .

Industries should be encouraged to practice water conservation

and to recycle their process wastewater .

V. NON-POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the city's landfill continue

operation in accordance plans and regulations for its remaining six years

of active life . Monitoring should be performed in order to assess impacts

and requirements for remedial measures , including leachate collection .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Road salt should be stored in

covered sheds with impervious floors if monitoring reveals contamination

beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application pro

cedures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle

operation . Education of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Additional measures do not appear to be needed .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Quincy , as a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District , will be required

to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing

and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally ,

once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge

of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communities will be

required to have in effect a sewer use by-law or ordinance no less stringent

than the regulations of the MDC . Reference should be made by Quincy to the model

sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan . In con

trolling sewer use, emphasis should be placed on eliminating illegal inflow

sources and in promoting the conservation of water .

The Health Department should monitor the operation of the city landfill to

insure compliance with state landfill regulations .
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IMPACT ASSESSMENTQUINCY :

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs associated with recommendations for

Quincy except those associated with stormwater management , which are already

largely in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of

future growth anticipated to occur in Quincy , there appear to be slightly

negative impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of

steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

The amount of potential erosion areas in Quincy appears to be approxi

mately 45 areas .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

future anticipated development in terms of potential flood control problems ,

it appears that moderately negative impacts could result . Lands with poten

tial flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard

areas , and steep slope areas .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be 110 acres

in Quincy .
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C. Groundwater Impacts . There are no areas significant of high

groundwater favorability in Quincy .

D. Wildlife Impacts . Only a small amount of potential wildlife habi

tat areas are currently available in the community .

However , where urban development occurs , the capacity to provide a

wildlife habitat is reduced . This negative effect would primarily be an

impact of local significance .

E. Air Quality Impacts. It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected , as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public

and semi -public lands in Quincy would be slight with future development ,

although the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or

surrounding open space would be in areas zoned for high density residential

development . Development of this density could result in more use of existing

open space and recreation areas by the residents .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts. There are no known archaeo

logical or historic sites in Quincy that would be affected by future devel

opment .

C. Housing Impacts . To accommodate future growth in Quincy , approxi

mately 2,500 new housing units would be needed , all of which would be built on

land zoned for high density . This would require about 500 acres by 1995 .

Since Quincy has small lot size requirements and allows multi - family

housing , impacts on housing from water quality recommendations would be

negligible .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts. Quincy has 3,200 jobs in water - intensive

employment , which is expected to increase to about 4,800 jobs by 1995 .

a percentage of total employment , in 1975 this is nine percent and in 1995 ,

12 percent .

Reference should be made to the EMMA Study for expected impacts on

industry in MDC - served municipalities, of which Quincy is one .
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SHARON : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The entire town , with the exception of the High School, is served by

on-site subsurface systems . Septage is discharged to the MSD via the muni

cipal sewer systems of the towns of Walpole , Canton and Stoughton . The

treatment system serving the high school consists of a 21,500 gallon septic

tank . Effluent from the septic tank is distributed to underdrain sand filter

beds by a dosing chamber . Effluent from the filter beds is chlorinated and

discharged to a storm drain which discharges to Massapoag Brook below Hammer

Shop Pond . It is recommended that :

- The town initiate a Step 1 facilities plan to evaluate the

need for sewering (particularly the Greenwood Road area ) and

long -term septage disposal alternatives . Alternatives which

should be evaluated include the following:

1 ) Co - treatment at the Medfield STP ( see also Millis )

2 ) Septage treatment at the former Foxborough State

Hospital facility

3 ) Town - owned and operated septage pre -treatment

facility with all solids handling on-site with

liquid effluent only discharged to the MSD via

sewer connection (sewer to serve only the septage

pretreatment facility )

- The town should develop and implement a preventive septic system

maintenance and inspection program .

- The town should promote a water conservation program .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Division of the Department of Public Works is responsible for

operation and maintenance of the stormwater collection system . Streets are

cleaned every spring , and drain line flushing and rodding are done as required .

All catch basins are cleaned annually ; problem areas are cleaned more often .

Streams , culverts and drainage facilities are cleaned by both the Highway

Division and the Norfolk County Mosquito Control Project . This is considered

a good program of " Best Management Practices " by 208 staff .

It is recommended that in planning for future development , maximum use

should be made of natural drainage characteristics and non-structural runoff

control measures .
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II . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment $27,800

( 3 ) Stormwater 131,250 (much of this cost already

may be included in local

budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part I of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One industry in Sharon has been identified as a significant discharger .

The Metal Bellows Corp. has been issued an NPDES permit for the discharge of

treated process wastewater and cooling water to School Meadow Brook . Recom

mendations to the town include the following :

Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater , especially in areas near public

water supplies .

If the town provides sewerage in the future , a sewer use

law and drain layer's manual should be adopted to regulate

the types of waste allowed and the installation of sewer

connections .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that the town's Mountain Street landfill

be monitored to assess the impacts of leachate on Sucker Brook , Lake Massapoag

and the underlying aquifer and to determine the need for remedial measures during

the site's remaining 5-7 years of operation and upon closing .

B. Salt Storage and Application . It is recommended that the town , together

with the DPW , develop a sensitive salt application program to reduce present

sodium and chloride levels and to prevent further contamination of the town's
water supply .

Road salt should be stored in covered sheds with impervious floors if

monitoring reveals contamination beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended for

all local and state highway units :

- Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

-

I
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Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

- Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

A special aquifer protection district is needed to protect significant

areas of high groundwater favorability .

Sharon should also delineate a stream buffer district that would protect

School Meadow Brook and Rock Meadow Brook .

In the future , Sharon should consider a watershed protection district to

cover Lake Massapoag's watershed . Site development regulations should be

included as part of this district .

A more comprehensive approach to consider would be a water resource pro

tection district which would serve to protect both surface and groundwater

sources . Sharon may also need to rezone to allow only low residential density

in certain areas where current zoning potentially conflicts with the environ

mental capability of the land to support some types of development .

VI . MANAGEMENT

Sharon town meeting should be asked to authorize initiation of 201 facilities

planning to assess sewering needs and septage disposal alternatives. Septage

management options include : an intermunicipal agreement with Medfield ; a town

owned and operated facility requiring the creation of a town board or commission

to manage it or delegation of this authority to the highway department by the

selectmen ; or a legal arrangement with the Commonwealth for the use of the for

mer Foxborough State Hospital facility for septage disposal . This would probably

require a special act of the legislature .

The Board of Health should initiate rigorous maintenance and inspection

programs for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public education

program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems and

mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas should be set up .

Information on water conservation techniques should also be included in this

program . In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be verified

and appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against such systems ,

ranging from pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems .

In conjunction with the 201 study , which should eyaluate the septage dis

posal problem , should be a consideration of a mandatory inspection and mainte

nance program for the community . Such a program could take many forms ( see

Part II of this plan ) , and should be a prompt consideration of a regional board

of health depending upon the economies of scale , and the local political feasi

bility . Such a regional entity should be consistent with any proposed regional

septage disposal configuration .
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The Board of Health should monitor the town landfill on Mountain Street

to determine compliance with state landfill regulations .

The Sharon Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission and

the Board of Health should consider the land use recommendations made above .

Land use and natural features information which is more detailed than the MAPC

information should , of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation of

the aquifer recharge area in the community would be desirable , and town

meeting should be asked to authorize such a study . Zoning changes , consistent

with the preventive land control recommendations presented above , and with

local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for town meeting

approval.
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SHARON : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

D.

E.

II . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , " How

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the

recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two types

of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should be

remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community only for the

length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance cost will

continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Sharon . The

impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might

effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the

property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing

mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given as

an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by communities

in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the community is

also included , and the revenue for this must be derived from a form of user

charges and not from a general revenue source . The " average annual cost "

represents the average annual debt service cost over a 20-year bond issue amor

tized at six percent and is the figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 . The

"tax rate impact " shows the annual change in the community's tax rate due to

the debt service cost . The " operation and maintenance" figure is the annual

cost to the community and would be required each year of operation .
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The average annual cost would be $ 3,600 for Sharon (not including storm

water costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax rate

of $0.03 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $24,200 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of

anticipated future development in Sharon , there appears to be significantly

negative impacts. Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils or sparse vegetation .

The amount of potential erosion areas that would be affected in Sharon

appears to be approximately 500 acres .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effects .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

slightly positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control

problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas and steep slope areas .

The adoption of a stream buffer and watershed protection district would

have a positive effect on flood control problems . These regulations would

serve to reduce or prohibit development in significant areas which have poten

tial flood control problems . This benefit would continue as long as the

regulations remained in effect .

The extent of the reduction in flood control problem areas appears to be

165 acres in Sharon . More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed

in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an environ

mental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The recommendations for Sharon appear to have

positive impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as indicated by areas of

high groundwater favorability .

These positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where ground

water favorability coincides with recommended environmental zoning districts ,

such as the aquifer protection district . Because this district imposes special

constraints on development, it functions as groundwater protection . By mini

mizing any construction activities in these areas , the land left in its natural

state would maximize the infiltration and replenishmen
t of groundwater . The

positive effects on groundwater would continue for as long as the district is

in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of other recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would

mean lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus enhancing the

potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater . It would be

a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this development pattern .
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Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater favor

ability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning for the

community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assessment should

be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future development constitute a significant

amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the community .

A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative

presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation of growth as

low to moderate density type development which has been occurring

means that urban development is dispersed across the community . One result of

this dispersed type of growth is that some urban development appears in all of

those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the present time , and

reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact on wildlife

habitats could product a negative impact on wildlife which would be of long

term consequences . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns pro

jected as a continuation of existing trends would have a negligible impact on

air quality .

N. SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi-public lands in Sharon would be slight with future development . Much of

the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding open

space would be in areas zoned low to moderate density residential development .

This development does not appear to be an incompatible use when close to open

space or recreation areas .

In Sharon , several scattered public and semi -public lands fall within the

floodplain district . The additional development constraints contained in this

district would enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore be

a positive impact on such areas . The recommended stream buffer district would

also enhance recreational opportunities . These impacts would continue as long

as the overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of local signi

ficance . In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is a strong

positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade environment

and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of the environment .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . A review of the potential impacts

of the recommendations on existing archaeological and historic sites in Sharon

indicates that the growth pressure would create negative impacts on only one

site . This site is zoned for moderately low density residential development .

Certainly when a site is actually developed , the impact is significant and long

term , and the commitment is irreversible . The loss of any of the archaeological

or historic sites would be regional in significance .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of the affected

archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This has been done

purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration of the sites .

The information used was made available to this project from the State Archae

ologist's Office with this request .
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As the community undertakes 201 facilities planning, specific attention

should be directed to possible effects on archaeological or historic sites

and should be addressed in the environmental assessment which should be done

concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommodating

the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land available in

the community . The projected 1800 housing units anticipated for Sharon means

that 1600 acres of residential land will be developed over the 20-year period .

Sharon allows moderate amounts of low density development . Since the cost

of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and obviously ,

the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land required for

each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase development costs . Infor

mation from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association indicates that a

house lot of roughly one acre costs between $ 17,000 and $22,000 in the Boston

metropolitan area . Therefore , low density residential development in this

town may produce a negative impact on housing in terms of cost .

asThis negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional

well as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem

becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to the

relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly

felt by residents in the community .

The lot size requirements and the concomitant land costs may well create

a barrier at the regional level for full access to housing opportunities in the

area for residents from throughout the region . negative regional impact

would be long - term in its duration .

Furthermore , environmental zoning districts , which would either prohibit

or constrain housing development occur throughout the community and reduce the

amount of land available for development . The community appears to be experi

encing significant growth pressure and the reduction of land available for

development would serve to intensify this pressure .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce current

residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning and environmen

tal capability . The impact on housing could be an increase of the land necessary

for the use on residential on-site disposal which would increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a moderate amount of land , and thus

somewhat reduce construction opportunities . There would be long -term implica

tions, both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protective dis

tricts in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs associated with

larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities for middle income

families may become more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,700 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can peritmier

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .
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In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing. The process of cleaning up area waterways and water

bodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of government

and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing of capital

costs between government and water -using firms , it is important to consider the

potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing establishments .

The recommendations for Sharon represent reliance on non-structural

solutions to water quality problems and as a result it would seem that oppor

tunities for employment in manufacturing could be reduced . There may be some

cases in which some opportunities may be foreclosed because of actual changes

in zoning from industrial to low - to -medium density residential uses . Some

existing manufacturing activities may be affected by such zoning changes by

making them non - conforming land uses . This would have implications for their

future expansion plans .

Sharon has about 50 jobs in water- intensive employment , which is expected

to increase to about 130 jobs by 1995. As a percentage of total employment ,

in 1975 this is three percent and in 1995 , four percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on manu

facturing activities in the community .
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STOUGHTON : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 39 percent of the town's population is served by a municipal

sewerage system which discharges to the MSD for treatment at the Nut Island

facility . The remainder of the town is served by septic systems or cess

pools . Septage is discharged to the MSD via a septage receiving chamber

in the Stoughton system . As recommended in the town's facilities plan ,

Step 2 and 3 design and construction of sewers in che Charlesdale and

Elizabeth Street areas is currently underway . It is recommended that :

The town prepare a Step 1 I/I analysis and take steps to

eliminate / control I/I sources so identified .

The town should maintain its current wastewater management

arrangements and not extend sewers unless absolutely necessary .

The town should develop and implement a preventive septic

system maintenance and inspection program .

The town should promote a water conservation program .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Stoughton DPW is responsible for operation and maintenance of

the stormwater collection system . All catch basins are cleaned at least once

per year with problem areas being cleaned more frequently . Major streets

are swept once per month , and the remainder are cleaned annually . A rodder

is used for emergency blockages . Some sections of the system have insuf

ficient capacity and have been known to cause local flooding problems.

Recommendations to the town include the following :

Programs of outfall and stream and channel inspection and

maintenance should be developed and added to the present

management program .

Systems experiencing flooding due to inadequate capacity should

be evaluated and re - designed if necessary . ( In this regard ,

it is understood that the town is working on a master plan for

drainage facilities . )

In planning for future development , maximum use should be made

of natural drainage characteristics and non - structural runoff

control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

Sewerage 0

Septage Treatment
o
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Stormwater $ 168,300 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets . )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One significant industrial discharger was identified in Stoughton .

Jetline Services , Inc. has been issued an NPDES discharge permit for treated

stormwater runoff . Recommendations to the town include the following:

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC . This law should be at least

as stringent as the MDC sewer use law . In addition , a drain

layer's manual should be adopted to regulate the installation

of sewer connections .

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewater (with pretreatment , if required ) to the

sewer system .

Industries should be encouraged to practice water conservation

and to recycle their process wastewater .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that monitoring of the former Page

Street landfill be performed periodically to assess the effectiveness of

remedial measures installed when the site was closed and possible additional

measures which might be required .

B. Salt Storage and Application . It is recommended that the town

develop a sensitive salt application program to protect its groundwater

supplies . Road salt should be stored in covered sheds with impervious

floors if monitoring reveals contamination beyond the site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road networks

with locations of salt- sensitive targets ( aquifers, wells , streams

tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures and

posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Education

of local citizens about their responsibility under winter driving

conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Stoughton's environmental zoning is currently adequate to address

water quality , although it is recommended that the town rezone in a few

areas where the current zoning conflicts with the environmental capability

of the land .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Stoughton, as a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District , will be

required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery

billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA .

Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations

covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substances or wastes to the MSD sys

tem , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer use bylaw or

ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These require

ments could place significant administrative and management burdens on

Stoughton . Reference should br made by the town to the model sewer use

ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and inspection

program for on-site sewage disposal systems. At a minimum , a public education

program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems and

mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non-sewered areas should be set up .

In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be verified and appro

priate administrative actions promptly instituted against such systems ,

ranging from pumping . to the reconstruction of failing systems , to requiring

connections to the municipal collection system where it is accessible . Pre

ferably a mandatory inspection and maintenance program would be established

requiring inspection and when necessary pumping of septic systems on an annual

or bi - annual basis . Any public information program on septic tank maintenance

should include information on water conserving techniques .

-
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STOUGHTON : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories:

I. Direct Cost Impacts

Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs except those associated with stormwater

management , in the recommendations for Stoughton . Stormwater management

costs are already largely in local budgets.

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of

future anticipated development in Stoughton , there appear to be moderately

negative impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep

slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

The amount of potential erosion areas that would be affected in Stoughton

appears to be approximately 300 acres .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

future development in terms of potential flood control problems, it appears

that moderately negative impacts could result . Lands with potential flood

control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and

steep slope areas .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be 340 acres

in Stoughton .
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C. Groundwater Impacts . Throughout Stoughton , there appears to be

moderately negative impacts on areas with moderate to high groundwater

favorability . Anticipated development of such areas with urban land uses

would reduce the recharge capacity of these areas and also present problems

through infiltration . This can be seen as a long - term impact , since any

effects created by continued development would continue to occur once it

is established , and the development could constitute an irreversible commit

ment of groundwater resources . Thus , manmade use of the environment could

affect long - term environmental productivity in an area where groundwater

supplies are becoming increasingly important . The results of a negative

impact might not be limited to a single area or community , since many com

munities utilize groundwater supplies common to more than a single town .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where

groundwater favorability coincides with environmental zoning districts , such

as Stoughton's floodplain / watershed protection district . Because this environ

mental district imposes special constraints on development , it also functions ,

to a certain measure , as groundwater protection . These moderately positive

effects would continue for as long as the environmental district is in force .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future development constitute a significant

amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the community .

A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the rel

ative presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation of

growth as moderate - density type of development which has been occurring up

to now means that urban development is dispersed across the community . One

result of this dispersed -type of growth is that some urban development

appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the

present time, and reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The potential

impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact on wildlife which

would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local

impact .

The use of the floodplain /watershed protection district in Stoughton

would provide a benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed

by this land use regulation would provide local benefits for as long as the

regulation was in effect .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible

impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public

and semi- public lands in Stoughton would be slight with future development

recommendations . Much of the anticipated development which is located

adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low to medium

residential density development . Development of this density could result

in more use of existing open space and recreation areas by the residents .

In a few areas in the town , small open space parcels are adjacent to or

surrounded by land zoned for industrial use . Impacts from this type of

development on open space could be slightly negative , long - term , but prim

arily of local importance .
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In Stoughton , several scattered public and semi - public lands fall

within the floodplain /watershed protection district . The additional dev

elopment constraints contained in this district would enhance open space

or recreational areas and would therefore be a positive impact on such

areas . These impacts would continue as long as the overlay district

remains in force and would be an impact of local significance . In the

case of overlay zoning districts , there is a strong positive relationship

between this short- term use of the manmade environment and the enhancement

of the long -term productivity of the environment .

In a few places in Stoughton where open space could be affected by

development the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes .

In most instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for

commercial or medium residential density development would become zoned

for low to moderately low density residential development . Impacts on

open space would be minimized through the development of less intensive

land uses and would be more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls recom

mended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

Archaeological and Historic Impacts. A review of the potential

impacts of the recommendations on existing archaeological and historic sites

in Stoughton indicates that the growth pressure would create negative impacts

on only one site . This site is zoned for medium density residential

development . Certainly when a site is actually developed , the impact is

significant and long - term , and the commitment is irreversible . The loss

of any archaeological or historic sites would be regional in significance .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of the af

fected archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This has

been done purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration

of the sites . The information used was made available to this project from

the State Archaeologist's Office with this request .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accom –

modating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land

available in the community . The projected 2600 housing units anticipated

for Stoughton means that 800 acres of residential land will be developed

over the 20-year period .

Stoughton allows some low density development. Since the cost of land

is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and obviously , the

land cost factor is directly related to the amount of land required for

each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase development costs .

Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association indicates

that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $17,000 and $ 22,000

in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , any low density residential

development in this town may produce a negative impact on housing in terms

of cost . This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional

as well as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential prob

lem becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due
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to the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most

distinctly felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements

and the concomitant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional

level for full access to housing opportunities in the area for residents

from throughout the region . This negative regional impact would be long

term in its duration .

Furthermore, the floodplain /watershed protection district , which

would either prohibit or constrain housing development , is found through

out the community and reduce to some extent the amount of land available

for development . The community appears to be experiencing significant

growth pressure and the reduction of land available for development would

serve to intensify this pressure . However , Stoughton allows multi - family

housing which would offset to some extent , these negative impacts on

housing opportunities.

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 36 ? , 460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the need :

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately - priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts. Stoughton has 390 jobs in water - intensive

employment, which is expected to decrease to about 225 jobs by 1995 . As

a percentage of total employment , in 1975 this is 6 percent and in 1995 ,

2 percent .

Since Stoughton is served by the MDC , reference should be made to

the EMMA study for expected impacts of water quality recommendations on

industry in MDC - served municipalities .
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WALPOLE : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 33 percent of the town is served by a municipal sewerage system

which discharges to the MSD for treatment at the Nut Island facility . The

remainder of the town is served by septic systems. Septage is discharged

to the MSD via a municipally operated grit chamber on the town's system .

The town's Step 1 facilities plan is under review by the state and EPA .

A grant application for the Step 2 design of the replacement and extension

of the main outfall sewer , the construction of laterals to extend service

to South and West Walpole , and the construction of a septage receiving

station is pending approval of the Step 1 plan . It is recommended that :

The town implement its facilities plan recommendations .

The town should develop and implement a preventive

septic system maintenance and inspection program .

The town should promote a water conservation program .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department is responsible for operation and maintenance of

the stormwater collection system . Catch basins are cleaned once per year on

a contractual basis , and streets are swept in the spring and fall . Town

personnel maintain the storm drain outfalls and rod plugged drain lines as

necessary . The Norfolk County Mosquito Control Project (NCMCP ) clears

drainage obstructions within the town . This is considered a good program

by 208 staff . Recommendations to the town include the following :

A regular stream maintenance program should be developed

by the Highway Department to augment the NCMCP program .

In planning for future development , maximum use should be

made of natural drainage characteristics and non -structural

runoff control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $151,400 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Four industries in Walpole have been identified as significant waste

water dischargers . The Kendall Company , the Bird & Son Paper Mill , and

Hollingsworth & Vose Company have been issued NPDES discharge permits . The

Kendall Company is permitted to discharge uncontaminated cooling water to

the Neponset River . The Bird & Son Paper Mill discharges cooling water from

the power generators to Bird Pond . Hollingsworth & Vose Company has a permit

that allows the firm to discharge a portion of their filter backwash to the

Neponset River . The Lloyd Fry Company has applied for an NPDES permit for

discharges to Beaver Brook . Recommendations to the town include the fol

lowing :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC and at least as stringent

as the MDC sewer use law . A drain layer's manual should

also be adopted to regulate the installation of sewer

connections .

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary

and process wastewater (with pretreatment , if required ) to

the sewer system .

-

Industries should be encouraged to practice water conser

vation and to recycle their process wastewaters .

V NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . It is recommended that periodic monitoring be done at

the town's Lincoln Road landfill , the closed landfills off Route 1A (Delmar

and Correctional Institute ) and the Bird and Son Company Forest Street

facility to evaluate the effectiveness of operating and closing measures

and to determine the need for additional remedial measures .

B. Salt Storage and Application . It is recommended that the town ,

together with DPW , develop a sensitive salt application program and provide

adequate salt storage facilities to reduce present and prevent further

sodium contamination of public water supplies . Salt should be stored in

covered sheds with impervious floors if contamination is found beyond the

site .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recommended

for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application pro

cedures and posting of signs for safe public vehicle

operation . Education of local citizens about their

responsibility under winter driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

The town of Walpole should delineate a special aquifer protection dis

trict to protect significant areas of high groundwater favorability .

This community should adopt clustering regulations to minimize poten

tial water quality problems and to provide an alternative pattern of

development .

In addition , rezoning to allow only low residential density may be

necessary because of conflicts between current zoning and the environmental

capability of the land to support development . In certain areas , increased

lot sizes along with site plan review powers would serve to further protect

the recharge function .

VII . MANAGEMENT

In implementing its facilities plan , Walpole will be required to under

take some management activities in order to comply with federal and state

requirements . Because the community is connected to the MSD , it will be

required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery

billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA .

Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations

covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substances or wastes to the MSD sys

tem , Walpole will be required to have in effect a sewer use bylaw or ordinance

no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements may

place administrative and management burdens on the town . Reference should be

made by Walpole to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual pre

sented in this plan . Compliance with MDC requirements will generally be

sufficient to comply with EPA user charge and industrial cost recovery sys

tem requirements , and with sewer use ordinance requirements .

For non - sewered areas of town , the Board of Health should initiate rigorous

maintenance and inspection programs for on-site sewage disposal systems . At

a minimum , a public education program , setting guidelines for the proper main

tenance of septic systems and mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non

sewered areas should be set up . In addition , information on malfunctioning

systems should be verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly

instituted against such systems , ranging from pumping , to the reconstruction

of failing systems , to requiring connection to the municipal system , where it is

accessible . There should also be a consideration of a mandatory inspection

and maintenance program for the community . Such a program could take many

forms (see Part I of this plan ) , depending upon the resources and goals of

the community . Any public information programs dealing with septic system

maintenance or the adoption of a sewer charge system or sewer use ordinance

should include information on water conservation measures for residential and

commercial users .

The Board of Health should routinely monitor landfills in the town for

compliance with state landfill regulations .

The Walpole Planning Board , working with the Conservation Commission and

the Board of Health should consider the land use recommendations made above .

Land use and natural features information which is more detailed than the MAPC

information should , of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation of
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the aquifer recharge area in the community would be desireable , and town meeting

should be asked to authorize such a study . Zoning changes , consistent with

the preventive land control recommendations presented above , and with local

goals and policies , should be developed and presented for town meeting approval .
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WALPOLE : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

II . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs of the recommendations for Walpole , except

those associated with stormwater management which are already largely in local

budgets.

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of the

water quality recommendations for Walpole , there appear to be moderately positive

impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope ,

erodable soils or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the intensity of permitted development would be reduced ,

so as not to conflict with the environmental capability of the land , potential '

erosion problems would be reduced and this would be a positive effect of long

term consequence .

The amount of potential erosion areas affected by the recommendations in

Walpole appears to be approximately 85 acres .
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B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control problems

are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas and steep slope areas .

The recommended zoning use and density changes would reduce potential

flood control problems by directing development away from the sensitive areas .

The extent of the reduction in flood control problem areas appears to be

45 acres in Walpole .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The recommendations for Walpole appear to have

positive impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as indicated by areas of

high groundwater favorability .

These positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where ground

water favorability coincides with the recommended aquifer protection districts .

Because this environmental district imposes special constraints on development ,

it functions as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activi

ties in these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize the

infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on ground

water would continue for as long as the district is in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would mean

lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus enhancing the

potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater . It would be

a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this development pattern .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future development constitute a significant amount

of the habitat areas which are currently available in the community . A prime

factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative presence

of suburban development in the area . The continuation of growth as moderate

density type of development which has been occurring up to now means that urban

development is dispersed across the community . One result of this dispersed

type of growth is that some urban development appears in all of those areas

rated as potential wildlife habitats at the present time, and reduces their

capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact on wildlife habitats could

produce a negative impact on wildlife which would be of long -term consequences .

Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

The use of environmental districts in Walpole would provide a benefit for

wildlife . The development constraints imposed by these land use regulations

would provide local benefits for as long as the regulations are in effect .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends would have a negligible impact

on air quality .

II . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi -public lands in Walpole would be slight with future development .
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of the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding

open space would be in areas zoned for moderate density residential develop

ment . Development of this density could result in more use of existing open

space and recreation areas by the residents . In a few areas in the town ,

small open space parcels are adjacent to or surrounded by land zoned for

industrial use . Impacts from this type of development on open space could be

slightly negative , long - term , but primarily of local importance .

In Walpole , a few scattered public and semi -public lands fall within

existing and recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional

development constraints contained in these floodplain watershed conservation

and aquifer protection districts would enhance open space or recreational

areas and would therefore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts

would continue as long as the overlay districts remain in force and would be

an impact of local significance . In the case of these overlay zoning dis

tricts , there is a strong positive relationship between this short - term use

of the manmade environment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity

of the environment .

In a few places in Walpole where open space could be affected by develop

ment the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most

instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for industrial ,

commercial or medium to high residential density development would become

zoned for low to moderately low density residential development . Impacts on

open space would be minimized through the development of less intensive land

uses and would be more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased , according to the land development controls recom

mended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential growth .

The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

Archaeological and Historic Impacts . There are no known archaeological

or historic sites in Walpole that would be affected by future development or the

water quality recommendations .

C. Housing Impacts. There is little overall difficulty in accommodating

the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land available in

the community . The projected 830 housing units anticipated for Walpole means

that 640 acres of residential land will be developed over the 20-year period .

Walpole allows some low density development . Since the cost of land is a

significant factor in the total cost of housing , and obviously , the land cost

factor is directly related to the amount of land required for each housing unit ,

this type of zoning could increase development costs . Information from the

Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association indicates that a house lot of roughly

one acre costs between $ 17,000 and $ 22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area .

Therefore , any low density residential development in this town may produce a

negative impact on housing in terms of cost .

This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional as

well as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem

becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to the

relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly

felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements and the concomi

tant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional level for full access
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to housing opportunities in the area for residents from throughout the region .

This negative regional impact would be long -term in its duration .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply of

moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more units

or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining ade

quate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . Walpole has 1870 jobs in water-intensive employ

ment which is expected to increase to about 2000 jobs by 1995. As a percentage

of total employment , in 1975 this is 25 percent and in 1995 , 17 percent .

Reference should be made to the EMMA study for expected impacts on industry

in MDC - served municipalities , of which Walpole is one .
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WESTWOOD : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

About 41 percent of the town is served by a municipal sewerage system

which discharges to the MSD system for treatment at the Nut Island facility .

The remainder of the town is served by septic systems or cesspools . Septage

is discharged to the MSD via the Canton sewerage system . Sewerage is being

extended to serve portions of the southern and western areas of the town

in accordance with its approved Facilities Plan . It is recommended that :

The town continue to implement its Facilities Plan

recommendations .

The town should develop and implement a preventive septic

system maintenance and inspection program .

The town should promote a water conservation program .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department performs operation and maintenance work on the

stormwater collection system . Catch basins and streets are cleaned twice

per year , and the town owns two rodding machines for cleaning drain lines

when necessary . Personnel from the Highway Department and the Norfolk

County Mosquito Control Project clear drainage ditches and culverts . This

is also considered a good program by 208 staff . Recommendations to the

town include the following :

A stream maintenance program should be included in the

current program .

In planning for future development , maximum use should be

made of natural drainage characteristics and non - structural

runoff control measures .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

Sewerage o

Septage Treatment 0

Stormwater $120,450 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .
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IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

RecommendationsNo significant industries were identified in Westwood .

to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model sewer

use law developed by MAPC . This law should be at least as stringent

as the MDC sewer use law . The town should also adopt a drain lay

er's manual to regulate the installation of sewer connections .

-

New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewater (with pretreatment , if required ) to the

sewer system .

Industries should be encouraged to practice water conservation

and to recycle their process wastewaters .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . No water quality problem from landfill leachate were

identified in Westwood .

B. Salt Storage and Application . No pollution problems from the

storage or application of road salt were identified in Westwood .

should be stored in covered sheds with impervious floors if contamination

is found beyond the sites .

The following program to prevent road salt contamination is recom

mended for all local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

Education of local citizens about their responsibility under

winter driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Westwood should adopt a stream buffer district which would protect

Rock Meadow Brook .

In the future , Westwood should consider cluster zoning which would

serve to minimize potential water quality problems and to provide an alter

native pattern of development .
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VII . MANAGEMENT

Municipal sewers in Westwood are under the control of the Westwood Board of

Sewer Commissioners , authorized by Chapter 380 of the Acts of 1955 , to lay out ,

construct , maintain and operate a system of common sewers in the town . Westwood

is also a member of the Metropolitan Sewerage District , and is expanding its sys

tem with federal funds, and therefore will be required to undertake some manage

ment activities in order to comply with federal and state requirements. Because

the community is connected to the MSD , it will be required to implement and

maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing and collection sys

tem which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once MDC promul

gates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge of sewage ,

drainage , substances or wastes to the MSD system , communities will be required

to have in effect a sewer use bylaw or ordinance no less stringent than the

regulations of the MDC . These requirements could place significant administra

tive and management burdens on Westwood . Reference should be made by the town

to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

Compliance with these MDC requirements will generally be sufficient to comply

with EPS user charge and industrial cost recovery , and sewer use ordinance

requirements .

The Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and inspection

program for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public education

program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems and

mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non-sewered areas should be set up .

In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be verified and

appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against such systems ,

ranging from pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems to requiring

connection to the municipal system if it is accessible . There should also be

a consideration of a mandatory inspection and maintenance program for the commu

nity . Such a program could take many forms ( see Part I of this plan ) , depen

ding upon the town's resources and goals .

The town Planning Board , in conjunction with the Conservation Commission ,

should evaluate the land use recommendations with respect to existing land use

and natural features information in the community . The MAPC can provide some

preliminary data and technical assistance in this effort . Zoning changes , con

sistent with the preventive land control recommendations presented above and

with local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for town meeting

approval .
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WESTWOOD : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

B
.

C.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

D.

E.

ΙΙ1 . Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct costs in the recommendations for Westwood ,

except those associated with stormwater management , which may already be

largely in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible affects on erosion of

anticipated future growth in Westwood there appear to be slightly negative

impacts. Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope ,

erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

The amount of potential erosion areas that would be affected in

Westwood appears to be approximately 65 acres .

B. Flood Control Impacts. When assessing the potential affects of

the anticipated future development in terms of potential flood control prob

lems , it appears that moderately negative impacts could result . Lands with

potential flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard

areas , and steep slope areas .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be 250 acres

in Westwood .
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C. Groundwater Impacts . The anticipated future development would have

moderately negative impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as indicated

by areas of high groundwater favorability . Anticipated growth areas coincide

with areas important as groundwater supply , and their development with urban

type land uses could produce negative effects on the recharge capacity , and

also could cause contamination problems through infiltration .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas

where groundwater favorability coincides with the community's wetlands

protection district . Because this district imposes special constraints

on development, it also functions , to a certain measure , as groundwater

protection . By minimizing any construction activities in these areas ,

the land left in its natural state would maximize the infiltration and

replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater would

continue for as long as the district is in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Land use controls such as clustering

could serve to enhance the potential for more infiltration and recharge to

the groundwater . It would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration

of this development pattern .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly would be affected by future development constitute a moderate amount

of the habitat areas which are currently available in the community . A prime

factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative

presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation of growth

as low to moderate density type of development which has been occurring up

to now means that urban development is dispersed across the community . One

result of this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban development appears

in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the present

time, and reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact

on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact on wildlife which would

be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

E. Air Quality Impacts. It is anticipated that the growth patterns

projected as a continuation of existing trends , would have a negligible impact

on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public and

semi- public lands in Westwood would be slight with future development . Much

of the anticipated development which is located adjacent to or surrounding

open space would be in areas zoned for low to moderate density residential

development . Development of this density could result in more use of existing

open space and recreation areas by the residents , although it does not appear

as an incompatible use when close to open space or recreation areas .

In Westwood , a few scattered public and semi -public lands fall within

the wetlands protection district . The development constraints contained in

this district would enhance open space or recreational areas and would there

fore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as
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long as the overlay district remains in force and would be an impact of

local significance . In the case of overlay zoning districts , there is

a strong positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade

environment and the enhancement of the long - term productivity of the

environment .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . There are no known archaeo

logical or historic sites that would be affected by future development in

Westwood .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommo

dating the anticipated residential growth in terms of the amount of land

available in the community . The projected 1500 housing units anticipated

for Westwood means that about 1700 acres of residential land will be dev

eloped over the 20 - year period .

Westwood allows significant amounts of low density development .

Since the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of

housing , and obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the

amount of land required for each housing unit , this type of zaning

could increase development costs . Information from the Greater Boston

Homebuilder's Association indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre

costs between $ 17,000 and $ 22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . There

fore a relatively low density pattern of residentialdevelopment in this

town may produce a negative impact on housing in terms of cost . This

negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional as well

as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem

becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to

the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most dist

inctly felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements

and and the concomitant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional

level for full access to housing opportunities in the area for residents

from throughout the region . This negative regional impact would be long

term in its duration .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately - priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )
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IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Manufacturing Impacts . Westwood has 255 jobs in water - intensive

employment, which is expected to increase to about 575 jobs by 1995 .

percentage of total employment , in 1975 this is six percent and in 1995 ,

eight percent .

Reference should be made to the EMMA study for expected impacts on

industry of water quality recommendations in MDC - served municipalities of

which Westwood is one .
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WEYMOUTH BASIN OVERVIEW

A. PROFILE OF THE WEYMOUTH BASIN

The Weymouth River Basin is located in the southeast quadrant of the MAPC

208 study area . The Basin is bounded by the ocean to the east , the North/

South Rivers Basin to the south and the Neponset Basin to the west and north .

Seven communities lie largely or wholly within the Weymouth Basin . They are :

Braintree Holbrook Randolph

Cohasset Hull Weymouth

Hingham

Six other communities which lie partially within the Weymouth Basin will be

referred to occasionally in this section , but they will be discussed in

further detail in other basin sections . They are :

-

Norwell , Rockland and Scituate in the North and South Rivers

Basin section , and

-

Quincy , Milton and Canton in the Neponset Basin section .

A capsule description of the Weymouth Basin is that of a diverse group of

communities which includes both relatively stable , inner suburban commun

ities such as Weymouth , and relatively fast -growing suburbs such as Cohasset

and Hingham . Access to downtown Boston and the rest of metropolitan Boston

via Routes 3 and 128 , along with the extension of the MBTA Red Line to

Quincy Center , has made the Weymouth Basin an attractive place for residen

tial and economic development . During the 1950-1970 period , population

growth was moderate in the more urbanized areas of the basin and relatively

rapid in the other basin communities . Moderate growth , a 21 percent in

crease , is expected for the twenty - five years period , 1970 to 1995 .

Cohasset , Canton and Holbrook will experience the greatest increases in

population , approximately 50 percent between 1970 and 1995 . Weymouth and

Hull populations will grow only about 14 percent while Quincy and Milton

are expected to increase by 8.6 percent and 4.1 percent respectively .

Economic growth is expected to continue in almost all sectors through 1995 .

The most significant increases in employment (over 80 percent ) are in the

construction , trade and services sectors . About 58 percent of jobs in

manufacturing are in dry manufacturing . The remaining 42 percent of manu

facturing jobs are in water-intensive industries . Manufacturing employment

as a whole accounts for 23.6 percent of total employment and is expected

to increase by 9 percent (or 2,172 new jobs ) between 1975 and 1995 .

Manufacturing jobs are concentrated in Quincy ; they account for about one

third of all manufacturing jobs in the basin . Water - intensive industries

are concentrated in Braintree , Canton and Quincy . Housing construction

in the Weymouth Basin has been mainly single - family housing units on lot

sizes varying from one-quarter acre to one acre . Multi - family housing has

been built in all the basin communities except Norwell . However , multi

family housing is concentrated in Braintree , Quincy , Randolph and Weymouth .

The greatest amount of housing construction activity (mostly multi - family )
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is also occurring in these communities . On the other hand ,
the

greatest

increase in land for residential use has occurred in the less developed

communities : Hingham , Norwell and Scituate , followed by Canton and Randolph .

These communities have relatively large lot zoning and have allowed mostly

low density development . Commercial development has occurred mainly in

" strip " fashion along major arterials and also at the intersections of major

highways . The South Shore Plaza in Braintree is an example of this latter

type of commercial development . Malls are also found in Hingham , Randolph

and Weymouth . However , the largest shopping and business area in the basin

is Quincy Center . Industrial land use increased by nearly 100 percent in

the basin between 1951 and 1971 . Braintree , Quincy and Weymouth experienced

the greatest increases in industrial land use .

The majority of Weymouth Basin residents are served by public sewer systems .

Braintree , Canton , Hingham , Holbrook , Milton , Quincy , Randolph and Weymouth

are members of the South Metropolitan Sewerage District (MSD ) of the Metro

politan District Commission . Holbrook is now beginning sewer construction .

Cohasset has its own treatment facility . Hull discharged untreated sewage

into Hingham Bay , Massachusetts Bay , and Weir River , but the town is building

a treatment plant . The communities in the basin whose entire population

(or close to 100 percent ) is served by sewers or will be by 1995 are Braintree ,

Milton , Quincy and Weymouth . Weymouth Basin residents not served by public

sewers , approximately 43 percent , are served by septic tanks or cesspools .

The Weymouth Basin has four major streams / rivers that drain into Hingham Bay

or Massachusetts Bay .

-

The Weymouth Fore River rises from springs and the head

waters of several small streams in Holbrook , Randolph ,

Braintree and Hingham . The streams join south of Sunset

Lake in Braintree and at the lake's outlet . The single

stream becomes the Fore River which flows northerly to

Hingham Bay .

The Weymouth Back River rises from marshes that drain

into old Swamp River in Rockland and Weymouth , which

in turn flows into Whitman Pond . The river is considered

to start here and it flows northward to Hingham Harbor

through Weymouth and Hingham .

The Weir River rises from several tributaries in southern

Hingham and Accord Pond . As it flows northerly toward

Hingham Harbor it is joined by the drainage from

Straits Pond .

The Gulf River is formed by the confluence of Bound

Brook and Musquashcut Brook in Norwell and Scituate

and flows northeasterly until it drains into

Cohasset Harbor .

Besides the major watercourses described above , there are a large number

of water bodies located throughout the basin . Sizes range from a few

acres to over 300 acres , although nearly half are less than ten acres

in size .

The basin's climate is classified as marine humid continental . The average

annual temperature is 50 degrees F , with summer temperatures averaging
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between 67 - 70 degrees F and winter temperatures averaging 30 degrees F.

Total precipitation is between 40 and 45 inches annually . Prevailing winds

are generally from the west .

The topography of the basin can be described as gently rolling with scat

tered hills . Drumlin formations can be found in the eastern part of water

shed , in North Scituate and Cohasset and in northern Hingham near Hingham

Harbor . Elevations of the drumlin formations vary from 100 to 200 feet

above sea level . Other sections of the basin are flatter with swamp lands .

The predominant soils of the basin , the result of glacial activity , range

from loam to sandy loam and silt to coarse gravel . These are moderately

to well drained soils or poorly drained due to hardpan or bedrock . The muck

and peat soils , predominant in the wetlands , are found throughout the basin

and are characterized by poor drainage .

A large percentage of the watershed is still covered by woodlands and a smal

ler portion is covered by coastal or inland wetlands vegetation . In the

moderately to well drained uplands , the dominant species are pitch pine and

scrub oak . In the swamps and wet areas , red maple is the dominant species .

The low residential density in southern portions of the basin and the large

areas of undeveloped land help support a wide variety of wildlife species .

Otherwise , those species found in eastern Massachusetts are those that have

not been forced westward or northward by the heavy pressures of urbanization

and those that have adapted to the altered environment . Examples include

raccoons , rabbits , gulls and other small mammals and birds . The outstanding

landscape characteristics in the basin include sections of rocky coastline ,

harbors , waterbodies , wooded uplands and drumlins .

B. WATER QUALITY STANDARDS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

The seven towns included in the Weymouth Basin section are drained primarily

by four river and estuary systems. These are the Weymouth Fore River , the

Weymouth Back River , the Weir River and the Gulf River . Present water quality

conditions range from poor (C/SC or lower ) to good (B /SB) in all four rivers .

The four rivers included in this discussion exhibit similarities in many

regards . This might be expected as a result of their geologic development

and setting and further as a result of fairly similar man-made developments .

Each of the rivers is also plagued with similar pollution problems including:

raw sewage discharges via bypasses and overflows, failing septic systems ,

industrial discharges , stormwater runoff , landfill leachates , extensive dred

ging and filling in both stream channels and natural wetlands , and a marked

propensity for siting large impermeable types of developments on wetlands ,

marshes and natural recharge areas .

The water quality goal for each of these rivers is Class B water , the equi

valentof " fishable/ swimmable" as referred to in the Federal Water Pollution

Control Act . The Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control (DWPC )

has designated all surface waters in this basin as Effluent Limited . The

definition of Effluent Limited implies that the water quality goal can be

met through the application of " Best Practicable Waste Treatment Technology"

as defined in EPA's guidelines .
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In effect , this means that the public and private entities in the Weymouth

Basin have it within their capability to bring the waters up to standard by

using existing technology and management practices . These may include , as

appropriate : upgrading wastewater treatment to the secondary level , elim

ination of raw wastewater discharges , correction of failing septic systems ,

elimination of industrial discharges and other measures within current tech

nological capability .

The following sections describe each of the four rivers in terms of their

setting current water quality and sources of pollution .

Weymouth Fore River

The Weymouth Fore River drains all or portions of the communities of

Holbrook , Avon , Brockton , Randolph , Milton , Quincy , Braintree and

Weymouth . Total Drainage area of the Fore River is 42.25 square miles .

The Fore River itself is a tidal estuary from the dam above Route 53

in Braintree to Hingham Bay . Once used for shellfishing , this area

is now closed to shellfishing due to bacterial contamination . The

area is rich in history as a major shipping and ship - building port.

The General Dynamics Fore River Shipyard is the largest ship building

operation on the East Coast and is currently under contract to build

the world's largest tankers to transport liquified natural gas .

The freshwater stream draining into the Fore River is the Monatiquot

River . The Monatiquot flows through the town of Braintree draining

the area west of Braintree Center . It is approximately two and one

half miles long . The Monatiquot is formed from two major tributary

systems, the Farm River and Cochato River . The headwaters of the

Cochato River are found in the northern portion of Brockton . Trout

Brook flows north from Brockton into Lake Holbrook in southern Holbrook .

The stream becomes the Cochato River at the outlet of Lake Holbrook .

The Cochato flows north to Sylvan Lake . Water quality measurements

by DWPC show the stream to be of Class B water . This means that the

water meets the requirements for fishable , swimmable water . With the

exception of Lake Holbrook , swimming is not possible due to channel

characteristics .

The Cochato River is joined a short distance downstream by Mary Lee

Brook . This brook originates in the swamp at the border of Avon and

Randolph . The brook drains most of South Randolph including the town

center . Intensive sampling by the DWPC shows Mary Lee Brook to be of

Class C water due to high coliform bacterial levels . Coliform bac

teria are indicative of the presence of pathogenic (disease causing )

bacteria . Coliforms themselves are not pathogenic . The predominant

source of the coliforms found at that time is presumed to be from

septic tank discharges . As this area is programmed to be sewered ,

coliform levels should be significantly decreased . The other pos

sible source of coliforms is animal wastes . It is important to note

that coliform bacteria are indicators of the presence of pathogens

irregardless of the source of the coliforms .

Glovers Brook also drains a portion of Randolph Center . Glovers Brook

is of Class C water quality due to high dissolved solids, alkalinity

and coliforms .
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Less than a mile downstream , the Cochato is joined by Tumbling Brook .

Tumbling Brook originates in a relatively undeveloped wetland area

in the northwest corner of Holbrook . There is no water quality data

available for Tumbling Brook .

The Cochato River continues northward , a small portion of Tumbling

Brook and the next mile of the Cochato serving as the boundary

between the towns of Randolph and Braintree . This area is comprised,

of wetland meadows known as Broad Meadows . Cranberry Brook , which

drains most of southern Braintree and the Braintree highlands joins the

Cochato together with Martin Brook in Randolph as the river flows into

Braintree . Approximately three fourths of a mile downstream , the

Cochato River reaches its confluence with the Farm River and the

two rivers continue on as the Monatiquot River . Due to access problems,

there is no data currently available for this section of the river .

However , it is reasonably safe to assume that the water is generally

suitable for fish and wildlife propagation and habitat .

The headwaters area tributary to the Farm River originates in Canton

and Milton at the base of the Blue Hills Range and Reservation near

the intersection of Routes 128 and 138 . The Blue Hills River flows

eastward through Canton , Milton and Quincy into Randolph , generally

parallel to Route 128 . As the Blue Hills River flows into Braintree ,

it is joined by the outlet of Great Pond . Great Pond lies partially

in North Randolph and partially in Braintree . The area tributary to

Great Pond and Upper Reservoir , also straddling the Randolph - Braintree

border is the largest tributary area to the Blue Hills River .
This

tributary system originates in the Avon - Randolph town lines in the

Bear Swamp . Norroway Brook flows from Bear Swamp to Upper Reservoir
draining the major portion of North and Central Randolph . Great Pond

serves as a source of drinking water for Randolph , Holbrook and Braintree .

1

As the Blue HTIIS River crosses the town line from Quincy into Braintree ,

it becomes the Farm River . This wetland area , known as the Great Cedar

Swamp , drains the Southeast Ridge , Hawk Hill and Chickatawbut Hill of

the Blue Hills Range . Bouncing Brook flows from the forested hillsides

into Great Cedar Swamp . The Farm River then flows through Braintree

to its confluence with the Cochato River in the Broad Meadows . The

DWPC had one sampling station on the Farm River during its 1975 Inten

sive Survey , located near the Colbert School in Braintree . Data col

lected during that survey showed the river to be of generally Class B

water quality . The river actually fluctuates between Class B and C

water quality due to variations in coliform bacteria levels . The river

is suitable as a habitat for fish and wildlife . Although water quality

is generally good enough for swimming , this use is precluded due to

physical characteristics of the stream .

The Monatiquot River flows from the confluence of the Farm River and

the Cochato River in Broad Meadow through Braintree to the dam at

Factory Hill Road . Although tidal at this point , the stream does not

become the Weymouth Fore River until after it passes under the Route 53

bridge . The freshwater portion of the Monatiquot is of generally

Class B quality with periodic coliform violations resulting in class C

conditions . Pollution sources include the Thayer Street overflow in

Braintree and major stormwater discharges from Weymouth . Stormwater

discharge locations include Sea Street in Weymouth , Mill Cove and Kings

Cove , all discharging to the Fore River . Additional sources include
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vessel discharges from the many marinas and private moorings which

dot the river up as far as Weymouth Landing . In spite of the poten

tial pollution problems, swimming is allowed at two public beaches :

Watson Park in East Braintree and Wessagusset Beach in North Weymouth ,

Immediately below Route 53 Smelt Brook joins the Fore River . Smelt

Brook drains the northeast quadrant of Braintree . Prior to its

confluence with Hingham Bay , the Fore River is joined by the Town

River and Town River Bay which drains the Quincy Point , Broad Mea

dows and Germantown sections of Quincy . The Fore River then blends

into Hingham Bay between Hough's Neck in Quincy and Eastern Neck in

Weymouth .

Weymouth Back River

The Weymouth Back River drains an area of 26.5 square miles and

includes portions of the towns of Weymouth , Hingham , Holbrook ,

Braintree and Rockland .

Headwaters of the Back River are found in northern Rockland and

South Weymouth . The two major tributary systems are the old Swamp

River and the Weymouth Great Pond-Mill River .

The old Swamp River originates in a series of small ponds in a

residential section of northern Rockland . The river flows north

ward , draining the Pine Hills area in south Hingham . It continues

north into Weymouth draining the southeast quadrant of South

Weymouth . This area can be generally defined as the area east of

Route 18 and south of Route 3 in Weymouth . The old Swamp River

then flows into Whitmans Pond . The river is most familiar to

travelers of Route 3 where it flows up the median between the east

and west bound lanes .. A U.S. Geologic Survey gauging station is

located in this area . Based on DWPC's intensive survey data , the

old Swamp River is a very clean river , meeting Class B water quality

standards . The river provides a suitable habitat to fish and wild

life indigenous to the area . Swimming is not possible due to the

relatively small size of the stream . There are several town wells

located in the old Swamp River drainage area and Whitmans Pond is

a major source of public water supply for the town of Weymouth .

The wetlands found in the southwest corner of Weymouth and eastern

Holbrook form the headwaters of Weymouth Great Pond and the Mill

River . This area can generally be defined as the area west of

Route 18 and south of Route 3 in Weymouth . Weymouth Great Pond is

the towns' principal source of water supply . Water pumped from

wells in the Mill and old Swamp River valley's in addition to water

from Whitmans Pond is pumped to Weymouth Great Pond where it is

treated prior to introduction into the town's distribution system .

The Mill River flows out of Weymouth Great Pond , parallel to

Route 18 , then runs under the intersection of Routes 18 and 3

at interchange 28 . As the river nears Middle Street , it is chan

nelized underground and emerges again at Washington Street . The

river then flows into the main body of Whitmans Pond .

Whitmans Pond is a large storage reservoir controlled by the town

of Weymouth . There is a fish ladder at the spillway which serves
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as the outlet of the pond . The outlet then flows through a concrete

channel to Washington Street where it flows through a ten foot by

ten foot pressure conduit . At Broad Street , the stream surfaces where

a second fish ladder is located at the Iron Hill Dam . The stream

below this point is tidal and becomes the Weymouth Back River .

The Fresh River , draining the Bear Seamp area of west Hingham , joins

the Back River at Lincoln Heights in Weymouth . The river itself is

a tidal flat bordered on the west bank by the Great Esker Park . The

river is very shallow even at high tide until it passes under the

Route 3A bridge between Weymouth Great Hill and Stodders Neck . The

river then runs between Weymouth Neck and the GSA Supply Dept in

Hingham to Boston Harbor .

Water quality in the Back River is fair and is considered to be of

SC standards . Shellfishing is not permitted in the tidal flats due

to coliform contamination . Pollution sources include raw sewage dis

charges resulting from bypasses and overflows such as those which

frequently occur at the Stodders Neck Pumping Station . Stormwater

runoff is also suspect as a pollution source .

Weir River

The Weir River drains an area of approximately 25 square miles includ

ing portions of the towns of Rockland , Norwell , Weymouth , Hingham ,

Cohasset and Hull .

Two major tributaries form the headwaters of the Weir River . Accord

Brook flows out of Accord Pond which straddles the geographic bound

ary between the towns of Rockland , Norwell and Hingham . The Plymouth

River originates in the Route 3 area in east Weymouth and flows into

Hingham .

Accord Pond is used by both Norwell and Hingham as a source of public

water supply . The pond receives stormwater discharges from industrial ,

commercial and residential areas . Accord Brook flows out of the pond

in Hingham and through the U.S. Governmnent Reservation into Trip

hammer Pond . The brook then flows out of Triphammer Pond to its con

fluence with the Weir River . There is no water quality data upon which

to classify these streams . However , as no sources of pollution have

been identified in this stream and as the tributary area to this stream

remains largely undeveloped in its natural condition , the Division has

classified this stream as being of B water quality .

The Plymouth River begins at Route 3 in Weymouth and flows into Hingham .

Tributaries draining the Penniman Hill area of Hingham join the Plymouth

as it flows past Penniman Hill . The Eel River , draining the Liberty

Plains and Finnville sections of town , joins the Plymouth just before

it flows into Cushing Pond . The outlet of Cushing Pond , known as the

Crooked Meadow River , then flows to its confluence with the Weir River .

As the Weir River continues toward Boston Harbor , it is joined first by

Tower Brook , draining the Cole Corner area and then by Accord Brook

The river then flows into Foundry Pond . There are dams at the outlet
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The river is tidalof Foundry Pond and at Rockland Street in Hingham .

below this point .

The river is then joined by the outlet of Straits Pond which separates

and drains the towns of Hull and North Cohasset . Rattlesnake Run

drains from North Cohasset into Straits Pond . Straits Pond is a fresh

water pond discharging to the Weir River at its outlet at Nantasket

Avenue . Turkey Hill Run , draining the Turkey Hill and Great Swamp

areas of Hingham and Cohasset respectively , joins the outlet of Straits

Pond below Nantasket Avenue . The Weir River then winds its way between

Hingham and Hull to Hingham Bay . The Weir River has B quality water

according to DWPC .

The Gulf River

The Gulf River drains an area of approximately 17 square miles and

includes portions of the towns of Norwell , Hingham , Scituate and Cohasset .

Major tributaries include James Brook , Bound Brook and Musquashcut Brook .

Bound Brook is the largest tributary to the Gulf River . Rising out of

the wetlands adjacent to Bound Brook Pond in Norwell , the brook flows

through the U.S. Government Reservation in southeast Hingham and on into

the Beechwood section of Cohasset .

As Bound Brook approaches Reeds Corner , it is joined by Herring Brook .

Herring Brook drains Lily Pond , a major source of public water supply

for Cohasset , and Brass Kettle Brook which originates in the Whitney Woods .

Bound Brook then flows into North Scituate where it is joined by two

unnamed tributaries draining the clapp Road area and Scituate Center .

Bound Brook is impounded just before its release to the Gulf River at

the Cohasset-Scituate town line .

Musquashcut Brook is a tidal stream flowing out of Musquashcut Pond .

Musquashcut Pond is a freshwater pond separated from Massachusetts Bay

by North Scituate beach , a thin barrier beach . Musquashcut Brook joins

the Gulf River in North Scituate .

The Gulf River rolls along between Supper Island , Gulf Island and

Government Island into Cohasset Harbor . James Brook runs from its

headwaters at Sanctuary Pond in Cohasset to its confluence with the

Gulf River in Cohasset Cove .

James Brook receives the discharge from the Cohasset wastewater treat

ment plant . The plant provides secondary treatment for an average flow

of about 60,000 gallons per day ( gpd ) . Sampling of the brook by the

DWPC , as part of the MAPC program , showed the brook to be meeting Class B

water quality standards upstream of the discharge. Downstream water

quality is lowered to Class C. The Division of Water Pollution Control

has classified the Gulf River and Cohasset Harbor as Effluent Limited

waters, meaning that they can be upgraded to class B standards through

the application of available technology . Although Cohasset Harbor is

closed to shellfishing , it supports a substantial recreation demand for

swimming , pleasure boating and fishing . Swimming is occasionally re

stricted due to the presence of coliform bacteria in the harbor waters .
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C. ON -GOING PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

At present , on - going planning in the Weymouth basin is limited to

facilities planning . Cohasset and Hingham are involved in the Step 1

process evaluating structural and non - structural wastewater disposal alter

natives and in Cohasset , evaluating alternatives to upgrade and expand its

existing treatment plant . Hull is in the Step 3 construction of its second

ary wastewater treatment plant . Other communities are also involved in

various levels of the 201 Construction Grants Program . The 201 planning

activities of each community are described in more detail in the community

write - ups .

D. MAJOR BASIN ISSUES

Major basin -wide issues which must be addressed in the Weymouth Basin

include the following :

Maintenance and protection of remaining wetlands , swamps and

estuaries is of immense importance to the water quality of the

estuaries and Boston Harbor which are all prime recreation areas .

Communities must work together to protect ground and surface

water supplies as several communities share interdependent

resources . Particular attention should be given to protection

of the Hingham aquifer and Accord Pond and to the ability of

these water resources to meet the demands of future development

in Hingham , Hull and parts of Cohasset .

Hingham and the MDC must work cooperatively to reach agreement

on the complex wastewater problems in the community . Issues

such as Hingham's future sewering septage disposal for non

sewered areas and the disposal options for the town's industrial

land are among the most serious in the basin . Weymouth and

Rockland should also participate in the planning for an efficient

and equitable solution .
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BRAINTREE : RECOMMENDED 298 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

It is recommended that the town continue its present system of waste

water collection and disposal via the MDC - Deer Island treatment facility .

The town is presently 99 percent sewered and it plans to sewer areas of

potential septic system problems as they are developed .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department performs operation and maintenance works on the

storm drainage system. Catch basins are cleaned and drains repaired or

replaced on a regular basis .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

In addition to catch basin cleaning , street sweeping should be

performed in heavily developed industrial and commercial areas

(particularly those which drain to the old Quincy and Richardi

Reservoirs ) .

Programs of stream maintenance and outfall inspection and main

tenance should be developed and implemented by the town .

Salt use and storage should be carefully monitored by the town

in order to ensure continued viability of the town water supply .

In planning for future development , maximum use should be made

of non-structural control measures and natural drainage

characteristics .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Annual average local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage $ 190,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 196,150 ( much of this cost already may be

included in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part II

of this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

Six industries in Braintree have been identified as significant dis

chargers . Braintree Electric has been issued NPDES permits for the discharge

of cooling water from the Potter No. 1 , Potter No. 2 and Allen Street power

stations to the Weymouth Fore River . Michigan Abrasive Company has been
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issued a permit for cooling water and boiler feed water discharges to the

Monatiquot River . Cities Service Oil Company has been issued a permit for

the discharge of treated stormwater runoff to the Weymouth Fore River .

Armstrong Cork Company has applied for an NPDES permit to discharge poten

tially toxic wastes to the Monatiquot River from 19 outfalls . The proposed

permit establishes the levels of treatment required before discharge .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

1 ) The town should adopt a sewer use law comparable to the model

sewer use law developed by MAPC and at least as stringent as

the MDC sewer use law . A drain layer's manual should also

be adopted to regulate the installation of sewer connections .

2 ) New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewater (with pretreatment , if required ) to the

sewer system .

3 ) Industries should be encouraged to conserve or recycle their

wastewater .

V. NON-POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The current landfill presents a high potential for future

water quality problems due to its close proximity to the Monatiquot River and

its wetlands . Operation at the site must be improved to prevent leachate

from reaching the wetlands and the site should be carefully closed and sealed

according to DEQE regulations after its short remaining life . The new ash

disposal site for the graded town incinerator should be selected , operated

and monitored to prevent water pollution .

B. Salt Storage and Application . In addition to salt use and storage

recommendations made under Stormwater Management , it is recommended that the

town initiate a study to determine critical salt use areas within the town

and develop a salt use policy and program for de- icing salt application in

those areas . Such policy and program , once adopted by the town , should be

adhered to by both local and state salt operations .

The program should include , at a minimum :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) . Evaluation of snow dumps .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or

minimum salt zones .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

Education of local citizens about their responsibility under

winter driving conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Braintree does not currently have a wetlands and / or floodplains district

and should undertake to enact such a zoning district as soon as possible .

Braintree , in the future , should enact a stream buffer district to include

those streams not protected by other environmental zoning districts . The

town should also consider a more comprehensive approach by delineating a

water resource protection district to cover all its water resources in

order to prevent potential problems .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Since no new recommendations are being made for Braintree with respect

to wastewater treatment , no corresponding management recommendations can be

made . However , because the community is connected to the MSD , the community

will be required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost

recovery billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and

EPA . Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regula

tions covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the

MSD system , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by

law or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These

requirements may place significant administrative and management burdens on

Braintree . Reference should be made by Braintree to the model sewer use

ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should monitor the operation and the upcoming

closing of the town's landfill site where refuse has encroached on the marsh

lands near the Monatiquot River .

The town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission ,

should evaluate the preventive non - point source control recommendations

presented above with respect to existing land use and natural features

information in the community . Zoning changes , consistent with these recom

mendations , should be drafted and presented to town meeting . Other community

goals and policies should , of course , be reflected in these proposals .
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BRAINTREE : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

III Social Impacts

A.

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

HousingC.

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection on one water quality solution over another , and the question , "How

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of

the recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two

types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should

be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community only

for the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance

cost will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate . The impact on

the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might effect an

individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the property

tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing mechanisms

could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given as an

example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by communities

in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the community

is also included , and the revenue for this must be derived from a form of

user charges and not from a general revenue source . The " average annual

cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over a 20-yaar bond

issue amortized at 6 percent and is the figure discussed in Part I, Section 2 .
The " tax rate impact " shows the annual change in the community's tax rate due

to the debt service cost . The "operation and maintenance " figure is the annual

cost to the community and would be required each year of operation .
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The average annual cost would be $ 21,000 for Braintree ,

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact

rate of $0.04 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $169,000 .

( not
including

on the local tax

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining tiie possible eifects on erosion of

continued growth in Braintree , there appear to be slight impacts , with

about 50 acres with potential erosion problems . Potential erosion problems

could occur in areas of steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

The recommendations include changes in current zoning in areas where

it conflicts with the environmental capability of the land . Where the

intensity of permitted development would be reduced , potential erosion pro

blems would be minimized , and this would be a positive effect of long -term

significance .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effects .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control problems

are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope areas .

The adoption of the environmental wetland / floodplain districts would

have a positive effect on flood control problems . This regulation would

serve to reduce or prohibit development in significant areas which have

potential flood control problems . This benefit would continue as long as

the regulation remained in effect .

The extent of the flood control problem areas affected appears to be

approximately 300 acres in Braintree . More detailed review of these impacts

should be addressed in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be

reviewed in an environmental assessment done concurrently with the facilities

plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for

Braintree appear to have positive impacts on potential groundwater supplies ,

as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability.

Positive effects on groudnwater could accrue in areas where groundwater

favorability coincides with recommended environmental zoning districts , such

as floodplain and wetland overlay districts . Because these environmental

districts impose special constraints on development , they also function ,

to a certain measure , as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construc

tion activities in these areas , the land left in its natural state would

maximize the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater . The positive

effects on groundwater would continue for as long as the environmental dis

tricts are in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementa

tion of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls

would mean lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus

enhancing the potential for more infiltration and recharge to the ground

water . It would be a long -term effect , lasting for the duration of this

development pattern .
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Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater

favorability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning

for the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assess

ment should be done concurrently with the 201 planning.

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the water quality recommendations do constitute

a significant amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the

community . A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat

is the relative presence of suburban development in the area . The continua

tion of growth as moderate - density type of development , which has been

occurring up to now , means that urban development is dispersed across the

community . One result of this dispersed-type of growth is that some urban

development appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats

at the present time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitats . The

potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact on

wildlife which would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this can be

viewed as a local impact .

The use of floodplain /wetland districts in Braintree would provide a

positive benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by these

land use regulations would provide local benefits for as long as the regu

lation was in effect .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat affected by these recommenda

tions appears to be 1500 acres .

E. Air Quality Impact . It is anticipated with the growth patterns pro

jected in the recommendations, as a continuation of existing trends , that

the ambient air quality standards will be maintained through 1985 even with

the estimated growth . It can be said in summary that the recommendations

will have a negligible impact on air quality .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi- public lands would be moderate with development according to the recom

mended solutions . Much of the anticipated development which is located adjacent

to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned medium density residential

development . Development at this density could result in more use of existing

open space and recreation areas by the residents . In a few areas in Braintree ,

small open space parcels are adjacent to or surrounded by land zoned for indus

trial use . Impacts from this type of development on open space could be

slightly negative , long - term , but primarily of local importance .

In Braintree , several scattered public and semi - public lands fall within

recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional develop

ment constraints contained in these floodplains , wetlands , or watershed pro

tection districts would enhance open space or recreational areas and would

therefore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue
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as long as the overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of

local significance . In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there

is a strong positive relationship between this short - term use of the manmade

environment and the enhancement of the long -term productivity of the

environment .

In several places in Braintree where open space could be affected by devel

opment , the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes. In most in

stances , such changes would mean that acres currently zoned for industrial , com

mercial or moderate to high residential density development would become zoned

for low to moderate residential density development . Impacts on open space

would be . minimized through the development of less intensive land uses and

would be more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls

recommended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residen

tial growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts. Potential impacts of the

recommendations on archaeological and historic sites in Braintree would be

generally positive . The sites are located in areas that would either be

rezoned for low density residential development or fall within the proposed

wetlands / floodplain district . The provisions of these districts act as

development constraints , thus giving additional protection to the archaeolo

gical sites .

As the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific attention

should be directed to possible effects on archaeological or historic sites

and should be addressed in the environmental assessment , which should be

done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Housing Impacts . Impacts on housing in Braintree would be minimal .

However , with the development restriction placed by the wetlands / floodplain

overlay district and zoning changes , access to housing opportunities for

middle income families may be reduced .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing Impacts . The process of cleaning up area waterways

and waterbodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of

government and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing

of captial costs between government and water -using firms , it is

determine the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing

establishments . Because cost impacts ultimately will affect jobs , it is

important to estimate what firms may be most affected by the requirement of

the water quality plan .

It can be seen that the recommendations would have potentially negative

impacts on manufacturing.

The recommendations for Braintree represents reliance on non -structural

solutions to water quality problems and as a result it would seem that

opportunities for employment in manufacturing would be reduced . There may

be some cases in which some opportunities may be foreclosed because of
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actual changes in zoning from industrial to low - to -medium density residential

uses . Some existing manufacturing activities may be affected by such zoning

changes by making them non - conforming land uses . This would have implica

tions for their future expansion plans .

Braintree has 2604 jobs in water - intensive employment , which is expected

to decrease to 1835.jobs by 1995 . As a percentage of total employment , in

1995 , this is seven percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on manu

facturing activities in the community .
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COHASSET : RECOMMENDED 203 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town is presently involved in a 201 Step I Facilities Plan to evaluate

the upgrading and expansion of the existing wastewater collection and treatment

system . It is recommended that :

1 ) Sewer service should be extended to areas documented as having

septic system problems. Four areas with serious problems are

the Route 3A commercial development , the Sohier Street School

area , and the Veterans and Hillside development areas . However ,

the recommendations of 201 Facilities Plans should be followed

to determine the extent of sewer service expansion .

2 ) The wastewater treatment facilities should be expanded to

accommodate the additional flow that would be generated as

a result of expansion of sewer service . The treatment should

also be upgraded in meeting the regional standards for

secondary treatment .

3 ) The town should initiate a rigorous septic system maintenance

and inspection program for unsewered population . Pumping of

septic systems should be carried out on regular basis and

pumped septage should be transported to a septage receiving

facility for treatment and disposal .

4 ) The upgraded wastewater treatment facilities should be

designed to treat septage from the town .

5 ) The 201 study should include long-range plans for adequate

disposal of dewatered sludge in light of the relatively

short life expectancy of the town's landfill .

II . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One industry in this town has been identified as significant by the indus

trial discharge study . The J.J. Henry Co. , Inc. currently discharges uncontami

nated cooling water to Bound Brook . The firm has applied for an NPDES discharge

permit . Recommendations to the town include the following :

1 ) The town should update the existing sewer use law using the

MAPC model sewer use law as a guideline . A drain layers

manual should also be adopted to regulate the construction .

2 ) New industries should be encouraged to recycle their process

wastewater when practical . Otherwise , new industries should

be required to discharge their sanitary and process waste

waters (with pretreatment , if required ) to the sewer system .
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III . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Several stormwater collection systems serve the residential and business

areas of Cohasset . Currently , maintenance of the existing storm drainage sys

tem is performed by the town Highway Department . All catch basins are cleaned

in the spring and in the fall . A regular program of cleaning streams and cul

verts is performed during the summer .

The following recommendations are made based on the data available :

- The Permanent Drainage Committee should investigate the need

to institute a street sweeping program , perhaps on a contrac

tual basis .

In the interests of protecting and preserving the viability of

Lily Pond as a major source of public water supply , a study to

determine the magnitude and extent and physical characteristics

of the storm drain system discharging to Lily Pond should be

initiated .

Salt use and storage should be monitored by the town to ensure

adequate protection of the town water supply .

- Regular programs of stream maintenance and outfall inspection

should be developed and implemented by the town .

IV . NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The town should proceed with the planned upgrading of the

existing landfill following approval by DEQE . This upgrading should include

a monitoring program to assess the landfill's water quality impacts .

If the remaining capacity of the landfill is , as the town states , six to

ten years , then the town should begin to consider options for future solid

waste management .

B. Salt Storage and Application . In addition to the road salt use and

storage recommendations made under Stormwater Management , it is recommended

that the town initiate a study to determine critical salt use areas within

the town . Initial efforts should concentrate on the following :

- Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road net

works with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers , wells ,

streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

- Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .
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The town should monitor James Brook to determine whether runoff from an

uncovered road salt pile is causing contamination . A covered salt shed with

an impervious floor should be built if contamination is found .

V. PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Cohas set should employ cluster zoning as a useful technique in dealing

with water quality problems and as an alternative pattern of development .

To prevent potential problems , the town should consider extending its water

shed protection district to protect its reservoirs and other waterbodies .

In addition , rezoning to low residential density in certain areas may be

necessary to deal with potential conflicts between existing zoning and the

environmental capability of the land to support development .

Prevention of erosion and sedimentation from construction on steep slopes

should be accomplished through amendments to the subdivision rules and regula

tions and a zoning bylaw requiring site plan reviews in these areas .

VI . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs for the town of Cohasset are as follows :

1 ) Sewerage $ 161,000

2 ) Septage $ 12,900

3 ) Stormwater $ 84,850 (much of this cost may already be

included in local budgets )

An explanation of the cost estimation methodologies appears in Part I of

this draft Areawide Plan .

VII . MANAGEMENT

The town should implement the recommendations of the current 201 recom

mendations ff the current 201 plan once it is approved . Sewer service should

be extended to identify existing problem areas . Septage treatment should be

prvided for at the town's wastewater plant .

The upgrading and expansion of the Cohasset sewerage system with federal

201 funds will require compliance with federal user charge system require

ments and the existence of an adequate sewer use ordinance . The town's

wastewater facilities are currently administered by the Sewer Department .

Cohasset should refer to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's

manual presented in this plan in considering revisions to its existing

sewer use ordinance .
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The Board of Health should initiate rigorous maintenance and inspection

programs for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public educa

tion program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems

and mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas should be

set up . In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be

verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against

such systems , ranging from pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems ,

requiring connection to the municipal collection system when a septic system

fails or becomes a nuisance .

The Cohasset planning board, working with the Conservation Commission ,

should consider the land use recommendations made above . Land use and natural

features information which is more detailed than the MAPC information should ,

of course , be referred to . A more detailed delineation of the aquifer

recharge area in the community would be desirable , and town meeting should be

asked to authorize such a study . Zoning changes , consistent with the preven

tive land control recommendations presented above , and with local goals and

policies , should be developed and presented for town meeting approval.
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COHASSET : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A. Erosion

B. Flood Control

C. Groundwater

D. Wildlife

E. Air Quality

II . Social Impacts

A. Open Space and Recreation

B. Archaeological and Historic

C. Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , " How

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the

recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two types

of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should be

remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community only for the

length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance cost

will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average capital cost and what effect

this annual cost would have on the property tax rate . The impact on the tax

rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might effect an individual

resident in the community . This does not mean that the property tax would

be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing mechanisms could be

used by the community . The property tax impact is given as an example and

also because it is a repayment method often chosen by communities in the

region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the community is also

included , and the revenue for this must be derived from a form of user charges

and not from a general revenue source . The " average annual cost" represents

the average annual debt service cost over a 20-year bond issue amortized at

6% and is the figure discussed previously in Part I , Chapter I. The " tax

rate impact " shows the annual change in the community's tax rate due to the

debt service cost . The " operation and maintenance " figure is the annual cost

to the community and would be required each year of operation .
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The average annual cost would be $142,700 for Cohasset , (not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $ 1.46 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be

$ 31 , 200 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of

the water quality recommendations for Cohasset , there appear to be both

negative and positive impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in

areas of steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the use of sewer service has been recommended as

a solution for water quality , erosion problems would be aggravated for

those potential erosion lands but these impacts would be short - term in

duration .

A short - term negative impact on using sewers in an area considered as

having erosion potential is that during the construction phase of work there

would be considerable disruption of the landscape . This removal of natural

vegetation , plus the increased traffic for the construction work , would mean

an increase in the potential for erosion .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , either by not conflicting with the

environmental capability of the land , or by not sewering the area . Potential

erosion problems would be reduced in these areas and this would be a positive

effect of long -term consequence .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effects .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of

future growth in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

slightly negative impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control

problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope

areas .

The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be about 75

acres in Cohasset . More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed

in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an

environmental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . Future development in Cohasset and the

recommendations for water quality would have slight , generally positive

impacts on potential groundwater supplies , as indicated by areas of high

groundwater favorability . There are areas where groundwater favorability

coincides with environmental zoning districts , such as floodplain and wetland

overlay districts . Because these environmental districts impose special

constraints on development , they also function , to a certain measure , as

groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activities in these

areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize the infiltration and

replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater would

continue for as long as the environmental districts are in force .
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Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would mean

lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus enhancing the

potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater . It would be

a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this development pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater

favorability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning

for the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assess

ment should be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

This positive effect appears to be occurring randomly throughout the

towns , and in no instance does the district coincide consistently with the

groundwater favorability areas . These potential positive effects would continue

for as long as the environmental districts are in force .

D. Wildlife Impacts. The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the water quality recommendations as well as

future development do constitute a significant amount of the habitat areas

which are currently available in the community . A prime factor in determining

the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative presence of suburban develop
ment in the area . The continuation of growth as low - to -moderate - density type

of development which has been occurring up to now means that urban development

is dispersed across the community . One result of this dispersed - type of growth

is that some urban development appears in all of those areas rated as potential

wildlife habitats at the present time, and reduces their capacity to provide

habitat . The potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative

impact on wildlife which would be of long -term consequences . Primarily , this

can be viewed as a local impact.

Areas outlined for sewer service would negatively affect wildlife by

diminishing the capacity of the habitats to support wildlife . However , one

positive affect could be that if growth and density was increased in the sewer

service area , by clustering growth there , then the total amount of land needed

to accommodate growth , in a more dispersed pattern , would be reduced . In this

way more land could remain as potential wildlife habitats by remaining in a

natural and undeveloped state .

The use of floodplain /wetland districts would provide a positive benefit

for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by these land use regulations

would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation was in effect .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat affected by these recommendations

appears to be approximately 2,200 acres .

E. Air Quality Impacts . It is anticipated with the growth patterns

projected in the recommendations , as a continuation of existing trends , that

the ambient air quality standards will be maintained through 1985 even with

the estimated growth . It can be said in summary that the recommendations

will have a negligible impact on air quality .

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance

would be that the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would be

expected to rise temporarily during the construction phase of the sewerage

expansion because of the truck transportation of materials and supplies to

and from the construction sites .
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II . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on open space

would be slight with future development as well as with the recommended water

quality solutions . Proposed sewer service areas would not impact on existing

publicly -owned land .

In several places where open space could be affected by development the

recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most instances ,

such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for industrial, commercial

or moderate to high residential density development would become zoned for low

to moderate density residential development. Impacts on open space would be

minimized through the development of less intensive land uses and would be

more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls

recommended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts. The only known historic site

in Cohasset is the Caleb Lothrop House , listed in the National Register . If

the land adjacent to it is developed , which under current zoning would be

medium residential density , the impact would not be significant and this type

of land use would be generally compatible .

No archaeological sites are known to exist in Cohasset .

As the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific attention

should be directed to possible affects on any archaeological or other historic

sites and should be addressed in the environmental assessment which should be

done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommodating

the anticipated residential growth outlined in the recommendations in terms

of the amount of land available in the community . The projected 1078 housing

units anticipated for Cohasset means that about 700 acres of residential land

will be developed over the 20-year period .

Cohasset has large areas zoned for low density development .

Since the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing ,

and obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of

land required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase

development costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's

Association indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between

$ 17,000 and $22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a relatively

low density pattern of development in this town may produce a negative impact

on housing in terms of cost .

This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional , as

well as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem

becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to the

relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly

felt by residents in the community . The lot size requirements and the con

comitant land costs may well create a barrier at the regional level for full
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access to housing opportunities in the area for residents from throughout

the region . This negative regional impact would be long -term in its

duration .

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would

either prohibit or constrain housing development occur scattered through

out the community and reduce the amount of land available for development .

The community appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the

reduction of land available for development would serve to intensify this

pressure .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce

current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning and

environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase of the

land necessary for the use on residential on-site disposal which would increase

housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land , and

thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long - term implications ,

both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protective districts

in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs associated with larger

lot requirements , access to housing opportunities for middle - income families

may become even more difficult .

(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative ing.cts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,459 " 5i

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the ne- : 3

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities canpit.'der

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impact :

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately-priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or moza

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing . The process of cleaning up area waterways and water

bodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of government

and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing of capital

costs between government and water -using firms, it is necessary to determine

the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing establishments .

Because cost impacts ultimately will affect jobs , it is important to estimate

what firms may be most affected by the requirement of the water quality plan .

It can be seen that recommendations for Cohasset would have potentially

negative impacts on manufacturing .
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The recommendations for Cohasset represents relatively little reliance

on structural solutions and more on non - structural solutions to water quality

problems and as a result it would seem that opportunities for employment in

manufacturing would be reduced . There may be some cases in which some

opportunities may be foreclosed because of actual changes in zoning from

industrial to low - to -medium density residential uses . Some existing

manufacturing activities can be affected by such zoning changes by making them

non - comforning land uses . This would have implications for their future

expansion plans .

Cohasset has 44 persons in water-intensive employment , which is expected

to decrease to 35 persons by 1995 . As a percentage of total employment in 1975 ,

this is three percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on manufacturing

activities in the community .
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HINGHAM : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town should immediately initiate a 201 facilities plan to evaluate

non-structural and structural alternatives to alleviate water quality problems

caused by malfunctioning septic system in some areas of the town . These areas

lie in northern Hingham as well as the area near Gardner Street and southeast

of Liberty Pole Hill in the Eel River drainage basin .

The facilities plan should also evaluate septage treatment and disposal

alternatives for the unsewered population . Presently septage from the town

is disposed of into MSD sewers under contract with MDC . Under the present

regulations , Hingham will not be permitted to discharge septage to the MSD after

December 31 , 1979 from the non-MSD areas .

The town should enforce a rigorous and effective program for inspection

and maintenance on on-lot sewage disposal systems for the remaining population

that is not sewe red .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department is responsible for the operation and maintenance

of the stormwater system . Catch basin cleaning and street sweeping is

a regular basis .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

The Highway Department should conduct a survey of the storm

drains identified discharging from the industrial park to the

old Swamp River , from the residential areas on Accord Pond and

the discharges to the Weir River to determine the need for drain

cleaning , channel cleaning and maintenance , installing gratings

on outfalls and the need for neighborhood litter and sanitation

programs townwide .

The town should move to implement the recommendations of the

1970 Whitman and Howard report on "Town Brook and Home Meadow "

with particular attention to problems found in Home Meadows .

- The Highway Department should initiate an on-going survey to

locate outfalls of systems installed prior to 1954 concentrating

on the Liberty Plain , Cole Corner and Hingham Center area to

determine the need for town -wide drainage survey .

Current street - sweeping and catch basin cleaning activities

should be maintained .

Salt use and storage should be monitored by the town to protect

the town water supply .
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III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs for :

( 1 ) Sewerage $ 263,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 33,200

( 3 ) Stormwater 192,200 (much of this cost already may be

included in local budgets )

See Part of this draft Areawide Plan for an explanation of cost esti

mation methodologies .

N. INDUSTRIAL DISCHARGES

Merriman , Inc. has been identified as a significant industrial discharger .

An NPDES permit has been issued for discharge to the Weir River .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

1 ) The town should adopt a sewer use law as stringent or more strin

gent than the proposed sewer use law developed by the MDC . A

drain layer's manual should also be adopted to provide consistency

in the construction of sewer connections .

2 )
New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and pro

cess wastewaters (with pretreatment , if required) to the sewer

system . Water conservation and recycling of process wastewaters

should be encouraged .

3 ) Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to pro

tect the groundwater , especially in areas near public wells .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . The town should monitor the landfill operation to determine

the adequacy of the scheduled upgrading and to determine the need for future

improvements .

B. Salt Storage and Application . There have been no reported water

quality problem caused by improper salt storage . However , the current

application practices may be responsible for increasing the sodium and

chloride concentrati
ons in the town's water supply .

For state and town highway units , the following is recommended as a

minimum program to prevent road salt contamination .
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- Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with location of salt-sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

Development of a selective application program that desig

nates specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum

salt zones .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation .

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Hingham should extend its floodplain district to cover unprotected wet

lands . The town should also adopt a watershed protection district to further

minimize potential adverse effects on Accord Pond .

Hingham should enact cluster zoning which is a useful tool in dealing

with water quality problems and as an alternative pattern of development .

Since Hingham relies on groundwater for its water supply , the town

should consider delineating an aquifer recharge district to protect the

recharge function in those areas of high groundwater favorability .

In addition , rezoning to allow only low residential density may be

needed to deal with potential conflicts between existing zoning and the environ

mental capability of the land to support development without sewers .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Town Meeting should again be asked to approve application for federal

201 facilities planning funds to consider both non-structural and structural

solutions to all water quality problems caused by areas of failing septic

systems .

Only the northern part of the town is currently connected to and is a

member of the MSD . This North Sewer District is controlled by a Board of

Sewer Commissioners and was formed by a special act of the legislature .

Any 201 facilities plan recommendations to sewer areas outside of the North

Sewer District or to otherwise provide municipal wastewater facilities

(i.e , package plants ) to other areas of town would require a review of the

current enabling authority for wastewater management in the town , and

possibly additional legislative action . This issue should be addressed in

the 201 plan .
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Because the North Sewer District is connected to the MSD , it will be

required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost

recovery billing and collection system which must be approved by the MSD

and EPA . Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and

regulations covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes

to the MSD system , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer

use by-law or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC .

These requirements may place significant administrative and management

burdens on the North Sewer District . Reference should be made to the model

sewer use ordinance and drain layer's manual presented in this plan .

The Hingham Board of Health should initiate vigorous maintenance and

inspection program for on - site sewage disposal systems at a minimum , a

public education program , setting guidelines to homeowners in non -sewered

areas should be set up . In addition , information on malfunctioning systems

should be verified and appropriate admnnistrative actions promptly

instituted against such systems , ranging from pumping to the reconstruction

of failing systems . In conjunction with the 201 study of the septage dis

posal problem should be a consideration of a mandatory inspection and

maintenance program for the community . Such a program could take many forms

( see Part II of this plan ) .

The Board of Health should monitor the operation of the town's landfill

to evaluate upgraded operating practices and to detect any further leachate

formation .

The town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission ,

should evaluate the preventive non - point source control recommendations

presented above with respect to existing land use and natural features

information in the community . Zoning changes , consistent with these recom

mendations , should be drafted and presented to town meeting. Other community

goals and policies should , of course , be reflected in these proposals .
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HINGHAM : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A. Erosion

B. Flood Control

C. Groundwater

D. Wildlife

E. Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A. Open Space and Recreation

B. Archaeological and Historic

C. Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , " How

much will it cost ?" , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of

the recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two

types of expensés : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should

be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community only

for the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance

cost will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Hingham . The

impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might

effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the

property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing

mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given

as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by

communities in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the

community is also included and the revenue for this must be derived from a

form of user charges and not from a general revenue source . The " average

annual cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over a 20-year

bond issue amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 .

The "tax rate impact" shows the annual change in the community's tax rate due

to the debt service cost . The "operation and maintenance " figure is the annual

cost to the community and would be required each year of operation .
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The average annual cost would be $165 , 300 for Hingham , (not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local

tax rate of $ 1.08 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be

$130,900 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of the

water quality recommendations for Hingham there appear to be both negative

and positive impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of

steep slope , erodable soils , or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the use of sewer service has been recommended as

a solution for water quality , erosion problems would be aggravated for those

potential erosion lands but this would be a short - term impact .

A short - term negative impact of using sewers in an area considered as

having erosion potential is that during the construction phase of work there

would be considerable disruption of the landscape. This removal of natural

vegetation , plus the increased traffic for the construction work , would mean

an increase in the potential for erosion .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of

permitted development would be reduced , either by not conflicting with

the environmental capability of the land , or by not sewering the area .

Potential erosion problems would be reduced in these areas , and this would

be a long - term consequence .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be de

signed to reduce any negative effects .

B. Flood Control Impacts. When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems it appears

that both negative and positive impacts could result . Lands with potential

flood control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas ,

and steep slope areas .

In those areas which are considered as having potential flood control

problems, the use of sewers as outlines could increase the potential problems.

This would be an adverse consequence of this water quality management program

which would be long - term in duration . The opportunities for reversing such

impacts once they have taken place would appear to be limited .

The extension of environmental overlay districts as recommended would have

a positive impoact on flood control problems . These regulations would serve

to reduce or prohibit development in areas with potential flood control problems .

This benefit would continue as long as these environmental overlay districts

remain in effect .

More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed in any 201

facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an environmental

assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwatei Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for Hingham

appear to have both negative and positive impacts on potential groundwater

supplies, as indicated !-7 areas of high groundwater favorability .
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Sewers are recommended in an area where two town well sites are located .

The use of sewers would mean that water used in this area would no longer be

recharged to the ground ; rather it would be carried out of the town , thereby ,

reducing the groundwater recharge in these areas .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where

groundwater favorability coincides with extension of the floodplain districts ,

and the adoption of the recommended watershed protection district . Because

these environmental districts impose special constraints on development ,

they also function , to a certain measure , as groundwater protection . Ву

minimizing any construction activities in these areas , the land left in

its natural state would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of

groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater would continue for as

long as the environmental districts are in force . Another potentially

positive impact would result from the implementation of recommended land

management controls . Revised land use controls would mean lower residential

densities than what presently exist , thus enhancing the potential for more

infiltration and recharge to the groundwater . It would be a long - term

effect , lasting for the duration of this development pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater

favorability or recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 plan

ning for the community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental

assessment should be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

D. Wildlife Impacts. The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by future growth in Hingham constitute a

significant amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the

community . A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat

is the relative presence of suburban developemnt in the area . The cont

inuation of growth as low to moderate -density type of development which

has been occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed

across the community .

One result of this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban development

appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the pre

sent time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitats .

The potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative impact

on wildlife which would be of long -term consequences . Primarily , this can be

viewed as a local impact .

The extension of the floodplain districts and adoption of a watershed

protection district in Hingham would provide a positive benefit for wildlife .

The development constraints imposed by these land regulations would provide

local benefits for as long as the regulation was in effect .

'The amount of potential wildlife habitat affected in Hingham appears

to be about 5,200 acres .
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E. Air Quality Impact . It is anticipated with the growth patterns pro

jected in the recommendations as a continuation of existing trends , that

the ambient air quality standards will be maintained through 1985 even

with the estimated growth . It can be said in summary that the recommendations

will have a negligible impact on air quality .

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance

would be that the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would

be expected to rise temporarily during the construction phase of the

sewerage expansion because of the truck transportation of materials and

supplies to and from the construction sites .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi- public lands in Hingham would be moderate with development according to

the recommended solutions . Much of the anticipated developemnt which is

located adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low

to moderate residential . Development of this density could result in more

use of existing open space and recreation areas by the residents .

In Hingham , several scattered public and semi -public lands fall within

existing and recommended environmental zoning overlay districts . The

additional development constraints contained in these floodplains , wetlands ,

or watershed protection districts would enhance open space or recreational

areas and would therefore be a positive impact on such areas . These impacts

would continue as long as the overlay districts remain in force and would

be an impact of local significance . In the case of these overlay zoning

districts , there is a strong positive relationship between this short - term

use of the manmade environment and the enhancement of the long - term pro

ductivity of the environment .

In several places in Hingham where open space could be affected by develop

ment , the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most cases ,

such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for industrial , commercial ,

or moderate to high residential density development would become zoned for low

to moderate density residential development . Impacts on open space would be

minimized through the development of less intensive land uses and would be

more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls

recommended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . Potential impacts on the

archaeological and historic sites in Hingham would be moderate with future

anticipated development . One archaeological and one historic site , the

Cushing Homestead , are located in areas zoned for medium density . Certainly

when a site is actually developed , the impact would be significant and long
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term . The loss of any archaeological or historic sites would be regional in

significance .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of the

affected archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This

has been done purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration

of the sites . The information used was made available to this project from

the State Archaeologist's Office with this request .

As the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific

attention should be directed to possible effects on archaeological or

historic sites and should be addressed in the environmental assessment which

should be done concurrently with the facilities plan .

c . Housing Impacts. There is little overall difficulty in accommodating

the anticipated residential growth outlined in the recommendations in terms

of the amount of land available in the community . The projected 1566 housing

units anticipated in Hingham means that 1200 acres of residential land will

be developed over the 20-year period .

Hingham allows significant amounts of low density development . Since

the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of housing , and

obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount of

land required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase

development costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's

Association indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between

$17,000 and $ 22,000 in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a relatively

low density pattern of residential development in these towns may produce a

negative impact on housing in terms of cost .

This negative impact on housing costs can be viewed form a regional

as well as a local perspective, and at the regional level the potential

problem becomes more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased

due to the relatively large lot sizes required , the effects may not be

most distinctly felt by residents in the community . The lot size require

ments and the concomitant land costs may well create a barrier at the

regional level for full access to housing opportunities in the area for

residents from throughout the region . This negative regional impact would

be long - term in its duration .

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would

either prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the

community and reduce the amount of land available for development . The

community appears to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the

reduction of land available for development would serve to intensify this

pressure .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce

current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning and

environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase of

the land necessary for the use on residential on-site disposal which would

increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land ,

and thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long - term

implications, both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of

protective districts in parts of the Basin , and the concomitant higher costs

associated with larger lot requirements , access to housing opportunities

for middle income families have become even more difficult .
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(Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately-priced housing by converting large dwellings into two or more

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing . The process of cleaning up area waterways and water

bodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of govern

ment and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing

of capital costs between government and water - using firms, it is necessary

to determine the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing

establishments . Because cost impacts ultimately will affect jobs , it is

important to estimate what firms may be most affected by the requirements

of the water quality plan .

The recommendations for Hingham represents reliance on non - structural

solutions to water quality problems and as a result it would seem that

opportunities for employment in manufacturing could be reduced . There may

be some cases in which some opportunities may be foreclosed because of

actual changes in zoning from industrial to low - to -medium density

residential uses . Some existing manufacturing activities may be affected

by such zoning changes by making them non - conforming land uses . This

would have implications for their future expansion plans .

Hingham has 59 jobs in water - intensive employment which is expected

to decrease to 46 jobs by 1995 . As a percentage of total employment in

1995 , this is less than one percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreat

ment requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on

manufacturing activities in the community .
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HOLBROOK : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

Holbrook is currently implementing the first phase of sewerage construc

tion plan which will serve about 20 percent of the town's population . This

initial plan will leave out certain areas with chronic septic system problems .

It is , therefore , recommended that :

1 ) The town should expand the sewer construction plan to include

the residential area on the south side of Lake Holbrook , James

Street area and Fairfield Housing area on Abington Avenue .

2 ) The Town should enforce a rigorous and effective program for

inspection and maintenance of on-lot disposal systems for the

unsewered population .

3 ) The septic systems should be pumped out regularly under the

maintenance program . The town should preferably construct

septage receiving facilities to regulate septage discharge

into the MSD sewer system .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Presently , the town's Highway Department is responsible for the operation

and maintenance of the storm drainage system . Catch basins are cleaned on a

yearly basis . Problem areas are cleaned a second time .

Recommendations to the town are :

Where necessary brook channel maintenance and cleaning programs

should be initiated .

- A survey should be undertaken by the Highway Department to

determine the magnitude and extent of the storm drainage

systems for the developed areas surrounding Lake Holbrook

including Summit Pond , Dale Road , Lean Road and King Road .

- A similar effort should be initiated in the Weymouth Street ,

Sycamore Street , Abington Avenue area .

- Street sweeping may be appropriate for application in the above

areas to augment catch basin cleaning and should therefore be

evaluated by the town .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs for :

( 1 ) Sewerage $ 268,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0
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( 3 ) Stormwater $ 63,900 (much of this cost already may

be included in local budgets )

See Part I of this draft Areawide Plan for an explanation of cost esti

mation methodologies .

IV . INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER

One industry in Holbrook has been identified as a significant discharger .

The Barcolene Company has applied for an NPDES permit for the discharge of

uncontaminated cooling waters to the Cochato River .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

The town should adopt a sewer use law as stringent or more

stringent than the proposed sewer use law developed by the

MDC . A drain layer's manual should also be adopted to

provide consistency in the construction of sewer connections .

- New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewaters (with pretreatment , if required ) to the

sewer system . Water conservation and recycling of process

wastewaters should be encouraged .

-

Industrial discharges to the ground should be monitored to

protect the groundwater , especially in areas near public

wells .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . Leachate from the Holbrook landfill drains on the surface

toward Tumbling Brook and subsurface leachate threatens to contaminate an aquifer .

The town is preparing engineering plans to use the landfill for 3-10 more years .

Recommended improvements are : better operating practices , less permeable cover

and correction of drainage problems .

After the landfill is exhausted it should be properly closed and sealed

to prevent further leachate generation .

B. Salt Storage and Application . There was no reported de - icing salt

contamination from Holbrook's new covered salt storage shed . Nearby salt

pollution may originate in the town landfill .

The following minimum program to prevent contamination from road salt is

recommended for local and state highway units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road

networks with locations of salt - sensitive targets ( aquifers ,

wells , streams tributary to reservoirs ) .
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Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Holbrook should enact a stream buffer district to cover streams not

currently protected . The town should also employ cluster zoning to prevent

water quality problems and as an alternative pattern of development .

To prevent potential water quality problems , Holbrook's floodplain

district should be expanded to include any presently unprotected wetlands .

Holbrook , in the future , may also want to consider enacting a watershed

protection district as further protection of its reservoirs and other water

bodies . In addition to employing these natural resource districts , Holbrook

should also consider changes in its zoning where the existing uses allowed in

certain zoning districts may conflict with the environmental capability of

the land to support development without sewers .

VII . MANAGEMENT

The town should continue to implement its sewering plan and should

expand its program ( seeking appropriate state and federal assistance )

to cover the identified areas of septic system problems .

The Board of Health should initiate a rigorous maintenance and inspec

tion program for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public

education program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic

systems and mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewe red areas

should be set up . In addition , information on malfunctioning systems

should be verified and appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted

against such systems , ranging from pumping to the reconstruction of failing

systems . Consistent with future septage disposal plans should be a con

sideration of a mandatory inspection and maintenance program for the community .

Such a program could take many forms ( see Part II of this plan ) .

Because Holbrook is building a sewer system with federal assistance and

because it is connected to the MSD , the community is required to implement

and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing and collec

tion system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally , once

MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering discharge

of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communities will

be required to have in effect a sewer use by - law or ordinance no less

stringent than the regulations of the MDC . Holbrook's 201 consultant has

prepared a study for the town on "Wastewater System User Charges" . The
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recommendations of this study should be implemented by the town . Reference

should be made by Holbrook to the model sewer use ordinance and drain

layer's manual presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should monitor the operating practices of the town

landfill to detect any leachate formation and identify the need for addi

tional improvements in landfill operation and drainage .

TThe town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission ,

should evaluate the preventive non - point source control recommendations

presented above with respect to existing land use and natural features

information in the community . Zoning changes , consistent with these recom

mendations , should be drafted and presented to town meeting . Other community

goals and policies should , of course , be reflected in these proposals .
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HOLBROOK : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories:

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

II . Social Impacts

B.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing
C.

W. Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis , cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , " How

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the

recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two

types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should

be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community only for

the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance

cost will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate . The impact on

the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost might effect an

individual resident in the community . This does not mean that the property

tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other taxing mechanisms

could be used by the community . The property tax impact is given as an example

and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by communities in the

region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the community is also

included , and the revenue for this must be derived from a form of user charges

and not from a general revenue source . The " average annual cost " represents

the average annual debt service cost over a 20-year bond issue amortized at

6 percent and is the figure discussed previously in Part II , Section 2. The

" tax rate impact" shows the annual change in the community's tax rate due to

the debt service cost . The "operation and maintenance " figure is the annual

cost to the community and would be required each year of operation .
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The average annual cost would be $ 154,000 for Holbrook ( not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax

rate of $2.49 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $114,000 .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of the

water quality recommendations for Holbrook , there appear to be slight impacts.

Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope , erodable soils ,

or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the use of sewer service has been recommended as a

solution for water quality , erosion problems would be aggravated for those

potential erosion lands , but this impact would be short - term in duration .

A short - term negative impact of using sewers in an area considered as

having erosion potential is that during the construction phase of work there

would be considerable disruption of the landscape . This removal of natural

vegetation , plus the increased traffic for the construction work , would mean

an increase in the potential for erosion .

Different effects would result in those areas where the intensity of per

mitted development would be reduced , either by not conflicting with the environ

mental capability of the land , or by not sewering the area . Potential erosion

problems would be reduced in these areas , and this would be a positive effect

and would be a long -term consequence .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be designed

to reduce any negative effects .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that

both negative and positive impacts could result . Lands with potential flood

control problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas and steep

slope areas .

In those areas which are considered as having potential flood control prob

lems, the use of sewers as outlined would increase the potential problems . This

would be an adverse consequence of this water quality management program which

would be long - term in duration . The opportunities for reversing such impacts

once they have taken place would appear to be limited . The use of sewers as a

solution for water quality permits an area to accommodate a broader range of

intensities and densities of land uses , without potential water quality degrada

tion problems. Since an area with potential flooding problems should be main

tained in its natural state as much as possible , so as to minimize flooding ,

development in areas of sewer service would mean potential increased flood

control problems .

The extension of the floodplain district and the adoption of stream buffer

and watershed protection districts would have a positive effect on flood control

problems . These regulations would serve to reduce or prohibit development in

significant areas which have potential flood control problems . This benefit would

continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .
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The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be less than 10

acres in Holbrook . More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed

in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an environ

mental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for

Holbrook appear to have both negative and positive impacts on potential ground

water supplies , as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

In a few undeveloped areas outlined for the use of sewers , development

pressures would increase and would more likely occur than without sewer construc

tion . Sewers in areas of groundwater favorability would also mean that the

water used in these areas would no longer be recharged to the ground ; rather

it would be carried out of the community , thereby greatly reducing groundwater

recharge in these areas . Also , with increased development comes increased con

sumption of the groundwater through local wells . Negative effects could result

on the recharge capacity of these areas and also present contamination problems

through infiltration . This can be seen as long-term impact , since any effects

created would continue to occur throughout the lifetime of that development . Due

to the low probability of reversing this type of effect once it is established ,

this impact could constitute an irreversible commitment of groundwater resources .

The results of a negative impact might not be limited to a single area or commu

nity since many communities utilize groundwater supplies common to more than a

single town .

However , some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where

groundwater favorability coincides with environmental zoning districts , such as

floodplain and wetland overlay districts . Because these environmental districts

impose special constraints on development , they also function , to a certain

measure , as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activities

in these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize the infiltra

tion and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater would

continue for as long as the environmental districts are in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation of

recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would mean '

lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus enhancing the poten

tial for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater . It would be a long

term effect , lasting for the duration of this development pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater favorability

and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning for the community .

To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assessment should be done con

currently with the 201 planning . This positive effect appears to be occurring

randomly throughout the town and in no area do the districts coincide consistently

with the groundwater favorability areas . These moderately positive effects would

continue for as long as the environmental districts are in force .

D. Wildlife Impacts. The areas of potential wildlife habitat which possibly

could be affected by the water quality recommendations do constitute a significant

amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the community . A

prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative

presence of suburban development in the area . The continuation of growth as

moderate -density type of development which has been occurring up to now means that

urban development is dispersed across the community . One result of this dispersed
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type of growth is that some urban development appears in all of those areas

rated as potential wildlife habitats at the present time , and reduces their

capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact on wildlife habitats could

produce a negative impact on wildlife which would be of long-term consequences .

Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

Areas outlined for sewer service would negatively affect wildlife by

diminishing the capacity of the habitats to support wildlife . However , one

positive affect could be that if growth and density was increased in the sewer

service area , by clustering growth there , then the total amount of land needed

to accommodate growth in a more dispersed pattern , would be reduced . In this way ,

more land could remain as potential wildlife habitats more by remaining in a

natural and undeveloped state .

The use of floodplain /wetland districts in Holbrook would provide a positive

benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by these land use

regulations would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation was in

effect .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat affected by these recommendations

appears to be nearly 400 acres .

E. Air Quality Impact . It is anticipated with the growth patterns projected

in the recommendations, as a continuation of existing trends , that the ambient

air quality standards will be maintained through 1985 even with the estimated

growth . It can be said in summary that the recommendations will have a negligible

impact on air quality .

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance would be

thit the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would be expected to rise

temporarily during the construction phase of the sewerage expansion because of the

truck transportation of materials and supplies to and from the construction sites .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public and semi

public lands in Holbrook would be moderate with development according to the

recommended solutions . Much of the anticipated development which is located

adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned low to moderate

residential . Development of this density could result in more use of existing

open space and recreation areas by the residents . In a few areas in the town ,

small open space parcels are adjacent to or surrounded by land zoned for indus

trial use . Impacts from this type of development on open space could be slightly

negative , long - term , but primarily of local importance . Development pressures

could increase if sewers were built in presently undeveloped areas , also resulting

in greater use of open spaces for recreation .

In several places in Holbrook where open space could be affected by develop

ment the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In most instances ,

such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for industrial , commercial

or moderate to high residential density development would become zoned for low

to moderate density residential development . Impacts on open space would be

minimized through the development of less intensive land uses and would be more

compatible with open space .
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However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased , according to the land development controls recom

mended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential growth .

The result could be less open land for passive recreation .

There are no known archaeologiB. Archaeologicaland Historic Impacts .

cal or historic sites in Holbrook .

C. Housing Impacts. There is little overall difficulty in accommodating

the anticipated residential growth outlined in the recommendations in terms

of the amount of land available in the community . The projected 1550 housing

units anticipated for Holbrook means that about 1800 acres of residential land

will be developed over the 20-year period .

Holbrook has significant amounts of land available for low density develop

ment . Since the cost of land is a significant factor in the total cost of

housing , and obviously , the land cost factor is directly related to the amount

of land required for each housing unit , this type of zoning could increase

development costs . Information from the Greater Boston Homebuilder's Association

indicates that a house lot of roughly one acre costs between $ 17,000 and $22,000

in the Boston metropolitan area . Therefore , a relatively low density pattern

of residential development in these towns may produce a negative impact on

housing in terms of cost .

The negative impact on housing costs can be viewed from a regional as well

as a local perspective , and at the regional level the potential problem becomes

more apparent . While the cost of housing may be increased due to the relatively

large lot sizes required , the effects may not be most distinctly felt by resi

dents in the community . The lot size requirements and the concomitant land

costs may well create a barrier at the regional level for full access to housing

opportunities in the area for residents from throughout the region . This

negative regional impact would be long - term in its duration .

Furthermore , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would

either prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the community

and reduce the amount of land available for development . The community appear

to be experiencing significant growth pressure and the reduction of land avail

able for develomment would serve to intensify this pressure .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce

current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning and

environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase of the

land necessary for the use on residential on-site disposal which would increase

housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a considerable amount of land , and

thus reduce construction opportunities . There would be long -term implications,

both locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protective districts

in parts of the town , and the concomitant higher costs associated with larger

lot requirements , access to housing opportunities for middle income families

may become even more difficult .
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( Measures can be taken by the communities to mitigate any negative impacts

and to help meet the region's need for additional housing . Some 362,460 resi

dential units of all types will be needed by the year 2000 to meet the needs

of new households and to replace existing units . Communities can permit moder

ately higher densities in those areas where negative water quality impacts

would not result . Communities with sewers and those undertaking 201 studies

can plan for higher densities in several areas . Limited use of package treat

ment plants can offer an opportunity for accommodating moderate density housing

in selected areas of town . Also encouraging the use of cluster and planned

unit development in a community can provide an opportunity for meeting a

variety of housing desires while still protecting water quality related lands .

In addition , a community can use existing buildings to increase the supply

of moderately -priced housing by converting large dwellings into two

units or reusing public or commercial buildings for housing , while maintaining

adequate wastewater disposal facilities . )

N. ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing . The process of cleaning up area waterways and water

bodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of government

and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing of capital

costs between government and water -using firms , it is necessary to determine the

potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing establishments . Because

cost impacts ultimately will affect jobs , it is important to estimate what firms

may be most affected by the requirement of the water quality plan .

It can be seen that the recommendations would have both potentially posi

tive and negative impacts in manufacturing , but because of the large supply

of industrial land , these impacts would not be significant . The expansion and

use of sewer service areas as outlined in Holbrook could allow opportunities

for increased levels of manufacturing activities , and thereby increase employ

ment levels . The principle reason for such an effect is that with the intro

duction of sewer service to industrial land , these areas could assimilate more

structural development , which could then accept more labor - intensive economic

activities . An example might be the difference between a warehouse employing

only a half dozen people and an electrical machinery plant employing a few

hundred . Indeed , the presence of sewerage might encourage some towns to

rezone areas for industrial use , given the proper market and other economic

conditions .

Counterbalancing this increased opportunity for accommodating manufacturing

activities is the requirement that industries pay a proportional share of the

capital costs of sewage treatment , based on their share of the waste load . This

potential cost to industries could inhibit plant expansion , or initial location ,

thereby precluding the full measure of employment opportunities .

The recommendations for Holbrook also include non - structural solutions , i.e. ,

land use controls , to deal with water quality problems and as a result it would

seem that opportunities for employment in manufacturing would be reduced in some

instances . There may be some cases in which some opportunities may be fore

closed because of actual changes in zoning from residentialto low - to -moderate

density residentisl uses . Some existing manufacturing activites may be affected

by such zoning changes by making them non -conforming land uses . This would have

implications for their future expansion plans . Holbrook has 185 jobs in water

intensive employment , which is expected to increase to 253 jobs by 1995 . As a

percentage of total employment , this is about 36 percent .
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As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on manufacturing

activities in the community .
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HULL : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I.
WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town of Hull is currently constructing a secondary sewage treatment

facility and interceptors to serve the unsewered areas of town . Since the

town already plans to expand sewer service to include all areas with septic

system problems, no new recommendations are considered necessary . The comple

tion of the on-going and previously planned projects would adequately solve

wastewater treatment and disposal problems .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Operation and maintenance of the stormwater drainage system is the

responsibility of the town Highway Department. Catch basins are cleaned and

the system is dragged and flushed annually .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

Catch basin cleaning should be done at least twice annually

in the spring and fall and more often in problem areas .

- A town -wide drainage study should be initiated to determine

the need for reconstruction of certain parts of the system

to prevent flooding .

- Outfalls should be checked periodically to prevent sediment

build - up and to determine the need to install gratings .

III . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage $44,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater 51,900 (much of this cost already may

be in local budget )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part I of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL DISCHARGES

The Atlantic Aquarium has applied for an NPDES permit to discharge sea

water to Boston Harbor . The sea water is circulated through the Aquarium's

display tanks following filtration , and then is released into Boston Harbor .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

1 ) The town should adopt a sewer use law using the MAPC model

sewer use law as a guide . A drain layer's manual should
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also be included to provide consistency in the construction

of sewer connections .

2 ) Water conservation and recycling of process wastewaters

should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

Landfills . The Hull landfill is nearly exhausted . It is located

mostly on a salt marsh near the Weir River . It should soon be closed and

carefully sealed according to DEQE regulations to prevent continued leachate

formation .

Current plans call for disposal at the town landfill of ash from the

sludge incinerator at the town's sewage treatment plant . Plans should be

developed for a different long - term disposal site .

B. Salt Storage and Application . There are no reported or anticipated

pollution problems from the storage or application of road salt in Hull .

The town receives its drinking water from Hingham and stormwater runoff

mostly enters salt water .

VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Hull should adopt a wetlands / floodplains district for remaining unprotected

wetlands , since it does not have one now .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Hull is currently expanding its sewerage system and constructing a

secondary sewage treatment facility with federal funds . Existing town sewers

are currently maintained by the highway department , but the facilities under

construction will be administered by the Hull Permanent Sewer Commission .

Hull will be required to adopt sewer use and industrial cost recovery systems

which meet EPA requirements , as well as have an adequate sewer use ordinance .

Reference should be made by Hull to the model sewer use ordinance and drain

layer's manual presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should monitor the town landfill site after it is

closed to evaluate the closing and sealing techniques .

The town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission ,

should evaluate the preventive non-point source control recommendations

presented above with respect to existing land use and natural features

information in the community . Zoning changes , consistent with these recom

mendations , should be drafted and presented to town meeting. Other community

goals and policies should , of course , be reflected in these proposals .
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HULL : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The limited nature of the recommendations for Hull is not likely to

cause any significant change in the low rate of anticipated growth or in

the land use patterns in the town . Therefore , an impact assessment is not

needed for this community .

While 208 recomuner.dations may not have a significant impact on this commu

nity , the existence of a developed infrastructure , including sewers , places

the community in a favorable position to attract beneficial new development and

to encourage the restoration of older neighborhoods. Municipalities with

sewers , storm drains , roads , public transportation and utilities already in

place , can provice an environmentally and economically favorable alternative

to the recent pattern of sprawl development .

One problem does exist , however , for communities with this infrastructure .

Resources For renovation of facilities are critical to maintenance and restora

tion of the evirordent so that the quality of life in urbanized areas can be

kept at desirable levels . Environmental resotration is equal in importance

to environmental protection .

The advantages of revitalization of our developed urban and suburban areas

will become increasingly evident as the cost of energy plays a larger role in

development decisions . Private funds are being invested in existing developed

areas at an increasing rate by businesses and private individuals and the

results are becoming evident in profitable enterprises and comfortable restored

homes . Public policies are also focusing on urban revitalization as evidenced

by the Carter administration urban policy , the Massachusetts Growth Policy and

the MAPC's " Policies for Land Use in Metropolitan Boston " . Public investment

must follow if we are to save two valuable environmental resources the natural

environment to be protected from wasteful sprawl development , and the urban

environment to be protected from neglect .
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RANDOLPH : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town has engaged consultants to design sewers for those areas in

town that experience persistent on - site disposal problems . The completion

of sewering of Mill / Union Streets , Lori Lane and Canton Street should alle

viate present water quality problems and prevent future problems . The

following additional recommendations are , however , made :

1 ) Other areas with intermittent septic system failure should

eventually be sewered as part of the town's long - range plan

because of their proximity to existing sewers and to Upper

Reservoir and Great Pond .

2 ) The town should enforce a rigorous and effective inspection

and maintenance program including rehabilitation for septic

systems in areas which will not be sewered under the current

plan .

3 ) Inspection and maintenance of septic systems should include

regular periodic pumping of septic systems and proper dis

posal of septage .

II . STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The town Highway Department is responsible for the operation and mainte

nance of the stormwater collection system . Catch basins and storm drains

are cleaned regularly as are brook channels . Drainage is generally adequate

and the town's topography is favorable for good drainage .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

Catch basin cleaning and brook and drain maintenance programs

should be continued .

- A comprehensive storm drainage plan should be initiated to

provide guidance for future improvements as well as identify

other potential problem areas .

- In planning for future development , maximum use should be

made of non-structural control measures and natural drainage

characteristics .

II . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage $34,000

( 2 ) Septage Treatment o

( 3 ) Stormwater 148,600 (much of this cost may already

be in local budget )
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An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part I of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL DISCHARGES

One industry in Randolph has been identified as a significant discharger . Chase

and Son , Inc. discharges uncontamined cooling water to the Weymouth Fore River .

An NPDES permit has been issued for this discharge .

Recommendations to the town include the following :

1 ) The town should adopt a sewer use law as stringent or more

stringent than the proposed sewer use law developed by the

MDC . A drain layer's manual should be adopted to regulate

the construction of sewer connections .

2 ) New industries should be required to discharge sanitary

and process wastewaters (with pretreatment , if required )

to the sewer system . Water conservation and recycling

should be encouraged .

V. NON - POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills. The privately owned BFI landfill exhibits deficient cover

ing and grading practices which could result in substantial leachate generation .

The six -month program of trucking leachate to Randolph sewers for MDC treatment

is not a permanent solution . The construction of drainage ditches and improved

grading, sealing and operating practices are recommended .

The regular water quality monitoring reportedly carried out by the Conser

vation Commission and Board of Health should continue . The results should be

made available to Canton whose aquifer may be in the path of any leachate leaving

the landfill area .

B. Salt Storage and Application . The town should monitor water quality

in the vicinity of the uncovered 200 ton road salt pile at the town yard and

a covered shed with an impervious floor should be built if contamination is

found beyond the site .

While recognizing that Randolph has reduced road salt use , the following

program to prevent contamination is recommended to all local and state highway

units :

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road networks

with locations of salt - sensitive targets (aquifers , wells , streams

tributary to reservoirs ) .
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Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones .

- Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures

and posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Educa

tion of local citizens about their responsibility under winter

driving conditions .

V. PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Randolph should adopt cluster zoning as a useful technique to deal with

water quality problems and as an alternative pattern of development . In

addition , rezoning to allow only low density residential development in cer

tain areas could serve to eliminate potential conflicts with current zoning

and the environmental capability of the land to support intensive or dense

development .

In the future , Randolph should consider extending their watershed and

wetlands protection district to cover unprotected wetland areas .

VI . MANAGEMENT

Because Randolph is connected to the MSD , the community will be required

to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost recovery billing

and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and EPA . Additionally ,

once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regulations covering dis

charge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the MSD system , communi

ties will be required to have in effect a sewer use by- law or ordinance no

less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These requirements may

place significant administrative and management burdens on Randolph . Reference

should be made by Randolph to the model sewer use ordinance and drain layer's

manual presented in this plan .

The Board of Health should initiate rigorous maintenance and inspection

programs for on-site sewage disposal systems . At a minimum , a public educa

tion program , setting guidelines for the proper maintenance of septic systems

and mailing such guidelines to homeowners in non - sewered areas should be

In addition , information on malfunctioning systems should be veri

fied and appropriate administrative actions promptly instituted against such

systems , ranging from pumping to the reconstruction of failing systems .

set up .

The Board of Health and Conservation Commission should continue monitoring

the BFI landfill . A cooperative effort with Canton officials should be con

sidered to protect the Canton aquifer from potential leachate contamination .

The Board of Health should monitor the town's uncovered road salt

storage pile . The Town Meeting should be asked for funds for a covered shed

with an impervious floor if salt contamination is found beyond the site .

The town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission ,

should evaluate the land use recommendations with respect to existing land

use and natural features information in the community . The MAPC can provide

some preliminary data and technical assistance in this effort . Zoning changes ,

consistent with the preventive land control recommendations presented above

and with local goals and policies , should be developed and presented for town

meeting approval.
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RANDOLPH : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

A. Erosion

B. Flood Control

c . Groundwater

D. Wildlife

E. Air Quality

III . Social Impacts

A. Open Space and Recreation

B. Archaeological and Historic

C. Housing

IV. Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

In the final analysis cost effectiveness will play a major role in the

selection of one water quality solution over another , and the question , " How

much will it cost ? " , is often one of the first concerns in considering the

management of water quality . For this reason , the direct cost impacts of the

recommendations are presented here . The direct cost impact involves two

types of expenses : ( 1 ) capital and ( 2 ) operating and maintenance . It should

be remembered that , while the capital cost will affect the community only for

the length of the repayment schedule , the annual operation and maintenance cost

will continue throughout the use of the system .

The direct cost impacts shows the average annual capital cost and what

effect this annual cost would have on the property tax rate of Randolph .

The impact on the tax rate is included to indicate how the capital cost

might effect an individual resident in the community . This does not mean

that the property tax would be the mechanism for repayment , since many other

taxing mechanisms could be used by the community . The property tax impact is

given as an example and also because it is a repayment method often chosen by

communities in the region . The annual operation and maintenance cost for the

community is also included and the revenue for this must be derived from

a form of user charges and not from a general revenue source . The "average

annual cost " represents the average annual debt service cost over a 20-year

bond issue amortized at 6% and is the figure discussed in Part II , Section 2 .

The "tax rate impact " shows the annual change in the community's tax rate

due to the debt service cost . The " operation and maintenance " figure is the

annual cost to the community and would be required each year of operation .
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The average annual cost would be $10,000 for Randolph , (not including

stormwater costs ) , and this would result in an annual impact on the local tax

rate of $ 0.07 . The annual operation and maintenance cost would be $24,000 .

I. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. ErosionImpacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of the

water quality recommendations for Randolph there appear to be slightly positive

impacts . Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope ,

erodable soils or sparse vegetation .

In those areas where the intensity of permitted development would be

reduced, either by not conflicting with the environmental capability of the

land , or by not sewering the area , potential erosion problems would be

reduced in these areas , and this would be a positive effect of long -term con

sequence .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions should be

designed to reduce any negative effects .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of the

recommendations in terms of potential flood control problems, it appears

that slight impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control

problems are considered to be wetlands , flood hazard areas , and steep slope

areas .

The extension of the environmental , watershed and wetland districts

would have a positive effect on flood control problems. This regulation would

serve to reduce or prohibit development in significant areas which have

potential flood control problems . This benefit would continue as long as

the regulation remained in effect .

More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed in any 201

facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an environmental

assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

c . Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions recommended for

Randolph appear to have slightly positive impacts on potential groundwater

supplies, as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

Positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where groundwater

favorability coincides with the recommended extension of the watershed and

wetlands protection districts . Because these environmental districts impose

special constraints on development , they also function , to a certain measure ,

as groundwater protection . By minimizing any construction activities in

these areas , the land left in its natural state would maximize the infiltration

and replenishment of groundwater . The positive effects on groundwater would

continue for as long as the environmental districts are in force .

Another potentially positive impact would result from the implementation

of recommended land management controls . Revised land use controls would mean
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lower residential densities than what presently exist , thus enhancing the

potential for more infiltration and recharge to the groundwater . It would

be a long - term effect , lasting for the duration of this development pattern .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater favor

ability or recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning for the

community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assessment

should be done concurrently with the 201 planning.

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the water quality recommendations do con

stitute amoderate amount of the habitat areas which are currently available

in the community . A prime factor in determining the capacity of wildlife

habitat is the relative presence of suburban development in the area . The

continuation of growth as moderate -density type of development which has

been occurring up to now means that urban development is dispersed across

the community .

One result of this dispersed - type of growth is that some urban development

appears in all of those areas rated as potential wildlife habitats at the

present time , and reduces their capacity to provide habitats .

The potential impact on wildlife habitats could produce a negative

impact on wildlife which would be of long - term consequences . Primarily , this

can be viewed as a local impact .

The use of the watershed and wetlands protectior districts in Randolph

would provide a positive benefit for wildlife . The development constraints

imposed by these land use regulations would provide local benefits for as

long as the regulation was in effect .

E. Air Quality Impact . It is anticipated with the growth patterns pro

jected in the recommendations as a continuation of existing trends , that

the ambient air quality standards will be maintained through 1985 even with

the estimated growth . It can be said in summary that the recommendations

will have a negligible impact on air quality .

One short - term effect which would be very localized in significance

would be that the level of particulate matter in the atmosphere would be

expected to rise temporarily during the construction phase of sewerage

expansion because of the truck transportation of materials and supplies

to and from the construction sites .

III . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open Space & Recreation Impacts . Generally , impacts on public and

semi -public lands in Randolph would be slight with development according

to the recommended solutions . Much of the anticipated development which

is located adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned

for residential moderate density development . Development of this density

could result in more use of existingopen space and recreation areas by the
residents .
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In Randolph several scattered public and semi -public lands fall within recommended

environmental zoning overlay districts . The additional development constraints

contained in these floodplains , wetlands , or watershed protection districts .

would enhance open space or recreational areas and would therefore be a

positive impact on such areas . These impacts would continue as long as the

overlay districts remain in force and would be an impact of local significance .

In the case of these overlay zoning districts , there is a strong positive relation

ship between this short - term use of the manmade environment and the enhance

ment of the long - term productivity of the environment .

In several places in Randolph where open space could be affected by

development the recommendations have outlined possible zoning changes . In

most instances , such changes would mean that areas currently zoned for in

dustrial , commercial , or moderate to high residential density development

would become zoned for low to moderate density residential development .

Impacts on open space would be minimized through the development of less

intensive land uses and would be more compatible with open space .

However , it also should be noted that where the permitted residential

density would be decreased according to the land development controls

recommended , more land would be required to accommodate projected residential

growth . The result could be less open space for passive recreation .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts . A review of the potential impacts

of future development on the one archaeological site in Randolph indicates

that growth pressures could create a negative impact . This site is zoned

for medium residential development . Certainly when a site is actually

developed , the impact is significant and long - term , and the commitment is

irreversible . The loss of any of the archaeological sites would be

regional in significance .

It should be noted that the specific names and locations of the

affected archaeological sites are not included in this discussion . This

has been done purposely in order to avoid unauthorized individual exploration

of the sites . The information used was made available to this project from

the State Archaeologist's Office with this request .

As the community undertakes 201 facilities planning , specific attention

should be directed to possible effects on archaeologicalor historic sites

and should be addressed in the environmental assessment which should be

done concurrently with the facilities plan .

c . Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommodating

the anticipated residential growth outlined in the recommendations in terms

of the amount of land available in the community . The projected 2500 housing

unit anticipated for Randolph means that 1100 acres of residential land will

be developed over the 20-year period .

Randolph allows multi- family housing and this fact may increase opportunities

for moderately priced housing and offset barriers to home ownership created by

large - lot zoning in other communities in the region .

However , the outlined environmental zoning districts , which would either

prohibit or constrain housing development occur throughout the community and

reduce the amount of land available for development .
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The community appears to be experiencing moderate growth pressures and the

reduction of land available for development would serve to intensify this

pressure .

The land development recommendations for zoning changes could reduce

current residential densities so as to preclude conflicts between zoning

and environmental capability . The impact on housing could be an increase

of the land necessary for the use on residential on- site disposal which

would increase housing costs .

These factors would combine to affect a moderate amount of land , and thus

reduce construction opportunities. There would be long -term implications , both

locally and regionally . With more extensive use of protective districts in

parts of the town and the concomitant higher costs associated with larger lot

requirements , access to housing opportunities for middle income families may

become more difficult .

IV . ECONOMIC IMPACT

A. Manufacturing . The process of cleaning up area waterways and waterbodies

in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of government and

private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing of capital

costs between government and water - using firms, it is necessary to determine

the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing establishments .

Because cost impacts ultimately will affect jobs , it is important to

estimate what firms may be most affected by the requirement of the water

quality problems and as a result it would seem that opportunities for

employment in manufacturing would be reduced . There may be some cases in which

some opportunities may be foreclosed because of actual changes in zoning

from industrial to low - to -medium density residential uses . Some existing

manufacturing activities may be affected by such zoning changes by making

them non - conforming land uses . This would have implications for their

future expansion plans .

Randolph has about 400 jobs in water - intensive employment which is

expected to decrease to about 350 jobs by 1995 . As a percentage of total

employment , this is 4 percent .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charged should outline to potential effect on manufactur

ing activities in the community .
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WEYMOUTH : RECOMMENDED 208 PLAN

I. WASTEWATER TREATMENT

The town is nearly 70 percent sewered and plans to sewer the entire

population have been developed . When such plans are completed , areas exper

iencing persistent problems with on- lot disposal systems will be eliminated .

Therefore , no new recommendations beyond the town's 201 plans are necessary

except that septic systems with problems should be pumped out frequently

until sewering is completed . This could help prevent continuous degradation

of nearby water bodies .

II. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

The Highway Department is responsible for operation and maintenance of

the storm drainage system . Catch basins are cleaned year - round with a major

effort in the spring . Brooks and channels are cleaned of debris on a regular

basis . In problem areas , brooks are cleaned in the spring and fall . Street

sweeping is done on major arteries and secondary streets .

Recommendations to the town are summarized as follows :

· The Highway Department should continue with its exemplary

program of operation and maintenance .

- In planning for future development , maximum use should be

made of non-structural control measures and natural

drainage characteristics .

The Board of Health should sample beach areas after summer

rains for total and fecal coliform to determine whether

additional management practices are needed .

II . ESTIMATED COSTS

Average annual local costs are as follows :

( 1 ) Sewerage 0

( 2 ) Septage Treatment 0

( 3 ) Stormwater $ 257,500 (much of this cost already

may be in local budgets )

An explanation of cost estimation methodologies appears in Part I of

this draft Areawide Plan .

IV . INDUSTRIAL DISCHARGES

The Boston Edison Edgar Station was identified as the only significant

industry in Weymouth . This power station has been issued an NPDES permit to

discharge uncontaminated cooling water to the Weymouth Fore River .
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Recommendations to the town include the following :

1 ) The town should adopt a sewer use law as stringent or more

stringent than the proposed sewer use law developed by the

A drain layer's manual should also be adopted to

provide consistency in the construction of sewer connections .

2 )
New industries should be required to discharge sanitary and

process wastewaters (with pretreatment , if required) to the

sewer system . Water conservation and recycling of process

wastewaters should be encouraged .

V. NON-POINT SOURCES

A. Landfills . Leachate is still being generated from the town's closed

incinerator and ash disposal site and it is entering a tidal marsh near the

Back River . An impermeable cover layer should be applied and other closing

and sealing practices acceptable to the state DEQE should be carried out .

Leachate from the closed incinerator and ash disposal site poses a threat

to clam digging at the Back River because shellfish concentrate metals and

other toxic substances . The town should evaluate the safety of shellfish

harvesting in the area and take steps to prevent any potential problems .

B. Salt Storage and Application . Weymouth's road salt is stored in a

covered shed with a concrete floor and no pollution from the site has been

reported .

State DPW salting operations have degraded water quality at some wells

in Weymouth . The town has regulated the use of road salt by local highway

crews in certain areas where runoff might contaminate surface and well water

supplies . The following program to prevent salt contamination is recommended

to all local and state highway units :

.

Development of maps showing local drainage basins and road net

works with locations of salt-sensitive targets (aquifers , wells ,

streams tributary to reservoirs ) .

-

Development of a selective application program that designates

specific parts of the road network as no salt or minimum salt

zones .

Training of highway crews both in salt application procedures and

posting of signs for safe public vehicle operation . Education

of local citizens about their responsibility under winter driving

conditions .
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VI . PREVENTIVE LAND USE CONTROLS

Since Weymouth does not currently have a wetlands / floodplains district ,

immediate steps should be taken to delineate and adopt such a district .

Weymouth should also consider in the near future adopting an aquifer

recharge district to protect areas of high groundwater favorability and a

watershed protection district to protect its reservoirs and other water

bodies . However , instead of this piecemeal approach , Weymouth could take

a more comprehensive approach by delineating a water resource protection

district .

In addition , Weymouth should make revisions to its zoning bylaw where

permitted uses may be incompatible with the environmental capability of the

land .

VII . MANAGEMENT

Since no new recommendations are being made for Weymouth with respect

to wastewater treatment , no corresponding management recommendations can be

made . However , because the community is connected to the MSD , the community

will be required to implement and maintain a user charge and industrial cost

recovery billing and collection system which must be approved by the MDC and

EPA . Additionally , once MDC promulgates presently proposed rules and regula

tions covering discharge of sewage , drainage , substance of wastes to the

MSD system , communities will be required to have in effect a sewer use by

law or ordinance no less stringent than the regulations of the MDC . These

requirements will place significant administrative and management burdens

on Weymouth . Reference should be made by Weymouth to the model sewer use

ordinance and drain layter's manual presented in this plan .

The town's closed incinerator and ash disposal site should be properly

sealed to meet DEQE requirements . The Board of Health should monitor the

nearby marsh area for leachate contamination and should evaluate the shell

fish in the Back river to determine their safety .

The town planning board , in conjunction with the conservation commission ,

should evaluate the preventive non -point source control recommendations

presented above with respect to existing land use and natural features

information in the community . Zoning changes , consistent with these recom

mendations , should be drafted and presented to town meeting . Other commu

nity goals and policies should , of course , be reflected in these proposals .
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WEYMOUTH : IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Categories :

I. Direct Cost Impacts

II . Environmental Impacts

B.

C.

D.

E.

Erosion

Flood Control

Groundwater

Wildlife

Air Quality

II . Social Impacts

A.

B.

C.

Open Space and Recreation

Archaeological and Historic

Housing

IV . Economic Impacts

A. Manufacturing

I. DIRECT COST IMPACTS

There would be no direct cost impact for wastewater treatment for the

town of Weymouth beyond what is outlined in the town's 201 facilities planning

work . Much of the stormwater management costs may already be in local budgets .

II . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. Erosion Impacts . In examining the possible effects on erosion of the

projected future growth for Weymouth , there appears to be minimal impacts.

Potential erosion problems could occur in areas of steep slope , erodable soils

or sparse vegetation . The extent of such potential erosion problems are negli

gible .

Any 201 facilities planning studies done should analyze in detail the

potential impacts on erosion-prone areas . Mitigating actions which might be

necessary should be designed to reduce any negative effects .

B. Flood Control Impacts . When assessing the potential effects of future

growth in terms of potential flood control problems , it appears that negative

impacts could result . Lands with potential flood control problems are considered

to be wetlands , flood hazard areas and steep slope areas .

The adoption of wetland / floodplain districts would have a positive effect

on flood control problems . This regulation would serve to reduce or prohibit

development in significant areas which have potential flood control problems .

This benefit would continue as long as the regulation remained in effect .
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The extent of the flood control problem areas appears to be over 300

acres in Weymouth . More detailed review of these impacts should be addressed

in any 201 facilities planning and preferably should be reviewed in an environ

mental assessment done concurrently with the facilities plan .

C. Groundwater Impacts . The wastewater solutions being undertaken for

Weymouth could have moderately negative and positive impacts on potential

groundwater supplies , as indicated by areas of high groundwater favorability .

Some positive effects on groundwater could accrue in areas where ground

water favorability coincides with floodplain and wetland overlay districts .

Because these environmental districts impose special constraints on develop

ment , they also function , to a certain measure , as groundwater protection .

By minimizing any construction activities in these areas , the land left in its

natural state would maximize the infiltration and replenishment of groundwater .

The positive effects on groundwater would continue for as long as the environ

mental districts are in force .

Detailed analysis of the potential impact on areas of groundwater favor

ability and recharge areas should be done as part of any 201 planning for the

community . To fully assess these impacts , the environmental assessment should

be done concurrently with the 201 planning .

Four well sites are adjacent to residential and industrial land which could

be subject to significant growth pressure . This development could have negative

effects on these well sites .

D. Wildlife Impacts . The areas of potential wildlife habitat which

possibly could be affected by the future growth do not constitute a significant

amount of the habitat areas which are currently available in the area . A prime

factor in determining the capacity of wildlife habitat is the relative presence

of suburban development in the area . The continuation of growth as moderate

density type of development which has been occurring up to now means that urban

development is dispersed across the community . One result of this dispersed

type of growth is that some urban development appears in all of those areas

rated as potential wildlife habitats at the present time, and reduces their

capacity to provide habitats . The potential impact on wildlife habitats could

produce a negative impact on wildlife which would be of long - term consequences .

Primarily , this can be viewed as a local impact .

The use of floodplain /wetland districts in Weymouth would provide a posi

tive benefit for wildlife . The development constraints imposed by these land

use regulations would provide local benefits for as long as the regulation was

in effect .

The amount of potential wildlife habitat potentially affected by the growth

projection appears to be over 700 acres .

E. Air Quality Impact . It is anticipated with the growth patterns pro

jected as a continuation of existing trends , there will be a negligible impact

on air quality .
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II . SOCIAL IMPACTS

A. Open space and Recreation Impacts. Generally , impacts on public and

semi - public lands in Weymouth would be slight with development according to

the projected growth . Much of the anticipated development which is located

adjacent to or surrounding open space would be in areas zoned moderate

residential . Development of this density could result in more use of existing

open space and recreation areas by the residents . In one area in Weymouth , an

open space area is adjacent to land zoned for industrial use . Impacts from

this type of development on open space could be slightly negative , long - term

but primarily of local importance .

Where public and semi -public lands fall within recommended environmental

zoning overlay districts , the additional development constraints contained in

these floodplains , wetlands , or watershed protection districts would enhance

open space or recreational areas and would therefore be a positive impact on

such areas . These impacts would continue as long as the overlay districts

remain in force and would be an impact of local significance .

B. Archaeological and Historic Impacts. A review of the potential

impacts of the recommendations on existing archaeological and historic sites

in Weymouth indicates that the growth pressure would create negligible impacts

on sites .

C. Housing Impacts . There is little overall difficulty in accommodating

the anticipated residential growth in Weymouth in terms of the amount of land

available in the community . The projected 2100 housing units anticipated for

Weymouth means that almost 950 acres of residential land will be developed over

the 20-year period .

N. ECONOMIC IMPACTS

A. Manufacturing . The process of cleaning up area waterways and water

bodies in line with national goals will involve a joint effort of government

and private enterprise . Because this effort will involve a sharing of capital

costs between government and water-using firms , it is necessary to determine

the potential impact of these costs upon such manufacturing establishments .

It can be seen that Weymouth would have both potentially positive and

negative impacts on manufacturing . The expansion and use of sewer service

areas would allow opportunities for increased levels of manufacturing activi

ties , and thereby increase employment levels . The principle reason for such

an effect is that with the introduction of sewer service to industrial land ,

these areas could assimilate more structural development , which could then

accept more labor - intensive economic activities . An example might be the

difference between a warehouse employing only a half-dozen people and an

electrical machinery plant employing a few hundred .

Counterbalancing this increased opportunity for accommodating manufacturing

activities is the requirement that industries pay a proportional share of the

capital costs of sewage treatment , based on their share of the waste load . This

potential cost to industries could inhibit plant expansion , or initial location ,

thereby precluding the full measure of employment opportunities .
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Weymouth has almost 900 manufacturing jobs , of which over 25 percent

are in water - intensive employment . As a percentage of total employment ,

water - intensive employment will account for only two percent by 1995 .

As 201 facilities planning is done , detailed analysis of pretreatment

requirements and user charges should outline the potential effect on manu

facturing activities in the community .
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